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ABSTRACT
The Colonisation of Scientific Uncertainty:
Liminality & Agency in Science Boundary Work
The thesis focusses on the traditional problem of demarcation in science through the
study of the politics of scientific "boundary work"{ and cultural cartography amidst
scientific controversies where claims about the constitution of science and its "other"
are asserted, contested and renegotiated. Human and non-human agents and agency are
characterised via recourse to a critical practice theory and performative idiom approach
where dialectical interactions between social structures and between collective,
individual and natural agents are axiomatic. The study aims to provide a multi-sited
ethnography of how notions of scientific convention and deviance are (re)defined in the
course of scientific practice.
Scientific texts and qualitative data yielded from ethnographic interviews and
participant observation are analysed to provide insights into how the demarcation of
science is achieved, contested and renegotiated by various science boundary workers.
The symmetrical analysis of two case-studies of recent controversy in (Australian)
science will show the ways in which both orthodox and controversial scientists and
other scientific boundary workers deploy similar discursive tactics in order to "seduce"
and "colonise" the minds (and therefore the bodies and resources) of their audience(s).
The colonisation of uncertainty in scientific confroversies involves the discursive
upgrading of certainty in one's own methods, claims and motives while undermining
those of opponents. Hegemonic visions of ideal scientific agency as value-free, acultural
and apolitical are reproduced in both dissident and orthodox discourses, despite the
strategic deployment by dissidents of a quasi-sociological critique of their denouncers.
Both controversial workers and their denouncers engage in justificatory discursive work
that "domesticates" or "colonises" uncertainty in descriptions of natural agents and in
the general trustworthiness of scientific claims. The strategic presentation through
various public 'performances' of scientific work as the product of a scientific collective
is seen to provide a highly seductive means by which scientific boundary workers
galvanise confidence and support.
However, an asymmetry in the scientific boundary work sampled can be seen in
dissident workers' definitions of the non-human or natural agents they study as
complex, dynamic and non-linear. Lmear, machine-like or "machinic" visions of
"natural" agency provide an ontological ground from which new scientific work may be
denounced as liminal or ambiguous and thus suspect or controversial, or as clearly
"polluted" and thus "deviant" and stigmatised.

Chapter One
The Colonisation of Scientific Uncertainty:
Introduction, Ontology, Epistemology, Methodology i& Chapter Outline
Introduction
I have long been fascinated by stories of heresy. Heretics feature in my mind as the
ultimate heroes, willing to risk not simply their livelihood, but potentially, their lives for
the sake of their beliefs. The famous case of Galileo comes to mind here with the
Catholic church placing him on trial as a heretic after he challenged its geocentric
dogma. In his case, however, the outcome was not as dramatic as it could have been.
His body was the site of institutionalised punishment to the extent that he was put under
house arrest. More serious were the ramifications of Giordano Bruno's pronouncement
that life might well exist on many worlds. Punishment for his recalcitrance in the face of
torture was the ultimate excommunication from the Catholic church: execution. With
the case of Bruno's heresy we have a clear exemplification of Michel Foucault's (1977,
1980) thesis that power and discipline in pre-modem societies were clearly inscribed
upon the body through public demonstrations of torture and execution. Galileo's case,
arguably, is more reminiscent of modem forms of discipline which Foucault identified
as less overtly violent but no less corporeal in its effects. Modem institutions such as the
secularised state, the army, factory, hospital, school and asylum discipline the
dysfunctional body in terms defined especially by scientific discourses.

In a contemporary context and from the perspective of those residing in democratic
societies, one cannot help but admire those who openly protest against repressive and
oppressive regimes under which they live, especially when the costs may be great for

dissidents and their loved ones. However citizens in democratic societies should not
become complacent regarding the more subtle and insidious forms of suppression that
may also confront them in their own societies. Arguably it may be harder or more
incongment to wage a critique of those collectives that appear permissive and in which
there are clear Utopian notions about representative democracy, freedom of speech and
freedom of association. But all social collectives have mles of inclusion and exclusion.
All collectives have institutionalised means whereby transgressors of these mles are
disciplined and, if need be, expelled from the ranks of m-group member. Democratic
societies are no more immune to these kinds of social processes than dictatorial
regimes.

In Westem and westernising societies, the scientific community is ideologically held up
as that professional association where the principles of freedom of association, speech
and action are properly operationalised. The scientific community is usually seen as the
exemplar of democratic society with certain characteristic features. The practice of
science ideally sees the deployment of tmsted experimental and observational methods
for gaining and verifying knowledge about nature such that the terms 'science' and
'tmth' have come to be synonymous in common parlance. The practice of science
should see the free flow of information about nature with open communication and
cooperation between scientists on an international basis. The scientific community is
also expected to communicate its findings beyond its boundaries. Universalistic
principles are thought to apply in the assessment of scientific knowledge whereby a
scientist's cultural, gender or class backgrounds are deemed irrelevant for judging the
merit of their work. Similarly the sources of ideas in science are deemed less important
than their validity, how well the ideas have been tested, verified or replicated by a range

of tmstworthy scientific practitioners, and whether such ideas/experiments/observations
have been published in peer reviewed publications.

In this thesis I want to interrogate this collection of ideals about what science is and
how science progresses. I intend to do this by scmtinising the stories of two scientists
claiming they have suffered intellectual suppression even while their work ostensibly
meets criteria defining legitimate scientific work. The experience of contemporary
scientists at the centre of controversy who claim to have been stigmatised and
marginalised within and beyond their own profession echoes the experiences of many
heretics throughout history. Dissident scientists, through the pursuit of confroversial
research topics, show the same willingness to place at risk, not so much their bodies or
their lives, but certainly their status, career and livelihood.

The thesis will present case studies of two Australian scientists whose work and
personae have attracted confroversy, media attention and forms of stigmatisation over
the last few years. Let me provide a brief outline of the two cases in question:

1) Dr Peter French, a cellular biologist (and, formerly, the Principal Scientist at the
Cenfre for Immunology in Sydney's St Vincent's Hospital) has since 1997 explored
biological and potential health effects of microwave radiation emitted by cellular (or
mobile) telephones. His persona and work have attracted implicit and explicit
attributions of deviance especially from the wireless telecommunications industry as
well as government appointed scientific bodies.

2) Dr Robert Baker of the University of New England's Geography and Town Planning
Department is a mathematical geographer who proposes a rapid and cyclical climate
change model that is inherent to tiie earth's climatic system and which transcends any
anthropogenic causes of climate change. His specific hypothesis relates to evidence of
pati;ems of rismg and falling sea-levels on the east Ausfralian coast in the last 6,000
years. This oscillating pattern of sea level has been considered controversial since it was
first proposed in the early 1960s and Baker's attempts early in his career to pursue this
line of research were met vrith institutional resistance and disciplining. Baker's work
history, beyond the specific case of the oscillating sea-level model, shows repeated
instances where his attempts at disciplinary innovation through mathematical modelling
were met with institutional punishments such as semi-public degradation rituals.

From a sociological point of view, what is interesting about these cases of confroversy
is that both scientists claim they have been rejected for publication in national scientific
journals as well as denied research funds to continue their work. Both have experienced
what I call public, semi-pubUc and private 'degradation ceremonies' where a person is
undermined, defamed, denounced, or simply humiliated and shamed, ostensibly, for the
simple pursuit of scientific curiosity. As Garfinkel (1956:420) noted, a degradation
ceremony is any kind of communicative work where the public identity of an individual
is transformed into a status which is seen as "lower in the local scheme of social types".
This is a process of stigmatisation which impacts upon status and career opportunities.
However, both French and Baker are accredited PhDs in their field; both are able to find
otherwise conventional and even prestigious collaborators within and beyond their
particular scientific disciplme; they have both found success publishing in international
journals and presenting at international conferences in their research area; most

importantly, both provide definitions of science as testable knowledge just like their
more conventional colleagues, such as Fellows of the Australian Academy of Science
whom I interviewed in the pilot stage of my research (on which, more below in the
section on methodology). They too are demonsfrably committed to the notion of
operationalising their hypotheses so that their community of fellow researchers might
ostensibly check their claims. In this sense I see both French and Baker as reproducing
essentialist claims about science that are reminiscent of those provided by more
conventional and elite counterparts. In this way, so-called controversial scientists are
very much reproducing essentialist definitions of the scientific method. One might well
ask, then, in the fashion of Durkheim, what form of sacred scientific 'truth' these
workers have transgressed - whether by intent or default - in the process of extending
scientific knowledge.

In order to answer this question, I will explore in each case how scientists and their
work become labelled as deviant as well as the ways in which stigmatised scientists
attempt to remediate such negative attributions. By exploring cases where the
ideological consensus in science breaks down in a dramatic and public fashion we may
be able to discern implicit demarcation criteria of science that defy simple essentialist
criteria such as those listed above. One of the aims of the thesis, then, is to reinforce the
argument that demarcation criteria in science are contextual and negotiated, a point that
has been well made by constmctivist scholars in the field of science and technology
studies (STS) over the last three decades (see Jasanof et al. 1995). The hope to is to
make a contribution to the general study of scientific "boundary work" (Gieryn 1983,
1995, 1999) where science demarcation criteria are understood in constmctivist terms
rather than essentialist terms. In this vision, the characteristics by which science is said

to be set apart from other human activities are seen to be the result of situated and
negotiated social action rather than essential, a priori and unchanging. However, as
Edge (1995) has noted, the social critique of science must be vigilant in reiterating this
point precisely because government, corporations, the community and scientific insiders
themselves still represent science as somehow standing outside culture and immime to
socio-political exigencies.

A second aim is simply to explore controversy and intellectual suppression in science
for its ovm sake. Real life consequences (such as status degradation, career blockages,
loss of employment, psychological distress) follow on from experiences of suppression
in science and real world consequences may well result from the stifling of potentially
irmovative research. Despite these points there are few sociological studies of
suppression in science and no standard theoretical frameworks with which to address
the topic (Martin 1999: 108). In this thesis I hope to contribute insights to this emerging
field of scholarship by exploring the various processes by which scientists are
stigmatised and suppressed as well as the ways in which those targeted rework
blemished status (after Gof&nan 1963), particularly through the crystallisation of novel
standardized packages of research (Fujimura 1992) (explored further in Chapter Two).

As I will show, in their arguments over metaphorical redescriptions (Barnes 1974) and
observation reports (Bames et al. 1996) of natural agency, both controversial scientists
and their orthodox detractors use a similar discursive tactic which I have dubbed the
"colonisation" of scientific uncertainty. With this concept I mean to explore the ways in
which competitive discourse surrounding a scientific controversy relies upon definitions
of certainty and uncertainty which privilege proponents while

downgrading

competitors. The deployment of the concept of uncertainty emerges as a potent
symbolic tool with which to undermine the arguments of opponents and it is a sfrategy
apparent in the discourse of dissident scientists as well as their detractors. In this way I
adhere to the concept of symmetry (Bloor 1976) from the sociology of scientific
knowledge (SSK) where the same form of symbolic and power analysis is applied to
both sides of any scientific controversy. I hope to show the transactional and negotiated
nature of power and authority in science without presuming any essential differences
between the way dissidents and denouncers work to seduce their audiences. I will,
however, make clear through my analysis not simply the points of convergence between
dissident and orthodox definers of science but also the ways in which their visions of
both science and nature diverge. These divergences have bearing on the constmction of
non-human and/or natural agency (with distinctions between such oppositions
necessarily understood as negotiable and contextual), a point I will explore further
below.

In order to show how the concept of uncertainty is a potent tool for seducing audiences
and undermining opponents, I will turn to a body of anthropological theory (explored
below) dealing specifically with the topic of categorical ambiguity and its role in
definitions of pollution and the maintenance of social order. I see the deployment of
anthropological theory as a strategic tool for STS scholars hoping to make a
contribution to the general sociology of knowledge through explorations of scientific
knowledge and practice. Arguably, the disciplinary perspective of anthropology, which
concerns itself with the universal and diverse qualities of the human species and with
the systematic analysis of social groups, has much to offer the constmctivist scholar of
science. Through the lens of anthropology science can be seen as one of many forms of

social organisation and knowledge, and its members are viewed as enculturated and
embodied agents, no less immune to political, economic and socio-cultural variables.

Returning to the concept of uncertainty in rhetorical claims about science, the use of
pertinent antiiropological theory on this topic builds upon the earlier ethnographic work
of Latour and Woolgar (1986/1979) who undertook a seminal anthropological study of
the laboratory as a place where scientific claims and facts are made, unmade and
negotiated. I will point out below how the analysis in this thesis builds upon theirs
particularly with respect to how notions of disorder and imcertainty undergird the social
constmction of scientific work. Moreover STS scholars such as Pinch (1981), Campbell
(1985) and Shackley and Wynne (1996) (discussed below) have also explored the
themes of certainty and uncertainty in scientific discourse and the general findings of
my thesis build upon and qualify theirs.

I will firstly outiine my ontology for a constmctivist analytical framework for the study
of controversy, deviance and suppression in science. I will then lay out in general terms
my metaphysical or ontological position by outiining a practice theory and posthumanist approach to the treatment of human agency, social stmctures and non-human
and/or natural agency respectively. I will also suggest that the study of controversies in
science (or the political philosophy of science) can be seen as a subset of the study of
political ecology, which is, in itself, a melding of critical political economy and
sociology along with the science of ecology.

1) Ontology
i) A Note on Pragmatic Realism & the Study of Science

I suggest it is useful to state my own ontological or metaphysical stance with respect to
natural agency and the study of science precisely because of the criticisms and
accusations of hypocrisy that may follow sociological and constructivist treatments of
scientific practice (see for example. Gross and Levitt 1994). An example of this kind of
cynicism towards the sociology of science can be seen in Richard Dawkins' infamous
quip uttered during a heated debate featured in the Times Higher Education Supplement
in Britain (September and October 1994: 17): "Show me a relativist at 30,000 feet and
I'll show you a hypocrite." It seems fitting, then, in a climate of suspicion regarding
sociological interest in the social negotiation of scientific knowledge, to state my
position with respect to realism and relativism and my general approach to the visions
of natural agency deployed by Baker, French and their critics.

My underlying ontology - that is, my assumptions about the nature of being - accepts a
pragmatic definition of the real (Pickering 1989, 1995). It is useful to assume the
existence of an external reality, potentially apprehensible to our senses and
experimental/observational machines, but it is understood that our interactions with that
external reality may shape or influence its contours. As I will explore, this particular
form of pragmatic realism with respect to the material world can be found in Andrew
Pickering's (1996) concept of the 'mangle of practice' in science (on which more
below). Moreover the reality correspondence problem applies to our models of the
universe. While certain models of nature - ascertained through routinised ways of

interacting with nature - seem to 'work' and or seem correct, we can never be entirely
sure those models have a one-to-one correspondence with nature as it is. This may be
seen as a kind of instrumental approach to realism. This position suggests that our
theories of nature may or may not have a one-to-one correspondence with the
phenomena of interest, but certain theories are defined as working well more often than
not in application and experimentation. Debates over whether 'elections' are waves or
particles, or divisable, seem incongmous against the electrician's knowledge and
effective 'harnessing' of this form of nature. Such claims to the practical efficiency of
scientific knowledge imdergird collective pronouncements to having the one true
theory, or less strongly, the best theory to explain natural agents. I therefore
acknowledge a pragmatic sense of the real along with a relativistic epistemology that
accepts the historical specificity in the demarcation of valid knowledge. The so-called
relativist impasse in knowledge is seen as a function of a relativist ontology rather than
a relativist epistemology, and eclecticism in theory and triangulation of data are
proposed as guarantors of validity for this study (as 1 point out below in the discussion
on epistemology and methodology).

SSK-type explanations of scientific practice can be seen as having an ambivalent
relationship to natural agency, per se, and do not simply problematise observation
reports of nature as socially constracted texts about nature. In SSK explanations nature
often features as a passive vessel or canvas for the scientist as artisan or artist. Nature
will accept, mutely it seems, many different theories about its workings, and following
Kuhn (1970/1962) these theories may be mutually exclusive, or incommensurate Thus
SSK proponents (such as Bames et al. 1996) accept the limitation of all human
observations reports as socially negotiated texts or performances.
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At the same time the discernible solidarity amongst scientists forming a research
collective needs to be explained. Here we are faced with Durkheim's (1964) question of
what forms the social bond of solidarity and his discernment of how collectives and
collective representations are imprinted upon and intemalised by the individual, hi STS,
I suggest that a practice-theory-inspired revisioning of Durkheim (on which, more
below) accepts that individuals do not always passively accept the orthodox or
dominant paradigm. Moreover alternative or dissident scientists come together to form
novel research collectives in science precisely because they interact with and
symbolically reconstmct nature in ways which are similar and/or complementary.
Commensurate observations of natural agency are central to the formation of solidarity
in novel, and indeed, controversial, research collectives. If the sociology of science and
scientific controversy is to be truly symmetrical then the agency of nature - just as
much as the agency of humans - is to be taken seriously. This positioning is not
identical with collapsing the important differences between hmnan and non-human
agents, or collapsing the differences between natural agents at different scale lengths.
For instance, in the first case, there are important differences between humans and their
nearest biological relative the chimpanzee even while the two species are nearly
identical genetically. Similarly, the agency of an individual organism cannot be equated
with or explained away by cellular, molecular or genetic agency but these various levels
of agency are all necessary to the constitution of the organism.

Finally, accepting the negotiated nature of scientific reports of nature is not identical
with suggesting that those reports have no pragmatic or instrumental validity. Scientific
interactions with and observations of nature cannot be taken as mere phantasms or
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figments of imagination. Scientific interactions with natural agents lead, in Pickering's
(1996) terms, to "captures" or "framings" of that agency, but scientific models may not
necessarily have a one-to-one correspondence with the observed phenomena. A posthumanist and practice theory approach to science demarcation, which I will outline in
more detail below, feeds into a political ecology of science where dialectical
relationships between different types of agency in the universe are paramount. Political
ecology is the study of the dialectics of agency writ large where human, non-human,
natural, individual and collective forms of agency interact, resist, stabilise and
accommodate. Thus the ontological ground for the thesis is the reality of the existence
of agency throughout the cosmos whilst avoiding an arch realist confidence in human
models of that agency.

1 will have more to say about the relationship between human actors (specifically
scientists) and non-human agents and/or "natural" agents (such as climatic and ocean
systems, stars and electromagnetic fields or human cells, proteins), below, and the
socio-political processes that privilege and undermine certain visions of human and
non-human agency.

ii) The Constructivist Approach to Orthodoxy, Deviance & Suppression:
Comparative Studies of Controversy in Science

Some sanctioned, powerful and thus authoritative form of knowledge and practice must
pre-exist any delmeation of deviance. An authoritative point of reference - referred to as
the orthodoxy - is required prior to constmction of certain forms of agency as anathema
or dysfunctional and thus worthy of discipline and punishment (Foucault 1977). The
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delmeation of outsider status (otherness), deviance and that which is polluted or profane
axiomatically requires hegemonic or mling group delineation of that which is insider,
self and sacred. This stance can be seen as a politicised vision of orthodox knowledge
rather than one based on essentialism (such as the notion that the reigning ideas are
axiomatically tme or the best ideas) or deference to and unquestioned acceptance of
orthodox knowledge/practice. Prior to the constmctivist turn provided especially by
SSK from the 1970s onwards, sociological tieatments of science left unquestioned its
prevailing orthodoxy and the processes by which ideas are accepted or rejected within,
or at the boundaries, of science (Wallis 1979: 5).

The sociologist's role [at that time] was thus a highly limited one,
permitting enquiry into the social relations involved in the production of
[orthodox scientific] content; the origins and differential productivity of
the scientists concemed; the political economy of greater or lesser
increments to that content by one nation or another; or the ideological
biases, social influences, or "irrational" commitments which led to
departures from that content, or from the allegedly consensually agreed
mles and procedures for its production. There was, on this account,
simply no room for the addition of a sociological component in the
explanation of the content itself (y^?\\\s 1979: 5, original emphases).

However the constmctivist turn in science was initiated by the works of Hanson (1958)
who questioned the perceptual disjunctions between individuals from discrete temporal
periods and cultural backgrounds, and Kuhn (1970/1962) who commented on how a
revolutionary period in science could lead to the establishment of a new paradigm or
worldview which is incommensurable with that preceding it. This socio-cultural and
historical relativising of science was developed by SSK, and hi the study of science
controversies specifically, it has seen a move from an essentialist consideration of
dissidents as psychologically aberrant to the socio-cultural constmction of controversy,
deviance and marginality in science (see Wallis 1979, 1985; Dolby 1979; Bames 1974,
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for a seminal commentary on this shift in perspective; and Collins 1975, 1985; Collins
and Pinch 1982; Pickering 1981, amongst many otiiers, for early case studies of
controversy). The shift, tiien, has entailed suspending disbelief regarding dissidents'
counter-discourses and, following the principle of symmetiry, problematising botii
orthodox and unorthodox scientific practice and visions of nature. The undermining of
confidence in tiie methodological justification of scientific knowledge was effected
particularly by Collins (1975) who, in his study of gravitational radiation, has shown the
essentially negotiated character of epistemological clauns in science, such as what
counts as a replication or falsification of experiments.
...[T]he shift away from an earHer deferentialism [to scientific
orthodoxy] provides an opportunity for a broad re-examination of
"rejected knowledge". The undermining of the "cmcial experimenf as
final arbiter in the long-run evaluation of a "research programme", or
"paradigm", provokes a re-consideration of the historical, social and
cognitive circumstances surrounding and embedded in the success or
failure of particular knowledge-claims (Wallis 1979: 7).
This perspectival shift for the sociology of science and science controversies sees a
focus on the social constmction of certain scientific ideas, practices and practitioners
defined as deviant, as well as the strategies, whether discursive or organisational,
deployed by those so labelled in order to remediate their status (Wallis 1979: 7).

iii) The Constructive Perspective on Deviance & Acceptability

The cultural turn in the study of controversy and deviance in science can be seen as a
subset of the social constmctionist perspective on deviance in sociology, as exemplified
by Pfiihl and Henry (1993):
.. .[Djeviance is a social constmction, created by a process engaged in by
humans in their day-to-day interaction with one another. That is, for us
the phenomenon of deviance depends on the interactive work of humans
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as actors and audiences; it is people's behaviour, its interpretation, and
evaluation that create and sustain the phenomenon of deviance (Pfuhl
and Henry 1993: 1).
Rather than essential deviance - where deviance is seen as a pre-existing, fixed, and
immutable characteristic of a person or group - this perspective sees social actors as
capable of being deviant and of transforming themselves, as well as being capable of
creating deviance, recognising differences between individuals and making judgments
about those differences (Pfuhl and Henry 1993: xi). By taking deviance to be a human
creation, the social constmctionist perspective necessitates a political assessment of how
definitions of deviance and acceptability are made and by whom, with particular
attention given to the interests served by such defmitions. Additionally, it makes clear
that categories and definitions of meanings change over time (Pfuhl and Henry 1993:
xii-xiii).

Commensurate with the social constmctionist perspective on deviance, gaining
knowledge of this socially constructed reality requires examination of people's
interactions and discourses. In the case of analysing confroversy and deviance in science
from a constructionist perspective, science discourses from interviews and other texts
provide insights into competmg and changing defmitions of the natural and the cultural,
the human and non-human, which seem to be at stake in the case studies sampled (as
will be considered in the section on methodology).

I would now like to provide a more succinct definition of suppression, a term which can
be distinguished from those of repression and oppression (Martin et al. 1986: 2-3;
Martin 1999: 107). In the first instance scientists make pronouncements or engage in
activities that come to be seen as threatening to powerful collectives such as states.
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corporations or professions. As a result those in power engage in a number of covert or
explicit tactics aimed at disciplining, ridiculing or silencmg such dissidents (Martin
1999: 106-107). When overt force or physical violence is absent from such retaliatory
tactics, suppression is deemed to be taking place.
... [S]uppression thus essentially covers nonviolent resfraint or inhibition
of people or their activities: withdrawal of fimds, jobs or publication
outlets, damaging reputations, or harassment or social osfracism (Martin
etal. 1986:3)
However, when physical violence is deployed to silence dissidents, the term repression
is more apt. Finally, the term oppression is used to describe an institutionalised lack of
freedom or justice, such as apartheid (Martin et al. 1986: 3).

In the two case-studies presented in this thesis I will explore the different ways in which
new work in science and, thus, ostensibly innovative scientists, are suppressed, even
while the latter work hard to renegotiate such treatment.

Finally, the thesis attempts a contribution to an emerging field which has been dubbed
"comparative studies of suppression" (Martin 1999: 124). Such a programme involves
scmtmy of the incidence and features of suppression in different fields, collectives or
polities and relating suppression to a range of factors such as social stmcture, personal,
career or professional mterests (Martin 1999: 124-125). In this thesis I explore
suppression of two scientific workersfromdiscrete fields of science. The aim is to map
similarity and divergence in pattems of suppression and in renegotiations of deviant
statiis across the two cases and to Imks any such insights to the general problem of
science demarcation. Similarly I hope to point to commonalities between so-called
deviant scientists in their depictions of natural agency and human agency.
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iv) Human Agency & Non-Human Agency in Science

(a) Practice Theory: The Dialectic of Human Agency and Social Structures

In this thesis, I adopt a performative and dialectical view of human agency and social
stmctures found in the work of Giddens (1984), Bourdieu (1978/1972) and Sahlins
(1981), an approach described as practice theory by anthropologist Sherry Ortner
(1996). Practice theory focusses on how the day-to-day actions of people either
reproduce and^or transform existing social arrangements and values and ideas. In her
1984 paper "Theory in Anthropology since the Sixties", Ortner outlined in broad terms
the relationship between major theoretical sfrands in the discipline since the 1960s and
suggested how inadequate theorising of both social stmcture and human agency in any
one school led to an enchantment with "practice theory" in the 1980s and indicated new
"order" of things to come (1984:127).

This trend could be suitably glossed as a
growing interest in analysis focused through one or another
of a bundle of interrelated terms: practice, praxis, action,
interaction, activity, experience, performance. A second, and
closely related, bundle of terms focuses on the doer of all that
doing: agent, actor, person, self, individual, subject (Ortner
1984: 144).
Practice theorists confrast with stmctural Marxists and political economists who were
dominant in the discipline until the late seventies. In this school, social and cultural
domains are explained in terms of systemic or stmctural mechanisms (Ortner
1984:145). Practice theory also confrasts with functionalist accounts of societies where
structures are seen as necessarily beneficial or adaptive to society. Functionalism and
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Marxian perspectives tend to undermine or obscure the agency of embodied subjects
and their role in both reproducing and tiansforming socio-cultural 'stmctures' and
functionalism in particular offers a static view of societies or cultural systems that
cannot account for change. By contrast, hermeneutic perspectives, as Giddens (1984: 12) rightly argues, propose an 'imperialism' of the subject where individual agents seem
impervious to stmctural consfraints and power inequities.

The pursuit of practice theory in anthropology seeks, by contrast, to understand how
human action fransforms and is transformed by social stmctures without necessarily
given preeminence to one over the other.

The newer practice theorists...share a view that "the system"... does in
fact have very powerful, even "determining" effect upon human action
and the shape of events. Their interest in the study of action and
interaction is thus not a matter of denying or minimizing this pomt, but
expresses rather an urgent need to understand where "the system" comes
from - how it is produced and reproduced, and how it may have changed
in the past or be changed in the future (Ortner 1984:146).

In a more recent appraisal of practice theorists, Ortner (1996) suggests that the project
of anthropology invokes two complementary approaches to the study of social life.
Social analysis should focus both on how social stmctures/processes "constmcf agents
but also how agents themselves reproduce and/or transform stmctures. The first
approach, where socio-cultural categories and subjectivities are thoroughly constmcted
in a passive sense, is characteristic of work imdertaken by French theorists such as
Michel Foucault, Louis Althusser, Jacques Derrida amongst others. Here I would also
like to point out that in the Durkheimian vision also, individual human agency appears
passive, but the collective is active, imprinting its representations upon the neophyte.
Ortner (1996: 1) suggests that despite their divergences, workers such as Foucault
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Althusser and Derrida see individuals as constmcted by, and subjected to, cultural and
historical discourses within which they necessarily operate. Methodology here is textual
analysis writ large and the questions posed explore forms of difference, identity and
subject positions constmcted within the parameters of particular cultural, ideological or
discursive forms.

The second approach, followmg

Ortner (1996:1-2), can be characterised as

phenomenological "craftwork" (for want of a better term) where the "making" focuses
on the point of view of subjects themselves. What is sought here is essentially the
phenomenology of agents. As Ortner argues, the approach here is to see action in terms
of craft rather than industry, to acknowledge some level of creativity on the part of
human subjects. Questions posed from this framework include how actors "resist" and
"negotiate" the world around them and how they "make" their world in the process
(1996: 1). In this sense the making may involve either reproduction or transformation,
or, more probably, a combination of both. Moreover, changes may end up being not
quite what actors intended, a consideration reminiscent of what Giddens calls the
unintended effects of agency (1984: 282).

Agency and intention plays a cmcial role in this approach and must thus be sought out
and understood in some depth (1996: 1-2). The methodology here is thus ethnographic,
an approach which has an epistemological mandate to elicit the "insider" or
phenomenological viewpoint (Bryman 1984: 77-78). It is descriptive and analytic rather
than interpretive and deconstmctionist with the researcher
looking at and listening to real people doing real things in a
given historical moment, past or present, and trying to figure
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out how what they are doing or have done will or will not
reconfigure the world they hve in (Ortner 1996:2).
Ortnerrightlysuggests that the anthropological project in its "fullest sense" mandatorily
involves both types of work:
Studies of the ways m which some set of "texts" -media
productions, literary creations, medical writings, religious
discourses, and so on - "constmcts" categories, identities, or
subject positions, are incomplete and misleading unless they
ask to what degree those texts successfully impose
themselves on real people (and which people) in real time.
Shnilarly, studies of the ways in which people resist,
negotiate, or appropriate some feature of their world are also
inadequate and misleading without careful analysis of the
cultural meanings and stmctural arrangements that constmct
and constrain their 'agency', and that limit the transformative
potential of all such intentionalized activity (1996: 2).
It is the unification of these two complementary rather than antagonistic approaches that
Ortner characterises as practice theory and which I utilise in exploring "normal" science
(Kuhn 1970/1962) and controversial science in the late twentieth century. To
recapitulate, the ontology of human agency and social stmcture found in practice theory
provides the backgroimd for understandmg how scientists come to be defined as deviant
by relatively powerful individuals and groups. In addition, the theory takes as given that
social actors work to renegotiate such attributions whilst potentially transforming their
scientific field of research.

Thus I see the treatment of human agency ui the social sciences to be reflected in the
following set of polarities:
Functionalism, Marx & Durkheim: Practice Theory
Passive, constmcted human agency : Passive/Active/reactive/constmctive human
agency
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(b) Towards a Post-Humanist consideration of Human <& Non-Human Agency

I have so far considered the dialectical metaphysic that underlies my conception of
human agency and those social structures organising and controlHng human bodies and
minds, as well as natural resources. I now want to make clear the conception of natural
agency which implicitly underlies much of the discussion that will follow in the thesis. I
suggest it is useful to state my own ontological or metaphysical stance with respect to
natural agency precisely because of the criticisms and accusations of hypocrisy that may
follow sociological and constmctivist treatments of scientific practice (see for example.
Gross and Levitt 1994). An example of this kind of cynicism towards the sociology of
science can be seen in Richard Dawkins' infamous quip during a heated debate featured
in the Times Higher Education Supplement in Britain (September and October 1994:
17): "Show me a relativist at 30,000 feet and I'll show you a hypocrite." It seems
fitting, then, in a climate of suspicion regarding sociological interest in the social
negotiation of scientific knowledge to state one's position with respect to realism and
relativism.

As mentioned in the discussion of pragmatic realism, above, the vision of natural
agency in SSK tends to be passive or nature tends to feature as a shadowy background
to the social machinations of the practitioners and controllers of science (Pickering
1996; Gallon and Latour 1992). In actor-network theory (exemplified in the work of
Latour 1987, Law 1986, and Gallon 1986) and in Andrew Pickering's (1996) notion of
the mangle of practice, natural agency re-emerges in social theory as a variable to be
taken

seriously.

SSK

explanations

of

the

social

causation

of

scientific

knowledge/practice can be seen as benefiting from the adoption of a post-humanist
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approach to agency as found in the "mangle of practice" concept which factors in nonhuman agency as an integral part of the phenomena of interest in STS. Thus I suggest
the followmg polarities describe the differences in perspective on natural agency within
tiie STS literature.
SSK: Mangle of practice/Actor Network Theory
Passive Nature: Active/Resisting/Accommodating Nature
In particular I see the "mangle of practice" proposed by Pickering as a properly realised
political ecology (discussed below) where the realms of human and non-human, cultural
and natural are understood to be negotiated and contextual in the symbolic sense but
interwoven and interpenetrating in the geographical and physical or material sense.

In his concept of the "mangle of practice" Andrew Pickering (1995) posits a dialectical
relationship between human and non-human agency in the practice of science. For
Pickering the practice of science can be equated with the cultural extension of science
(1995: 3) whether that extension involves modification of the conceptual apparatus of
science (such as theories, models, analogies) or its technological and experimental
repertoires and tools. The mangle of practice approach seeks to understand innovation
in science as emergent m real-time engagements with nature (1995: 3).

Importantly for our present purposes, Pickering's treatment of agency provides a
satisfying dialectical and performative vision of both human and non-human entities It
is a treatment reminiscent of, but less contentious than, that found in actor-network
theory where human and non-human agency are treated symmetrically.
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Confrasting the traditional representational idiom in science where "people and things
tend to appear as shadows of themselves" and scientists, in particular, feature as
"disembodied intellects making knowledge in a field of facts and observations," (1995:
6), Pickering advances a performative idiom where people, machines and material
agents (his gloss for "natural" agents) have discernible behavioural repertofres:
One can start from the idea that the world is filled not, in the first
instance, with facts and observations, but with agency. The world ... is
continually doing things, things that bear upon us not as observation
statements upon disembodied intellects but as forces upon material
beings (Pickering 1995: 6, original emphases).
He cites as concrete examples of the capacity of natural entities to do things, agents
such as winds, storms, droughts, flood and so forth.
Much of everyday life ... has this character of coping with material
agency, agency that comes at us from outside the human realm and that
cannot be reduced to anything within that realm (Pickering 1995: 6).
In this vision science is an endeavour engaged in extending symbolic and material
techniques for understanding and controlling material agency.

As intimated above, Pickering's vision in the mangle of practice does not lapse into a
symmetrical freatment of human and non-human agency with respect to intentionality, a
dilemma that seems characteristic of semiotic analyses in actor-network theory
(Pickering 1995: 11; and see Collins and Yearley 1992a, 1992b, and Gallon and Latour
1992, for the seminal debate on this pomt). This perspective does, however, share the
actor-network adoption of a performative idiom for both human and non-human agents,
but by contrast Pickering's freatment of science pays close attention to time. Material
agency, Pickering argues, is temporally emergent in practice (1995: 14).
The contours of material agency are never decisively known in advance,
scientists continually have to explore them in their work, problems
always arise and have to be solved in the development of, say, new
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machmes. And such solutions - if they are found at all - take the form, at
minimum, of a kind of delicate material positioning or tuning, where I
use "tuning" m the sense of tuning a radio set or car engine, with the
caveat that the character of tiie "signal" is not known in advance in
scientific research (Pickering 1995: 14).
This perspective on the interactions between scientists and their natural objects of study
allows sociologists of science to accept the reality of natural agency without necessarily
ceding ultimate epistemological authority to any scientific account of nature {cf. Collins
and Yearley 1992a). It allows us to accept that natural agents can do things which are
unexpected or anomalous when compared with our current theories about them without
undercutting the sociological and constmctivist perspective on the contextual and
negotiated aspects of scientific observations of nature.

Even while my thesis focuses squarely on the socio-cultural processes involved in the
constmction of deviance and acceptability in science - as negotiated by individual
scientists and different institutions or collectives - my metaphysics with respect to nonhimian agency should be spelt out as a necessary backdrop to any discussions of the
scientific process.

Without accepting the reality of natural agents - the abilify of nature to do thmgs - it
would prove difficult to explain the observation of anomalies given that nature would
sunply be a passive medium m which scientists "carve ouf their preferred scientific
theory. Thus my ontology, like Pickering's, stands in contrast to those of the strong
programme ui the sociology of scientific knowledge. Pickering's vision of a dialectic
between human and natural agents, necessarily mediated by machines or experimental
tools, suggests that the two are interactively stabilized or constitutively intertwined
(1995: 17) m the course of real-time exchanges. Pickering characterizes the relationship
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between scientists and their subject matter as a "dance of agency", a dialectic of
resistance and accommodation. Here resistance signals the failure to achieve a desired
capture of material agency in practice, while accommodation is seen as an active human
strategy of response to such resistance, including the revision of research goals or
technical aspects of research (Pickering 1995: 22) which might see the eventual
"accommodation" of nature to such framings.

The performative perspective exemplified by Pickering (1996) regarding natural agency
is cmcial, then, to understand the emption of anomalies and confroversies in science as
well as their resolution or closure. Indeed, from such a perspective, episodes of closure
in science can be understood to be a function of the sampled historical time-frame.
Confroversies may be ideologically and institutionally resolved in one generation only
to be reopened in another (Wegener's continental drift theory providing the exemplary
case in this respect). The performative idiom in science studies thus makes clear that
constmctivist studies of science controversy must be provisional and revisable. This is a
given if human agency is seen as unpredictable as well as routinised. Cultures,
languages and concepts are transformed as well as reproduced by people and
institutions. By implication the ways in which scientists intersect - via technological
and conceptual means - with natural agents will change through time.

So by combining insights on human agency from practice theory and natural agency
from Pickering's mangle of practice I hope to avoid the asymmetry with respect to
human and non-human agency deployed by SSK explanations. I suggest the following
polarities recapitulate these differing visions of human and "natural" agency found in
SSK, the mangle of practice and practice theory:
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SSK : Practice theory and Mangle of Practice
Passive Nature, Active Human Agency : Complex Nature, Complex Human Agency

v) The Political Ecology & Political Philosophy of Science

The analytical framework of political ecology seeks to explore the confradictory
relationship between humans and the environment by elucidating the economic and
socio-political processes that determine the way natural resources are exploited
(Schmink and Wood 1987: 39). As a revised Marxian vision of the interaction between
humans and thek environment, the political ecology framework explores the dialectics
between society and natural resources (the term "natural" here is meant to include
human body products which are resources such as blood, organs or gametes as well as
non-human organisms and material resources such as ores or electrons). It places an
emphasis on the human use and definitions of natural resources (and indeed, the very
term 'nature') as well as competition between different groups for access to and
authority over those resources (Blaikie and Brookfield 1987: 17). The political ecology
perspective proposes one field of interaction for human individuals, human collectives
and the various agents comprising the biosphere and the rest of the cosmos (see
Roussopoulos 1993, Low and Gleeson 1998, O'Connor 1998, Stott and Sullivan 2000).

I see the social analysis of competing scientific discourses about how nature operates
and how it should be studied and represented as constituting a subset of this larger
project of political ecology. Scientific pronouncements about nature have real-Hfe and
real-world consequences precisely because of the presumed cognitive authority of such
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pronoimcements and their role m informing and legitimating the colonisation and
commodification of nature. However in this thesis I do not aim to provide a macro-level
analysis of the material conditions leading to the pronouncement or acceptance of
certaui sorts of scientific work. My aun is to provide a micro-level analysis of the
practical and symbolic effects of scientific boundary work such as blockages to
pubUcation or research funding for confroversial topics in science or the attempted
degradation and renegotiation of credibility in debates over who or what is scientific.
However, for the French case in particular an implicit materialist critique of political
and economic influences on science may be discemed in the analysis of the
telecommunications industry and government agency critiques of research showing
health effects of mobile phones. The study of conflicts in science can be seen as a subset
of the study of political ecology precisely because it observes how different groups of
scientists compete over access to nature as a physical and symbolic resource.

The study of the symbolic and material consequences of scientific controversies can
also be seen as intersecting with Proctor's (1991, 1995) programme for a political
philosophy of science. Here there is a distinction made between objectivity and
neutiality in and of science, an acceptance that individuals and groups compete for
authoritative

contiol over nature (whether through control of the symbolic

representation of nature or control over the material exploitation, privatisation and
commodification of nature), and importantly for a political ecology of science, a
pragmatic acceptance of the reality of natural agents:
When scientists [and others] assert that science is apolitical, what
is often meant is that viral replication is the same under
communism or capitalism, that the boiling point of water or the
obliquity of the ecliptic is the product not of particular human
passions or institutions but of invariant laws or facts of nature.
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Parts of science certainly are, or at least can be made, objective in
this sense. But science is political in an altogether different sense.
Science is political in the sense that science has become a power
to be reckoned with in the military and industrial strength of
nations. Science is also political in the sense that there are always
alternatives to the form and substance of its production and
practice. It is important not to confuse science and nature in this
regard. Science is political in ways that nature is not, just as
astronomy is political in ways the stars are not (Proctor 1991:
267).
In this way the political ecology and political philosophy of science involves critical
scholarship questioning contemporary power arrangements and distribution of resources
in science as well as its intended and unintended effects.
Science is ... political ... in the sense that alternatives usually become
possible only when they are recognized as alternatives and when people
capable of making them come about are moved to make them come
about. Most importantly, science is political whenever the objects tmder
investigation are matters of vital human interest - problems of health,
security, and the various forms of privilege and exclusion which societies
enjoy or from which they suffer ... So long as the priorities of science
are shaped by larger social priorities, the ideal of the "neutrality" of
science confronts the reality of the politics of knowledge' (Proctor 1991:
267).
This approach can also be seen as the logical extension of Marx's critique of political
economy synthesised with insights from the interdisciplinary science of ecology. In this
perspective, the primary aun is to map social interaction in science for its own sake
while simultaneously flagguig the dialectics of human and natural agency. In this vision
of political ecology, nature is not necessarily passive and neither are people.

The longstanding ideological promise of science, exemplified in the Baconian vision of
science as the "liberation of man's estate", is as pertinent today as in the past. That
ideological promise is still evident wdthm and beyond the borders of the scientific
community in defmitions of science as a community where information about nature
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flows - or should flow - freely and swiftly (as will be discussed further in Chapter Two).
This optimistic vision of science as providing solutions to problems of humanity, or,
indeed those problems caused by humanity, collides with moves toward privatising or
outiawing certain scientific ideas without open debate and deliberation. The present
study, then, feeds into engaged and critical scholarship questioning present
arrangements of power in science and wider society and which supports efforts to
render society in more equitable, democratic and adaptive terms.

vi) Towards a Reconstructed Durkheimian Programme for the Sociology of
Knowledge

In order to make sense of claim and counterclaim embroiled in scientific controversies 1
will deploy a reconstmcted and highly qualified Durkheimian programme for the
sociology of knowledge as called for by anthropologist Mary Douglas (1975, 1986). My
aim here is to selectively mine Durkheim's insights about the formation of social
solidarity whilst avoiding his arch functionalism regarding the achievement of social
order. Durkheim's (1914) famous polarity of the sacred and the profane was seen by
him as the great organising principle of society ensuring consensus - or what he called
mechanical solidarity - between members of small-scale societies. This consensus was
achieved

precisely because

members of the

collective

internalise

collective

representations of the sacred and profane. My intent here, however, is to deploy a
reconstructed Durkheimian programme for the sociology of knowledge without
privileging Westem society and its subsets such as the scientific community. Almost 30
years ago, Douglas (1975) called for a reclaiming of Durkheim's concept of the sacred
and profane as a key to analysing what is valued or denigrated in any society. She
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argued that this could be done without lapsmg into the essentialism of Durkheim
himself with respect to Westem science. Science can be seen as modem society's
"sacred" form of theory and practice: it is sanctified, authoritative, prestigious and although this is certainly no longer the case - traditionally unquestioned. Durkheim's
fatal mistake - one which ironically proves his own point about any society's sacred
instimtions - was to insulate Westem science from the relativising gaze he had directed
towards indigenous social systems. The challenge posed by Douglas' rallying call for a
retrieval of Durkheim seems to have been taken up - although usually implicitiy - by
tiiose sociologists (Bames 1974; Dolby 1979; Mulkay 1979; Gieryn 1995; Bames et al.
1996), social historians (Shapin and Schaffer 1985), anthropologists (E. Martin, 1987,
1990, 1991, 1994; Hess 1995; Watson-Verran and Tumball 1995) and feminist
philosophers (Haraway 1991a, 1991b, 1997; see also Keller and Longino 1996) who
take a critical power and constmctivist approach to the study of science and science
controversies. Certainly, Bloor (1976), in his book Knowledge and Social Imagery, has
made explicit use of Durkheim's sacred/profane polarity in considering various
avoidance behaviours toward scientific knowledge as a form of the sacred for society:
When men think about the nature of knowledge, what they are doing is
indirectly reflectmg on the principles according to which their society is
orgaiuzed. Indeed, they are tacitiy maiupulating images of society. In
tiiefr minds, stmcturing and guiding their thoughts, are conceptions
whose real character is that of a social model. Just as religious
experience transmutes our experience of society, so on my hypothesis
does philosophy, epistemology or any general conceptions of knowledge.
So the answer to the question why knowledge should ever be seen as
sacred is that in thinking about knowledge we are thinking about society,
and if Durkheim is right, society tends to be perceived as sacred (Bloor
1976: 45).

In this sense a reconstmcted Durkheimian programme for the study of science
controversies moves from tiie macro-level observation of natural science as bemg a
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form of sacred tmth that must be protected or shielded from the profane (for example,
religious or mystical forms of natural explanation), to more micro-level investigations
of the essentialist categories of sacred and profane deployed by participants in actual
cases of scientific confroversies. The thesis will attempt a multi-sited ethnography
(Marcus 1995, discussed further below) of the scientific boundary work surrounding
specific cases of controversy by analysing science demarcation discourses along the
lines suggested by Douglas. This involves discerning sacred tmths and forms of
pollution which social actors deploy or reveal in their communicative action. In the
spirit of symmetry, both conventional and dissident discourses are explored for their
sacred and profane elements.

I hope to feed into this tradition of research in the realm of science and technology
studies and, in particular, to redeploy longstanding insights from anthropological theory
on purity and pollution (Douglas 1966) as well as categorical ambiguity (Douglas 1966,
1975; Turner 1969, discussed below) in order to make sense of the boundary work
surrounding science controversies.

vii) The Powers & Dangers of Uncertainty: The Sociology and Anthropology of
Categorical Ambiguity as Resource & Pollution

The related concepts of disorder and uncertainty have been well explored in the realm of
science studies by Latour and Woolgar (1986/1979) in their ethnographic study of a
laboratory. While their main argument concerns the constmction of order from disorder
in scientific accounts and scientific practice, an interest which I share, I also wish to
pursue the opposite sociological question: namely, the discursive tactic whereby
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competitive "colonisation" or constmction of uncertainty and disorder works alongside
the upgradmg of certainty. I will be cenfrally concemed with the science boundary work
discourse that creates attributions of disorder or categorical ambiguity and uncertainty
and the effects of such discourse on the constmction of scientific knowledge and status.

Latour and Woolgar (1986) showed how scientific statements are modalised or
demodalised (thus undermined or supported) in the course of informal interactions in
the laboratory.
Argument between scientists transforms some statements into figment of
one's subjective imagination, and others into facts of nature. The
constant fluctuation of statements' facticity allowed us to describe the
different stages in the constmction of facts, as if a laboratory was a
factory where facts were produced on an assembly line (Latour and
Woolgar 1986: 236).
The observation of the ways in which certain statements about nature are constructed as
having a one-to-one correspondence with nature, while others are the result of artefacts
of experimentation or scientiststiiemselves,will be cenfral to this thesis. I will argue
that the deployment of the uncertainty is central to how the orthodoxy denounces
potentially mnovative workers as well as how dissident workers themselves renegotiate
deviant status.

This stance is also rentiniscent of Latour and Woolgar's deployment of the concept of
an agonistic field in science, hnportant here is their demystification of the difference
between fact and artefact m science by showing that the term "facf can simultaneously
denote that which is fabricated and that which is not. In this fashion the notion of reality
in science is seen as the result of a resolution of a dispute rather than the cause of its
resolution. Secondly, if scientists constmct facts through activities geared to prevent the
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qualification of their statements, and if reality is the consequence rather than the cause
of such constructions, Latour and Woolgar suggest scientists' activities are directed not
so much toward natural "reality" as to the operations and effects of statements.
Notwithstanding my acceptance of the pragmatic reality of certain models of nature, I
nevertheless concur with Latour and Woolgar with respect to the agonistic field in
science. Scientists' acts of rhetorical persuasion, such as undermining confidence in
opponents' claims and the exaggeration of confidence in one's own scientific
statements, constitute the agonistic field in science. This perspective provides a
thoroughly politicised vision of scientific practice and knowledge:
The notion of agonistic contrasts significantly with the view that
scientists are somehow [simply] concemed with "nature"...Nature is a
usable concept only as a by-product of agonistic activity. It does not help
explain scientists' [and other science boundary workers'] behaviour. An
advantage of the notion of agonistic is that it both incorporates many
characteristics of social conflict (such as disputes, forces, and alliance)
and explains phenomena hitherto described m epistemological terms
(such as proof, fact, and validity). Once it is realised that scientists'
actions are oriented toward the agonistic field, there is little to be gained
by maintaining the distinction between the "politics" of science and its
"tmth" ... The same 'political' qualities are necessary both to make a
point and to out-manoeuvre a competitor (Latour and Woolgar 1986:
237).

The agonistic field in science is reminiscent of any other political field of contention. In
this view existing position statements will affect the probability of new statements being
readily accepted in the field, as will the number of people in the field, the level of
novelty of the statement, the personality features, style and institutional affiliations of
scientific workers and so on (Latour and Woolgar 1986: 237).

Drawing on Latour and Woolgar's seminal work I will therefore focus on this notion of
the agonistic field in science by looking at the competing discourses surrounding
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specific scientific confroversies and how statements are modalised and demodalised by
participants in a controversy especially through the competitive colonisation of
uncertainty. I will also pay attention to how attributions regarding individual scientists
are tempered tiirough tiie formation of alliances. The actor-network theory concept of
tiie "enrohnenf of interests and allies (Latour 1987: 108-121) proves particularly
congeiual to my analysis. By use of these terms, Latour describes the methods used by
scientists to persuade others into seeing nature their way. Implicit in my discussions
throughout the thesis will be the actor-network emphasis on how forms of scientific
writing and speech are framed so as to seduce or persuade audiences into accepting their
visions of natural agency. Of great importance here is Latour's (1987) point that the
primary persuasive element in any scientific text is the network of allies enrolled into
securing one's position. Allies can take the form of human agents, such as colleagues or
other researchers showing similar research findings. Published works congenial to one's
position therefore operate as allies enrolled into bolstering ones position. Non-human
agents, such as the "inscription devices" of graphs, data charts and so forth which
"capture" aspects of natural agency are also enrolled as cmcial "allies" in the stmggle to
make scientific work acceptable. In Chapter Two I will return to the issue of how
controversial scientists work to gain the tmst of their audience(s) through public
performances or demonstrations of institutional affiliation and scientific work.

In his case study of the solar-neutrino problem, Pinch (1981) illustrates the point that
confidence in scientific findings is the outcome of social negotiation. Interviews with
participants in the debate over the mismatch between theoretical predictions and actual
measurements of solar neutrino emissions showed how definitions of certainty and
uncertainty serve as rhetorical tools for those mvolved. Different perceptions of
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certainty are available to scientists as symbolic resources with which to explain the
source of the techiucal problem in this field. While Pinch discovered that scientists
candidly admit to xmcertainties in thefr specialty, most striking was his findmg that
certainty is mostly placed in their own specialty while uncertainty and doubt in this field
are seen to emanate from specialties other than thefr own (Pinch 1981: 139). Pinch
relates this social phenomenon to Polanyi's (1958) concept of "tacit knowledge"
whereby scientific activity involves many "craft practices" which are ill-defined and
messy procedures (Pinch 1981: 145). Thus critics may attack the craft procedures of
another specialty because
[t]he taken-for-granted assumptions and extrapolations which are part of
the routine craft practices of one area may seem mysterious and open to
doubt to scientists unfamiliar with that specialty (Pinch 1981: 146).
As a consequence. Pinch argues that uncertainty about technical methods are less likely
to be expressed by workers who routmely deploy those craft practices in their own
fields (Pinch 1981: 146). While Pinch's general treatment of certainty and uncertainty
as symbolic and rhetorical tools in scientific debates will prove useful in this thesis, I
will suggest a qualification of this latter point, particularly in the case study of Dr Peter
French (Chapters Three and Four). In the technical debates surrounding the subject of
mobile telephone radiation effects, the methods used by orthodox biologists (such as
cellular or animal research) are rendered doubtfiil when addressuig a controversial field
even while they prove unproblematic in their ovm line of (relatively imcontroversial)
work.

Campbell's (1985) study of an environmental confroversy in Canada also focusses on
the deployment of uncertainty as a symbolic resource m debates among opposing
scientific experts. By showing how critics of a natural gas pipeluie project emphasise
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uncertainty of the project's effects, while proponents suggest the existence of sufficient
knowledge, Campbell demonsfrates how the notion of uncertainty is wielded flexibly in
debates, either to shore up one's position or to downgrade that of opponents. While
Mulkay (1979:117) has suggested that scientists may be presstured to make statements
of certainty so that the cognitive authority of science as the source of certified
knowledge is protected, Campbell makes the opposite point that uncertainty is often put
forward as an authoritative scientific pronouncement. Uncertainty can be used both to
support or undermine particular scientific arguments, a point I hope to reinforce in this
study. Uncertainty operates as "a sfrategic point in argument" and provides "an occasion
for explicit judgemenf (Campbell 1985: 447, 448) as well as an opportunity for the
rhetorical resolution of a debate (1985: 446-447).

Campbell's conclusion is that STS scholars need to investigate how uncertainty is a
resource in symbolic action, rather than the cause of judgement or confroversy
(Campbell 1985: 429).
[T]he problem of uncertainty is not ftmdamentally quantitative. It is a
problem of social definition and negotiation. Various groups negotiate,
argue, and sometimes monopolize the definitions of what problems are
hnportant, what methods are legitimate, what counts as evidence, and,
correspondingly, what is enough knowledge. The focus for the analysis
of uncertamty should not be on how to minimize or respond to
uncertamty, as if tiie amount of knowledge is part of an external
decision-making environment. It should rather be directed toward these
social processes of definition and negotiation (Campbell 1985: 450).
Campbell's sttidy of uncertauity also makes clear that debates over tiie amount and
quality of expert scientific knowledge have real worid consequences (such as social and
environmental impacts), a point I also hope to bring home in the two case studies
presented in this thesis.
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Finally, Shackley and Wynne (1996) show how discourses of uncertainty and doubt
function as "boundary-ordering devices" in the policy and science of global clunate
change. Boundary-ordering devices can be likened to "boundary objects" (Star and
Griesemer 1989, explored further in Chapter Two) which operate as a point of
franslation between heterogeneous actors thereby facilitating cooperation for a common
goal while preserving actors' local interests. However unlike boundary objects - which
are relatively stable and reproducible things like texts, maps, concepts and methods the boundary ordering devices of uncertainty discourses are "a quicker and more
approximate means to reconcile heterogeneity and cohesion" (Shackley and Wynne
1996: 280). The discourses of uncertainty wielded by climate scientists and policy
makers are seen to facilitate interaction, translation and cooperation between the worlds
of science and policy while maintaining the cultural authority of science. For instance
the management

and reduction of scientific

doubt is effected

through the

"condensation" or "homogenisation" of uncertainty, where different types and levels of
uncertainty in climate science are placed into one undifferentiated category. In addition,
by clarifying forms and sources of imcertainty, what Shackley and Wynne (1996: 281282) call the "auditing" of uncertainty, the scientific community protects its authority
for ordering and interpreting uncertainty within the confines of the scientific domain,
while at the same time facilitating policy imperatives. Similarly, the "responsibility" for
important unresolved uncertainty can be ascribed to other disciplines, policy areas or
social worlds, a "displacement of uncertamty" remiruscent of Pinch's (1981) study of
solar-neutrino measurement. Shackley and Wyime's (1996) paper provides cmcial
pointers to how various discourses of uncertainty can be unpacked for their social
functions both within and across different social worlds. In the French case study, m
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particular, differing forms of uncertainty are deployed by a range of stakeholders in the
debate over mobile telephone health effects, including actors from government,
industry, community and scientific worlds. Shackley and Wynne's article emphasises
how uncertainty talk orders interactions across the boimdaries of social worlds, a point I
will be attentive to when exploring cooperation between dissident scientific workers
from different disciplines and institutions. However, I want also to show in the cases
that follow how divergent discourses of uncertainty serve as both "weapon" and
"shield" in the agonistic field(s) of science.

Let me now outline the anthropological theory regarding uncertainty and categorical
ambiguity which also informs the analysis of this thesis.

In her book Purity and Danger (1966) anthropologist Mary Douglas argued that that
which cannot be clearly classified by traditional criteria, or falls between classificatory
boundaries, is almost everywhere regarded as "pollutmg" or "dangerous". Her classic
study of the "abominations" of Leviticus (Douglas 1966) explores how categorical
confusion in the reakn of animal classification informs the delineation of certain
creatures as unclean and outiawed as food for the tribe. Elsewhere, Douglas (1975)
recapitulates Durkheim's seminal ideas by explaining that the sacred is the expression
of any society's self-awareness and that it must be continually protected from profane
elements by prohibitions.
Thus relations witii the sacred are always expressed through rituals of
separation and demarcation and are reinforced with beliefs in the danger
of crossing forbidden boundaries (Douglas 1975: 49).
She suggests a useftil syntiiesis between tiie psychology of perception and stmctural
anthropology tiirough the exanunation of "pollution behaviour as the reaction to anv
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event likely to confuse or confradict cherished classifications" (Douglas 1975: 51).
Extending the seminal analysis of ritual provided by van Germep (1904), who classified
a tri-partite schema for rites of passage (on which, more below), Douglas also points out
that rites of transition (such as initiation rites) treat as dangerous all marginal or
vaguely-defined social states:
[Van Gennep's] treatment of margins is fully compatible with the
sociological approach to pollution. But van Gennep's ideas must be
vastly expanded. Not only marguial social states, but all margins, the
edges of all boundaries which are used in ordering social experience, are
freated as dangerous and pollutmg (Douglas 1975: 56).
These theoretical insights from anthropology prove fruitful for a constmctivist analysis
of scientific controversies. Episodes of explicit debate in science can be analysed both
for the behaviours that have provoked conttoversy (forms of "pollution" or the
"profane" in science) and the prized and often implicit socio-cultural categories those
behaviours reveal (forms of the "sacred" in science).

The theoretical work of symbolic anthropologist Victor Turner (1969) on categorical
ambiguity - which he calls either anti-stmcture or liminality (from the Latin limen,
meaning threshold) - extends that of Durkheim, Van Gennep and Douglas. Turner's
point of departure is to consider the special properties of states of categorical ambiguity,
known as states of liminality, as exemplified in rites of passage.

In his model of rites de passage, Van Gennep (1904) delineated three phases to any
such rite: separation, margin and aggregation. In the first stage, ritual subjects are
detached from their previous position or status in society or from a set of cultural
conditions, or both. During the middle period, the characteristics of the ritual subject
become ambiguous, passing through a realm with few or none of the characteristics of
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tiie preceding or subsequent state. In the fmal phase of reaggregation or reincorporation,
tiie passage of tiie ritual subject is achieved (Tumer 1969: 94-95). Turner refers to the
intervening liminal period in the tri-partite model as a form of "anti-stmcture" given its
contrast with both tiie fu-st and tiurd phases where the ritiial subject evinces a clear
position or status m the social order. Thus Tumer argues that ambiguous or liminal
entities, situations or persons are seen as polluting or defiling precisely because they
undermine the ordered cosmos that society has carved out of cosmic chaos:
The attributions of Ikninality or liminal personae ("threshold people")
are necessarily ambiguous, since this condition and these persons elude
or slip through the network of classifications that normally locate states
and positions in cultural space. Liminal entities are neither here nor
there; they are betwixt and between the positions assigned and arrayed
by law, custom, convention and ceremonial (Tumer 1969: 95).
Turner's analysis intersects with Douglas' when he considers the "mystical dangers and
the powers of tiie weak" or liminal categories of person:
Why [is it] that liminal situations and roles are almost everywhere
attributed with magico-religious properties or why ... should [these] be
so often ... regarded as dangerous, inauspicious, or polluting to persons,
objects, events and relationships that have not been ritually incorporated
into the luninal context [?] (Tumer 1969: 108-109).
His answer is that
from the perspectival viewpoint of those concemed with the maintenance
of 'stmcture' all sustained manifestations of ... [liminality] must appear
as dangerous and anarchical, and have to be hedged around with
prescriptions, prohibitions and conditions (Tumer 1969: 109).
For the analysis of scientific controversies I will consider how certain theories and
methods are constmcted by a reigning orthodoxy as "polluted" (as inherently deviant
and dangerous) and therefore not worthy of consideration except in terms of avoidance
or punishment. Or, the attack is simply on the uncertainty of methods or theory
deployed by dissident scientists. Here uncertainty is also understood to represent a form
of "pollution" or danger. This is because orthodox narratives regarding ordered nature
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of nature have been contradicted and challenged. Controversies in science can be seen
as a form of competition between an orthodoxy (embodied in various individual agents
and groups) and those who provide novel visions of nature. The competitive behaviour
of various definers and practitioners of science, called science "boundary workers"
(Gieryn 1995), sees the competition over different cosmologies. Here I employ the word
"cosmology" in the anthropological sense, as in a story or account of how the cosmos
was created, how it functions and how humans behave or should behave within it.
Cosmology, in this anthropological treatment, is a code for moral agency and, thus,
acceptable human agency as much as an explanation of the origins and workings the
universe.

To recapitulate, anthropological theory undergirds my treatment of how uncertainty or
categorical ambiguity acts as pollution and social resource. The work of dissident
scientists can be seen as "dangerous" from the point of view of the orthodox institutions
of power precisely because it destabilises and renders uncertain the authority of existing
depictions of nature, as well existing methods by which those depictions were yielded.
Orthodox denouncements of dissident workers are seen to rhetorically upgrade elements
of uncertainty in the methods and findings of dissidents in order to undermine their
veracity. Dissident scientists themselves are seen to upgrade certainty in their favour
whilst simultaneously attacking fraditional methods and theories as being prone to
greater uncertainty. In this perspective it is argued that rendering something or someone
doubtful is to cast them as polluted. As mentioned above, the analysis deployed hereui
aims for symmetry with respect to the "coloiusation" of uncertamty in science.
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In undertaking the otherwise conventional practice of "cultural extension" (Pickering
1996), or simply put, innovation in science, I will show how two dissident scientists
(Drs French and Baker)fransgressa range of tenets held sacred in their particular fields
of science and the wider society and culture supporting and intersecting it. In the
context of confroversy, implicit demarcation criteria of science are, in the breach, made
explicit. As we shall see, the two case studies reveal a range of scientific demarcation
principles that privilege commercial and state interests as well as existing academic
interests. In addition I will explore how certain visions of natural agency and human
agency (specifically with respect to proper scientific practice) are (re)produced and
denounced.

Definitions of legitimate scientific practice and status at play in the cases analysed in
this thesis defy simple essentialist criteria. As will be explored in Chapter Two,
essentialist demarcation criteria of science have been proposed in the philosophy
(Popper 1959), sociology (Merton 1942) and history of science (Kuhn 1970/1962).
Popper, Merton and Kuhn suggested the existence of clear-cut means by which science
may be distinguished from non-science or pseudo-science. However concrete examples
of scientific practice provided by scientists and other boundary workers at the centre of
confroversy, suggest instead that science is heterogeneous and patchy. As advanced by
a range of actor-network theorists such as Gallon (1980), Law (1987) and Latour
(1987), science can be seen as a heterogeneous enterprise comprising interactions
between various and variously complex actors (human and non-human), tools and
machines (experimental and observational) and symbolic/communicative resources
(texts, discourses, utterances).
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In summary, the combination of a political and symbolic perspective - which I see as
feeding into the larger project of political ecology - underlies my explanation of how
certain visions of natural agency and scientific agency are denounced as deviant and
how such attributions are actively renegotiated by dissident workers. Indeed, this study
could be called an exercise in analysing the political ecology of scientific symbolism.
In particular, the deployment of the concept of uncertainty is a cenfral means by which
those involved in the scientific debates manoeuvre. In this way, the concept of
uncertainty emerges both as a form of pollution and as a persuasive symbolic tool. The
competitive colonisation of uncertainty in scientific controversies is cenfral to how the
scientific stakeholders involved attempt to seduce audiences and secure material and
symbolic resources.

Let me now outUne the epistemology and methodology of this study.

2) Epistemology: Singerian Relativist Epistemology Meets Pragmatic Realism

The twentieth century philosopher Edgar Arthur Singer (1925, 1959) developed a
relativistic and holistic epistemology that resonates in sympathy with the philosophical
underpinnings and epistemological aims of multi-sited ethnography and constmctivist
approaches to the study of science.

In an outline of the evolution of scientific systems of inquiry and their concomitant
guarantors of validity, Ratcliffe

(1983) describes in chronological order five

distinguishable fraditions in Westem epistemology, including the system of mquiry
devised by Singer. The first, what he calls the Leibnizian system, is the deductive logic
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system, derived from a priori statements and where the guarantor of valid and reliable
knowledge is internal, or logical consistency in the model of the problem (Ratcliffe
1983: 153). The second is the a posteriori knowledge system of induction characterised
by Ratcliffe as the Lockean system of inquiry.

The guarantor of validity here is

widespread agreement among a community of experts (1983: 154). The synthetic
knowledge system of inquiry, proposed by Kant, offers a blend of both the inductive
and deductive systems and suggests that facts are guaranteed by reducing the gap
between the theoretical conceptualization of a problem and the empirical evidence or
"fact nef seen to be relevant to the study (1983: 155). The fourth system of inquiry
highlighted by Ratcliffe is the dialectical logic propounded by Hegel with valid data
generated via the apprehension of the conflict existing between opposing conceptions of
a problem (1983: 156).

Ratcliffe characterises the epistemological agenda developed by E.A. Singer, the fifth
system of mquiry, as relativist or holistic because of its complex conception of reality
and its particular perspective on the generation of knowledge. I will make clear,
however, tiiat this element of relativism in the Singerian philosophy of knowledge does
not eschew responsibility from making decisions about tmth claims, ethics and
instrumental action.

The first of the two basic premises of Singerian thought are that mles determming any
given mquiry system do not exist of and in themselves but are, instead, human
creations. The corollary of this assertion is that all knowledge systems and concomitant
guarantors of validity are teleological or instmmental. In other words knowledge
systems and guarantors of validity are goal oriented and purposive. The second basic
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premise is that information generated by any given system of inquiry is valid or tme
relative to the goals and objectives of the inquiry. This is the relativistic aspect to
Singerian epistemology and should not be equated with ontological relativism where all
knowledges/forms of data are equally tme (or false, as the case may be). Singerian
epistemology does not eschew the utility, indeed the necessity, of attempting to
apprehend "reality". It simply makes clear the complex mterplay between the researcher
and the subject(s) under scmtiny. As Ratcliffe (1983: 158) puts it, "the metaperspective
on systems of inquiry generated through the application of the Singerian mode allows
one to assume the stance of both 'observer' and 'observed' when examining the issue of
validity."

Ratcliffe (1983: 157) suggests that the Singerian or relative inquiry system inevitably
produces holistic, synthetic and fransdisciplinary conceptualisations of a problem that is
deemed to be in a process of ongoing development. In this sense, it is ideally placed to
study different knowledge systems such as those comprising the "natural" sciences. The
Singerian system seems best suited for studying other systems of inquiry: it is therefore
a meta-inquiry system (Ratcliffe 1983: 157). Moreover, it is a ftmdamentally ethical and
normative form of inquiry in that it recognises that knowledge systems use the
descriptive term "is" in lieu of normative terms such as "oughf or "is taken to be".
Given that the basic premise of Singerian thought concems the normative status of all
inquiry, it substitutes the imperative or normative mode for the mdicative (Ratcliffe
1983: 157). In this way, it allows one to draw out through comparison the normative
elements often concealed in other modes of inquiry. In addition, Singerian inquiry
suggests that these elements should be taken seriously, and treated as potentially real,
thus allowing for engagement with heuristic and novel research and here Ratcliffe
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mentions Bohr's atomic model as an example. Singerian epistemology ultimately argues
for a holistic perspective that does not artificially separate the universe into discrete
domains - such as the social, the biological, the physical. Therefore science and other
forms of inquiry are not isolated from human and natural systems (Ratcliffe 1983: 157),
a perspective which dovetails with political ecology, as explored above. I also argue that
this epistemology is compatible with antiiropological perspectives on knowledge,
including scientific knowledge (Douglas 1975, 1986; Hess 1995; E. Martin 1990, 1991,
1994; Traweek 1988, 1992).

The essence of Singerian epistemology is that the inquirer's psychosocial background is
a fundamental component of any inquiry and should be made explicit (Ratcliffe 1983:
157). This stance resonates with the methodological theory in anthropology that asserts
the anthropologist as the research instrument and requires a measure of reflexivity
regarding the constmction of ethnographic and other cultural accounts. In order to
honour this commitment, I want to make clear the theoretical and epistemological
commitments - in other words the necessarily ethical, normative and political
commitments - of the research. These commitments concern rights to freedom of
speech, (non-violent) action and association, particularly in the practice of science. Such
a stance presents a commitment to increasing democratic participation in science and
wider society. I will also attempt throughout the thesis to render explicit the logic
followed with respect to my moving between various cultural domains in science.

Given the commitment to holism in the Singerian system of mquiry, Ratcliffe notes that
... [it] is concemed witii "sweeping m" all relevant
concems of all relevant populations and disciplines; and
all populations and all disciplines are considered relevant
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because all are intercoimected in the world system
(Ratcliffe 1983: 157).
This latter point obviously dovetails with the theoretical, epistemological and
methodological issues that have emerged in the social sciences in the wake of
globalisation, as I explore below. In Singerian epistemology it is only possible to
guarantee the validity of knowledge when one accesses all relevant data or knowledge
from all relevant populations and disciplines. But because this is only possible (as yet)
in theory rather than in practice, the miplication is that all knowledge is approximate
and inevitably instrumental and normative in nature (Ratcliffe 1983: 157). So the
guarantor of validity is taken to be the canvassing of all relevant data/information from
all relevant knowledges and groups bearing upon the issue under scmtiny.

The

impossibility of achieving this mandate except in theory therefore mdicates that
"validity can never be more than approximate and that it is inevitably normative and
instrumental" (Ratcliffe 1983: 157).

Ratcliffe (1983: 158) postulates that Singerian epistemology is particularly suited to
addressing the problematic aspects to other modes of inquiry and suggesting how they
might improve. The strengths of this mode of inquiry are that it seems to be the most
comprehensive and broadly focussed approach to inquiry on problems in scientific and
technical as well as the ethical aspects of different knowledge systems. Apart from the
Hegelian dialectical mode of inquiry, all other systems (deductive, inductive, synthetic)
ignore the ethical and normative aspects of research and knowledge. The weakness of
the system stems from its incredible complexity and breadth of focus and the ostensibly
enormous costs in applying it to the "wicked" problems of society (Ratcliffe 1983: 158).
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The

Singerian meta-perspective

on epistemology

explicitiy argues for the

transformation of validity and guarantors thereof through space and time.

The

conclusion here is that there is perhaps no universal guarantor of validity, rather than
notions of validity (Ratcliffe 1983: 158). The concept of validity is no less a function of
successively dominant modes of thought than are the various inquiry systems which
define them or the distinction between subjective and objective, quantitative and
qualitative modes of inquiry. As RatcUffe (1983: 158) argues "reality is difficult to
apprehend, and it is even more difficult to represent symbolically." I would add that
"reality" is a slippery thing and it accordingly submits to many different cogiutive
schema while also being affected by our intersection or interaction with it (as described
in the definition of pragmatic realism, above). Social scientists as much as quantum
physicists seem to agree on this point. While this awareness humbles the human
observer and provokes some methodological anxiety about how to grasp reality, it does
not preclude our attempting to approximate or understand reality. We simply should be
clear about (a) the particular political/cultural/theoretical perspectives that inform us,
and, (b) the provisional nature of knowledge, whether we are "social" or "natural"
scientists.

As mentioned above, absolutely objective knowledge, in the Singerian sense, would
mean access to all sense data from all the differently embodied beings/populations
inhabiting tiie world - m other words, objectivity would require near infinite data
sources. Singerian epistemology suggests not that this is impossible, just unprobable
One attempts to approach vahd knowledge when one takes into account other ways of
knowing, being, seeing, sensing and this is where anthropology's cross-cultural and
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trans-temporal perspective (or, etic perspective), multi-sited ethnography (explored
below) and interdisciplinary work is vitally important.

Denying the absolute objectivity espoused in fraditional epistemology does not absolve
social scholars from attempting to make representative statements about social
interaction. This shouldn't be confroversial if such statements are understood to be
provisional and partial as well as revisable.

In this way I argue in Chapter Two that the study of science controversies as the study
of "boundary work" in science can be best seen as a form of cartography (Gieryn 1999)
where social interactions and human and non-human interfaces and effects are mapped.
The cartographic metaphor in science boundary work unplicitly acknowledges both the
partiality and the pragmatic utility of maps. For coherence any map must background
some aspects of the sampled landscape so that features of interest can emerge. Any map
can be judged for its instrumental utility even while acknowledging it cannot possibly
represent all relevant information at once. Maps of science boundary work, then, can be
understood as necessarily partial. Accepting the limitations of such maps as a fimction
of the time span and cultural domains sampled does not, however, undermine their
utility in understanding some of the dynanucs involved in the extension and policing of
science.

In this study, then, I aim to provide valid, generalisable and potentially replicable social
data on the discourses surrounding science controversies via the triangulation of
qualitative data. Triangulation of data involves seeking out different types of data using
a range of methods (such as interviews and participant observation) and from a range of
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textual sources and informants. In the social sciences it may involve collecting
interview discourses from a number of different informants from different backgrounds
and institutional affiliations as well as analysis of publications and other cultural "texts"
and "performances" from various sources (such as joumals, books, print and broadcast
media, the worldwide web, and so forth). A form of theoretical triangulation is
necessitated where theories from different disciplines/knowledge systems are gleaned
for their insights on the same research problem. I therefore deploy theory from different
parts of the STS literature, mcluding SSK, actor-network theory, the mangle of practice,
the sociology of deviance, studies in science confroversy and suppression of dissent, as
well anthropological theory on classification. This theoretical eclecticism matches the
methodological agenda of the multi-sited programme of ethnography in a globalising
world, where intersecting networks of distinct cultural domains and various sources of
social data are sampled, traversed and represented.

3) Methodology: Pilot Study, Interviewing Techniques & The Multi-Sited
Ethnography of Boundary Work in Science

My central aim m this thesis is to explore the variable ways in which science is defined
and defended in different settmgs. For the initial stages of my research I decided to
undertake a pilot study involvmg interviews with scientists who were viewed
unambiguously by their own community as legitknate and prestigious workers. My aim
here was to begin with "insider" definitions of legitimate science and scientists and to
contrast ethnographic data so yielded with the characteristics of the French and Baker
cases of controversy.
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The pilot study saw me interviewing over 40 Fellows of the Ausfralian Academy of
Science (FAAs). The Ausfralian Academy of Science (AAS) is the country's foremost
association of elite scientific achievers and is an analogue of the Royal Society of
London and the USA's National Academy of Science. Indeed, the originating Fellows
of the Academy were Australian-bom Fellows of the Royal Society of London and
subsequent members are nominated and elected by existmg Fellows after receipt of
references from national and international scientific peers. The data yielded from these
pilot interviews confirmed the general STS argument that science demarcation criteria
appear heterogeneous in local contexts of science. Certainly, when abstract questions
about the definitions of science were posed, individual informants relied upon wellknown demarcation criteria such as those made famous by commentators such as Karl
Popper and Robert Merton. However life history questions also revealed the miportance
of contingent factors in thefr career success and reasons given for their election to the
Academy, such as the importance of having a powerful mentor, or completing a postDoctoral fellowship at a prestigious university, or even the importance of seductive
metaphorical language to describe novel work. Additionally, the STS argument of
heterogeneity in demarcation criteria used by scientists seemed borne out when many
FAA informants relied upon older verificationist definitions of science as tested
knowledge, while others used Popper's antithetical falsificationist principles to
distinguish the real thing. For reasons of word length and coherence of argument, I have
decided not to include material from the pilot study in this thesis. Certamly, data from
these interviews will be cenfral to future work to be completed on how scientific
demarcation is achieved in such prestigious settings.
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However, the methodological value of the pilot study for the analysis of cases of
confroversy in science cannot be underestimated. Interviewing bona fide and seemingly
unconfroversial scientists and asking them about thefr educational and work history as
well as prompting them for ethnographic definitions of science demarcation served an
epistemological fimction m that it allowed me, as a sort of scientific "neophyte", to be
enculturated with the meanings and world view of my informants, a process that would
prove cmcial for a critical analysis of controversial cases of science. If Baker and
French provided definitions of science which seemed comparable with those provided
by clear cut insiders, their cases should prove finitflii in revealing the contingent and
situated nature of scientific demarcation. Indeed, as we shall see, their interview
testimony reveals a strident commitment to essentialist demarcation criteria of science
as they provide a critique of their experiences of suppression. If anything both French
and Baker seem highly sensitised to and defensive of scientific demarcation principles
arguing thefr work more than meets the definition whilst suggesting their defractors are
producing or representing something less than scientific.

I used semi-stmctured, in-depth interviewing techniques as described by McCracken
(1987) with an emphasis on open-ended questions. Probes, prompts, repetitions and
hypothetical questions were used in order to reveal cultiiral insiders' definitions of the
situation and in order to explore novel topics raised by informants. The same sort of
questioning techniques were utilised in interviews with Fellows of the Ausfralian
Academy of Science as well as those with Baker and French. Interviews began with life
and educational history questions and always included questions dfrected to yield
etimographic definitions (see Spradley 1979) of scientific demarcation criteria. The
questionnafres for tiie two groups diverged when h came to ascertaining the history and
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nature of the controversies surroundmg scientific work (in the Baker and French
interviews) or the cfrcumstances regardmg election to the Ausfralian Academy of
Science (for the FAAs). Copies of questionnaires guides used for interviews, as well as
a list of interviews completed, are tabled m the Appendix. Interviews undertaken for the
investigation of the Baker and French cases were logged and transcribed on the basis of
their utility in revealing instances of contingency in science demarcation, evidence of
seeming intellectual suppression as well as ways m which controversial scientists
worked to renegotiate tarnished status. Notes taken during instances of participant
observation (discussed further below) were organised on a similar basis.

As noted earlier, the media selected my sample of controversies. As chance would have
it, I was introduced to both the French and Baker through televised coverage or
"performances" of their research and the controversy they had aroused.

The controversy surrounding the work Dr French comprises the most in-depth case
study in the thesis. The nature of the debate surrounding the alleged health effects of
mobile telephone handsets forced me to interrogate different discourses from a wide
range of stakeholders embroiled in the issue. In this sense, the analysis of the French
case, in particular, can be seen as an instance of multi-sited ethnography, a
methodological innovation home of the consequences of globalisation and the study of
non-traditional subjects and settings in contemporary anthropology.

The traditional methods of anthropology saw the fieldworker remaming in a clearly
circumscribed geographical location (usually the village) for an extended period of time
in order to leam local customs, language, rites, symbolism and so forth. By the mid-
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1980s, however, a different mode of ethnographic research began to be articulated
(Marcus 1986) as thoroughly embedded in a global or world system. This shift appears
to be a disciplinary response to empirical changes in the world (such as global
telecommunications and fravel) and associated fransformations in the locations of
cultural production (Marcus 1995: 97). Dubbed "multi-sited ethnography" by Marcus
(1995), this methodological innovation moves from the single site of fraditional
ethnography to examine "the circulation of cultural meanings, objects, and identities in
diffuse time-space" (Marcus 1995: 96). It involves empirically pursuing the "thread of
cultural process" m a globalised, or, at least, globalizing world such that researchers
must move between a number of connected cultural domains or sites (Marcus 1995: 97).
This mode defmes for itself an object of study that cannot be accounted
for etimographically by remaming focused on a single site of intensive
mvestigation ... tiiis mobile ethnography takes unexpected trajectories in
tracmg a cultural formation across and within multiple sites of activity
that destabilize the distinction, for example, between lifeworld and
system, and by which much ethnography has been conceived. Just as this
mode investigates and ethnographically constmcts the lifeworlds of
variously situated subjects, it also ethnographically constmcts aspects of
the system itself through the associations and connections it suggests
among sites (Marcus 1995: 96).
A multi-sited etimographic approach to the sttidy of science controversies and
demarcation seems axiomatic given tiiat science has comprised a global community
ostensibly since tiie post-Worid War I era, and given that Westem scientific practices,
discourses and education now pervade the globalising "new worid order" (Weiner
quoted in Franklin 1995: 163-164). This is precisefy why tiie newly emergent field of
tiie anthropology of science is seen as the paradigm case of multi-sited anthropology
and anthropological considerations of globahsation (Marcus 1995: 97)
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How is multi-sited ethnographic research to be carried out? Multi-sited research is
designed around
chains, paths, threads, conjunctions, or juxtapositions of locations in
which the ethnographer establishes some form of literal, physical
presence, with an explicit, posited logic of association or connection
among sites that ki fact defines the argument of the ethnography (Marcus
1995:105).

In order to maintain a modicum of coherence in subject matter and analysis, Marcus
suggests a number of "fracking" sfrategies or modes of constmction for multi-sited
ethnography. These mclude following a group of people (such as a collective of
dissident scientists), following a thing (such as a commodity, intellectual property, or
money), following a metaphor (such as economic metaphors of production, see for
example, Martin 1994, or particular visions of natural agency), following a conflict
(such as the alleged health effects, or not, of wireless telephones, or debates over
whether sea levels have oscillated in the last 6,000 years), and following the life story or
biography. I adopt a combination of the tracking strategies listed above in order to
explore the two cases of scientific controversy.

In the case of Dr Peter French and the controversy over the biological effects of mobile
phones, I was forced to move physically through a range of cultural domains in which
scientific boundary work took place. For mstance, I attended Hearings for an Australian
Senate Inquiry into electromagnetic radiation (held in Sydney, November 2000) where
French and his colleagues presented experimental evidence of biological effects of
mobile phone emissions. I also attended a conference (m Sydney, March 2001)
organised around the theme of radio frequency emissions where representatives from
industry, government regulatory bodies, scientific community and the general public
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attended and debated, sometimes vociferously, the question of mobile phone health
effects. In addition, I was an observer at several symposia held by French and other
researchers m the field mobile phone effects as well as at a lecture delivered by French
as an invited speaker at a neighbouring medical research institute. It was also necessary
to follow and map symbolic exchanges in the mobile phone confroversy between actors
from different social worlds through commuiucative mediums such as the world wide
web. Websites, like any other form of discourse, are seen as cultural texts that can be
analysed for thefr attempts to demarcate science. I selected texts both from the media,
representations on websites and from publications and government reports which
highlighted the various social processes by which scientific work is defined, defended
and denounced.

While I also look at thefreatmentof Baker's work on complex changes in seal levels in
the media, the majority of this case study involves an analysis of life history experiences
of degradation and intellectual suppression as well as an in-depth analysis of how
publications are used as strategic public "performances" of a novel scientific research
programme. Here Hilgartner's (2000) dramattirgical freatment of science advisory
reports as examples of "public drama", proves instmctive to the analysis of Baker's (and
French's) publications, as well as a range of texts which denounce thefr work.
Hilgartner (2000:5) asks how scientific advisory bodies such as the USA's National
Academy of Science, can "lay claim to the cultural authority of science?" His
dramattirgical analysis of debates over scientific advice, in the form of reports on links
between health, nutiition and cancer, seeks to show how advisory bodies cast
tiiemselves as tmstworthy advisors and credible voices even in the face of protracted
criticism. Drawing on the seminal work of sociologist Erving Gof&nan (1959, 1961a
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1961b, 1963), Hilgartner (2000:6) focusses on the sfrategic performances of advisory
bodies and thefr critics which are geared to foster positive impressions in their
audiences. He provides useful pointers to the ways m which the metaphor of
performance allows us to open the "black box" of credibility production of scientific
advisory bodies. I suggest that the dramaturgical approach advanced by Gof&nan in
general sociology and by Hilgartner in the area of science advice can be usefully
deployed in the analysis of controversial science and scientists. Scientific publications
and reports, as well as media representations and other public appearances, can be
usefully seen as forms of drama which are produced, performed and subject to critique
and reinterpretation. Both controversial scientists and their detractors can be seen as
staging performances with the intention of persuading their audiences to suspend
disbelief regarding their own positions, whilst being swayed to mistmst, or "see
through" the performance of their opponents. The insights Hilgartner gams from
analysing the credibility contests (Gieryn 1999) surrounding the reports of science
advisory bodies, such as the importance of paying special attention to the presentation
of self and the control of information projected to audiences, will prove fruitful to the
analysis of the scientific texts selected for analysis in this thesis.

To summarise, my methdological approach was to "follow the people" and "follow the
conflicf by tracking the discursive work of French and Baker, their detractors and other
stakeholders in the media, publications or m public forums, such as conferences and
government hearings.
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4) Thesis Outline

In this Chapter I have outlined my ontological position which draws from a pragmatic
realist position, a practice theory vision of human agency, a performative idiom of
natural agency, and the constmctivist approach to the study of confroversy, deviance
and suppression in science. I outiined how such an orientation is a subset of the larger
fields of study known as political ecology and the political philosophy of science. The
importance of the concept of uncertainty has also been explored as cenfral means by
which scientific debates are stmctured. I have also made clear how a relativist
epistemology and multi-sited ethnography seem particularly suited to the study of
controversy in science.

As mentioned above. Chapter Two will contrast essentialist and constmctivist
approaches to tiie issue of science demarcation. I will firstly consider three well-knowm
essentialist perspectives on the demarcation of science, those of Popper (1959/1935),
Merton (1973/1942) and Kuhn (1970/1962). The constmctivist perspective involved in
the study of scientific boundary work (Gieryn 1995, 1999) - which argues for the
contextual and negotiated character of science - will then be explored. This field of
inquiry suggests that the study of science controversies, as a form of social cartography,
is a fertile ground in which impticit demarcation criteria of science are rendered explicit.
In tills chapter I will also explore a number of theoretical frameworks from the STS
literattu^e (Fujimura 1992; Star and Griesemer 1989) and anthropology (Douglas 1986)
which are useful to show how scientists defmed as deviant form novel associations and
collectivestiierebyimparting the stamp of legitimacy upontiiefrwork and personae.
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Chapter Three presents the ffrst part of the most in-depth case study of confroversy
provided hi this thesis. The case of Dr Peter French will be explored m terms of how his
field of research and persona have been constmcted as deviant and stigmatised by a
range of powerful science boundary workers. In Chapter Four, the second part of the
French case study, I explore how French and his associates work to remediate their
blemished status. I close this case study through the analysis of a form of closure (albeit
temporary, as I note m the Epilogue) in this controversy. Through the analysis of this
case I show how the rhetorical deployment of uncertainty by both sides of the debate is
aimed at seducing allies, audiences and resources.

Chapter Five analyses the case of Dr Robert Baker, a geographer and mathematical
modeller who conducts research on the controversial topic of ocean and climate changes
in the last 6,000 years or so. Baker's scientific life history reveals repeated instances
where his attempts at innovation in geography have met with institutional discipline and
resistance such as semi-public degradation ceremorues. Through strategic alliance
formation, publication and media representation I show how Baker deploys the concept
of uncertainty in order to downgrade orthodox critics while bolstering his own research
efforts. I also note how Baker's recent attempts at mathematical innovation in
geography and climate causality constitute a form of "pollution" which provokes
institutional resistance and avoidance as well as a quasi-sociological reading of science
by Baker himself.

Chapter Six provides a summation of the insights provided by the two cases of
confroversy. The social means by which scientists are denounced and by which they
rework such denouncements are recapitulated. The central role of uncertainty in these
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social processes is reiterated. Comparisons are also made between the French and Baker
cases and two other well-known cases of scientific confroversy in order to illusfrate
points of similarity and divergence across different settings of science. Additionally, the
complex visions of natural agency and human agency which seem to provoke
denouncement in the cases studied are confrasted with orthodox visions of human and
non-human agents as Knear, "machinic" or automaton-like, a finding I consider in terms
of implicit demarcation criteria in science.

In the Epilogue I will also provide a brief consideration of ongoing debates and
developments m tiie French case. In this way I hope to close the thesis on an
epistemological note by showing that the discernment of closure m science
controversies may simply be a fimction of tiie point at which the social researcher
(arbitrarily and by necessity) ceases data collection.
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Chapter Two
From Essentialist Demarcation to Scientific Boundary Work & the Cartography of
Discursive Tactics: The Colonisation of Uncertainty through Rhetorical Seduction
& Collective Representation(s)
In this chapter I will set out the main aspects of recent theoretical attempts to understand
how the contents and perceptions of science are (re)worked and (re)negotiated by
various scientific stakeholders. I will firstly provide a brief overview of essentialist
demarcation criteria of science that have, throughout the twentieth century at least, preoccupied those actors arguing for a priori, unchanging and universalistic criteria by
which science may be discemed and distinguished from other human endeavours. The
review of the demarcation criteria delineated by Popper (1968/1959), Merton
(1973/1942) and Kuhn (1970/1962) will adumbrate the cases of scientific controversies
to be explored in subsequent chapters.

The constmctivist critique of scientific essentialism (succinctly reviewed by Gieryn
1995) and moves towards the study of science in terms of discursive boundary work and
cultural cartography (Gieryn 1999) will then be provided.

Finally theoretical work from the STS literature and the anthropology of institutions
will be deployed to explain how scientific stakeholders from diverse and distinct social
worlds communicate, organise collective action and consolidate collective solidarity and
status, particularly in the face of attacks from a reigning orthodoxy.
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1) From EssentiaUsm to Constructivism,

Boundary Work

& Cultural

Cartographies of Science
In order to underscore the types of boundary work surrounding the case studies that
follow, I will recapitiilate three of the most well-known examples of scientific
demarcation often deployed as cognitive and rhetorical resources by those involved in
scientific confroversies. The essentialist demarcation criteria elucidated by Karl Popper
(1968/1959) in philosophy, Robert Merton (1973/1942) in sociology and Thomas Kuhn
(1970/1962) hi history, feature as background and as explicit resources m the debates
surrounding French and Baker's research programmes. Even while STS scholarship
over the last few decades has shown that no set of demarcation criteria is consistently or
coherently utilised by scientists (whether practically or discursively), the ideological
work done by Popper, Merton and Kuhn can be seen as a kind of cultural resource
deployed by orthodox denouncers and dissident as they debate the validity of scientific
claims.

Claims may be defined and accepted as scientific simply by demonstrating one such
criterion - such as falsifiability or paradigmatic agreement - rather than the entire set of
essentialist principles outimed by thefr authors. However it will be interesting to discem
throughout the French and Baker cases the contexts in which these criteria lose their
ideological force. As we will see, seeming adherence to and operationalisation of such
essentialist defiiutions of science do not necessarily protect scientists against
accusations of deviance and other forms of status degradation. Similarly, orthodox
denouncements of controversial work in science focus not just upon issues of scientific
methodology. Factors such as the origm of theories, the personal characteristics of
dissidents, perceived consensual readmgs of work under fire, the alleged interests of
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scientific workers, and so on, also feature in the discourses sampled. There can be no
doubt, however, that essentialist demarcation principles delineated by Popper, Merton
and Kuhn serve as ideological resources for both dissident and orthodox boundary
workers.

2) The EssentiaUst Crusade for Scientific Purity: Popper & the Vision of Science as
Professional Scepticism

While it is fair to say that Karl Popper gave the demarcation problem m the philosophy
of science its name (Gieryn 1995: 395) the practical and political act of scientific
demarcation can be traced back to the initial establishment of gentiemanly scientific
societies, such as the Royal Society of London and L'Academic Francaise, in the
seventeenth century. My aun here is not to present an historical exploration of how
scientists established a distinct professional, ethical and moral identity so much as to
point out that many of the current essentialist arguments regarding what science is and
isn't are older than the efforts of Popper, let alone Merton or Kuhn. However, no
discussion in the STS literature of science as practice and knowledge has failed to be
energised by these twentieth century forms of scientific demarcation.

In terms of the essentialist goal of distinguishing science from other forms of
knowledge and practice. Popper must be acknowledged as monarch. Popper devised his
sophisticated falsificationist view in order to place science on a more logical footing and
to distinguish science from asfrology, Adlerian psychology and Marxism (Gieryn 1995:
396). Seemingly in defiance of Hume's famous challenge to induction (in^ Treatise of
Human Nature 1739-1740), the verificationist accounts of science ignored the logical
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problems inherent in relymg solely upon induction as the criterion of reliability in
knowledge. The verificationist demarcation of science as authoritative and veridical
knowledge of nature was made famous by the work of Logical Positivists and the
Vienna Circle who encapsulated the hard line positivistic stance that science was
verified and therefore justifiable knowledge. By contrast Popper proposed a theory of
the deductive method of testing, or falsificatioiusm as it is better known, primarily in
order to place science on a more logical base.
Now it is far from obvious, from a logical point of view, that we are
justified in inferring uitiversal statements from singular ones, no matter
how numerous; for any conclusion drawn in this way may always turn
out to be false: no matter how many instances of white swans we may
have observed this does not justify the conclusion that all swans are
white (Popper 1968: 27).
Framed in terms explicitiy relevant to the scientific practitioner. Popper reformulated
the problem of induction as "the question of how to establish the tmth of universal
statements" about nature found in the hypotheses and theory systems of empiricallybased sciences (Popper 1968: 28). For, as Popper correctiy pointed out, the principle of
mduction itself, as well as universal statements based on singular or particular instances
of observation or experimentation, lead to an infiitite regress (Popper 1968: 29-30) in
knowledge claims.

Popper's goal, tiien, was to take mto account the dilemmas posed by the (still unsolved)
problem of induction while maintaining a reliance on empiricism as the basis for
scientific reasomng. It is m his approach to the empirical testing of a theory, or, in
particular, tiie tiieory's deductive conclusions, that Popper's solution to tiie dilemma of
induction can be discemed.
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With the help of other statements, previously accepted, certain singular
statements - which may be called "predictions" - are deduced from the
theory; especially predictions that are easily testable or appUcable. From
among these statements, those are selected which are not derivable from
the current theory, and more especially those which the current theory
contradicts. Next we seek a decision as regards these (and other) derived
statements by comparing them with the results of practical applications
and experiments. If this decision is positive, that is, if the singular
conclusions turn out to be acceptable, or verified, then the theory has, for
the time being, passed its test: we have found no reason to discard it. But
if the decision is negative, or in other words, if the conclusions have been
falsified, then thefr falsification also falsifies the theory from which they
were logically deduced (Popper 1968: 33).

For Popper, a tmly scientific theory is not one which has or can be verified or affirmed
so much as one which could potentially be proven false and iheieioxefalsified. In this
way certain scientific theories are not justified on the basis that they have been proven
correct but on the basis that they have so far withstood empirical tests and are the best
'corroborated' theories available (Popper 1968: 33). Future empirical tests of a scientific
theory's predictions could well refute or falsify the theory from which they are deduced.

Extending his thesis further. Popper deploys his criteria for logical scientific
characteristics in order to demarcate science from non-science and pseudo-science.
Thus his tiieory of falsificationism does double duty (Gieryn 1995: 396). On the one
hand it establishes an intemally consistent or logical basis for accepting current
scientific knowledge. At the same tune, the theory of falsificationism sets a rigid
boundary around science so tiiat is clearly demarcated from metaphysical and pseudoscientific endeavours (Popper 1968: 34).

Popper's famous delineation of tme science as mvolvmg bold conjecture and refutation
does not mtiversally accord with what scientists say tiiey do or what they actually do.
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As Mulkay and Gilbert (1981) showed in their paper, "Putting Philosophy to Work:
Karl Popper's Influence on Scientific Practice", the relationship between Popper's
method and the actual practice of science seems, at root, ambiguous. Thefr interviews
with scientists suggest that no conclusive disproof of a theory can ever be made
precisely because arguments can be made about the reliability of disconfirmatory
experimental results. Thefr mterview data also suggested a considerable divergence
regardmg the interpretation of the Popperian scientific method as a function of a
commentator's scientific predilections and technical judgements. They point out that
Popper's programme gives no clear indication of how to relate the mles of his scientific
method to specific activities or practices, and that various interpretations of his
programme proliferate especially in contexts of cogiutive uncertainty (1981: 404)
where, presumably, essentialist definitions of science would be all the more cmcial.
[Ajlthough the mles may appear to the retrospective view of the
philosopher to operate unambiguously and universally, to the forwardlooking scientist they offer no clear guide to action in the specific
instances with which he is concemed (Mulkay and Gilbert 1981: 406).
Gilbert and Mulkay (1982) have also pomted to the problem of the inconsistent means
by which scientists validate or undermine knowledge claims in ways defying both
Popper's falsificatioiusm and the older notion of science as verified knowledge. In their
analysis of discourse provided by researchers in the field of oxidative phosphorylation,
scientists employed two sorts of interpretive repertoires to account for theory choice.
With an empiricist repertoire, scientists reinforced the received or traditional view of
scientific rationality where tiie validity of hypotiieses is established in a sfraightforward
way by standardized techniques. However they also noted that scientists deploy a
contingent repertofre whereby disputed "facts" are seen to be the outcome of fallible
interpretive work. Gilbert and Mulkay show how scientists flexibly deploy arguments
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for and against certain theories by switching within a single discussion between a
conventional empiricist account and contingent account. In the first mstance, beUef in
their own scientific accoimt, or science per se, is umproblematically warranted because
scientific facts are seen as derived from impersonal and clearly demarcated
experimental techniques. However when the work of competitors is considered,
scientists' explanatory discourses shift to a contingent repertofre, emphasismg the
vagaries of data interpretation as well as the various levels of tactic craft knowledge
required to achieve a successful experimental result.

In his discussion of the experimenters' regress, Collins (1985:84) reiterates this point by
showing that in cases of scientific uncertainty, scientists must find non-technical means
by which to stem the regress of tests requfred to validate any one experiment. Examples
of means by which the experimenters' regress may be collapsed may include the
purported nature of technical equipment, tmst or distmst in the experimental abilities of
a researcher, and other forms of personal or psychological qualities attributed to the
workers in question (1985: 84, 87).

In the French and Baker cases I will show how such explanatory devices are a central
feature of the boundary work done by both sides of the debate. What is more, in the case
studies that follow I will show how adherence to a Popperian programme of
falsificationism does not guarantee unproblematic acceptance of one's work as
scientific. The kind of reflexive skepticism required by both Popper's programme (and,
indeed, Merton's programme, as we shall see) seems absent in orthodox denouncements
of French and Baker's scientific efforts. The skepticism is applied in one dfrection only
to novel, rather than orthodox, visions of nature.
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Nevertheless, Popper's demarcation criteria of science asfalsifiable rather than verified
knowledge is still deployed by clear scientific insiders, such as Fellows of the
Ausfralian Academy of Science whom I interviewed m the initial stages of my research,
as well as by orthodox and dissident participants in the confroversies sampled ui this
tiiesis. Interestmgly, the concept of science as simply tested or verified knowledge is
discernible in elite discourses. This proves sociologically interesting given that
verificationist and justificationist arguments about science are meant to stand in
confradiction to Popper's sophisticated falsificationism. Moreover, in the cases of
confroversy sampled, questions about whether dissident research has been replicated
become the focus of orthodox denouncements of dissident work even while dissident
work itself provides potential evidence for the falsification of the reigning theory. This
thesis, then, reinforces previous social constmctivist explorations of scientific
demarcation which have failed to elicit coherent, consistent and consensual criteria for
what makes science unique and distinct from other knowledges or practices, a point that
will be reiterated in the consideration of both Mertonian and Kuhnian approaches to
essentialist demarcation of science, below.

As mentioned, Collms (1985), Mulkay and Gilbert (1981) and Gilbert and Mulkay
(1982) have provided the seminal critiques of Popper's brand of essentialism by
exploring the vagaries and vicissitudes of the interpretive work done by scientists. Their
work provided an early critique of Popper's falsificationism and the general empiricist
account of science precisely because attributions of successful falsification or
replication are seen to rely upon commentators' theoretical predilections. Instead, the
demarcation of good science from bad and real science from pseudo-science emerges as
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a politically-charged, localised and contmgent achievement relying especially upon a
range of rhetorical devices such as the failure of experimental equipment or human error
and so forth. As we shall see in the French case m particular, these kmds of rhetorical
moves, which I rephrase as the sfrategic "colonisation of uncertainty", are routinely
deployed by both orthodox denouncers of dissident work as well as by dissident
workers themselves. There seems to be, then, no clear-cut algorithm by which
experiments can be properly reproduced (Gieryn 1995: 397), nor by which participants
can decide whether a phenomenon has been empirically verified or falsified. The
"experimenters regress" still presents a paradox for those following Popper's
essentialist definition of scientific authenticity.

Popper's programme of falsificationism and the ideal of individual scientific agency it
suggests could well be caricatured as follows: a tme scientist is a professional sceptic. A
real scientist aims to shoot down their own or others' scientific arguments in order to
reach the best corroborated (always revisable) "facts" about nature.

With the work of sociologist Robert Merton on scientific demarcation criteria, the
agential focus shifts, understandably enough given the disciplinary allegiance, to the
principles that organise and characterise science as a collective or group, and the kind of
socialised individuals who comprise it.

3) Merton's Norms & the Utopian Vision of Individual & Collective Agency

As a sociologist, Merton (1973/1942) provided demarcation criteria of science that
focussed on the social or "cultural stmcture of science" (Merton 1973: 268), even while
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he acknowledged that science referred to identifiable methods and a stock of
accumulated knowledge. For Merton, what was sociologically important for the
continuation of real science was a particular social organisation and set of norms or
mores that could guide individual and collective behaviour.
The ethos of science is that affectively toned complex of values and
norms which is held to be binding on the man of science. The norms are
expressed in the form of prescriptions, proscriptions, preferences, and
permissions. They are legitimatized in terms of institutional values.
These imperatives, fransmitted by precept and example and reenforced
by sanctions are in varying degrees intemalised by the scientist, thus
fashioning his scientific conscience or, if one prefers the latter-day
phrase, his super-ego. Although the ethos of science has not been
codified, it can be inferred from the moral consensus of scientists as
expressed in use and wont, in countless writings on the scientific spirit
and in moral uidignation dfrect toward contraventions of the ethos
(Merton 1973:268-269).
In the first uistance we can denote Merton's flinctionalist approach to the question of
scientific demarcation criteria. He focusses on the role of the norms in ensuring
compliance, both through intemalisation of those norms and through the negative
reinforcement of punishment and moral outrage in the event of thefr fransgression. In
this sense, Merton is right to point out that the unique mores of science are not simply
grounded in its methodological imperative: they also provide a moral code for
individual scientists and the institutions and collectives they come to form.

Four kmds of institutional imperatives - universalism, communism, dismterestedness
and organised skepticism - were taken by Merton to be characteristic of real science as
opposed to ideological posturings, such as so-called "Aryan" science.

Universalism is the principle that only unpersonal criteria may be brought to bear in
judging the merit or otherwise of scientific work:
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Universalism finds immediate expression in the canon that tmth-claims,
whatever their source, are to be subjected to preestablished impersonal
criteria: consonant with observation and with previously confirmed
knowledge. The acceptance or rejection of claims entering the lists of
science is not to depend on the personal or social attributes of thefr
protagonist; his race, nationality, rehgion, class, and personal qualities
are as such frrelevant (Merton 1973: 270).
For Merton, universalism is a dominant feature of democratic collectives and, thus, the
scientific collective, by definition, operationalises the ideals of democracy regarding
free and open participation of its members.
However inadequately it may be put mto practice, the ethos of
democracy includes universalism as a dominant guiding principle.
Democratization is tantamount to the progressive elimination of
resfraints upon the exercise and development of socially valued
capacities. Impersonal criteria of accomplishment and not fixation of
status characterize the open democratic society (Merton 1973: 273).
As we will see, the exploration of Baker and French's career history suggests that they
and their work have not been assessed in universalistic terms. In the case of Baker, the
presentation of data that challenged the orthodox interpretation of sea-level changes led
to ridicule and career blockages because his work reproduced scientific arguments that
had previously been rejected. For French, the exploration of potential health effects of
cellular telephone radiation would see him denounced as both a cmsader and pseudoscientist precisely because his work challenged a long-held orthodoxy that non-ionising
radiation (such as that delivered by cell phones) is harmless in the absence of tissue
heating. Although both suggest ways m which thefr hypotheses can be tested and
potentially falsified (after Popper), both found that the norm of universalism was not
applied in their case, much to the detriment of thefr scientific careers. On this pomt,
Merton was clear that the stymieing of scientific careers had effects that ramified
beyond the personal level:
Universalism finds further expression ui tiie demand tiiat careers be open
to talents. The rationale is provided by the uistitutional goal. To restrict
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scientific careers on grounds other than lack of competence is to
prejudice the furtherance of knowledge. Free access to scientific pursuits
is a functional unperative (Merton 1973: 272).
By the norm of "communism" Merton implied a concept of the common ownership of
scientific knowledge. Scientific achievements could be tiiought of as a kind of good, tiie
ownership of which is diffiised throughout the scientific community. Given that its
achievements are the products of social collaboration, private ownership of scientific
knowledge cannot be countenanced in Merton's schema, except perhaps in the practice
of eponymy (1973: 273). Secrecy is antithetical to this prescription. Scientists are
therefore unpelled to communicate the results of their research witiiin and even beyond
thefr immediate professional community.
The institutional conception of science as part of the public domain is
linked with the imperative for communication of findings. Secrecy is the
antithesis of this norm; full and open communication its enactment. The
pressure for diffusion of results is reenforced by the institutional goal of
advancing the boundaries of knowledge and by the incentive of
recognition which is, of course, contingent upon publication (Merton
1973:275).
For French at least the communication via the media of research fmdings regarding bioeffects of cell phone radiation would lead to accusations of deviance and to status
degradation, rather than reward for following Merton's norm of communism. In a
contemporary context where new scientific discoveries, particularly in biology, may be
subject to claims of intellectual property and/or kept secret because of commercial in
confidence stipulations, the norm of communism seems anachronistic.
The norm of disinterestedness does not demand selfless or altmistic service of the
scientist so much as behaviour that is not merely self-serving and self-interested. The
basis of this norm is the public and testable nature of science which Merton suggests
leads to the "integrity of men of science" (Merton 1973: 276). Ultimately tiie
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operationalisation of the norm of disinterestedness relies upon the "ultimate
accountability of scientists" to thefr peers (Merton 1973: 278). Exploration of scientific
confroversies and the social shapmg of scientific knowledge, more generally, has
repeatedly shown that scientists, as human beings, are not simply abstracted from thefr
socio-cultural, political and economic mterests and affiliations once they are at the
laboratory bench or while writing scientific papers. As Latour and Woolgar's
(1986/1979) seminal etimographic study of work m competing laboratories shows, the
constmction of scientific facts is easily amenable to micro- and macro-level political
analyses. The cases of scientific controversy presented in this thesis simply extend this
longstanding observation.

Finally, the norm of organised skepticism is posited as both a methodological and
institutional requfrement if science is to provide authoritative accounts of nature
(Merton 1973: 277). It demands that both individual scientists and their mstitutions
assess claims in a detached and non-judgmental fashion and in terms of logical and
observational or empirical criteria only.
Science which asks questions of fact, including potentialities, concerning
every aspect of nature and society may come into conflict with other
attitudes toward these same data which have been crystallized and often
ritualized by other institutions. The scientific investigator does not
preserve the cleavage between the sacred and profane, between that
which requires uncritical respect and that which can be objectively
analyzed (Merton 1983: 277-278).
By contrast the discourse of both my conventional and controversial uiterviewees
suggests that the "cleavage between the sacred and profane" is as applicable to describe
the practice of science as any other human endeavour. The intellectual suppression of
both French and Baker can be linked to the ways in which thefr work challenges certain
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"sacred" assumptions about nature in thefr field. As mentioned above, the "organised
skepticism'" encountered by both workers is directed solely towards their attempts at
innovation rather than orthodox theories. Organised skepticism, then, can be seen as an
admfrable ideal that is more often than not acknowledged in the breach than in practice.
Just as Popper's demarcation criteria have been found to be flexibly deployed by
scientists particularly in justifymg their own claims, so too are Merton's norms a
flexible rhetorical resource in scientific discourse. In his analysis of Woolgar's (1976)
study of the discovery of pulsars, Mulkay (1980) pointed out that the norm of
communism - which eschews secrecy and encourages openness and public ownership
of scientific knowledge - was redefined in particular instances such as when it came to
liaising with the media or protectmg the discovery of a research student (1980: 121).
Like Popperian criteria of science, Mertonian norms serve as a fertile interpretive
ground for scientists and other science stakeholders, allowing behaviour that confradicts
these norms to still be seen as part of proper scientific conduct {cf Mitroff 1974). As
Mulkay (1979: 72) has argued, normative descriptions cannot fully capture tiie
complexity of social life m science (or any other social world), nor do they explam the
seeming "advance" of science.

As we will discover in the cases of French and Baker, scientists whose behaviours and
attitudes seem to reinforce Merton's essentialist norms of science may still attract moral
mdignation from otiiers purporting to police tiie boundaries of science. I will suggest
tiiroughouttiietwo case stiidies that will follow, and in my conclusions (Chapter Six),
tiiat botii workers can, in fact, be seen as reproducing Merton's demarcation criteria of
science in their moral indignation regarding their own and otiier cases of fritellecttial
suppression in science. I will showtiu-oughoutthe thesis that Baker and French seem
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margmalised and stigmatised not because they have clearly transgressed essentialist
demarcation criteria made famous by Merton (let alone, Popper, or Kuhn, for that
matter). In the first instance, tiiefr experiences may be related to the protection of
political, economic and professional mterests which thek work destabilises. I will
suggest that underlying those interests are certain prized visions of natural agency
which act as implicit demarcation criteria of science.

4) Kuhn's Paradigmatic Consensus as Essentialist Demarcation of Science: The
Scientist as Professional Believer

Despite radical disjunctions between what scientists now class as a scientific argument
and a correct theory and what was believed and deployed by scientists historically, in
The Structure of Scientific Revolutions

(1970/1962) Kuhn argued that something

discernible as science has endured since its institutionalisation in gentlemanly scientific
societies. What, Kuhn asks, is it that characterises science if not its worldview? As
Gieryn puts it, Kuhn sought
criteria for science independent of the content of provisionally valid
beliefs and legitimate practices, because something identifiable as
science persists through often revolutionary changes in its content
(Gieryn 1995: 401).
Kuhn's answer is that the "paradigm" - a particular world-view about natural agency
and how to capture it - galvanises consensus amongst a community of scientists (Gieryn
1995: 401). This, Kuhn argues, is what distinguishes natural sciences from the social
sciences, where there is ongoing debate about basic premises or fust principles, and
from other kinds of knowledge and practice. It is consensus over the paradigmatic
worldview and its attendant exemplars (previous exemplifications via classic
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experiments) tiiat denotes a matiire science, or what Kuhn calls "normal" science as
opposed to "revolutionary" science.
"Normal science" means research firmly based upon one or more past
scientific achievements, achievements tiiat some particular scientific
community acknowledges for a time as supplyfrig the foundation for its
further practice. Today such achievements are recounted, tiiough seldom
in thefr original form, by science textbooks, elementary and advanced.
These textbooks expound tiie body of accepted theory, illustrate many or
all of its successfiil applications, and compare these applications with
exemplary observations and experiments. Before such books became
popular early intiienineteentii century ... many of the famous classics of
science fulfilled a similar function. Aristotie's Physica, Ptolemy's
Almagest, Newton's Principia and Opticks, Franklin's Electricity,
Lavoisier's Chemistry, and Lyell's Geology - tiiese and many other
works served for a time implicitly to define the legitimate problems and
methods of a research field for succeeding generations of practitioners
(Kuhn 1970: 10).
By describmg how such seminal works in the history of natural philosophy were able to
focus the activities of generations of scientists, Kuhn provides one of many definitions
of a scientific "paradigm" (Masterman 1970): their achievement was sufficientiy
unprecedented to attract an enduring group of adherents away from competing modes of
scientific activity. In Kuhn's example the research carried out on electricity by
Cavendish, Coulomb and Volta provided a ground of unquestioned assumptions that
allowed investigation of "more concrete and recondite problems" (Kuhn 1970: 21). In
this way Kuhn argues that electricity researchers of this era achieved
what had been gained by astronomers m antiquity and by students of
motion m the Middle Ages, of physical optics in the late seventeenth
century, and of historical geology in the early nineteenth. They had, that
is, achieved a paradigm that proved able to guide the whole group's
research. Except with the advantage of hindsight, it is hard to find
another criterion that so clearly proclauns a field of science (Kuhn 197021-22).
Simultaneously "it was sufficientiy open-ended to leave all sorts of problems for the
redefined group of practitioners to resolve" (Kuhn 1970: 10). For Kuhn, real science is
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puzzle-solvmg framed by an unquestioned set of examples of scientific practices which
include "law, theory, application, and mstrumentation" and which provide models of
nature sustaining "particular coherent fraditions of scientific research" (Kuhn 1970 :
10). In what amounts to an unplicit Durkheimian sociology of knowledge, Kuhn
suggests that scientific education sees an intemalisation of the paradigm (what
Durkheim called "collective representations"). Through scientific pedagogy, a student
gains membership into a particular scientific community sharing commitment to the
paradigm in question.
Men whose research is based on shared paradigms are committed to the
same mles and standards for scientific practice. That commitment and
the apparent consensus it produces are prerequisites for normal science,
i.e., for the genesis and continuation of a particular research tradition ...
Acquisition of a paradigm and of the more esoteric type of research it
permits is a sign of maturity in the development of any given scientific
field (Kuhn 1970: 11).
Normal or mature science is also distinguished from immature or pre-paradigmatic
science and it is not clear whether revolutionary science can be considered preparadigmatic until some kind of consensus is reached by practitioners (which ones, and
how many, and what kind and level of consensus are all questions that Kuhn's thesis
begs).
The paradigm denotes unsolved problems that guide further research, rules of operation
and the selection of problems and thus the practice of normal science involves
"tinkering" (Gieryn 1996: 401) with the paradigm or solvmg puzzles posed by the
paradigm (Kuhn 1970: 35). What a paradigm does is to make clear the estabhshed and
unquestioned aspects of natural agency and causality while also pointing to the
mysteries or puzzles that are yet to be solved but which the unquestioned mode of
beliefs and experimental practices is expected to solve. Exemplars are cast by Kuhn as
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text book cases tiiat allow for demonsfration of natural/physical agency or agents and
tiiefr causal relationships. They provide a cognitive "template", "grid" or "stiiicture", as
it were, for explorations and variations of that phenomenon. Exemplars also point
towards tiie puzzle solving needed to "plug" tiie causal or explanatory "holes" in a
paradigm or woridview. There is confidence, then, that the reigning paradigm has a
sufficiently large terrain of explanatory power to account for the unknown elements of
natural or physical agency.
Occasionally, anomalies are discovered in nature that cannot be suitably explained by
the reigning paradigm, and if this scenario persists a crisis may be precipitated in the
scientific discipline. When the fmdings cannot be explained in terms of the reigning
paradigm a period of revolutionary science may occur. This is particularly the case if
the anomalous result occurs at a time when another paradigm becomes available (Kuhn
1970: 52-65). This begs the question of whether we should always expect only one rival
paradigm in a time of revolutionary crisis. At this stage, science undergoes what Kuhn
sees as a temporary state of revolution where there is an altemation between frames of
meaning much like the gestalt switch (1970: 111) involved in seemg different aspects of
the famous Necker cube and other visual paradoxes. In Kuhn's vision, a competing
paradigm eventually attracts enough followers to become the new reigning worldview,
although he glosses the social processes involved with this transition. Kuhn's
explanation for the switch to a novel paradigm incommensurate with its predecessor is
based more on cognitive fimction while leavfrig unexammed how individuals come to
form a new collective and come to agreement. He suggests the consensual shift to a new
paradigm occurs through a process that has more in common with gestalt-switch
perceptual change, the psychology of perception and the sociology of commitment
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(Gieryn 1995: 402) than with any rational procedure. This is precisely the element of
Kuhn thesis that has attracted the most venom from his essentialist colleagues in the
philosophy of science. The critical responses of many philosophers of science (see
Lakatos and Musgrave 1970) to Kuhn's hypothesis stems from its undermining of a
rationalist demarcation of scientific decision-making.

Kuhn is arguing for discrete periods of dynamism in the content definition of science
through time in his delineation of revolutionary science. But his definition of what
really counts as real science or normal science is professional credulity, or consensual
belief in a paradigm - indeed this is how the paradigm is seen to be a social "facf. It is
apparent by the coherent organisation of the beliefs and practices of its proponents. It
could be said that the Kuhnian hypothesis sees those workers undertaking normal
science as professional believers. This contrasts with the Popperian vision which
suggests "real" science is carried out by professional sceptics. There is some merit in
the idea that the two philosophers proposed complementary rather than mutually
exclusive explanations of the scientific process (see Kuhn 1972, and Dolby 1979, on
this very point).

I am also tempted to Imk Kuhnian and Popperian visions of science to work in
anthropology on phasefransitionsin social status, based on seminal work done by van
Gennep (1904) and Victor Tumer (1969) (as discussed in Chapter One). The liminal
stage between one discrete social category and another, (say, boy, versus man/warrior)
is one where there is categorical confusion and ambiguity, qualities of sacredness and
profanity, purity, pollution and danger all at once. In the case of scientific confroversies.
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it can be discemed as a state where two or more alternative and mutually exclusive
cosmological categories are asserted and debated. Van Gennep's third and final phase of
rites de passage sees reincorporation of agents and agency into a definite, stmctural
state, a concept tiiat can be usefully deployed to understand (possibly temporary)
closure, or black-boxing, of scientific knowledge and remediation of scientific status.
No doubt the analysis of Kuhn (along with those of Popper and Merton) proves useful
to understand how science is variably demarcated by different workers - different "subcultures" in science - in different sites, contexts and at different stages in their career
history. But essentialist demarcation criteria can perhaps be better understood as
rhetorical devices deployed to justify and legitimate certain types of scientific work
while undermuung otiiers {cf Gilbert and Mulkay 1982).
Despite providing impetus for a constmctivist critique of science, Gieryn (1995) rightiy
argues that Kuhn's thesis extends an essentialist view of science, even while it remains
more a descriptive, rather than prescriptive, account of science {cf Guttmg 1980). This
is precisely because Kuhn emphasises paradigmatic consensus as the hallmark of real
science, or at tiie very least, as the defining characteristic separating matiire from
unmature science (Geiryn 1995: 402). It is the reaching of paradigmatic consensus tiiat
is constitiitive of science and which essentially demarcates it from other ways of
knowing. "Paradigms prove to be constitiitive of science" Kuhn argues, "because they
provide scientists not only with a map but also with some of the directions essential for
map making" (Kuhn 1970: 109). Commitmem to a paradigm and the seeming consensus
it produces amongst a community of workers constitute "prerequisites for normal
science" and for "tiie genesis and continuation of a particular research tradition" (1970:
11). Amongst many other questions, one is left askmg whether periods of competition
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between paradigms amount to something less than science if consensus is the ultimate
demarcation principle in Kuhn's thesis.

Kuhn suggests that "[w]ork under the paradigm can be conducted in no other way, and
to desert the paradigm is to cease practicing the science it defines" (Kuhn 1970: 34).
Furthermore, if a worker abandons a particular paradigm and fails to replace it with
another, that worker can be seen as having rejected science altogether:
Once a first paradigm through which to view nature has been found,
there is no such thing as research in the absence of any paradigm. To
reject one paradigm without simultaneously substituting another is to
reject science itself. That act reflects not on the paradigm but on the man.
Inevitably he vrill be seen by his colleagues as "the carpenter who
blames his tools" (Kuhn 1970: 79).
The Kuhnian thesis, then, emphasises consensus over, and belief in, a paradigm as the
primary demarcating feature of science. However, the research presented in this thesis
suggests, as other works have done, that there are many different "maps" of nature and
scientific methods which are used contingently by scientific practitioners in various
local contexts. However during times of public confroversy, groups of practitioners
work to consolidate confidence in their particular maps of nature through a range of
rhetorical practices I gloss as the sfrategic colonisation of uncertainty. It will be evident,
then, that the tactics of dissident workers aimed at reinforcing their research programme
can certainly be described as involving the fostering of Kuhnian-style paradigmatic
consensus at a local level at least. And certainly, the public scientific debates over
whether cellular telephone radiation is safe or dangerous, or whether ocean and climatic
changes in the recent past have been more complex than expected, could well be cast in
Kuhnian terms as episodes of revolutionary science. However, the study of recent and
historical examples of scientific practice suggests instead that the notion of scientific
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consensus - responsible in large part for the cognitive authority of science - is a patchy
achievement at best.

Positing the achievement of consensus as the hallmark of real science begs the question
as to when and how consensus can be said to exist in any given scientific commimity.
The attribution of consensus in science may well be a contextual affair depending on
whom and when one asks and how many people are sampled. The notion of scientific
consensus may well be contmgent and contextual, sulgect to interpretation, negotiation,
debate and settlement by both scientists and non-scientists. In their analysis of the
chemiosmotic theory, Gilbert and Mulkay (1982) showed, as explored above, that the
notion of scientific consensus was an interpretive and rhetorical resource deployed by
scientists in a contextually contingent manner. As Gieryn (1996) puts it, it is puzzling
that Kuhn glosses over the practical problem of how consensus is achieved. "What
Kuhn chose not to consider is that the degree of consensus in science itself might be a
matter of interpretation, negotiation, and settlement - by scientists and sometimes other
involved parties" (Gieryn 1996: 403).

The questions which Kuhn's work posed rather than answered include the extent to
which consensus actually exists within (various sectors of) the scientific community and
how the representation of coherence and consensus in science is itself a practicopolitical and rhetorical achievement. I hope to explore tiiese very questions as the case
studies of scientific controversy unfold. How do scientists reach agreement and
negotiate

disagreements

over

substantive

theoretical,

methodological

and

epistemological considerations? One begins to see consensus in science as more a
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product of rhetoric, ideology and poHtics rather than some kind of fundamentally unique
epistemological character.

To recapitulate, I would like to caricature Kuhn's thesis of proper scientific agency as
follows: unlike Popper who suggests tme science involves professional scepticism, for
Kuhn, tme science requfres professional credulity.

As the two cases presented in this thesis will show, the notion of a scientific consensus
is a rhetorical device deployed by both denouncers and proponents of dissident science
in their attempts to demarcate science from non-scientific endeavours. However, such a
consensus is seen to apply locally to a specific group or network of researchers rather
than to the entire scientific community. In the cellular telephone radiation controversy,
the mythical notion of a scientific consensus about the safety of non-ionising radiation
is a constmction used by orthodox boundary workers to gloss gaps and inconsistencies
in the research literature and to camouflage the work of dissident scientists. By contrast
the discourse of dissident workers themselves makes clear an absence of scientific
consensus in the Kuhnian sense with various kmds of uncertainty identified in current
models of, and methods of intersecting with, nature. On the other hand, the strategic
presentation of dissident work as the achievement of a burgeoning collective works also
to colonise uncertainty and doubt in their favour. I will return to this cmcial pomt,
below, when I explore Douglas' (1986) theoretical work on the role of mstitutions in tiie
colonisation of minds and bodies. Her work involves a qualified retrieval of Durkheim's
programme for a sociology of knowledge which sought to provide a solution to the
sociological "problem" of explaining social solidarity.
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It can be argued that the acknowledgment of dissensus in science is the very ground
from which new generations of workers aim to colonise frontier terrains of knowledge
for themselves. The uncertainty and doubt over orthodox scientific knowledge and
practice provide the ontological and epistemological ground from which scientists
establish priority in a new field of research. As mentioned, I will have more to say
about how dissident workers rhetorically work to reduce uncertauity regarding their
claims, but put briefly, I see their tactics in this regard as no different in substance to
those deployed by their orthodox denouncers. Both sides of a confroversy are seen to
deploy concepts of uncertainty and doubt as weapon and shield against their
competitors. Even in less confrontational contexts in science, the colonisation of
uncertainty is an essential part of scientific rhetoric found equally in published texts,
media appearances or conference presentations. I suggest that the aim to coloiuse
uncertamty in science is simply more protracted and thus more visible in the case of
overt controversies, such as the ones I will explore.

Both kinds of workers, then, colonise uncertainty in order to stem the problem of
infmite regress in knowledge claims and the experimental practices, as has been well
described by Collms (1985). The purported criteria demarcating real science from
pseudo-science or bad science provide a rhetorical tool deployed differentially and
strategically from case-to-case and site-to-site in order to dispel doubt regarding the
validity of scientific claims. Scholarship m STS has therefore shifted from the analytical
cul-de-sac of simply criticising essentialist demarcation of science, to the study of how
scientific demarcation occurs, or is achieved, in local contexts, particularly in the case
of public controversies.
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5) Boundary Work «& the Cultural Cartography of Science

Unlike essentialists such as Popper, Merton and Kuhn, constmctivists argue that no
demarcation criteria can be seen to identify science universally. Instead the separation
of science from other human endeavours appears to be a "contextually contingenf and
"interests-driven" accomplishment relying upon a range of inconsistent and ambiguous
qualities (Gieryn 1995: 393), a social process dubbed scientific "boundary work"
(Geiryn 1983). As already flagged in Chapter One, exploration of scientific boundary
work zooms in on how the demarcation of science is achieved and/or contested m
different settings and by different social actors (Gieryn 1995: 394), particularly in cases
of public confroversy (Simon 2002: 97). Scientific boundary work is defined as the
"attribution of selected characteristics to the institution of science ... for purposes of
constmcting a social boundary that distinguishes some intellectual activity as nonscience" (Gieryn 1983: 782). As Gieryn succinctly puts it, "essentialists do boundary
work; constmctivists watch it get done by people in society" (1995: 394). Boundary
work can be seen as any discourse or practice that relies upon universal, essentialist,
unchanging and a priori terms in order to distinguish science from non-science or
pseudo-science. Importantly, the analysis of scientific boundary work focusses on the
discursive strategies deployed by social actors as they vie for the symbolic and material
resources that accme from successful credibility contests (Gieryn 1999). The study of
boundary work follows how the contours and contents of science are debated and
(re)constmcted not simply by scientists but also by other stakeholders, such as
joumalists, bureaucrats, politicians and lawy^ers as well as the lay community.
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More recently Gieryn (1999) has adopted an explicitiy geographical metaphor in order
to define boundary work as cartographic practices geared to demarcate, expand and
police the regions of cultural space in terms of their epistenuc authority. In this way, the
scmtiny of boundary work makes clear epistenuc terrains of legitimate practices,
methods, discourses and scientific representations (Gieryn 1999: 16). As Sunon (2002:
99) notes, the use of explicit cartographic metaphors emphasises how what is taken to
be science is achieved, rather than absolute, through ongoing and public demarcation
practices.
Gieryn's notion of the cartography of science focusses on how and which rhetorical
strategies reconstmct the borders or boundaries, as well as the very contents of what
counts as scientific. In the process, certain things, persons and activities are
(re)constmctured as non-scientific (clearly outside the purview of science), or pseudoscientific (something or someone parading as the real thing).

The cartographic metaphor in science studies is usefiil on a number of levels. Firstly, it
provides an appropriate analogy of what is achieved by social actors within, or, in spite
of, the constraints of social stmcture. Understanding scientific boundary work
cartographicaUy provides an altemative to absolutist definitions of science. Instead the
definitions of science and scientific practices can be understood - just like maps - in
terms of their pragmatic utility. Who benefits from the contingent drawing of
boundaries m particular debates, or contests over scientific credibility? What forms of
argumentation, natural agency and methods are reproduced or sidelined as the borders
and contents of science are debated in sometimes very public ways? Who or what is the
map for?
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As I will show m the analysis of the two controversies sampled m this thesis, different
maps of science and nature are drawn by the various stakeholders involved, depending
on the needs, intentions and various interests of both the mapmakers and thefr intended
users. However, those maps nevertheless rely upon a common feature in order to
distinguish science from its "otiier": I will show how the concept of uncertainty is a
recurring and prominent feature in the landscape of science controversies. By
mobilising various cultural conceptions of uncertainty, scientists and other stakeholders
are seen to map the world and place of human agency in it in terms that justify their
cognitive, practical and political authority over the very terrains that are being
cartographicaUy claimed as territory.

The cartographic metaphor proves useful in an epistemological sense: no cultural map
of science encapsulates all the things that science is, just as no geographical map can
capture every aspect of a particular terrain. As Gieryn (1999: 11) notes, "neither
geography nor culture can be captured fitily and permanently". Here the cartographic
metaphor of scientific boundary work can be applied reflexively: studies of boundary
work, such as this thesis, can themselves be seen as maps of maps, or representations of
representations which, are a function of the particular time frames and social worlds
sampled, as well as the pragmatic (in this case, analytical) needs and goals which
prompted the mapmaking to begin with. My aims, then, are to provide cultural maps
showing those forms of meaning that underpin social interaction and institutional
behaviour in scientific confroversies; the symbolic forms and processes that are used to
justify or challenge contemporary power relations m science; and, given that science is
the subject interest, the ways in which ideas about natural and/or non-human agency,
and proper scientific agency, are (re)produced and reworked as the debates unfold.
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Similarly, with respect to the epistemology of science, no map which scientists make
can be said to have a one-to-one correspondence with nature. Instead, as flagged above,
we must ask what each map is for:
No transcendent criteria determuie that any one map is the most accurate,
most user-friendly, most reliable. There are, instead, perpetually
irreconcilable and revisable standards for deciding the "best" map...
Questions about accuracy - tiiat is, a map's mimetic fidelity to the places
[things, objects] it represents - can be answered only in terms of
pragmatic utility (Gieryn 1999: 11).
Despite the sociological utility of denoting scientific boundary work as cultural
cartography, taking the metaphor too far may run the risk of obscuring the real life
consequences of mapmaking. We must be mindful of the impacts of mapmaking for
those who draw the maps as well as for their intended users. Real world and real life
consequences may and do result from scientific boundary work and the contested
credibility of different maps of nature:
Demarcation is not just an analytical problem: because of considerable
material opportunities and professional advantages available only to
"scientists", it is no mere academic matter to decide who is doing science
and who is not (Gieryn 1983: 781).
The cartographic metaphor ui the study of scientific boundary work is thus a valuable
analytical tool to make clear the contextual, negotiated, pragmatic and political elements
mvolved mtiiepractice and justification of science. It allows STS scholarship to make a
constructive move from the simple critique of essentialism to analyses of the vagaries of
power and agency in science.
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I want now to tum to theory from STS and from anthropology which focusses not so
much on conflict and dissent as on how cooperative ties and status in science are
galvanized.

6) Forming Cooperative Ties in Science: Boundary Objects & Standardized
Packages in Science

Star and Griesemer's (1987) concept of "boundary objects" and Fujimura's (1992)
notion of "standardized packages" prove fiiiitful for understandmg how cooperative
work is effected amongst a range of social actors in and of science. They will also be
used to argue for how status is crafted for a novel research programme m science. These
two concepts accord well with a practice theory and constmctivist approach to science,
where science is understood as practice and culture and where its heterogeneity is
acknowledged (in terms of social actors, theoretical entities, methods, methodologies,
epistemologies, technologies and so on). These concepts look at how collective
scientific work is managed and negotiated across different "social worlds" or "cultural
domains" and are useful to analyse cooperation within and beyond the boundaries of a
new research collective. They are also instmctive for understandmg how dissident
scientists attempt to "rewrite" or "re-represenf' their stigmatised status.

Deploying a cartographic, Imguistic and ecological approach to the study of scientific
work. Star and Griesemer (1989) use the concept of "boundary objects" to look at how
collective and cooperative work across different social worlds or cultural domams is
franslated and organised:
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We are interested in the kinds of franslations scientists perform in order
to craft objects contaming elements which are different in different
worids - objects margmal to those worids, or what we call boundary
objects. In conducting collective work, people coming togetiier from
different social worids frequentiy have tiie experience of addressmg an
object that has a different meaning for each of them. Each social world
has partial jurisdiction over the resources represented by that object, and
mismatches caused by tiie overiap become problems for negotiation (Star
and Griesemer 1989: 412).
Thefr cenfral concem, tiien, is with tiie sociological problem of common representation
in diverse or distinct intersectmg social worlds (Star and Griesemer 1989: 388). Findmg
solutions to the challenge of "navigating" more tiian one social world at a time is seen
by Star and Griesemer (1989:412) as a "non-trivial mapping exercise".
People resolve problems of marginality in a number of ways: by passing on one
side or another; denying one side; oscillating between worlds; or by forming a
new social world composed of others like themselves (Star and Griesemer 1989:
412).
Thefr case study was the establishment of the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology at the
University of California, Berkeley, and they identified as boundary objects (BOs) those
things which facilitated the coordination of efforts of social actors from several different
social worlds. In thefr example, boundary objects included entities such as the museum
itself as a repository, ideal-type concepts like species, diagrams, and standardized forms
developed by one of the participants for completion by trappers and collectors when
they obtained an animal, and so forth. These "objects" provide a point of unity between
different social actors andtiiedistinct worlds they inhabit and represent. BOs mark the
focal point of overlappuig territories of natural knowledge and methodological expertise
but they are seen to both "inhabit several intersectmg social worlds and satisfy the
mformational requfrements of each of them" (Star and Griesemer 1989: 393). BOs have
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multiple meanings and uses for actors but they satisfy local symboUc and pragmatic
requfrements of different intersectmg domains (Fujunura 1992: 173).
Boundary objects are objects which are both plastic enough to adapt to local
needs and the constraints of the several parties employing them, yet robust
enough to mamtain a common identity across sites. Tliey are weakly stmctured
in common use, and become sfrongly stmctured in individual site use (Star and
Griesemer 1989: 393).
In this vision, boundary objects have different meanings in distinct social worlds but
aspects of thefr constitution are sufficiently common to make them "recognizable" and
thus a "means of franslation" (Star and Griesemer 1989: 393) between those worlds. I
use the concept of boundary objects to refer to particular metaphorical redescriptions of
natural agency that are the focus of intersecting scientific "worlds". BOs provide a
common ground upon which distinct scientific domains may congregate and
communicate, a point of shared meaning and identity and collective understanding
(represented in Figure 1 as a central "point" of intersecting social worlds/actors).
[Mjanagement of these scientific objects - including constmction of them - is
conducted by scientists, collectors and adminisfrators only when thefr work
coincides. The objects thus come to form a common boundary between worlds
by inhabiting them both [or all] simultaneously (Star and Griesemer 1989: 412)
By confrast the analysis provided in Chapter Three of divergent visions of natural
agency implicated in the mobile phone health controversy could well be mapped as per
Figure 2, where competing boundary objects are juxtaposed, comprising a particular
agonistic field in science. In the analysis of status remediation which follows, I see the
forms of natural agency observed and reported by French and Baker and their
collaborators as boundary objects which provide a pomt of "fransduction" or semantic
franslation between different disciplinary and institutional worlds within science and
between scientists and other scientific stakeholders in wider society. Or in a more
cartographic rather than linguistic metaphor, a new kind of map of frontier terrains in
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nature is provided which suits the pragmatic and symbolic needs and allegiances of
different scientific stakeholders who have cooperated to produce that novel map. In any
case, tiie cartographic metaphor can be seen as equivalent to a linguistic one precisely
because maps do what speech and written language achieve. Both are types of symbolic
behaviour and symbolic communication that purport to represent and translate a part of
the universe into an intelligible and practically useful form. And maps, just as words,
may end up being used for purposes and with effects that their creators may not have
intended or expected.

Boundary objects galvanise cooperation in and organisation of scientific practice. I see
as instmctive Star and Griesemer's (1989) suggestion that boundary objects such as
concepts about nature, institutional ideals and standardized procedures can both take on
different meanings in different social worlds at different times while also serving to
foster alliance and cooperation between different stakeholders for a common purpose.

I will also suggest (mixing a dramaturgical metaphor with the cartographic and
ecological) that the process of reinforcing cooperation and solidarity in science involves
ritualised and semi-ritualised or partly improvised "performances" of science which see
scientists promoting a particular "standardised package" of scientific research (Fujimura
1992). The concept of a standardized package refers to a set of scientific techniques
which is adopted by many members of multiple social worlds to constmct a new and at
least temporarily stable definition of a scientific object of study (e.g. cancer in
Fujimura's [1992] example), as well as a thriving line of research (e.g. cancer research).
Standardized packages (SPs) handle both collective work across divergent social worlds
and fact stabihzation. For controversial scientists, perhaps more so than their relatively
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of boundary object (Star & Griesemer 1989) at the
intersection of diverse social worlds.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of competing boundary objects in a scientific
confroversy between intersecting social worlds.

orthodox colleagues, the forguig of a standardized package of research is cmcial m
order to continue justifying one's work while also galvanising the support of people and
resources necessary for its continuation.

Fujunura describes SPs as "grey boxes" in contrast with Bruno Latour's (1987) "black
boxes". A black box is anything unquestioned or imcontroversial in science such as, in
many contexts, DNA, computers or spectrometers - anything whose origm and intemal
workings are not questioned but taken as given in normal routine science.
Controversies end when black boxes are closed; partially opening a black box - making
it "grey" - creates a controversy. Fujiumura's notion of standardized package of
research is used to describe how researchers define a conceptual or technical work space
which is less absfract, less ill-stmctured, less ambiguous and amorphous. It is a "grey
box" combining several boundary objects (e.g. genes, cancer, cancer genes in protooncogene theory, m Fujimura's case study) with standardized methods (e.g.
recombinant DNA techniques, probes, sequence information) in ways which further
restrict and define each.

In this vision, both French and Baker and their colleagues are controversial because they
challenge orthodox assumptions regarding bio-effects of radiofrequency radiation or the
nature of climatic and oceanic change on geological time frames.

For tiie first of the two case studies, I will explore the case of Dr Peter French and his
colleagues and the hypothesis for low power RFR bioeffects and health effects. The
operationalisaton of thefr hypothesis m an experimental programme can be seen as the
formation of a novel standardized package of research, employing anomted metiiods
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and techniques (from cellular biology, chemistry and physics) in order to scmtinise
"boundary objects" such as human bodies, experimental anunals, cells and proteins and
elecfromagnetic energy.

For the second case, I look at how Baker and his colleagues form sfrategic alliances
between national and intemational workers who deploy a method of discerning ocean
and climate changes via boundary objects such as fixed intertidal species (e.g.
tubeworms and bamacles) and thefr observed habitat zonation as well as periodicities in
solar and galactic cycles.

While providing a point of transduction facilitating local cooperation between scientific
workers in different social and professional worlds, these boimdary objects in nature can
also be seen as "liminal" objects or categorically ambiguous entities in a larger
scientific field of interaction, which Collins (1985) would identify as the core-set. The
purported existence of these boundary objects serves, by intention or default, to
undermine certainty in orthodox models of nature. Thus the boundary objects
represented in the work done by dissidents are also liminal objects to the extent that
they challenge the authority of a reigning orthodoxy, even while their veracity has yet to
be as fimtiy established and institutionalised as the orthodoxy it challenges. Thus the
ffrst part of each case study explores how the work of French and Baker has been
characterised and denounced by various scientific stakeholders who reinforce orthodox
visions of the natural agencies at hand. Here the strategic colonisation of uncertainty is
identified as a recurring tactic by which denouncers fransform the status of thefr
opponents. The second part of each case study, in contrast, emphasises the
renegotiations of marginalisation, stigma and deviance by those so marked. Once again
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tiie strategic colonisation of uncertainty can be discemed in the tactics of dissident
scientists working to remediate blemished scientific status and ensure the contfriuation
of thefr research. In support of a symmetrical analysis of scientific boundary work, tiie
colonisation of uncertamty is seen as a potent cognitive and symbolic tool deployed by
all participants m scientific controversies. While Proctor (1995) suggests tiiat clauns to
neutrality are sfrategically deployed as a "weapon" and "shield" in scientific debates, I
will argue that the multi-faceted tt-ope of uncertainty also serves as both "weapon" and
"shield" in the scientific boundary work at play in public controversies. However the
participants in a controversy deploy the concept of uncertainty as a rhetorical tool in
discemibly different ways.
7) The Politicised Colonisation of Uncertainty as Rhetorical Weapon: The
Sociological Critique of Science as Resource

Through my analysis of the case studies 1 will point out the different ways in which
uncertainty is colonised by scientific boundary workers. To begin with, I suggest that
dissident workers colonise uncertainty in their favour in an explicitly political fashion.
In this case dissenting scientists present their case of mtellectual suppression,
particularly in media reports and ethnographic interviews, in terms that are reminiscent
of sociological critiques of the politics of science. They are seen to sttess the sociocultural variables implicated in their experiences of intellectual suppression, including
the theoretical, political and economic interests of thefr dettactors, as well as the
vagaries and vicissitudes of scientific methods, particularly experimental work and
replication. In the first instance, controversial scientists are working to underaune
certainty in the tmstworthiness and veracity of their defractor's critiques by mappmg the
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socio-cultural and politico-economic commitments that, in good Mertonian fashion,
undermine the pursuit of scientific tmth.

In the second case, dissident workers provide discourse that supports the constmctivist
argument where successful replications, conclusive experiments and valid data in
science mean different thuigs to different parties at different times. Again the
intersection of SSK-type explanations regarding the role of social interests in the
shaping, success or failure of different scientific research programmes can be discemed
in dissident critiques of their own experiences of intellectual suppression. This suggests
that the so-called methodological "horrors" (Woolgar 1979) are not simply the province
of the sociology of science.

8) The De-Politicised Colonisation of Uncertainty as Rhetorical Tool: The
Seductiveness of Collective Repre$entation(s)

At the same tune, tiiese explicitly politicised discourses of scientific knowledge and
practice disappear when dissidents present their own scientific achievements. Here, a
depoliticised colonisation of uncertainty can be discemed where veridical and
tmstworthy scientific research emanates from a collective or institution of scientists.
Through public performances of theu work as the product of a collective, dissidents
persuade tiiefr audiences to suspend disbetief Uncertainties about the misguided nature
of any mdividual scientific work(er) can be successfiiUy deflected precisely because
institutions both represent and confer legitimacy. Here the work of anthropologist Mary
Douglas is paramount to my approach.
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As mdicated in Chapter One, Douglas (1975) called for a reclaunfrig of tiie core idea in
Durkheim's work, that "publicly standardized ideas constittite social order" (Douglas
1986: 96). This programme requires investigation of how institutional categories or
collective representations of thmgs and persons lead to group solidarity, via tiie
intemalisation of those collective representations by individuals. For Durkheun only
collective representations were social facts and social facts were more hnportant than
psychological ones precisely because individual cognition is afready constmcted by
socially created classifications. Following Durkheim, Douglas suggests the very
development of individual cognition requires sociological exegesis: 'Since the mind is
already colonised, we should at least try to examine the colonizuig process" (Douglas
1986: 96).

The work of Durkheim (along with Mauss [1903]) suggests that sociology should
analyse the extent to everyday classifications deployed by social actors are in fact
projections of the social stmcture "partaking in the aura of sacredness" (Douglas 1986:
97).
Individuals come to think alike by intemalising [an] idea of the social
order and sacralizing it. The character of the sacred is to be dangerous
and endangered, calling every good citizen to defend its bastions. The
shared symbolic universe and the classifications of nature embody the
principles of authority and coordination. In such a system problems of
legitimacy are solved because mdividuals carry the social order around
in their heads and project it out onto nature (Douglas 1986: 13)

The polarity of the "sacred" and "profane" could thus be used as an analytical tool to
explore how a society categorises its cosmos as well as how social order, cohesion and
consensus are maintained. The notion of the "sacred" could be seen in a secular and
political sense as deeply cherised, commonly-shared and violently

defended
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classifications oftiieworid. The profane constitutes anything tiiat violates or endangers
the sacred.

While Douglas rightiy discards Durkheim's bracketing off of science from such an
analysis, she leaves undeveloped tiie question of how scientific practice, particularly
scientific confroversies, can be described in these terms. To begin with I suggest we can
usefully deploy tiie concept of the sacred and profane in order to distinguish tiie
different ways in which science is demarcated from its "other" in the course of
boundary work. We begin in this way to take up tiie challenge of "classifying kinds of
classifications systems" (Douglas 1986: 97) in science and their associated moral,
ethical and political dimensions. Studying scientific debates in this fashion means
discerning what forms of the sacred, in this case demarcation criteria of science, are
pohced, defended attacked and reworked.
Recalling the theme that opened the thesis, the study of how solidarity and consensus
are formed in the absence of overt violence and repression, is cmcial for a constructivist
and practice theory tteatment of scientific knowledge. How is consensus formed? How
are minds, and therefore, bodies, colonised, or, to employ another metaphor, "seduced"
into common assent? One can begin by arguing that certain forms of the sacred whether essentialist demarcation criteria, discourses about scientific methods or
scientific representations of nature - are at stake in scientific controversies.

Douglas suggests individuals use these uistitutional classifications and commitments to
"tiimk witii", particularly in cases of life or deatii situations (1986: 4) or other crises.
Institutions or collectives both shape individual thought while also providing
individuals with cognitive resources for thinking, communicating and acting (1986: 8).
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This treatment defies the mcorrect gloss of Durkheun's work as suggesting that
institutions literally have a mind of their own. Certainly, embodied and enculturated
agents act as if institutions have a mmd and life of tiiefr own, and ones which are
sacrosanct at that. This is precisely how social actors reify socio-cultural categories,
stmctures and institutions, thus reproducuig them, through time-space.

At the same time a practice theory analysis of science must ask how dissent emerges
and whether, and under what conditions, it succeeds in becoming accepted, if not a new
orthodoxy. Using a reconstmcted Durkheimian theory of knowledge, I would like to
suggest that dissident scientific workers, particularly those who have been explicitly
stigmatised, must strategically represent their research as the result of collective agency,
rather than individual agency. In this case, the role of individual agency in driving
scientific discovery must at all coimts be couched in, or camoufiaged by, the legitimacy
of institutional or collective stmcture. As Douglas notes (1986) it is precisely because
institutions confer identity through classification of the world that they also confer
legitimacy. The idea of the collective or institution provides a powerful sway over
people's minds precisely because the word of the many is seen to outweigh the doubts
surrounding the tmstworthuiess of self-serving individuals.

One of my central concems in this thesis, then, will be to show how dissident workers
aim to remediate and renegotiate their stigmatised scientific status through public
performances of their work as collective representations. I suggest that the strategic
representation and "performance" of one's research as the outcome of a clearly
institutional or collective scientific effort - m other words, as a standardized package of
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research done by a scientific collective - is a particularly seductive means by which
marginalised work is re-represented.

Here Hilgartner's (2000) work on credibility debates over scientific advice proves
useful. Although his book Science on Stage deals witii confroversies over reports
prepared by the US National Academy of Science about diet, nutrition and health, his
approach provides an example of how a dramaturgical analysis can be usefully deployed
in the study of the production, presentation and critique of scientific texts and public
presentation of the self as scientifically legitimate. Certainly, Shapm and Schaffer
(1985) in thefr social history of the acrimonious debates between Hobbes and Boyle,
showed how the latter sfrengthened his position through public demonsttations of his air
pump. Their analysis also suggests that knowledge claims may be sfrengthened through
public performances of science where witnesses can be seduced into becoming allies. I
will show in the cases that follow how sfrategic representation and public performance
of science as collective work is a cmcial means by which controversial scientists
colonise the uncertainty that surrounds them.
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Chapter Three
The Case of Dr Peter French (Part I):
Research into the Health Effects of Mobile Phones
& The (Re)Construction of Scientific Deviance

Dr Peter French, a cellular biologist, and previously, the principal scientist and manager
at the Centre for Immunology in St. Vincent's Hospital, Sydney\ has studied the
biological effects of mobile phone electromagnetic radiation (EMR) on animal and
human cells since 1996. Both his work and persona have attracted controversy and both
implicit and explicit forms of denouncement in scientific, government and uidustry
circles. Despite his scientific credentials, work history, research and publication record,
and a collection of otherwise conventional and prestigious collaborators, French found
himself and his research characterised as suspect, controversial and as clearly deviant
after the time he began looking into the biological effects of EMR. In this chapter I will
explore how French and his work came to be characterized as deviant even while his
theory and methods seemed to coincide with commonly used demarcation criteria of
science.

Since the 1992 "Florida" case in the United States where David Reynard, the widower
of a brain cancer sufferer, filed (and lost) a suit against a cellular (or mobile) telephone
manufacturer (Woolnough 2001: 27), community concems and scientific controversy
about the health effects of wireless communications technology have escalated. Public
health concems have especially focussed on the potential health effects of microwave
radiation delivered by cell phone handsets. While controversy and health concems have
also surrounded the rollout of wireless telecommunications infrastrucmre such as relay
towers and base stations, particularly when they are placed near socially sensitive areas
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such as schools and residential zones, I will not be focussing on tiiis aspect of tiie
debate. Instead I will hone in on tiie competitive and antagonistic scientific boundary
work surrounding research into the biological effects (or simply bio-^ects)

of

microwave radiation (MWR) emanatmg from mobile phone (MP) handsets.

In order to render tiie multi-sited ethnography of such a scientific controversy more
coherent, the case sttidy of a particular scientist exploring the bio-effects of mobile
phones will organise the analysis. Recalluig discussion in Chapter One, two important
modes of constmction for multi-sited ethnography involve "following the controversy"
as well as "following tiie life history" (Marcus 1995). Focussing on the case study of Dr
French allows us to illustrate some of the techniques employed by orthodox parties to
constmct certain scientists as suspect or deviant. In an attempt to gain a clearer
understanding of the socio-cultural forms and processes at play in the boundary work
constmcting science and its "other", I will explore the interview discourses and life
history of this specific dissident interlocuter and his close colleagues. In the process I
will be forced to interrogate orthodox discourses and agents (whether at the individual
or collective level) providing the necessary complement to and precursor of such
unortiiodoxy. By orthodox discourses, I refer to longstanding and entrenched
("traditional") metaphorical redescriptions of natural agency as well as concomitant
epistemological assumptions and methodological techniques that seek to frame or
capture (Pickering 1996) that form of agency.

My analysis will therefore move back and forth between the discourses provided by
French and his collaborators (referred to as French et al. for simplicity's sake) as well as
those emanating from orthodox scientific boundary workers. These include discourses
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from the mobile telecommunications industry and its government regulators,
intemational research agencies such as the Worid Health Organisation (WHO) as well
as ethnographic data yielded from interviews with elite scientific workers holding
orthodox positions with respect to the science of mobile phone health effects (MPHEs).

This multi-sited ethnography or poly-vocal discursive "map" of the mobile phone health
effects controversy will highlight several cmcial aspects of competitive boundary work
constmcting science and its other. At the centre of debates between different boundary
workers are competing visions of both natural agency and scientific agency. These are
competing metaphorical redescriptions or cosmological pronouncements about what
nature and science are and/or ought to be. These competitive definitions of natural and
scientific agency are shown to be deployed by both orthodox parties and confroversial
scientists in ways which colonise uncertainty in their favour.

The case study of Dr French is presented in two parts. This chapter will focus on how
French has been suppressed through stigmatization of his work and persona as suspect
(thus "liminal") and deviant (clearly "polluted" or "profane"). Discussion of French's
work is contextualised by how the general field of research on the bio-effects of
microwave radiation is constmcted by orthodox parties. In Chapter Four I present Part
II of the French case study where I will explore how "marked" workers aun to
renegotiate and remediate their blemished status (after Gof&nan 1963, 1969).

The constmction of certainty and uncertainty, and concomitant attributions of risk,
necessarily underpin these distinguishable yet necessarily uiterrelated features of
scientific boundary work. It is in such discursive colonisation of uncertamty that an
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ordered cosmos is carved out of chaos. My main argument is that both dissident
scientific workers and their orthodox defractors compete to colonise definitions of
uncertainty, and in tiie course of such discursive acts, a host of symbolic or semantic
and practico-political ramifications can be witnessed. Despite the similarity in
discursive tactics deployed by both French et al. and his orthodox defractors, I will also
pomt out the ways in which French's visions of natural agents contrast with orthodox
visions of the agents in question.

In undertaking the otherwise conventional practice of "cultural extension" (Pickering
1996), or innovation in science, I see French as having transgressed and rendered
explicit a range of tacit tenets held sacred by the biological sciences and by the political
and economic interests intersecting with them. This case study in particular reveals a
range of scientific demarcation principles that privilege commercial and national
interests and definitions of the situation, as well as robotic or "machinic" and apolitical
visions of natural agency and scientific agency respectively. The orthodox definitions of
legitimate scientific practice and status at play in this case study defy simple essentialist
criteria such as those explored in Chapter Two.

Chapter Outline

A media introduction to the confroversy over the science of MPHEs will first be
explored for its depiction of the competing stakeholders involved. I will then explore
French's scientific education and work history to show how he is a clear in-group
member of the scientific profession, as well as the cfrcumstances that led him to study
the bio-effects of cellular phones. French's early publications on effects of mobile
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telephone radiation on animal and human cells will be examined in terms of attempts to
colonise a new frontier of scientific knowledge. I will then investigate subtie and
explicit forms of suppression experienced by French after he began to undertake and
publish research on the bio-effects of cell phone radiation.

The final section of this chapter will provide a detailed analysis of how orthodox
discourses reinforce the industry position that mobile telephone radiation is safe while
downgrading and stigmatising dissident research suggesting otherwise. The chapter will
conclude with an exploration of how French was explicitly denounced as a pseudoscientist by a government appointed scientific body after making a submission to a
government inquiry into the health effects of mobile telephones.

1) A Media Introduction to the Controversy: Representations of Dissent &
Suppression in Science

I was introduced to the case of Peter French through his appearance on a television
current affairs program {Insight SBS, 6^ April, 2000) that clearly encapsulated the main
elements of confroversy over mobile phone effects. (The Insight programme format
combines political analysis, investigative journalism as well mterviews and panel
discussions). By juxtaposing

conflicting

messages

emanating

from

mdustry,

intemational health bodies, government agencies and dissentmg scientists, this
representation paints a stark picture of the uncertainty, dissent and realpolitik
surrounding the science of mobile phone safety. It is an unage of science devoid of
consensus and rife with political, almost Machiavellian intrigue.
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The scientific debate over tiie safety of mobile phones is split m
two camps: there are tiiose who concede that mobile phones heat
our bodies slightly, but don't harm tiiem; and those who suspect
biological damage resultmg in cancerous tumours. The problem
is tiiat at tills stage neitiier side can prove its case {Insight, SBS,
6* April, 2000).
The industiy position, as might be expected, inhabits the first of tiiese camps,
insisting its products and network infrastiiicture pose no tiireat to the
community. The body corporate representing the wfreless telecommunications
industiy in Ausfralia - the Ausfralian Mobile Telecommunications Association
(AMTA) - clearly rejects any notion that mobile phones may be harmful, hi
what amounts to a trivialisation of consumer concem over the lack of research as
well as the absence of a clear-cut scientific consensus on the effects of cell
phone radiation, their spokesperson suggests that
[a] 11 consumers should worry about is the "A" tick on the back of
the phone which means it complies with Australia's safety
standards, which already have a 50 fold safety margin built mto
them. If they see the tick of approval on the back that phone is
simply deemed safe (Mr Peter Russell, AMTA, Insight, 6* April
2000).
Industry standards of cell phone manufacture factor in a safety margin based on the
well-known thermal or heating effects of microwaves (hence their use in microwave
ovens to cook food). Manufacturers of mobile telephones deem their products to be
safe because the microwave radiation emissions from mobile handsets are below what is
requfred to cause this thermal effect. In livuig systems, microwave radiation has been
observed as being deleterious when tissues are sufficiently heated to cause core body
temperature rises of a degree or more. As we shall see below in some detail, these
thermal effects so defined constitute a cmcial yardstick by which studies of mobile
phone effects are judged and denounced.
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The pronouncements of the World Health Organisation (WHO) representative
canvassed on Insight can be seen as implicitly supporting this industry stance. A senior
scientist in WHO and renowned Australian researcher ui the field of cell phone effects,
Dr Michael Repacholi, suggests counter-intuitively that his own study (Repacholi et al
1997) undertaken at the Royal Adelaide Hospital was suspect in fmduig health effects
from MP radiation. Lymphoma-prone mice exposed to microwave radiation at the 900
megahertz range characteristic of mobile phone emissions developed cancerous tumours
at more than twice the rate of controls.

I've got many critics probably because people would be
disappointed that a researcher would say, "Look, I got a positive
result and yet I still want to make sure, that the result is replicated
before we do something drastic". That's just how WHO operates
and how I think no one is immune to error ... Already there are a
couple of countries in Europe have used this [finding] to reduce
their exposure standards very significantly and it's premature to
do that sort of thing, yes. And these results need to be replicated
because there have been so many results in this field have been
one-off and never replicated (Dr Michael Repacholi, WHO,
Insight, 6* April, 2000).

By contrast, legal visions of the controversy centte on questions of industry and
employer liability, relying upon notions of uncertainty and risk as well as application of
the precautionary principle for the prevention of harm. These are ideas that place the
burden of proof squarely on the side of the telecommunications industry and thus fall
into the side of the debate where mobile phones are seen, at least potentially, as
dangerous.

There is now sufficient evidence in my view that any responsible
employer who allows their employees to be exposed ought to be
taking preventative measures, ought to be providing remote hand
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sets, ought to be looking at the design of the devices and ought to
be trying to minimise the duration of exposure. Interestingly
some of the more modem phones are being redesigned to try to
mmimise the risk altiiough the industry doesn't really want to
suggest some of the earlier designs may have been deficient,
exposing them to potential liability (Peter Cashman [lawyer],
Maurice, Blackman & Cashman, Insight, 6* April, 2000).
The telecommunications industry nevertheless suggests the issue of industry
liability has yet to be legally proven because of a purported dearth of scientific
evidence linking radiation from cell phones with harmful effects.
In the United States there have been 13 litigation cases against a
number of manufacturers and carriers and each one of them have
been thrown out of court - or simply dismissed - due to lack of
evidence (Peter Russell, Ausfralian Mobile Telecommunications
Association [AMYA], Insight, 6* April, 2000.)
Confrary to this position, dissident scientists featured on Insight suggest sufficient
preliminary evidence exists to support concems over health risks and more alarmingly,
that fundmg is difficult to secure to continue or replicate such findings. In the camp
proclamiing mobile phones are a clear danger to human health, Dr Neil Cherry, a New
Zealand biophysicist emerges as an openly dissident scientist who is mmdful of the
costs involved in speaking out.
I am told by scientists around the world we have to have a lot of
courage to stand up against this official stance that tiiere can only
be thermal effects [of mobile phones], and scientists like myself
who stand up are ostt-acised, slandered - they try to isolate us (Dr
Neil Cherry, Insight, 6* April, 2000).
An active campaigner on the mobile phone health issue and member of the New
Zealand Parliament, Cherry unhesitatmgly warns the public about the dangers of both
mobile telephone towers and handsets. This unequivocal stance regarding the mobile
phone health controversy prompted his denouncement under Parliamentary privilege by
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the Australian Minister for Telecommunications, Senator Alston, who called him a
"shameless charlatan" and "snake oil merchant." Cherry's response to such clear
scapegoating was to insist his scientific credentials be tabled by tiie Privileges
Committee {Insight, 6* April 2000). There is afready a sense here of somethfrig sacred
being hedged around with proscriptions and sanctions, even when the person
challenging this form of the sacred is ostensibly a bona fide scientist.

Cherry's critique of politics surrounding the study of mobile phone effects suggests a
lack of impartiality in the way research grant applications are judged and awarded:
Could you check in Australia, to see whether any researchers in
Australia who have published anythmg that shows effects have
got any of the money from the $4.5 million dollars of Federal
Oftinds? It's a kind of system that works around the world that
provided you don't show effects we'll carry on funding you. If
you do show effects we will probably not pay you your last
confract amoimt and that puts you into bankruptcy or you have to
come out and say we have an effect but it's not very significant
but we can't really establish it, and then they'll give you some
funds to try and make sure next time you don't do that (Dr Neil
Cherry, Insight, SBS, 6* April 2000).

Seemingly in support of Cherry's accusation of intellectual suppression of
dissident researchers, the Insight programme infroduced Peter French, a scientist
who admitted he had encountered some difficulty in securing funds to further his
work on the effects of mobile phones. Since 1996 French's research had shown
that microwave radiation like that delivered by mobile telephones affects genes,
proteins, cell division and growth.
It's been impossible to get research money to further my work
unfortimately. The NH«feMRC [National Healtii and Medical
Research Council] EME [Elecfromagnetic Energy] Committee, of
course, put out an invitation to submit projects for fundmg and
unfortunately Professor Mackenzie and myself who are one of the
few groups of researchers in this country to have a track record in
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this area didn't even get to first base on that for reasons which
were totally unsatisfactory (Dr Peter French, Insight, SBS, 6
April 2000).
In what is a rare display of public and reflexive criticism of the scientific
profession, French emerges tiirough tiiis media coverage as a scientist
questioning the objectivity of the peer review process. In terms reminiscent of
tiie sociology of scientific knowledge, and specifically the interests model of
explanation, French denounces research grant bodies along with government
regulators as being controlled or "colonised" by industrial interests:
I am very concemed that pubhc bodies such as the NHMRC and
ARPANSA may be unduly influenced by industry and I think that
til this area industry have shown themselves to be motivated
primarily by assuring the pubhc for reasons of industry strength,
rather than out of any genuine concem for public health. And I
think that independent scientists like myself and others around the
world have stmggled to get funding and I suspect that's probably
been deliberate in some instances (Dr Peter French, Insight, 6
April 2000).
French suggested the government's standard setting body has been "dominated for years
by industry and continues to be dominated by industry" {ibid, 6th April 2000).
Sunilarly he characterised ARPANSA (the Ausfralian Radiation Protection and Nuclear
Safety Agency), the government regulator protecting the public from all sources of
radiation as "pro industry" {ibid, 6th April 2000). Such open condemnation of industry
interference in the process of scientific discovery and the protection of public health
shows how the usual propriety of scientific neutrality can be polarised once scientists
experience stmctural blockages to their work.

French's reflexively critical discourse about the practice of science is framed by Insight
as anything but a minority position. The programme also canvassed the opinion of Dr
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Stan Bamett, a scientist who is an employee in the Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organisation, (CSIRO) and one-time member of ARPANSA's
working group. Despite the implicit attribution of Bamett as a clearly ortiiodox scientist,
given his various affiliations, he nevertheless provides a politicised critique of research
into the risks of mobile telephony. Such coverage pauits a compelling picture of
dissidence and suppression in science.
Narrator: Another scientist who has been rejected for fundmg is Dr Stan
Bamett who is a member of the new working group for the regulatory
agency, ARPANSA.
Dr Stan Bamett (SB): 1 believe at the time there were somethmg like 24
applications or expressions lodged and out of those six were short-listed
and I had two projects short listed.
Narrator: The rejection was ironic because it was Dr Bamett's original
report which prompted the Government to allocate the $4.5 million
dollars for mobile phone research and education, which he believes is far
short of what's needed.
SB: If you go back and look at the recommendations of my report
back in 1994 it was pretty obvious then we had this problem of
credibility if you like - what seems to be industry funded and
therefore in the minds of people, industry manipulated research.
The first thing that has to happen is that we need a sensible
amount of money for research and the second thing is that amount
of money and the program really needs to be administered by an
independent organisation {Insight, 6* April 2000).

The journalism at work here is persuasive precisely because it canvasses multiple
informants who speak of vested interests derailing an ideologically neuttal scientific
process and who decry intellectual suppression in science. By sampling critical
discourse from a government employed scientist, joumalistic representation shows how
ostensibly sober, and potentially conservative scientists are critical of the politics in and
of science. I do not mean to imply by this that CSIRO scientists are more likely to be
orthodox in their practice or interests. I am only suggesting that the media
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representation of such a scientific informant relies upon an ideal of government
scientists as authoritative, mipartial and potentially conservative m order to frame Dr
Bamett's critical discomrse as extraordinary and newsworthy. There is clearly a sense in
such a media representationtiiatthe Utopian ideal of science as the ultimate democracy
is under fire.

I wrote to French inviting bun to be interviewed so that I could explore his case further.
He contacted me within a week explaining he had "a bee in his bonnet" not so much
about the question of mobile phone health effects as about the ways in which he felt he
had been targeted as deviant for simply investigating the issue. He likened his freatment
by the orthodox scientific establishment and by industry as similar to the criticism and
ridicule that researchers such as Lai and Singh (1995, 1996) had suffered when they
made observation reports about deleterious biological effects of mobile telephone
microwaves, such as DNA sfrand breaks in experunental animals. French suggested to
me that Dr Henry Lai, in particular, was stmggling to maintain his research position at
the University of Washington. These statements foreshadowed, as I would discover, the
explicit denunciation French would experience later that same year.

From 2000 to early 2002 I followed French's work closely. During this period a clear
case of intellectual suppression and scientific stigmatisation could be discemed. By the
conclusion of my fieldwork however I watched as a stigmatised and deviant scientific
status was renegotiated into a clear form of scientific in-group membership.

Let me fustly outline French's professional background to show the ways in which he is
an unproblematic in-group member of the scientific community. Despite such
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seentingly sfraightforward credentials we will explore French's own attributions of
himself as a maverick given his socialisation by specific scientific mentors and his
inherent interest m unorthodox ideas in science. This discussion adumbrates the history
of how French came to do research on mobile phone EMR.

2) Professional Background: Legitimate Credentials & Maverick SociaUsation

French completed a Bachelor of Science and Masters of Science at the prestigious
University of Sydney specialising in cellular biology. He was awarded his PhD in
science at Deakin University, Victoria, in 1986.

In his discussions with me he was quick to identify his Masters' thesis supervisor Dr
Bevan Reid as a maverick and even controversial figure who comprised a role model for
innovative and indeed, courageous, scientific work. French's Masters thesis, titled "The
exttaction and in vitro effects of human sperm basic proteins on human cervical
epithelial cells: An hypothesis on cervical carcinogenesis" built on Reid's controversial
research first published in the early 1970s. Reid's work (Reid et al 1978a; Reid et al
1978b) suggested that higher levels of certain sperm proteins were cmcial to
understanding the aetiology of cervical cancer. Moreover - and this was the point of
contention - he suggested that cervical cancer was significantly higher in women who
were partnered with men of working class background.

The work triggered some

conttoversy because the association was found even if hazardous occupations were
accounted for. My aim here is not to provide a detailed discussion of Reid's work so
much as show that early in French's scientific career he was mentorred by a scientist
unafraid to broach unpopular or socially sensitive topics. His scientific socialisation
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was at least partially shaped by a role model willmg to explore unfashionable and
decidedly conttoversial topics in the biological and biomedical sciences. French recalls
the vehemence witii which scientific colleagues attiieUruversity of Sydney freated both
Reid and his work. He recounts one anecdote where a famous Sydney Uruversity
biologist stormed out of a staff meal room with the parting shot, "We'll have none of
tiiat Reid nonsense here." "I didn't realise how much he was hated," French admits
(French, personal communication, 10* May, 2000).

hi a later mterview French intimated that his association with Reid may have
permanently tarnished his scientific reputation. Further, he describes his educational
and career path in science in terms that are clearly reminiscent of the reproduction of
class distinctions and hierarchies in wider society.

PF: And I suppose that I've decided that I'm never going to be in the
club anyway, it doesn't matter.
ST: What makes you say that? Prior to this issue [regarding the health
effects of mobile phones] what would have made you say that?
PF: Well I didn't have a conventional scientific education. I didn't go to
the right PhD school. I didn't do my post-doc overseas with a wellknovm English or American biologist. And I didn't really have a good
scientific network because of all of that in Australia. And also I started
off working with Bevan Reid which probably tainted me for the rest of
my life anyway, one way or another. So those situations are irretrievable.
It's like going to the right school. Although I went to one of the right
schools I lost the plot. Although I went to the right university ... I didn't
go to the right first job or I didn't actually do an Honours then a PhD and
then go overseas. If I'd done that I would have ended up probably in a
conventional lab as part of the club (French, Interview #3, 27* March
2001).

Even while an outsider might demarcate French's educational and work background as
clearly withm the boundaries of the scientific community, a cultural insider such as
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French distinguishes fmer affiliations of convention and prestige within such group
boundaries, like a class conscious member of society. His self-image as being outside
prestigious networks of affiliation in the Australian scientific community, at least,
seems linked not so much to his educational or scientific performance as his choice of
supervisor. University or research position. In interview discussions with Fellows of the
Australian Academy of Science (undertaken in the pilot stage of fieldwork), they cited
their networks of affiliation as cmcial to their election to this most prestigious
collective. A corollary of this observation is that these elite networks of affiliation in
science are organised around certain research topics which are themselves culturally
"privileged" or valued, rather than unfashionable or controversial. In this respect, the
pattems of social reproduction in science seem no different to those cmcial to securing
employment, promotion, or other favours in wider society.

French describes Reid affectionately as "mad" in the sense of the archetypal brilliant
eccenttic and maverick genius. Discussion of French's mentorship by Reid and Reid's
marginalisation by the scientific community foreshadowed his own story of being
stigmatised for pursuing confroversial scientific topics.

After being awarded his Bachelor of Science in 1977, French worked as a research
assistant with Reid in the Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology at the University
of Sydney for three years. He completed his Masters thesis by 1981 with Reid as
supervisor. In the years that followed French worked as a researcher both overseas - in
the Department of Virology at Sheffield University in the UK - and in Australia - for
Ausfralian Monoclonal Development, Sydney. Between the years of 1983-1985 French
undertook research for his Doctor of Philosophy degree at the CSIRO's Division of
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Protein Chemistry in Melbourne under the auspices of an Ausfralian Wool Board
Postgraduate scholarship. Prior to taking up his present position at the Centre for
Immunology at St Vincent's Hospital French was a research officer at the Children's
Medical Research Foundation in Sydney.

Exploration of French's education and work history points to a clear form of scientific
in-group membership despite the caveats made above. What makes cases of intellectual
suppression such as French's sociologically interesting is the way in which credentials
and employment record offer no clear cut or decisive insight into why he would later
face attributions of bemg scientifically suspect if not deviant (notwithstanding his
collaboration on the controversial theory of sperm carcinogenesis, (see French,
Coppelson and Reid [1987]). This is why the scientific theory and work at the centre of
scientific debate require as much scmtiny as tiie worker in order to understand how (and
potentially even why) confroversy, dissent and suppression in science take place.

French's past and ongoing scientific affiliations suggest anything but an abject scientific
status. His resume cites membership of numerous professional scientific bodies and
lobby groups including membership of and a role as past President for the Ausfralian
and New Zealand Association for Cell Biology (1994-6); a member of the Board of
Directors for the Intemational Society for Differentiation; a biological sciences
representative on the Board of the Federation of Australian Science and Technology
Societies (FASTS); and membership of both the British and American Societies for Cell
Biology. French is also a reviewer for at least two professional scientific joumals in his
field - Clinical and Diagnostic Laboratory Immunology (published by the American
Society for Microbiology) and Biochemica Biophysica Acta.
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But what of his publication and research record, that cmcial index of scientific status so
often reported by elite scientists as the ultimate marker of excellence? French has
published more than twenty papers in peer-reviewed scientific joumals (a not so modest
achievement given that he has juggled research work with a full-time position as science
administrator), six of which deal directiy with the bio-effects of mobile telephone
microwave radiation. Further, in 1997 he was awarded a $26,000 grant by the
University of New South Wales to study the effects of microwaves at the 835 MHz
range (characteristic of mobile phones) on cellular function. If we are to understand why
and how French became "tarnished" (as he put it) we will need to go beyond his
educational and work background to nub of the controversy at hand. It is precisely
because he ventured into and challenged a terrain of scientific discourse and praxis
already colonised by industry and government interests that French became labelled as
scientifically suspect.

3) The Eruption of Scientific Anomaly: Scientific "Surprise" & the Foundation of
a Controversial Research Programme

The association with Reid gave French his entry into the field of mobile phone bioeffects. Dr John Holt, a West Ausfralian oncologist and acquaintance of Reid's
contacted French, encouraging him to carry out research specifically mto the cellular
effects of microwave radiation.

French described Hoh - in similar terms to Reid - as an eccentric withm the medical
profession. Holt runs the Microwave Therapy Centre in Perth where he utilises
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microwaves at the 450 megahertz range to treat cancer patients. Unlike the dissident
discourses which see microwaves as potentially harmful (thus an aetiological agent), or
even the orthodox and hegemonic visions of MWR as simply ubiquitous and mert (thus
a non-aetiological or "harmless" agent). Holt "colonises" microwaves for his clmical
practice, deploying and commodifying them as a therapeutic or beneficial form of
agency. His practice claims a high rate of remission in cancer patients and even success
m reducing or elimmatuig the vfral load of AIDS sufferers. However, Holt approached
French precisely because he was fascinated with the unpredictable and non-linear
effects of microwaves on tissues, particularly those that have become cancerous. Holt's
experience with microwave therapy meant he was called upon as an expert witness in
the widely publicised Florida case where the plaintiffs wife died of brain cancer.
However, Holt's testimonial was disregarded because his expertise was limited to
effects of microwave frequencies lower than that deployed by cell phones.
And John was called upon to give evidence because there weren't that
many people who'd worked with microwaves and humans. So ... in the
trial he was asked what frequency he used, and the frequency he used
was 450 megahertz. And the defence said, "The mobile phone uses a
frequency of 835 megahertz. Could there be a difference?" And John
was forced to say, "Yes there could be." So his testimony wasn't
considered relevant. The case was ultimately lost by the plaintiff. But
John came up to me and said, "What we need to do is 1 need to find a cell
biologist who can test microwaves at 835 megahertz to see what the
effects are" (French, Interview #1, 10* May 2000).
In this case admission of possible non-linear effects of microwave radiation did not
mcrease uncertainty in favour of the plaintiff: the benefit of the doubt at work here
remforced mdustry concems rather than public health imperatives (a point I will explore
further below).
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In French's tellmg. Holt seemed convmced that microwaves could either attenuate or
promote existmg tumours dependmg on the frequency and he sponsored French to
investigate.
And the principal of all that was that it would work on the hypertiiermia
type cases. But he was convinced that it was more than heating. It was
something about the energy of the microwave that could affect the
tumour growth either positively or negatively (French, Interview #1, 10*
May, 2000).

In Holt's vision of the natural agents involved we find a complex and non-linear
interaction whereby microwaves do not cause a simple dose-response curve in
biological systems. Having piqued French's curiosity, Hoh initially provided him with
the equipment needed to produce microwaves at the frequency range and power levels
characteristic of mobtie telephones. Later, he would make sufficient research funds
available to French so he could employ a research assistant to help with the
experiments.

We can see how both Holt and French wish to intervene into what appear to be
uncolonised intellectual terrains of natural agency. They do so in a decidedly Kuhnian
fashion, curious to explore the anomalous which stands out in relief against the
expected. They also do so without any initial avoidance behaviour which would indicate
that their results were either uninteresting, let alone, incorrect. Certainly thefr intentions
in this respect can be seen in terms of the simple rewards of following scientific
curiosity about nature. Nevertheless Holt and French are no less exempt from an
interests analysis than are orthodox agents, precisely because intellectual curiosity may
well franslate into career advantages for the academic scientist or the practical scientist
medical practitioner (who is, in effect an aichly practical scientist intervening in the
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(re)constiiiction of patients' bodies). Intersecting with the professional and pecuniary
interests necessarily tied up ui his clinical practice. Holt colonises tiie domain of natural
agency where MWR (at specific energy and frequency levels) might have medical
application. For French his interests reside in colonising the agencies at hand in more
absfract and academic terms, rather than practico-political ones. I follow Foucault's
general arguments here in alluding to the corporeal disciplining implicated in medical
discourse and praxis. Instead, French, as cellulm- biologist, colonises the present
uncertainty about cellular responses to a variety of stimuli - such as radiofrequency
range microwaves - as frontier domains worthy of exploration. However, the career
benefits in terms of reputation and research fimding that may accme to the innovative
scientist must be considered in a symmefrical analysis of science controversies.

For both of them the risks of being tarnished for opening a theoretical "black box"
(Latour 1987) seem irrelevant when compared with the potential pay-offs. Scientific
prestige and accolades may well follow those pushing back the frontiers of scientific
uncertainty in this way.
[fit's two sides of the same coin. If you interfere with the way, the
biology of the cell and you understand what [or] how that is interfering
with the biology of the cell, then you can regulate it. Anyway I've got a
mobile phone and I haven't been concemed about any effects. I had
been lulled into the general belief of the population that if you ... don't
heat up your head [as] with a microwave oven, then they're benign. But
as you know ... I'm interested in interesting ideas in science. I'm not
interested in finding out what everyone else has done and doing it the
same way. I'm interested in looking at ideas. And he had enough
anecdotal evidence to convince me that it would be worthwhile
investigating (French, Interview #1,10* May, 2000).
The unquestioned assumptions m science that make up the "black box" in this case
comprise essentialised visions of thermal effects or heating effects of microwaves
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involving simphstic linear and machmic visions of biological systems, such as human
bodies, tissues or organs. As we shall see in the analysis of orthodox and hegemonic
discourses below, this black box suggests that microwave heating effects at macrolevels of biological agency (such as bums or core temperature rise) comprise the only
yardstick by which to ascertain health effects of mobile phones.

Let me now consider how the initial experimental results found by French amounted to
a scientific anomaly in the Kuhnian sense. As Kuhn argues (1970/1962) such
anomalous observation reports about natural agents are the ground from which
iconoclastic paradigms may depose an orthodox worldview in a scientific field of
research. Questions begged by the Kuhnian analysis include how reports of anomalies
or revolutionary science consolidate into legitimate or conventional research programs,
paradigms and exemplars? In other words how does revolutionary science become
"normal" science? Further, how do anomalous observation reports in science become
socially constmcted as either innovative or deviant, breakthrough or pseudo-scientific in
the first place? I hope to examine some of the discursive moves cmcial to such
constmctions below.

4) First Results: Initial Publications & the Colonisation of Scientific Uncertainty
Regarding Natural Agency
So he provided the machine and I got some cells, some human brain cells
which you can buy commercially. Stuck them at 2 watts which is the
power that mobile phones use. And bugger me dead, guess what
happened? They changed. They changed in theu cell shape. What was
even more spooky was they changed in the cell shape and when you took
them off the plate and replate them so that they actually grow and divide,
they retained that altered shape through tune. So it wasn't a phenotypic
change - it was a genotypic alteration. So I phoned John up and said,
"Look, I've found something that looks interesting but I haven't got the
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time myself to do these experiments myself We need to work out
what's going on here. I need a research assistant." So he sponsored, he
paid for a research assistant for fifteen months until his funds ran out.
(French, Interview #1,10* May, 2000).
The first tiling I would like to comment on here is how altematives to the standard peerreviewed funding sources seem cmcial in this case of scientific suppression. We will
explore this issue further below when I show that these altemative sources of research
funds are vital to how dissident scientists work to form a standardized package of
research (Fujimura 1992). Galvanizmg resources from better placed colleagues or from
wealthy sponsors and donors is an integral means by which a fledgling and
confroversial topic of research can be undertaken in thefirstplace. It is a central means
by which French works to continue his research programme while simultaneously
reconstructing his blemished scientific persona, as we shall explore in Part II of this
case study (Chapter Four).

Secondly, French's discourse shows how observation of emergent and complex
properties of cellular and microwave agency provide the ground from which debate and
controversy can arise, much like m Kuhn's vision of revolutionary science. The
anomalous is identified as such precisely because it contradicts an existing body of
scientific work. In this sense French was surprised by the initial results he found
precisely because he had a pre-existing assumption that mobile phone radiation was
"benign". But scientific "surprise", for want of a better term, is equally the ground from
which new research agendas are launched and later accepted as tmly innovative and
laudable work, usually after much perseverance and rhetoric. Observation reports of
anomalous forms of natural agency and interactions comprise newly discovered
cosmological terrains. Under conditions of normal science, the expansion of the
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scientific gaze into such "exotic" reahns is glossed as unproblematic and uievitable,
much like the march of "progress" or hegemonic notions of "development' in
ideologies of industrial capitalism and economic rationahsm. In Kuhnian terms one
would expect the observation of anomaly would be unproblematic if the anomaly in
question can be explained via the existing paradigm. But in this case to theorise about
the bio-effects of electromagnetic energy is, indeed, to intervene in an already
commodified and politicised natural domain. The EM spectrum, in this case the
radiofrequency range useful for telecommunication, has already been colonised and
"domesticated" by industrial and government interests. Moreover the work of dissidents
such as French destabilises the very categories those with stmctural power rely upon in
order to "carve up" the world literally and metaphorically. In other words, French's
work is deemed controversial precisely because it renders a stmctured and stmctural
world liminal, uncertain.
And in that tune we found that ... the microwave radiation caused the
cells to change in terms of their cells shape, to alter thefr skeletal
stmctures and also to change in thefr growth. And what happened was,
the mast cells that we used - and I've used rat mast cells because I've
worked on research with them before, so I understood their biology and
their characteristics very well - and I published a couple of papers using
them for other purposes. Now one thing tiiese mast cells do is they
secrete histamine which is involved in allergic reactions in response to a
chemical stimulus. And so there was a biological readout that we could
use. But they grow the cell line and they grow as a sort of, not totally
normal but they're not fransformed cells. Transformed cells tend to
grow, keep on growing despite the fact that they become restricted in the
boundary of their culture vessel. Normal cells stop once they get to the
[edge], once they fill up the available two-dunensional matrix of their
vessel. What we found was that cells, mast cells, continued to grow after
they were exposed to this 835 megahertz. [They] continued to grow,
beyond the boundaries and we showed that using two different [cells].
We also showed although their secretion wasn't altered mitially, so they
would secrete more by exposure, it was as though they were primed to
secrete. So if you gave them a sub-optimal dose of the chemical then
they would secrete like it was a maximal dose. So there was clearly
some changes going on there (French, Interview #1,10 May, 2000).
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The fu-st paper titied "Electt-omagnetic Radiation at 835 MHz changes tiie Morphology
and Inhibits Proliferation of a Human Astrocytoma Cell Lme" (French, Donnellan &
McKenzie 1997) was accepted in Bioelectrochemistry and Bioenergetics, an
interdisciplmary journal focussing on tiie "elecfrochemical aspects of biology and
biological aspects of electtochemistry." A joumal such as this can be seen, tiirough its
own description, above, as an academic domain of overiap between two different sorts
of questions m science - the biological and the elecfrochemical. But such a joumal can
also be seen as the disciplinary overiap between three different and distinct disciplines
of science - biology, physics and chemistry.

It is a sfrategic forum in which

interdisciplinary and ostensibly innovative workers - in this case denounced as deviant
- can, perhaps, forge new terrains of scientific dominion.
A human asfrocytoma cell line, U-87 MG, was exposed to 835 MHz
elecfromagnetic radiation for 20 mins, 3 tunes per day for 7 days, at a
power density of either 4 0 + 1 5 mWcm-2 or 8.1+_3mWcm-2. At the
lower power density, it was observed that the rate of DNA synthesis
decreased, and that the cells flattened and spread out in comparison to
unexposed cultures. At 40mWcm-2 there were no effects seen on cell
proliferation, but alteration in cell morphology included increased cell
spreading and also the appearance of actin-containing blebs at localised
sites on the membrane. It is hypothesised that 835 MHz radiation at low
power density may be affecting a signal transduction pathway involved
in cell proliferation (French, Donnellan & McKenzie 1997: 13)
French and his colleagues frame thefr discussion of cellular RF effects by drawing
attention to "public interest and concem regarding the possible health effects of
electromagnetic radiation" from different sources such as power lines and mobile
telephones (French, Donnellan & McKenzie 1997: 13). The paper also flags recent
epidemiological studies "purporting to show increased risk of malignancies in
individuals exposed to elecfromagnetic fields" as well as media focus on liability suits
brought against the mobile telecommunications (French et al. 1997: 13). More
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interestmg from the pomt of view of a fledgmg research program aiming to soUdify
itself, the paper by French et al. (1997) brings togetiier published findmgs from
different and otherwise isolated specialties within science which address the biological
impact of electromagnetic radiation. This initial paper provides background support for
the notion that EM radiation affects biological systems while also acknowledgmg a
dearth of scientific data regarding the bio-effects at frequencies used and emitted
specifically by mobile telephones.
A recent epidemiological study (Fear et al. 1996) found that the
incidences of malignant brain cancer and leukemia were significantiy
raised in electrical workers. Exttemely low frequency (ELF, < 1000 Hz)
elecfromagnetic radiation has been reported to affect a wide range of
basic cellular functions including proliferation (Kwee & Rasmark 1995)
gene transcription and expression (Wei et al. 1990; Phillips et al 1992;
Liburdy et al. 1993; Goodman et al. 1994; Broude et al 1994; Ohtsu et
al. 1995; Garcia-Sancho et al. 1994), ion tt-ansport (Wei et al. 1990;
Garcia-Sancho et al. 1994), and protein kinase C activation (Monti et al.
1991). Although a common mechanism has not been agreed upon, the
cell membrane has been implicated as a target site of interaction in
several studies (Liburdy e? a/. 1995). Electromagnetic fields have been
shown not to be cancer initiating, but it has been proposed that they may
be cancer promoting (Cain et al. 1993). There have been relatively few
reports of the effects of radio or cellular phone frequencies (300-900
MHz) on biological systems (French, Donellan & McKenzie 1997: 13,
emphasis added)

In their infroduction French et al. refer to a handful of studies that have found cellular
effects, particularly effects on cellular membrane and cell signal fransduction processes
(all references quoted in French, Donnellan and McKenzie 1997). At exposures of 2450
MHz Cleary, Liu and Cao (1992) found that radiofrequency radiation impacted cellular
proliferation in glioma (cells of the cancer of brain connective tissue) and lymphocytes.
The same research found that exposures led to DNA synthesis increase in glioma and
suppression in lymphocytes. Maes et al. (1995) reported cytogenetic (cellular genetic)
damage of irradiated blood samples at 954 MHz; while Bawin, Sheppard and Adey
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(1978) found tiiat cAMP-independent protem kinase activity (cmcial to normal cell
signallmg cascades) was impeded by a 450 MHz field.

French's fu-st publication on tiie bio-effects of radio-frequency radiation involved tiie
exposure of a human asttocytoma cell line derived from malignant glioma. The findmgs
suggested, as noted in tiie absttact quoted above, that tiie stmcture and growth of these
cells was compromised when exposed to 835 MHz at 2 watts of power,tiiefrequency
range and power level characteristic of mobile telephone handsets. However at 10 watts
of power - five times the power level used by MPs - they observed no effect on cell
proliferation or growth, although tiie morphology of cells was still altered. In other
words, five times the power did not result in a commensurate increase in cell effects.
While standard tests ui toxicology rely upon a linear dose-response curve where higher
doses of a toxic substance or agent necessarily result m higher levels of effect, this
absence of a sfraightforward relationship between dose and effect in French's work
would be a bone of contention for his critics. As we shall see, initial attempts at
undermming French's research mvoked these so-called "window effects" of RF
exposure as a sign of poor experimental design and as cause for suspicion over the
veracity of the data collected on the natural agencies involved. For French, however,
this anomalous finding amounted to a clue about hitherto unknown aspects of cellular
(and nucrowave) agency. The anomalous emerged not so much as a reason to abandon
his research as an opportunity to forge a new program of interdisciplinary research in
science. For French at least, the anomalous is a doorway to the colonisation of scientific
uncertainty.
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The second paper French and his colleagues published also appeared in 1997, this time
in the well-respected joumal Cell Biology International The paper outiined the "Effects
of Exposure to Electromagnetic Radiation at 835 MHz on Growth, Morphology and
Secretory Characteristics of a Mast Cell Analogue, RBL-2H3". Unlike thefr first
publication which dealt with RF effects on human cancer cells, French and his team
considered the effects of RF fields on specific rat cells which are considered to provide
a reliable analogue to human mast cells.

(Mast cells are responsible for allergic

reactions such as the release of histamines).
A mast cell line, RBL-2H3, was exposed to 835 MHz for 20 minutes,
three times per day for 7 days at a power density of 8.1 + 3mW/cm2.
From day 4 onwards, it was observed that the rate of DNA synthesis and
cell replication mcreased, that actm distribution and cell morphology
became altered, and the amount of B-hexosaminidase (a marker of
granule secretion) released in response to a calcium ionophore was
significantly enhanced, in comparison to unexposed cultures. There were
no effects seen on levels of cytoskeletal protein synthesis or of beta-actm
mRNA. Morphological changes persisted following subculture for at
least 7 days in the absence of further exposure. It is hypothesized that
effects of exposure to an electtomagnetic field at 835 MHz may be
mediated via a signal transduction pathway (Donnellan, McKenzie &
French 1997: 427).
Working on this mast cell proxy meant that French and his colleagues could potentially
shed light on RF effects "on cellular functions such as cell proliferation, morphology
and secretion which are the end results of signal transduction pathways" (Donnellan et
al 1997: 436). As we saw in the interview exttact above, French found that exposed
cells would secrete more b-hexosaminidase (the rat analogue of histamine in humans)
than unexposed cells. In addition, cell proliferation or reproduction was affected by
exposure manifesting as a "failure to reach a peak of either DNA synthesis or cell
replication." Significantly, tiie findings in the paper suggested that cell changes ui
morphology, secretion and proliferation occurred "in the absence of heatmg of the cell
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cultiire medium" (Donnellan et al 1997: 436). fri addition, the altered morphology was
observed even after sub-cultures were made of exposed cells.
The molecular mechanism by which tius altered morphology occurs is
not known, but the observation may provide evidence for a cumulative
effect of microwave exposure at this power density (Donnellan et al
1997: 436).

The fust two publications emanating from French's early research (French, Donnellan
& McKenzie 1997; Donnellan, McKenzie & French 1997) were co-written with a
physicist. Professor David McKenzie from tiie Department of Applied Physics,
University of Sydney. The strength of such a collaboration stems from its
mterdiscipluiarity: while French provides expertise on cellular agency, McKenzie
provides the

specialist knowledge required

to

characterise

and

verify

the

electromagnetic field generated by Holt's exposure chamber. Observation reports of the
natural agencies at the centre of this confroversy - the biological and the
electromagnetic - are thus undertaken by legitimate exponents from disciplines
dedicated to scmtinising those very forms of agency.

At ffrst blush, it might be expected that this interdisciplinarity should provide adequate
protection from accusations of flimsy science. However, as we will see below,
McKenzie's bona fide and prestigious credentials as a physicist were unsuccessfiil in
fully deflecting attacks from industry and government fimded scientists over the validity
of Holt's microwave chamber. This undermining of research methods and equipment
utilised by dissidents comprises a recurring means by which ostensibly conventional
scientists are reconstmcted as potentially suspect or deviant. However I would like in
the ffrst instance to explore more subtle forms of suppression experienced by French
after he began to undertake research on MPHEs.
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5) Subtle Forms of Suppression: Co-option and Surveillance as "Discipline"

Prior to publishing the papers mentioned above, French became a scientific informant
for the media, speaking about his preluninary results on the biological effects of mobile
phone reidiation. Even while he acknowledges transgression of a cardinal rule in science
which ordains that one must not pre-empt publication, French considered the potential
public health issue as obviating this usual scientific propriety. The public
"performance"

of

his

scientific

work,

however,

drew

attention

from

the

telecommunications industry, prompting the initial attempts at co-opting, if not
subverting his work.
PF: So I got a phone call from Telstra. Telstta said, "What are you
doing?" I said, "Oh well, I'm doing some work in this." "How do you
do it?" And I told them about John Holt. "Can we come and talk to
you?" So Telstra came and talked to me in a fafrly smarmy fashion.
They came to me and they said, "What are you doing?" and I said,
"Well, here are the resufrs." "Have you published it?" I said, "No, not
yet, it's ready for publication." "Have you replicated it?" I said, "Yes,
we've done experiments more than once." They said, "What's the
exposure chamber?" I said, "Well it's a chamber provided for me by Dr
John Holt." "Oh yes, we know him." I said, "Yeah, he's a bit eccentric."
They said, "Well, is it a mobile phone?" I said, "Well, fr's not. It
produces 835 megahertz and uses continuous wave." "Is there any
heat?" "No, no. I've checked the heating. It's not heatuig." I said,
"Anyway, we've allowed the cells to cool because the way the chamber
is there's no heating element in it. So it allows cells to cool to room
temperature under twenty of the experiment. They're normally about 37
[degrees celsius]." So I said, "Even if there is a slight heating mduced
by the microwave, it's not heating them above 37 [degrees celsius] into
the 39, 40, 41 [degree range] where tiie cells do have a problem."
ST: So, it excluded heating effects.
PF: So it's athermal. They said, "Can I have a look at the chamber?"
"No," I said, "fr's not my chamber. It's on loan and I haven't asked John
whether he's happy for you to look at it and no." They said, "Would you
be interested m getting some money from us for supportmg the
research?" I said, "No". "No?" they said. I said [again], "No." They
said, "Why would tiiat be?" I said, "Well because the ttouble is I'm a bit
worried about the, about what you might want in terms of, of whether
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you may want to suppress or retard the publication of the data." They
said, "Don't be ridiculous. We are fatiiers and husbands and if tiiere's a
problem witii tiiese things, we want to know." I said, "That's very
reassuring." I said, "But the otiier reason I don't want fimding from you,
if I fmd a negative effect, people will say tiiat it's because you fimded
me. So I'd ratiier not be compromised by doing it." So tiiey went away.
(French, Interview #1,10* May, 2000).
A recurring means by which tiie orthodoxy may attempt to stem dissent involves cooption, hi the language of political ecology tius can be seen in industry attempts to
"domesticate" or confrol the research being done on the health effects of thefr product.
Establishing a patronage relationship with a dissenting scientist forces a relation of
accountability where the dissenter is more akm to an employee than an independent
researcher. I suggest that h is precisely because French refiised industry involvement in
and control over his research in its early stages that more protracted attempts at
undermining his work and credibility later ensued.

A second form of subtle retaliation by the orthodoxy involved what could be called - in
Foucauldian terms - the discipline of surveillance. As French explained the chronology
of his work in this confroversial field he spoke of how he came to suspect that his
telephone conversations and his email communications were being tapped.
I was convinced because of comments that have come around, that have
come back to me after I'd spoken to various people in I thought small
groups, that came back to me through industry representatives, like [an
ex-Telsfra, now Motorola employee] and another bloke who's my mate
at Optus that there was some surveillance going on. Look I've made
comments m a meeting, I've made comments on telephones, on
telephone calls. I mean I can't actually give you specific examples, but
there was just a general impression. I've no proof of this. What
happened was that I changed - we got a new research director in the
Cenfre and he refuses to use Microsoft Word anything greater than 5 ...
and I went on to 6 point something or other. And I was sending him
attachments on stuff to do with Centre administtation. And he sent me
one back and at the bottom of it was this long list of email addresses of
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people at Motorola, at Optiis, at Telsfra, at Eriksson, at Phillips, at Nokia
It must have been a hundred different names and email addresses. And I
said to Keitii, "What's this crap tiiat you put on my attachment?" He
said, "No, no. Every tune I get an attachment from you, it comes with
this in the footer."
ST: From you, from your end?
PF: Yeah and I said I'd never seen this list before. So 1 have a mate who
lives m my sfreet ... and he knows about programmmg. I said, "What
does this mean?" He said, "That's bits of code, it's like address lists, it
would forward, every time you send an attachment, it would forward it
probably to this list." I said, "How would that happen?" "Oh it would
be a vims." But I said I've got vfrex on my computer. He said, "Yeah, it
would be a custom-made vfrus that wouldn't be detected." (French,
Interview #1, 10* May, 2000).
French suggests the vims was sent to him via email although he is adamant that he has
never communicated with any of the industry employees listed in the footer. French
sought out an acquaintance who works for one of the telecommunications network
providers.
So I phoned up my mate at Optus ... and asked him who they were, told
him [about the vfrus], and he said, "1 don't believe you." I said, "You'll
just have to believe me because here are the names of the people at
Optus." He said, "I really don't know, but I'll find out and get back to
you." He got back to me and said they're all engineers and software
men. So my interpretation of this is that industry wanted to know what
I'm doing. And 99% of the stuff that I send is totally irrelevant. So I feel
like sending a Trojan Horse, you know an email saymg that we've finally
discovered that there's definitely proof that mobile phones cause cancer
and see what happens (French, Interview #1, 10* May, 2000).
As a precaution French reinstalled the software on his computer. In addition he
deliberately began to adopt a measured rather than empassioned stance whenever he is
contacted by telephone for information or commentary. This is because he suspects
some callers may actually be industiy representatives posing as members of the public
in order to gauge something of what French is doing or advocating.
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PF: Now I used to thmk these people were genuine people and probably
most of tiiem are. But I still tiunk tiiat, but I suspect tiiat someone
phones me up from tiie industry just to see what I'm saying. So I always
now give a very cautious response.
ST: What sort ofresponse do you give?
PF: I say that there's no evidence tiiat mobile phones cause cancer. You
shouldn't be worried about it but there are questions over long-term
effects tiiat we don't understand yet. Obviously if tiiere's a question
mark over it, you should minimise the use of the phone (French,
friterview #1,10* May, 2000).
What emerges from this discussion is the sense of paranoia and vulnerability that may
be triggered in dissident scientists when they feel that they are under surveillance. As
Foucault has convincuigly argued (1977) modem forms of power became
institutionalised in sites such as schools, hospitals, prisons and asylums (Dreyfus and
Rabinow 1982: 185). In these contexts power - legitimated by specific scientific
discourses - is inscribed upon the very bodies of sequestered inmates, patients or pupils
such that they become "disciplined" and "docile". The ultimate exemplar of this modem
form of power over embodied agents, effected via the spatial reorganisation of
institutions, is Jeremy Bentham's Panopticon (1791, quoted in Foucault 1977: 200)
where a raised, cenfral watchtower facilitated discipline over prisoners. Through the
fostering of a sense of their own visibility, prisoners intemalise discipline thus obviating
the need for overt demonstrations of institutional force. In Bentham's vision inmates
would be aware of thefr own visibility and would therefore require less punitive
disciplining of their otherwise recalcitrant bodies, precisely because they police
themselves.

For tiiose scientists whose curiosity uncovers "secrets" about nature thought to be
beyond the pale by orthodox parties, a feeling of being watched - whether paranoid or
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well-founded - may comprise a sufficient deterrent to contfriumg such work. The sense
of being under surveillance - reminiscent as it is of Cold War spy movies - may amount
to a subtle yet potent proscription against pursuing unorthodox work. In Foucauldian
terms I argue that a potentially effective and economical way to suppress dissent is to
make dissenters feel they are being "watched" closely by thefr adversaries. A sense of
being imder surveillance because one is pursuing unorthodox research might, like
Bentham's exposed inmates, force the reflexive poticing of the self In this way
dissenters might well become disciplined and docile embodied agents of orthodox
science. In the specific case of French, evidence that he was being closely scmtinised
by industry did not serve as a deterrent so much as fuel his persistence and recalcitrance.
Nevertheless analyses of intellectual suppression in science should not overlook the
potency of such punitive panopticism in circumscribing the acceptable limits of the
scientific gaze, as the quote below clearly demonsttates.
So I feel very sfrongly that I've become a marked man in terms of the
fact that, a) I can't be, I'm not interested in being bought by the industry
or fimded by the industry and therefore I must be hostile to the mdustry
is their view. And that's not tme at all. I'm hostile to them because of
the way they behave. I'm not hostile to the fact that mobile phones
should or shouldn't be used. I just want to know about the effects of
them. But more interestingly than mobile phones is how does
elecfromagnetic radiation interfere and react with biological systems?
That's what motivates me. They don't understand that because they're
motivated by money or power or stock market prices. Or they think I
might be motivated by media, by being on TV - they thmk I nught get a
buzz out of that ... After I see an uiterview [I worry] that they've either
foreshadowed [me] and made me look either stupid or saying something
outtageous and getting me sued. Because I get very tense about them
seeing me, seeing me on TV because of what might be said. I don't want
to lose my house (French, Interview #1,10* May, 2000).
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6) Undermining Dissident Research: Destabilising Certainty over Experimental
Equipment & Data

After publishing two papers on tiie cellular effects of mobile phone microwaves French
continued to make media appearances about his work. He also continued to field calls
from the telecommunications mdustry but received no more industiy offers of funding
or support from industiy for his work at this stage. But an industry report undermined
French's research by attackmg Holts exposure chamber, and by suggesting that exposed
cells were being heated and thus damaged via the well-known thermal effects of RF
radiation.
PF: And, [a representative who had worked for] Telstra ... came to see
me. He had ... [left] Telstra after the big restmcturing that Telsfra had ...
And he went to Motorola. ... Eventually we invited him when he
worked for Motorola. Because they kept on insistuig on coming to have
a look at the chamber. So he came and had a look at it and reported back
to [his replacement at Telsfra] that "It's very dodgy and I don't like it at
all." So [the] Telsfra representative came out with his PhD assistant and
they said, "Can we measure it?" "Yes," I said. So they conducted
experiments at 2 watts which is the power, the normal power that the
phone gives out. One experiment that we did at 10 watts, which was five
times the power, interestingly enough showed no effects on the brain
cells but at 2 watts there was a strong inhibitory effect on cell growth of
brain cells. Five times higher power there was no effect same as the
control. You'll see that in the paper I wrote. So [they] measured all the
parameters that they measured, they measured at 10 watts, right, then
they went back and they put together this report which damned the whole
experiment (French, Interview #1,10* May 2001).
Additionally, evidence of "window effects" - whereby cells exposed at higher power
levels showed no deleterious effects - were also deployed as evidence of suspect
experimental data. As a general term in the biological sciences, window effects refer to
non-linear phenomena whereby an increase in stimuli or substance does not necessarily
lead to a commensurate increase in biological output or reaction. In the discussion
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extracted, below, from my second interview with French, he describes how anomalous
observation of nature - specifically unpredictable and non-linear behaviour in cellular
agency - is defined differentially within the scientific community. Window effects seem
to be liminal phenomena defined as either evidence of artefactual data or a complex and
dynamic aspect of natural agents, the mechanics of which have yet to be fully
understood.
PF: But let's look at the ... temporary situation. There's been a criticism
of the work that has shown effects of the microwaves at the biological
level because they think, because many people, many scientists have
reported a lack of a dose-response [emphasis added].
ST: What does that mean?
PF: Well that means that for example if you get an effect at one power
level, you tum the power up, instead of getting more of that effect you
sometimes get less of that effect or the effect goes away. Instead of
getting more of that effect, you sometunes get less of that effect or the
effect goes away. And then if you tum up the power agam, it comes
back. So that gap, if you like, of effect or no effect is called the window
effect. And that's been seen and reported a lot and we've seen it as well
in our work.
ST: So it's been reported m the literature for about how many years?
PF: Oh I can't be sure but fr's at least 5 to 10. Sometiiing like that.
There have been spreading reports about the window effect which have
puzzled people and have given credence to the fact that there's some sort
of artefact, that in fact it's not the microwaves domg it, it's some sort of
transient heat or something like that that's causing it. And the critics of
the biological effects of microwave energy, tiie atiiermal levels, have
stated or have been concemed about this lack of the dose response.
Often in science if you add an amount of a chemical to get an effect and
you add more of a chemical to get an effect, that's tme but it's not
always tme. For example there's a well known thing called the
"prozome effect" ... in immunology that if you add in a test tube an
antibody to an antigen for a protein that the antibody bmds to and you
measure the binding by a colourmetric reaction called an ELISA, then
what happens is that as you add more antibody, you get more binding, up
until a point. And tiien suddenly you add more antibody and you get less
or no binding and you've shifted the equilibrium of the reaction by the
fact that you've got far more free antibody than boimd antibody, you
drive the equilibrium direction towards the free ratiier than the bound, I
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tiiink. The cause of the prozome effect isn't totally known but fr's well
known, this phenomena.
ST: Is that talked about in terms of phase fransitions, or the language of,
say, non-linear systems?
PF: Yeah, [hesitant], yeah, yeah, yeah, ft is. I mean I haven't studied it
for a long time but I know when I was domg ELISAs for other things
tiiat ft was a well-known effect. Even for the early days of HIV assays,
m the development of tiiem (French, Interview #2,24* September 2000)

The orthodox interpretation of dose-response curves will be explored further below as a
crucial tactic deployed against scientists who have found paradoxical biological effects
of RF exposure. As we will see, requirement of a predictable dose-response curve
comprises a "sacred" tenet by which orthodox science boundary workers denounce
dissident science as suspect and deviant. I will also show in Part II of this case study
(Chapter Four) - where I consider the various strategies deployed by French himself to
rework his blemished status - how the puzzle of window effects led to the formation of
his standardized package of scientific research (Fujimura 1992).

Holt's microwave chamber comprises a resonant cavity which French and his
colleagues ascertained would resonate strongly at a certain frequency range. However,
they were careful to avoid this range. In any case they exposed cells at 835.1 MHz
characteristic of mobile telephone frequencies and at which level the chamber did not
resonate sfrongly. In this way they argued tiiat they were not artificially heating up the
experimental targets and thus precluding the possibility of producing artefactual data.
As we have characterized the scale of the variation of the field both
theoretically and experimentally, it can be determined that there would
be no "hot spots" within the volume of the size of the culture vessel used,
as this volume is much smaller than the periodicity of the standing wave.
It is important that the chamber be not excited too close to its resonant
frequency of 818.2 MHz, since in that case the field amplitudes would
become very large and also very sensitive to the level of absorption by
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the specimens or the measurement equipment, preventing a meaningful
estimate of the field amplitude bemg made. At 835.1MHz, however, the
chamber is not strongly resonant (Donellan, McKenzie & French 1997).
The cells to be exposed were placed on a composite material that would become the
bone of contention m the critical Telstra Research Laboratories report (Anderson et al
1998). Moreover, agamst Donnellan et al's (1997) clauns to the conttary, the report
suggested the experimental chamber was heating cells and thus producing bogus
experimental results.
They said we hadn't excluded the possibility that vapours from the
solvents from that were causing the effects even though the flasks were
tightened close and airtight, you know, with airtight screw caps before
they were put in there for the reason that we didn't want the stuff to spill
out. And they said, "And the specific absorption rates are huge, are
high."
ST: Which means?
PF: Which means we were heating the saucer, see, because they were
much higher temperatures. So this hurt me and my colleague David
McKenzie, who's a professor of applied physics at Sydney Uni who's
helped me categorise the chamber in the two papers. They made us coauthors on this report, wrote it up ... and we said "That's unacceptable
because a) we didn't do exposures at 10 watts, we did it at 2 [watts], so
you've got to divide by five all your emissions." 'No' said Jack Rowley.
Because he said, "You did your experiments at 10 watts," 1 said, "Yeah,
that experiment showed no effect. Let's talk about it at the 2 watt
[exposure]." He said, "Oh no." (French, Interview #1,10* May, 2000).
French and McKenzie wanted other changes to be made to the report before it was
circulated publicly. However when French requested a list of the people who would
receive a copy of the report his request was denied.

There was some other changes we wanted made and he made them and
then he said, "I'm going to send this around to various people." I said,
"Can you give me the list of who you're gouig to send them to so I can
send a letter where we disagree?" And he said, "No." I said, "Why not?"
And he said, "It's got nothing to do with you." So we had this argument
which went on and eventually David and 1 couldn't communicate with
him any more and we asked him to take our names off the paper. And so
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he sent it out. Sotiiiswas an attempt to totally dismiss all the work that
we'd published (French, Interview #1,10* May, 2000).
A further tactic of public degradation by tiie industry would see tiie cfrculation of tiiis
critical report at a scientific conference. French retaliated by demanding a right of reply
at the conference and by resortmg to threats of legal proceedings.
They then went to a conference witii this same paper m Melboume and a
mate of mine in New Zealand had been a reviewer for the paper and
phoned up and said, "Do you know what Telstra are doing?" I said,
"No", and he said, "They've put in tiiis absfract and it's basically a 'get
you' paper." So I phoned up the organisers and said, "This is not on.
This paper is not a general scientific principle, it's only a specific
exposure chamber - mine" and [they were] sayuig, "Oh yes it is." "[But]
it doesn't contain the right amount of information to allow me to make
that decision. I demand the right of reply at the conference." They said,
"No, can't do that. Sorry." I said, "I'm sorry but I'll have to talk to my
lawyers about this." Eventually the conference organiser was a nice guy
and he said, "Look the programme is fiill but I'll tell you what, we'll
delay lunch by ten minutes on the day and you can tell us your position"
(French, Interview #1, 10* May, 2000).
French's respected colleague, David McKenzie, attended the conference and argued
their case. Unlike younger scientists presenting evidence of RF bio-effects at the
conference, McKenzie's extensive scientific experience meant he could confidently
deflect industry attempts at undermining or intimidating dissent.
So David went down and handled it beautifully, because Telsfra were
gettuig stuck uito all tiiese other people who were presenting stuff on
effects and these people were younger people who were not all that
confident. They were sort of intimidated. But David managed to sit on
them. But this is a tactic that they're currently employing. So that gives
an idea of ... the industry response to that (French, hiterview #1, 10*
May, 2000).
However French would later face more protracted forms of denouncement that would
require more concerted retaliatory tactics ui order to remediate his scientific status. In
the meantime let me explore some relatively implicit ways in which French's work was
suppressed.
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7) Other Forms of Suppression: Blockages to Career Advancements &
Collaboration

By 1999 French had published three peer reviewed articles on the bio-effects of MP
microwaves and had consolidated a collaboration with his prestigious physicist
colleague Prof David McKenzie. At that time only three research groups m Australia
were undertaking work on the topic: The Adelaide Hospital group led by Dr Repacholi,
Dr Stan Bamett from the CSIRO and French and his coUeagues. French and McKenzie
applied to the NHMRC Electromagnetic Energy (EME) Committee which administers
the research pool of funds levied from industry. Despite such odds in favour of their
research application, they were rejected partly on the basis that cellular studies were
thought irrelevant to the topic
PF: So I published at that stage three papers in the area. I'd had a
presence in places, I had an association with David McKenzie from the
School of Physics. We'd been working at it three years at this stage,
maybe more. So I thought first of all, my reflex was good. This is at last
a way of getting some funding for it. But then I said to my wife, half
seriously, "They'll never fund me because they can't conttol what I'm
going to say." Anyway so we put an application in, expression of interest
in, to this committee that ... include[ed] a mate of mine from Sydney
University, School of Pharmacy, who was the Deputy Chair, who had
worked with the same mast cells that I worked with. So we put our
expression of interest in and came back and they said, 'Sorry but no
thanks."
ST: Rationale?
PF: Scored 5 out of 10. And the cut off was 6 out of 10 and they said
something about, you know, "the cell line isn't relevant' (French,
Interview #1,10* May, 2000).
French contacted the deputy chair of the EME Committee - whom he already knew - to
question the basis on which cell work was deemed inappropriate for insights into the
potential health effects of mobiles.
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So I phoned up my mate at Sydney Uni and I said to her, "What's going
on?" She said, "What are you talkmg about?" I said, "I just got my
reply. My expression of interest was rejected and I'd just like to know
why you and otiiers tiiought that the cell line isn't relevant because you
know and understand why fr's good [to] look at biological effects." She
said, "I don't know what you're talking about." I said, "You're on tiie
EME Committee." "Yes," she said. "Have tiiey met?" [she asked]. I
said, "Yeah, tiiey met in November." She said, "I don't know anytiung
about that. I haven't seen any expressions [of interest]. I haven't seen
any paperwork.' I said, "You're Deputy Chair." She said, "Yeah, well I
don't know. I'll fmd out what's happened and get back to you." And she
never did. ... So David and I wrote two letters to NHMRC and appealed
on the basis that there were very good reasons to fimd cell expermients
because you can ask questions that you can't ask in animals or humans
but that all three areas ... are worthy of study. But you can't ask longterm questions in humans or even animal systems and that got nowhere.
That got, "Well, sorry, tins is the situation and just lump i f (French
Interview #1, 10* May 2000).

Months prior to this experience of failure in the first round of NHMRC grants French
had been contacted by a research scientist at the Royal Adelaide Hospital who
expressed interest in his work, particularly his use of mast cells from humans and rats.
She flagged the prospect of some future collaboration and the possibility of a joint
submission of uiterest to the NHMRC research fiind. French describes how this offer of
collaboration simply evaporated, as if he had become some kind of tainted or marked
person in science.
But I got a couple of interesting emails from a woman [at Adelaide
Hospital] who wrote to me and said, "Very interested in your research
mto mast cells and thefr effects. We use mast cells here and I think it'd
be mteresting to put in a grant to this Committee ... or we are putting in
a grant to this Committee and one of the areas is single transduction and
there's a lot of complementary work we can do," and so on. I said,
"Yeah, tine. Let's collaborate, let's do fr." "That'd be good,' she said
and then I heard nothing else.
ST: When did you last speak with her?
PF: ... That was 3 months before the expression of interest to NHMRC
closed. So she never got back to me and of course, maybe I'm paranoid.
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But I just tiimk that she said to people, "Let's collaborate witii French,"
and someone would have warned her against it (French, Interview #1,
15* May, 2000)
While it is difficuft to confum French's speculations about why this potential
collaboration was thwarted, we can nevertheless observe the demoralising effect of such
perceptions on an already beleaguered dissident. French recounts another anecdote
where scientists from a leading medical research institute were wamed against
collaborating

with

him

because

the

uistitution's

sponsors

included

major

telecommunications industry companies.
PF: ... 1 have a friend at the [Institute], Fiona [pseudonym] who's a
neurobiologist. I've knovm her for 15 years, introduced her to her
husband, best man at the wedding and of course because I'm interested
in the effects of EME on the brain, I've obviously talked to her about it.
This is an important point to make: all my colleagues at the Centre who
I've talked to about the data in the Centre, and Fiona and others have no
concems about the data, or the fact that there is an effect. I presented
this at conferences and so forth and people who've had a chance to look
at it and ask me questions about it are satisfied that I know what I'm
doing, this isn't wacko stuff. Fiona told me that she could no longer
collaborate with me at the Institute because she was told by ...
management that they were funded by, that they had donations from
Optus [a telecommimications network provider] and that it wouldn't be
good for them to be seen supporting, potentially, an anti-industry project
(French, Interview #1,10* May 2000).

Again, while there is difficulty in verifying anecdotal reports of career blockages and
the apparent sabotaging of potential collaborations, we can nevertheless assume that the
prospect of losing major sponsors (from the point of view of the research institution), or
of losing your job (from the point of view of the individual scientist) are both powerful
stmctural blockages at work in case studies of dissent.
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Anotiier kind of career blockage experienced by French mvolves his repeated rejection
for membership on various expert panels or committees, where he could, presumably,
influence the direction of research on the bio-effects of MP radiation.
PF: So it became at that stage fairly obvious that I'd been isolated by I
think maiitiy industry but also probably political pressures.
ST: What kind of political pressures?
PF: I think that Senator Alston's department knew about me and knew
of me because I spoke with some bureaucrats in there a couple of times
buttiierewas always hostility and I'd written to them that I would like to
be on the EME Committee at one stage and that was knocked back. In
fact every time I have tried to get onto a public body [or] Committee,
it's been refused. The most recent example of that is the ARPANSA
Standards Committee. I was nominated by two different bodies. One of
them's a public [group] ... it's a big pubhc group, they nominated me
and somebody else did. [But] I wasn't wanted. But if you look at the
make-up of that standards group you'll see that there are the usual faces
includuig Stan Bamett ... but he's isolated. But there are people [on the
Committee] who are [from] industry, who take the industry line (French,
Interview #1, 10* May 2000)
Subtie processes by which French has been marginalised within the scientific profession
involve repeated failure to secure research grants, the apparent sabotaging of
collaborations which could sfrengthen their research program as well as failure to secure
positions on collectives of authority in the scientific peer review system.
8) Orthodox Scientific Boundary Work: Constructions of Convention & Deviance
in the Study of MPHEs

Let us now explore in greater detail the specific ways in which dissident work on
mobile phone health effects - such as that done by French et al - is systematically
suppressed or ignored, ridiculed or downgraded. Along the way we will need to
consider how particular forms of discourse remforce the orthodoxy on radio frequency
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(RF) bio-effects while sunultaneously constmcting dissident science and scientists as
deviant. This will help us gain a clearer picture of the afready colonised and
vociferously policed terrain of scientific discourse and practice into which scientists
such as French seek to enter and colonise for themselves.

Important means by which the orthodox and pro-industry position is reinforced and
which by implication undermine and stigmatise the work of dissenters include:

(i) The discursive exaggeration of consensus in the intemational scientific community
such that the orthodox position seems secure and certain and the rhetorical alignment of
the orthodox position with that of purportedly neutral agents or collectives (such as the
World Health Organisation [WHO]; or reviews done by expert groups such as the UK
Independent Expert Group on Mobile Phones, known as the Stewart Report [2000], by
or the Royal Society of Canada [1999]).

(ii) Rendering invisible or non-existent research showing positive effects (as in
deleterious biological or health effects) of mobile phone radiofrequency (RF) range
microwave radiation (MWR), and

(iii) Direct or indirect attacks on the credibility of dissenting science and scientists.

The third type of tactic can itself be subdivided mto a further range of methods by
which ostensibly legitimate science and scientists become redescribed as suspicious if
not deviant:
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(a) By use of essentialist and linear expectations of biological agency (which I see
as robotic or machinic visions of biological systems) such as orthodox
definitions of thermal effects and simple dose-response curves

(b) By use of non sequiturs conflatmg a lack of knowledge on mechanisms for
biological harm from RF exposure with tiiere being no mechanism; and
conconutant attributions of dissidents as "magical" thinkers and thus pseudoscientific

(c) By the metaphorical redescription of EM fields as (paradoxically) either
homogeneous or dichotomous or as inherently benign because of their ubiquity

(d) By implicit and explicit "insuhs" to the experimental methods of (biological)
science as bemg impotent to address the issue of MP effects

(e) A concomitant abdication of epistemological authority to epidemiology which I
analyse in terms of the undermming or "humiliation" of public health
imperatives

(f) The individualisation and trivialisation of claims about suppression of dissident
science, and finally,

(g) Public or semi-public degradation "ceremonies" of dissident workers
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i) Reinforcement of the Orthodox Position: The Discursive Exaggeration of
Consensus & Neutrality

Ausfralian mobile phone habits will be investigated as part of a global
study expected to establish whether the phones cause cancer ... Coordinated by the World Healtii Organisation, the study will focus on the
brain, saliva gland and auditory nerve, the areas most exposed to mobile
phone radiation ... Ausfralian Mobile Telecommunications Association
chief Peter Russell said his organisation supported the research and was
confident it would confirm there was no scientific basis to claims that
mobile phones caused brain tumours (Sarah Stock, The Australian, 19*
May 2000: 1, emphasis added).
Cmcial means by which the wireless telecommunications mdustry position and
orthodox science on RF effects are remforced involve the rhetorical upgradmg of
consensus on the one hand and the ideological depiction of industry and orthodox
science as inherently value-neuttal on the other.

Statements made by a scientific spokesman for the wfreless telecommunications
industry at a televised debate (which included French and Australian epidemiologist
Professor Bmce Armsttong) on Insight, rely upon a mythical international consensus for
their claim to truth.

The issue of mobile health effects is something that's been looked at for
a long, long time and it's something that's been under review almost
continuously, at least for the last 20 years quite intensively, and the
evidence that we have to date clearly indicates that there is no real reason
for concem from the evidence that we have so far (Dr Vitas Anderson,
Insight 5* July, 2001).

While scientists exploring the potential health effects of mobile phone face attributions
of being "snake oil merchants", charlatans or cmsaders and even pseudo-scientists (as
we shall see below), the telecommunications industry and those supporting an mdustry
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position - whetiier by intent or default - cast themselves as beyond the seduction of
personal interest or gain. An ideology of value-neufrality is a cmcial means whereby
the orthodoxy aims to maintain its ascendancy.

One way in which tiie wireless telecommunications industiy creates a vision of itself
and its product as beyond reproach is by aligning itself with purportedly neufral and
ostensibly respectable scientific organisations such as the World Health Organisation
and mtemational expert reviews of scientific research.
Government regulations for human exposure to radiofrequency (RF)
ttansmissions from mobile handsets and base stations generally derive
from intemational guidelines or standards such as the 1998 ICNIRP
Guidelines or the IEEE C95.1 Standard. The RF exposure limfrs
contained in these documents are formulated by expert committees and
provide ample protection against established RF bioeffects that have
possible health implications, such as electrostimulation, microwave
heating and high energy pulse effects (Anderson 2001: 7, emphasis
added)

Since the late 19* century there has been continual speculation on the
existence of ... RF health effects, both adverse and therapeutic, which
have often been cited to occur at levels of exposure that are far below
thresholds for established health effects. In recent times there has been a
noticeable increase in the level of this speculation which has been fuelled
by the prominent advent of mobile telephone technology. In response to
consequent concems generated in the community, various government
agencies around the world have commissioned expert panel reviews
which have found no substantiated scientific evidence for RF health
effects arising from exposures of the public from mobile phones or base
stations. At worst, these reports note the possibility of weak and subtle
neurological effects from handset exposures and call for more research to
clarify this, though there are no apparent health implications (Anderson
2001: 7, emphasis added).
Press releases sampled from the Australian Mobile Telecommunications Association
(AMTA) website show how industry works to cast itself as a source accurate
mformation which is supported by WHO, expert reviews, as well as an "intemational
consensus" on the safety of mobile phones.
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"[A] landmark study [from tiie University of Turku in Fmland] looked at
headaches, dizziness, fatigue, and otiier sensations usmg conttoUed
experiments where people were actually exposed to mobile phone
emissions, and it reported no effect," [AMTA CEO] Mr Monaghan said.
... "As always, we emphasise that mdividual studies need to be seen in
the light of the total research effort into mobile phone safety. When you
take a step back and look at the weight of scientific evidence, as several
mdependent organisations such as the Worid Health Organisation
(WHO) have done, the only conclusion you could draw is that there is no
reason for concem about the safety of mobile phones," Mr Monaghan
said
(AMTA,
16*
May
2001:
http://www.amta.
org.au/files/media/media_l 6-05-2001 .htm).

"We acknowledge some people have concems about the safety of this
technology and support continuing independent research in line with tiie
multinational WHO research program and the provision of reliable and
accurate information to consumers by government and industry," said Mr
Monaghan. "Recent reviews and investigations, including those
undertaken by the governments of Canada, Britain & France, support tiie
intemational consensus on mobile phone safety. However, we are
committed to addressing any remaining health concems responsibly,"
said Mr Monaghan (AMTA, 4* May, 2001: http://www.amta.
org.au/files/media/media_l 6-05-2001 .htm).

The World Health Organisation has examined the issue of mobile phone
use by children. In June 2000 it advised, "Present scientific information
does not indicate the need for any special precautions for use of mobile
phones." However, WHO said if individuals are concemed, they can
choose to limit their owm or their children's exposure by limiting the
length of calls and/or by using "hands-free" kits to keep mobile phones
away from the head and body. The industry supports the personal choice
approach of WHO (AMTA, 4* May, 2001: http://www.amta.
org.au/files/media/media_l 6-05-2001 .htm).
The latter media release (dated 4* May) quote above was prompted by the release of the
report of the Senate Inquiry into Elecfromagnetic Radiation (Senate Envfronment,
Communications, Informational Technology and the Arts References Committee
[SECITARC] 2001). However AMTA quotes selectively from the fmdings of tiie
Austtalian Senate Inquiry into Electtomagnetic Radiation as if the findings of the Chair
supported the industry position.
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The Ausfralian Mobile Telecommunications Association (AMTA) said
today tiiat the findmgs of reports from tiie Sentate Inquiry into
Elecfromagnetic Energy should reassure the Austtalian public about the
safety of mobile phone technology. The Inqufry found no substantiated
scientific evidence of healtii effects from mobile phones and their base
stations tiiat comply with strict safety guidelines. "This is consistent
with other recent government and expert reviews uitemationally,
mcluding the landmark review completed by the Worid Health
organisation (WHO) last year," said AMTA CEO Mr Ross Monaghan.
"Austtalians have embraced mobile technology for benefits, uicluding
convenience, personal security and safety, and they should be reassinred
by these reports. Following an extensive investigation, the Committee
could not fmd substantiated scientific evidence of health problems from
using a mobile phone or living near a mobile phone base station," he said
(http: //www.amta.org.au/files/media/media_l 6-05-2001 .htm).

By contrast, the SECITARC Chair Report acknowledges tiie high degree of scientific
uncertainty and lack of scientific consensus surrounding the effects of MP radiation;
concem about industry influence on research grant assessments; as well as the
difficulties experienced by scientists wishing to replicate studies or carry out novel
research in the field.
The Committee found interpretation of the results of studies of
elecfromagnetic radiation and its effects on living systems to be highly
complex, confradictory and contentious. The Committee's understanding
of the impHcations of scientific research findings was made difficult by
the variable and complex nature of genes, immune and other biological
systems, debate about the importance of replication of studies, the vexed
question of the influence of the telecommunications industiy in the
design, funding and mterpretation of studies and the lack of consensus
about implications for health and safety. The Committee has found that
while adverse health effects are not agreed upon, the existence of
biological effects associated with radiofrequency radiation is now
recognised. For these reasons the Committee Chair recommends a
rigorous precautionary approach ui all areas of the deployment of
wfreless technology, that radiofrequency (RF) emissions be kept As Low
As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA), and that the expired interim
exposure Standard not be adapted to the Intemational Commission on
Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) Guidelines (SECITARC
2001: XV)

One of the most contentious issues with regard to the validity afford
scientific studies is the question of replication. Industry argued that
studies cannot be regarded as reliable evidence unless replicated but the
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Committee heard evidence of difficulties m attracting fundmg for
repUcation studies, lack of mterest m such work, unforeseen variables,
particularly with regard to the genetic make-up of animals, changes and
sometimes improvements in the methodology and tiie argument that the
weight of evidence is as important as the confumation of mdividual
stiidies (SECITARC 2001: xvi)

The Senate Committee Chair was also "persuaded that without understanding of
biological meclianism(s) responsible for observed effects" of mobile phone radiation,
accurate safety limits for wfreless technology could not be established (SECITARC
2001: xvii). She also found reason for concem over claims made by scientists who had
found health effects of EM radiation but who were overlooked for fundmg (SECITARC
2001: xx) as well as the participation of industry employees on the NHMRC's expert
panel charged with assessing research grant applications:
There was general agreement on the need for research fimding to be at
arms-length from industry and whilst generally findmg no fault with the
NHMRC's processes, the Committee Chair was critical of the fact that
Motorola employee, Dr Ken Joyner, is a member of the NHMRC's
Radiofrequency Electromagnetic Energy Expert Comntittee and involved
in the grant awardmg process. Despite assurances that this role is a nonvoting one, the Committee Chair is of the view that it is nonetheless an
influential role and that for the sake of public confidence in the program,
all members should be quite independent of industry (SECITARC 2001:
xx).
Elsewhere in the AMTA media release, the Association professes support of the
National Health & Medical Research Council's research programme funded by an
industry levy. At the same time the release shores up certainty on the side of industry
by sfrategic quotation of findings from intemational expert reviews of the science of
mobile phone effects.
Recent expert assessments ... include the World Health Organisation
(2000), a specially formed expert group of eminent scientists in the UK
(2000) and tiie governments of Canada (1999), Britain (1999) and France
(2001) [not included].
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The Worid Healtii Organisation June 2000: "None of tiie recent
reviews have concluded tiiat exposure to tiie RF (radio frequency)
fields from mobile phones and tiiefr base stations cause any
adverse healtii consequences."
UK Independent Expert Group (Stewart Report) May 2000: "The
balance of evidence to date suggests tiiat exposure to RF
radiation below NRPB [UK National Radiation Protection Board]
and ICNIRP [intemational safety] guidelines do not cause
adverse health effects to the general population."
Royal Society of Canada 1999: "The panel found no evidence of
documented health effects m animals or humans exposed to nontiiermal levels of radiofrequency fields. The panel recommended
tiiat no changes were needed in tiie existfrig Canadian exposure
standards to protect against non-thermal effects of RF fields
(quoted by AMTA, 4* May, 2001: http://www.amta.
org.au/files/media/media_l 6-05-2001 .htm).
The reporting by AMTA above must be seen as sttategic because studies done by
AusfraUan scientists - such as French and his colleagues, and the Adelaide Hospital
(Repacholi et al 1997) - and intemational scientists (Lai and Suigh 1995, 1996; de
Pomerai et al 2000; Daniells et al 1998) have also shown the opposite of the industry
position: namely that RF exposure at so-called athermal effects lead to biological
impacts with potential knock on effects for health.

A further rhetorical tactic which consolidates the industry position sees the redescription
of mobile phones as "designed, built and tested to comply with strict science based
guidelines which are recognised by health agencies around the world," with
"intemational scientific consensus" giving sufficient reason "to be confident in the
safety

of

this

technology"

(AMTA,

4*

May,

2001:

http://www.amta.

org.au/files/media/media_16-05-2001.htm). Again in order to bolster claims that mobile
phone technology is safe we witness the upgrading of a scientific consensus where.
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arguably, there is none at present. This myth of a scientific consensus is a powerful tool
of persuasion for readers, precisely because of the epistemological authority of science.

Between 2000 and 2001 media reports of legal suits against the mobile phone industry
in the USA at least began to proliferate.
Mobile phone companies face multi-billion-dollar lawsuits
similar to those that inflicted a $350 billion payout on tobacco
companies last year. High proflle US lawyer Peter Angelos, who
helped win the damages payout from the tobacco industry has
launched lawsuits on behalf of brain tumour sufferers against
mobile phone companies (O'Malley and Kendall, Courier Mail,
[Brisbane] 31'^ December, 2000).
The comparison of tobacco companies with mobile telephone companies is interesting
to note in this media coverage particularly as the lawyer taking on these suits in the
USA was successful

in garnering payouts from the cigarette manufacturers.

Attributions of the mobile phone industry as analogous to the tobacco industry bodes ill
for the formers reputation as being responsible corporate citizens. That is precisely why
representations in the media by the wireless telecommunications mdustry works hard to
dispel such analogies.
"The mobile phone industry is not the tobacco industry,"
Vodafone spokesman Mike Caldwell said. The tobacco industry
agreed earlier this year to pay 46 American states $350 billion
towards the costs of smoking-related illnesses. It was also found
liable in a Florida class action which alleged it had covered up
medical evidence that smoking caused cancer. Another Vodafone
spokesman said there was no evidence for the reputed effects of
mobile phone radiation, but the effects were almost impossible to
disprove (O'Malley and Kendall, Courier Mail 30* December
2000).
These attempts at casting the industry as value-neuttal and transparent might well prove
futile given that the Australian Mobile Telecommunications Association allows Burson
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Marsteller - the public relations firm hired by both the Austtalian government and the
tobacco industry - tofieldmedia inquiries.
Insight approached many senior executives working in the mobile phone
industry. None would agree to an interview. Instead all our queries end
up witii the public relations agency Burson Marsteller (Gael Jennings,
interviewer. Insight, 5* July 2001)
In another example, the head of ARPANSA deflects questions about vested interests
and conflicts of interest which may obtain in its Standards Working Group. Even while
this

interlocuter

admits

to

owning

considerable

shares

in

a

dominant

telecommunications company in Ausfralia we watch how ideological notions of valueneutrality work to obscure such interests. In Proctor's (1995) terms the myth of valueneutrality in science is used as a "mask" and a "shield" in the sense that it works to
camouflage and thus protect the economic interests at hand.
Dr Colin Roy [CR]: We're hoping people are not coming to the table
with preconceived positions and certainly from the initial discussions
people are very free and very open with regard to what their position
may be in the future
Interviewer: So there are no conflicts of interest?
CR: I don't believe there are any conflicts of interest.
Interviewer: I understand that you yourself own 600 Telstra shares.
CR: I possess 600 Telsfra shares, yes.
Interviewer: You don't see that as a conflict of interest?
CR: No. I don't think anything we do within the Working Group would
affect tiie value of those shares (Dr Colin Roy, ARPANSA, quoted on
Insight, 6* April, 2000)
Sintilarly when discussion moves to other members of the Working Group who have
worked as consultants to the telecommunications industry or served as expert witnesses
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in cases of litigation, a presumption of automatic objectivity operates. It is as if these
scientific workers, as scientists, are atomised, far from poUtical and economic
arrangements and immune to any mvestments in the same.
CR: ... We just have to accept they are scientists, that they are taking a
balanced view. You know, we have this limited area of research within
Australian. It would not be possible for anybody, it wouldn't be possible
to get anyone on such a working group who hasn't been involved in
providing expert advice in certain situations.
Interviewer: How public do you make this information ... about people's
shareholdings, consultancy work and appearing as expert witnesses, 1
mean do you put that plainly on the table?
CR: That hasn't been specifically documented at this stage, no.
Interviewer: Why not?
CR: There's been no need for it (Dr Colin Roy, ARPANSA, quoted on
Insight, 6* April, 2000)
In my first interview with Peter French he recounted an anecdote that sheds some light
on how certainty over the orthodox position is rhetorically exaggerated in public
presentations via the media.
At the same time or earlier, there had been a comment in the newsfroma
Westem Australian doctor, [Bmce] Hocking saying that there was a
correlation between brain cancer and increase in mobile phone use. And
1 was listening to this at home during the January holidays and they had a
spokeswoman from Telstta on saying "Over 6,000 research publications
and forty years of research have shown that mobile phones are not a
problem." So got back to work and I phoned her up and I said, "I was
interested in your comment on 2BL because I've been working in this
area for a couple of years now and I don't know of 6,000 research papers
that are relevant to mobile phone use. In fact I don't know of 60 research
papers relevant to mobile phone use and clearly this is a big gap in my
knowledge and I'm working in the area and I need to get hold of them.
Could you supply me with them?" She said, 'You'll have to speak to
[the head of Telsfra Research Laboratories]" ... I'd have to say she was
very, very antagonistic. She said, "This is what the Telstta Research Lab
has told me." "So you don't have them, you don't check your sources?"
She said, "That's what they tell me and that's what I communicated." So
I phone [him] up and [he] said, 'That's right. There are at least 6,000
papers." I said, "Could I have copies of them?" He said, "Don't be
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ridiculous. How could I get you copies of them?" Well I said, "I tell
you what, how about giving me a list of tiiem?' He said, 'No." I said,
"Why not?" He said, "Why should I? I've subscribed to a site that sends
me these papers." He said, "You can subscribe too.'" I said, "Jack, how
about just a bibliography so I can go find tiiem?" "No." He said, "I'll
give you the site details and you can go to the website and subscribe."
So I did and it cost $10,000 to subscribe (French, Interview #1, May 10*,
2000).
Exasperated, French turned to a contact who works for one of the major network
providers hoping he could shed light on tiiis purported plethora of research papers
shoring up the industry position. The contact in question suggested the notion of "6,000
research papers" showing negative results had "no validity whatsoever" and was an off
the cuff remark made by wfreless telecommunications giant Motorola in the early to
mid-nineties, which was subsequently promulgated by the industry news (French,
Interview #1, May 10*, 2000). By 2001, however, French asserted that he had not
heard any industry representative referring to such an exhaustive body of literature m its
favour. We can witness in the above anecdote how certainty about the orthodox
position is rhetorically exaggerated in public fora such as the broadcast media through
the projection of a scientific consensus. This tactic simultaneously works to protect
industry interests while downgrading dissenting research.

While mdustry remforces a notion of itself as value neutral, scientific workers
concemed about so-called athermal RF effects who advocate a precautionary approach
for the protection of public health are cast as self-uiterested and even willing to commit
scientific fraud. What is more the alignment of dissenting scientists with community
groups or "activists" is cast as artificially upgrading perceptions of uncertainty while
also diverting fimds awayfrommore legitimate or "deserving" research.
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...[Pjerhaps tiie most disturbmg aspect of the application of the
precautionary prmciple is its potential to hinder a tme understanduig of
the scope and potential for RF health hazards. Though seldom
acknowledged, one of the most pervasive vested interests in the RF
athermal health effects issue is the need of dedicated scientists to secure
ongoing research funding. There is a powerful temptation to consciously
or unconsciously slant the reporting of results in a direction "that
requires more research". This may even extend to foraimg mutually
beneficial relationships with activists, who promote funding for specific
researchers in return for providing scientific credibility for thefr cause.
This can result in an exaggerated perception of "uncertamty" that is quite
misleading, and which may also skew resources away from other
researchers of aspects of the RF issue that are more deserving (Anderson
2001: 75-76)
The discursive constmction of the industiy position as neutral, independent and based
on the rational principles of scientific research allows reinforcement of the orthodox
assumption that mobile phone emissions are inherently safe. Simultaneously, workers
aiming to uncover greater detail about biological responses to RF radiation emitted by
cell phones are cast as biased, self-interested or even fraudulent.

Let us explore further the ways in which dissenting research is either rendered invisible,
or reconstmcted as deviant and thus worthy of neglect.

ii) "Camouflaging" or Degrading the Work of Dissidents: Rendering Unorthodox
Science Invisible and/or Deviant
There is no evidence that microwave exposure from mobile telephones
causes cancer, and inconclusive evidence that such exposure accelerates
the growth
of
an
already-existmg
cancer
(ARPANSA,
www.arpansa.gov.au/is phone.htm, 24* March, 1999 [sampled 29*
December, 2001])
With assertions like the quote above we see how orthodox assumptions regarding MP
effects are reinforced while simultaneously obscuring the ongoing work of dissident
scientists.
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fri October 2001, WHO felt it necessary to make clear its position on tiie debate
surroundmg MP healtii effects after what it feh were erroneous reports about its stance:
Recent press articles have reported tiiat the Worid Healtii Organisation
(WHO) "insists mobile phone emissions are safe." Such statements are a
distortion of WHO's position on tiie possible healtii effects of mobile
phone use (WHO, 10* October, 2001: http:// www.who.int.)
Referring to its June 2000 publication (WHO, Fact Sheet No. 193) the WHO statement
reiterates its view that "none of the recent reviews have concluded that exposure to tiie
radiofrequency (RF)fieldsfrommobile phones or their base stations causes any adverse
health consequence" (WHO, 10* October, 2001: http://www.who.mt). This assertion
obscures the pronoimcements of these reviews emphasising the present scientific
uncertainty about long-term RF health effects. As partial acknowledgment of this
scientific uncertainty the WHO document recognises that
... there are gaps in knowledge that have been identified for
fiirther research to better assess health risks. It will take about 34 years for the requfred RF research to be completed, evaluated
and to publish the final results of any health risks (WHO, 10*
October, 2001)
With these statements we witness an impticit tactic I call camouflaging whereby
dissident scientific work showing effects of RF radiation is rendered invisible. At the
time this statement was released by WHO, Australian research such as the Repacholi et
al (1997) study and French's early publications had already indicated some cause for
concem over MP effects. Moreover, earlier research carried out by Lai and Singh
(1995, 1996) and Maes et al (1995, 1996) (amongst others) had shown that RF
radiation could elicit effects of concem in both animal models and human and animal
cells. The statements by WHO offer no insight into the findings of these earlier studies
so much as gloss over their very existence or, if acknowledged, undermine their
significance and even thefr veracity.
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Exploration of the WHO's Fact Sheet No. 193 reveals further tiie ways m which
scientific work defymg the orthodoxy is camouflaged, while sunultaneously upholding
a mythical notion of scientific consensus. By default, such discourse also promotes a
laissez-faire business approach and an attendant undermining of WHO's mandate of
public health protection.
Current scientific evidence indicates that exposure to RF fields, such as
those emitted by mobile phones and thefr base stations, is unlikely to
induce or promote cancers [1]. Several studies of animals exposed to RF
fields similar to those emitted by mobile phones found no evidence that
RF causes or promotes brain cancer [2]. While one 1997 study foimd
that RF fields increased the rate at which genetically engineered mice
developed lymphoma, the health implications of this result is unclear.
Several studies are underway to confirm this finding and determine any
relevance of these results to cancer in human beings [3]. Three recent
epidemiological studies found no convincing evidence of increase risk in
cancer or any other disease with use of mobile phones [4]. Scientists
have reported other effects of using mobile phones including changes in
brain activity, reaction times, and sleep pattems. These effects are small
and have no apparent health significance. More studies are in progress to
tiy to confirm these findings [5] (WHO, Fact Sheet No 193, June 2000).

In statement [1] ("Current scientific evidence indicates that exposure to RF fields ... is
unlikely to induce or promote cancers") we see how scientific consensus is asserted
without adequate referencing that would allow readers to check such unequivocal
claims. This kind of statement can be seen as rhetorically upgradmg the level of
scientific certainty and consensus as a means by which to judge and foreshadow
individual studies showing RF effects. Similarly in statement [2] ("Several studies of
animals exposed to RF fields ... found no evidence that RF causes or promotes brain
cancer") and statement [4] ("three recent epidemiological studies found no convincing
evidence of increased risk in cancer or any other disease with use of mobile phones"),
the audience is left adrift without any clues as to the source of these strident
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pronouncements of safety. Nevertheless tiie promulgation of information by a respected
and powerful organisation such as WHO might well seduce the reader intoti-ustingsuch
unreferenced claims.

By contrast the sentences comprismg statement [3] ("While one 1997 study found that
RF fields increased the rate at which ... mice developed lymphoma, the health
implications of this result is unclear. Several studies are underway to confirm this
finding and determine any relevance ... to cancer in human beings") work to undermine
any confidence in the validity or generalisability of an identifiable study which
undermines the orthodoxy. The study implied here - but, again, not referenced - is the
now infamous Repacholi et al (1997) study carried out at the Royal Adelaide Hospital.

While studies showing evidence of no RF bio-effects are explicitiy tmsted such that
they are not called upon to be replicated, those studies showing RF effects wear the
burden of proof This stance can be seen as potentially supporting false negatives even
while it hopes to guard against the equal epistemological danger of false positives.
Discourses such as these support Collms (1981b: 35) general point regarding how
"interpretive charity" is bestowed ui partial ways in science. Regardless, it shows how
an ostensibly neuttal and independent research agency such as WHO may (imwittingly)
deploy a less than even-handed approach to the mobile phone science controversy.
While tiie WHO Fact Sheet acknowledges that there are "gaps" in scientific knowledge
and tiiat fr is undertaking an intemational epidemiological study of mobile phone effects
under the auspices of its hitemational Agency for Research on Cancer (lARC), other
parts of the document work to shore up confidence about the safety of mobile telephone
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technology. However, tius equivocal stance is rendered more partial to the interests of
industry in the document's conclusions and recommendations:
If regulatory authorities have adopted healtii-based guidelines but,
because of public concems would like to inttoduce additional
precautionary measures to reduce exposure to RF fields, they should not
undermine the science base of the guidelines by incorporating arbitrary
additional safety factors into the exposure limits. Precautionary measures
should be introduced as a separate pohcy that encourages, through
voluntary means the reduction of RF fields by equipment manufacturers
and tiie public (WHO 2000, ibid., emphasis added)
Here it is as if the "the science base of the guidelines" - even while acknowledged as
having gaps or uncertainties - must be protected at all costs from the mcursion of
precautionary measures. By virtue of such a statement any erring on the side of caution
that might benefit the population of mobile phone users is given over to a laissez-fafre,
pro-industry stance. Moreover public concems over dangers from using mobile handsets
seem further undermined and trivialised despite these earlier admissions to uncertainties
about RF effects.
Present scientific information does not indicate the need for any special
precautions for use of mobile phones. If individuals are concemed, they
might choose to limit their ovm or their children's RF exposure by
limiting the length of calls, or using "hands-free" devices to keep mobile
phones away from the head and body (WHO 2000 ibid.)

(iii) Indirect & Direct Attacks on a Field of Research
(a) Essentialist and Machinic Visions of Embodied Agency
Several important considerations must be kept in mind when evaluating
possible health effects of RF fields. One is the frequency of operation.
Current mobile phone systems operate at frequencies between 800 and
1800 MHz. It is important not to confuse such RF fields with ionizing
radiation, such as X rays and gamma rays. Unlike ionizing radiation, RF
fields cannot cause ionization or radioactivity in the body. Because of
this, RF fields are called non-ionizing (WHO, Fact Sheet 193, June
2000)
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Although radiation, such as X rays and RF radiation are both part of tiie
elecfromagnetic spectimn their mteraction with matter is not related.
Radiation such as X rays and gamma rays are able to ionize matter and
this in tum causes chemical reactions. Ionizing radiation is known to be
carcinogenic ... Elecfromagnetic radiation at longer wavelengths than X
rays does not have sufficient energy to cause ionization and this region
of tiie spectrum is collectively known as non-ionizmg radiation. RFR
forms a part of this region (ARPANSA, www.arpansa.gov.au/niph svst.htm,
18* May 2001a [sampled 29* December, 2001]).
In the introductory quotes we can observe the repeated distinction made by orthodox
discourses between deleterious ionizing radiation and lowerfrequencyradiation emitted
by MPs. In the first instance ionizing radiation is cast as unequivocally dangerous to
health while non-ionizing radiation such as those given out by mobile phones are only
held to be of concem if they lead to tissue heating. I will explore this dichotomisation of
the EM spectrum further below particularly in terms of how the distinction works to
undermine the idea that microwave radiation from wireless handsets might impact upon
health. The emergence of research showing biological effects of RF radiation at levels
too low to cause conventional heating of gross tissue brings into doubt the industry
position that its products pose no risk to consumers. This research necessarily
challenges the scientific orthodoxy - established after animal experiments in the 1950s that non-ionising radiation can only cause harm through deleterious heating of tissues.
These heating or "thermal" effects are argued to be a threat to human health only when
heat loss mechanisms are overwhelmed and breakdovm, resulting in core body
temperature rises (Black 2001: 62). In past experiments, a core body temperature rise of
one degree Celsius has been shown to occur at energy levels of 4 Watts per kilogram.
As a consequence industry technology guidelines such as those provided by ICNIRP
rely upon this particular index to define an absolute threshold of biological harm.
Mobile phones are manufactured so that under normal conditions users would always be
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exposed to power levels below this so-called "tiiermal" tiireshold. They would tiius be
safe from any potential health impacts.
RF fields penefrate exposed tissues to deptiis that depend on the
frequency - up to a centunette at the frequencies used by mobile phones.
RFR energy is absorbed in the body and produces heat, but the body's
normal thermoregulatory processes carry away this heat. All established
health effects of RF exposure are clearly related to heating. While RF
energy can interact with body tissues at levels too low to cause any
significant heating, no study has shown adverse health effects at
exposure levels below mtemational guideline lunits (WHO, Fact Sheet
193, June 2000, emphasis added).
Thermal effects from RFR exposure are defmed as biological effects
which result from absorbed electtomagnetic energy which elicits a
biological response from the heat it produces. Radio frequency radiation
interacts with matter by causmg molecules to oscillate with the electric
field. This interaction is most effective for molecules that are polar (have
their own intemal electric field) such as water. The water molecule loses
this rotational energy via fiiction with other molecules and causes an
increase m temperature. This effect is the basis for microwave cooking
... When RF radiation is absorbed by matter it causes molecules to
vibrate which in tum cases heating. This thermal effect is the basis for
determining the health hazard from RF exposure. (ARPANSA, www.
Arpansa.gov.au/mph2.htm, 23"^^ May 2001b [sampled 29* of December,
2001], emphasis added).
This threshold level leading to heating - the "thermal" effect - becomes reified as the
absolute index for establishing harm in humans. Established through the "tellmg" and
tortured agency of experimental mammals, this threshold serves as the ontological
anchor from which to define exposure to lower power levels as inert and harmless. In
essentialist and absolutist fashion, what might constitute a specfral phenomenon in
biological systems is rendered absolute and dichotomous. Thermal effects are by
definition the only deleterious effects upon health from radiofrequency radiation and
can only occur at this threshold. Consequently any biological effects reported at power
levels similar to or less than that emitted by mobile phones cannot be deemed harmful.
In addition the vision of the body evidenced in the quote above is one where it is
uniformly robust and resilient and able to re-establish equilibrium given exposure to
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mobile telephone emissions. This kind of vision has yet to be fully accepted by tiie
entire scientific community. Such rhetorical certamty is belied by the fact tiiat ongoing
research is being undertaken around tiie worid specifically to explore localised
exposures oftiiehead to MP RFR, knowledge of which even WHO admits is slim.
Most stiidies have examined the results of short-tenn, whole body
exposure to RF fields at levels far higher than tiiose normally associated
with wireless communications. Witii the advent of such devices as
walkie-talkies and mobile phones, it has become apparent that few
studies address the consequences of localised exposures to RF fields m
the head (WHO, Fact Sheet 193, June 2000)
In this binary vision - invoking concepts of thermal versus athermal effects as well as
ionizmg versus non-ioiuzing radiation - biological effects elicfred by mobile phone
radiation levels are cast as oppositional to and mutually exclusive with negative effects
in the following kind of relations:

thermal effects : harmful:: athermal effects : harmless
just as
ioruzing radiation : carcinogenic :: non-ionizing radiation : non-carcinogenic.

The latter relation seems falsified precisely because UV-radiation - as non-ionizing
radiation - has nevertheless shown to be carcinogenic. However, any arguments
suggesting that exposure to athermal power levels may lead to health effects appear
tautological, given this kind of cultural logic. In this worldview, biological responses
elicited below this arbitrary threshold are athermal and by very defmition inert and
harmless. Scientists making assertions about potential health effects of "athermal"
exposures enter an already colonised (and commodified) field of meanings and
interactions that necessarily defme them as controversial, even clearly deviant. On the
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specific topic of "athermal effects" the ARPANSA website makes clear the
controversial if not clearly deviant nature of such observations in science.
There is a considerable body of scientific literature which describes
effects of RFR in biological systems that cannot be dfrectly attributed to
heating. Low levels of RFR have been demonstrated to cause alteration
m animal behaviour, or changes in the ftinctioning of cell membranes.
These effects, referred to as athermal, are conttoversial and have not
been
shown
to
cause
adverse
effects
(ARPANSA,
www.Arpansa.gov.au/mph2.htm, 23"* May 2001b [sampled 29* of
December, 2001]).

By contrast for workers such as French and his colleagues definition of thermal and
athermal effects defies essentialist or dichotomous terms.

As we will explore in

Chapter Four, the redefinition of heating at the cellular and molecular (viz. protein)
level of biological agency amounts to a cmcial tactic of status remediation while also
being the ontological ground from which to form a new research collective in science.
In brief, the redefinition by French et al of heating at spatial and temporal scales which
are relevant to cells and molecules amounts to an undermining of the binary and
essentialist orthodox defmitions of the situation.

Another crucial means by which orthodox players undermine the work on RF bioeffects involves what Proctor (1995: 153) has already called the "political morphology"
of dose response curves in debates over cancer aetiology.

This is where different

stakeholders competing for conttol over definitions of cancer argue for different kinds
of relationship between the dose of a carcinogen and its health effects. In the mobile
phone conttoversy (as we already witnessed above with the mitial industry responses to
French's cell experiments), the absence of a well-defmed dose-response relationship
provides the orthodoxy with a means of degrading the claims of dissident workers. In
its web-based article entitied, "The Mobile Phone System and Health Effects (Part II)",
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ARPANSA makes clear tiie sacred tenets by which studies of RF bio-effects are
assessed and denigrated:
Altiiough the chronic but low level exposure from base stations and tiie
mtermittent but much higher exposure from mobile phones are different
scenarios tiie scientific basis for assuming tiiere is insufficient evidence
for a healtii hazard is tiie same for botii. The lack of evidence is based
primarily on tiie following criteria: (1) tiiere is no evidence of a dose
response curve; (2) tiiere is no known mechanism for RFR to cause
cancer or other diseases at the levels found in the mobile phone system;
(3) the scientific literature on RFR exposure and health effects is
inconsistent (ARPANSA, www. Arpansa.gov.au/mph2.htm, 23"* May
2001b [sampled 29* of December, 2001]).
Let me deal briefly with criteria (2) and (3) before addressing the cmcial issue of dose
response relationships (criterion [1]). The claim that no known mechanism for RFR to
cause biological effects in the absence of tissue is a recurring one put by the orthodoxy
that I will deal with below in terms of attributions of magical thinking and non sequiturs
which confuse the is/ought distinction (made famous by Hume). In any case, French and
his colleagues are able to solidify a new research collective in science precisely because
they stipulate a testable mechanism grounded in ortiiodox physics and biology to
explain how RF radiation might cause biological harm (Chapter Four). Criterion (3)
suggests that mconsistent results in science and debate within the scientific community
necessarily undermine the veracity of those presenting an unorthodox and unpopular
theory. On this point I will briefly note that the history and sociology of science now
boasts a plethora of case studies where unpopular and discredited ideas have been
exonerated by subsequent generations of scientific workers. Dissent, debate and
certainly inconsistency in scientific results seem a flimsy basis upon which to uphold an
orthodox view. Arguably, such a scenario would be an appropriate basis upon which to
critically examine the assumptions of the reigning paradigm wielded by orthodox
parties. Further, claims for the cognitive authority of science often rely upon the idea
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that open debate between mformed speciaHsts has yielded verifiable and well
corroborated knowledge about nature. By contrast, debate is seen m this discourse more
as an mdex of dysfunction ui the scientific process.

The requfrement of a linear dose-response curve interests me greatiy, however, for its
insight into orthodox perceptions of the biological agencies at hand.
It is a basic tenet of toxicology (the study of poisonous materials and
their effects on living organisms) that "the does makes the poison". At
low doses morphine is an analgesic or painkiller. At high doses it is a
respfratory depressant which can cause death. As the dose of a
potentially noxious agent is mcreased, the number of deleterious effects
is expected to increase. This effect is known as a dose response curve
and it has not been observed for athermal exposures to RFR
(ARPANSA, WAVW. arpansagov.au/mph2.httn, 23"* May 2001b [sampled
29* of December, 2001])

French's work can be seen to have consolidated into a standardized package of
scientific research precisely when he tried to account for the anomaly of window effects
in his cellular experiments. For French his consideration of the paradox of non-linear
effects was not evidence so much of experimental failure as a clue about the
complexities of the natural agencies at hand. In the ARPANSA discourse above the
assumption that biological systems, such as cells, proteins, genes or tissues, respond
identically and in a predictable linear fashion to potentially harmful stimuli amounts to
an essentialisation of natural agency. Target systems must respond in this fashion for
the experimental data to be seen as veridical. In a sense, this orthodox vision requires a
kind of machinic vision of natural agency where the relationship between input/stimuli
and output is akin to the programming algorithms of a computer.

Natural agents

become passive, robotic systems which necessarily behave ui discemibly predictable
ways. By conttast, French as a biologist wishes to explore and claim academic priority
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over frontier "terrains" of cellular and molecular agency. Integral to this model of tiie
scientist as explorer (see Hess 1993) is the idea tiiat nature is exceedingly complex,
dynamic and heterogeneous. Arguably this vision of natiire is cmcial to an ideology of
science as a never-ending joumey of cosmic discovery.

The dose-response curve sacred tenet is deployed against dissident work on RF effects
precisely because such work suggests the absence of a simplistic mechanism of
causality between the natural agents implicated. However the distinction between the
latter assertion and the suggestion of there being no mechanism by which athermal RF
radiation could cause harmful effects

collapses in ortiiodox discourses of

denouncement.
(iii) (b) The No-Known Mechanism Equals No Mechanism Non-Sequitur:
Attributions of Mystical Thinking
Cigarette smoking and ionizing radiation (X rays) are both accepted as
carcinogens (cancer causing agents). Cigarette smoke is known to
contain benzedrine a chemical that has been demonstrated to induce
cancer in animals. Ionizing radiation causes the formation of free
radicals that are known to react with DNA (genetic material) hence
providing a mechanims for cancer. Since RFR is non-ionizing radiation
it is not capable of causing chemical change by this method. In fact no
method is known by which exposure to athermal levels of RFR could
cause
diseases
such
as
cancer
(ARPANSA,
www.
Arpansa.gov.au/mph2.htm, 23 May 2001b [sampled 29 December,
2001])
In public and semi-public fora such as radio programmes, and scientific symposia and
conferences, one can discem the presence of a stigmatising discourse where research
into MP bio-effects is conflated with attributions of magical belief. Ascriptions of this
kind constitute the worst sort of attack on a scientist's credibility precisely because
scientific and magico-religious cosmologies are ideologically thought to be mutually
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exclusive. These attributions of magical thmkuig seem to link with the ortiiodox
emphasis on there being no knovm mechaiusm by which mobile handsets cause harm.

For example, French took part in discussions on a radio talkback programme where
members of the public phoning in suggested research in MP bio-effects might be based
upon magical or mystical thinking.
Presenter: I'm talking to Dr Peter French, the principal scientist at the
Centre of Immunology at St. Vincent's Hospital. We're talking about
the dangers of mobile telephone use ... Let's head to Sydney fust of all
and Joseph, G'day Joseph:
Joseph: Yes, g'day. I think it's totally irresponsible to compare or even
use in the same discussion the concept of children smoking and children
using mobile phones. We know that smoking causes cancer. We don't
even have a hypothetical mechanism for a cause or interaction that
mobile phone radiation can cause any harm.
Presenter: But this latest report is suggesting that we adopt the
precautionary principle as far as younger children being exposed to
mobile phone use is concemed. Don't you think that's a sensible
approach?
Joseph: No 1 don't think it's sensible because there's no mechanism for
interaction. One might hypothesise that sitting in a room with the wall
painted blue causes cancer. There are people who believe, there's
practitioners who say sitting in a room where the walls are blue changes
your temperature or mood. So we could make such a hypothesis and then
we could entertain academics for twenty years trying to prove [it] one
way or the other.
Presenter: Thanks Joseph m Sydney, a sceptic, let's stay, in Sydney
(ABC Radio National, "Austtalia Talks Back", 15* May 2000, emphasis
added).

In this commentary we can at least discem the conflation of MP research with
potentially deviant work into the psychology of colour. There is a sense in which
scientific certainty can never be reached on topics such as these given that such
hypotheses "could entertain academics" for decades without closure. Without some
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explicit mechanism explaining how radiation from mobile phones might cause harm, we
seem left witii mystical theories of action at a distance as is purported in exfra sensory
perception or sorcery.

Another participant in tiie above talk-show made explicit tiie connection between
concems about mobile phone radiation and hysterical and decidedly anti-scientific (if
not pseudo-scientific) collectives:
Presenter: Susan in Dalesford now. Hello Susan.
Susan: Hello Paul. I have to say after my experience in this area I think
this sort of topic is a beat-up. We love to look at all these very remote
and scary chances, the risks tiiat we have like mysterious rays from cell
phones or mobile phone towers rather than the risks of smoking or
sunbaking or driving a car to work. This British group and the expert you
had on fust emphasised that there's no risk proved or demonstrated from
the study that they've done and I just think that coming up with
discussions like this means, it gives the opportunity to everyone who
wants to believe in mysterious and lethal rays and all the anti-scientific
groups and cabals to agitate and promote these misquoted quote
'scientific facts' ... (ABC Radio National, "Australia Talks Back", 15*
May, 2000, emphases added).

What is striking about commentary such as this is the way that scientific curiosity about
RFR effects is recast as an open-door to "polluting" pseudo-scientific interests. Mere
discussion of the topic of MP health effects is sufficient to compromise or "puncture"
the otherwise rigid boundaries of acceptable science. Those who embody mystical and
hysterical beliefs in "lethal rays" are able to "invade" and thus pollute the hallowed
terrains of science. The presence in the discussion of an ostensibly legitimate scientist
such as French does little to attenuate the ascription of MP research as deviant science.

Presenter: Well no, we're not talking about ratbags here. We've got a
principal scientist from the Centre for Immunology at St Vincent's
Hospital, we've got the AMA, a number of responsible groups are
saying, "Well look, we may not know exactly what or if there are any
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direct risks but perhaps we should be just adoptmg the precautionary
principle in case m ten or twenty years time we fmd out that there is an
mcrease in cancer as a result of radiation exposure from mobiles."
Susan: But the radiation from mobiles is so remote and so tiny that even
if there is a risk, the benefits that they confer of bemg able to summon
help quickly, except of course if you live close to Dalesford where we
don't have any coverage, but the benefit. If I had a child of school age, I
would be more than happy to make sure that they had a mobile phone
because I know that if they're on a field trip and had an accident and
were able to call for help, the risk of getting cancer at some remote time
in the future would be far outweighed by the immediate benefit of having
help to hand to solve an emergency or a problem or get the CFA to fight
a bushfire or whatever.
Presenter: Yep, that's a good point Susan. I'll leave it there (ABC
Radio National, "Austtalia Talks Back", 15* May, 2000).

It is interesting to note the temporal differentiation in definitions of risk. Potential longterm effects of cell phone radiation comprise an acceptable risk, compared with shortterm risks of being without wfreless telecommunications if one is sttanded in remote
areas. The fears and dangers of being lost in the wilderness are here attenuated with the
cultural artefact of the mobile telephone — as a commodification of microwave agency as both safe and lifesaving.

Following his initial publications on the subject, French presented some of his fmdings
at an industry-sponsored conference exploring the issue of EMR effects on human
health. French suggests that the presence of members of the Skeptics Society at the
conference did little to increase the scientific respectability of the topic. Given the
mandate of the Skeptics to debunk claims which they deem are beyond the pale
scientifically, their scmtiny of mobile telephone research might contribute to a kind of
pollution by association. On the other hand. Skeptical interest could simply be
explained here as curiosity regarding a seeming breakdown in scientific consensus.
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However, French's anecdote about tiie conference in question suggests tiiat attributions
of magical titinking surround research mto the effects of EM radiation, rendering such
work sufficiently suspect to inspfre investigation by the Skeptics.
PF: And I tiiought to myself tifrs really shows where this field is at. I
mean you wouldn't see a Skeptic at a standard medical or scientific
conference. But there was a bloke tiiere from the Skeptics Society
because tiiey don't believe, the Skeptics, don't believe that there are any
effects of elecfromagnetic fields on people. They think that fr's all
"vibrations" and soft science and left-field science.
ST: As opposed to bemg sceptical about the party line which is that
there are no effects? They're not sceptical about that?
PF: Exactly. They're not sceptical about that, no. Personally Itifrnkthe
Ausfralian Skeptics should be run out of town because I think if you, I
think it is dreadful to be blmkered to new and confroversial ideas. I think
they're a nuisance. I just don't think they're relevant in a free thinking,
creative society. Okay, there are charlatans outtiierebut there's different
ways of dealing with them. I mean I was highly insulted by this bloke
being there. He left before I gave my presentation (French, Interview #1,
10* May, 2001).
Renowned particularly for scrutinising and debunking claims made by altemative health
practitioners, astrologers, psychics or Creationists, the Skeptics see themselves as the
much-needed guardians of the boimdaries of science. French's vision by contrast sees
them as a retarding force impeding the exploration of new ideas and the general
progression of science. As French recognises the mere presence of members of the
Skeptics at a scientific conference on the effects of mobile phone emissions may well
serve to taint or "pollute" the scientific legitimacy of undertaking research into the
subject. At the very least it indicates the field is considered sufficiently suspect or
conttoversial to requfre their scmtiny.
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As part of a strategy aiming to foster scientific collaboration between his group and
other workers in tiie field of MP effects, French hosted a symposium at the Centte for
Immunology featuring an intemational scientist as guest speaker m early 2001. A
molecular biologist of Polish background Dr Leszczynski is employed for the Furnish
equivalent of ARPANSA, Sttik, and has published work showing cellular effects
triggered by MWR exposure. French stumbled upon his work thanks to mtemet
searches undertaken by one of his PhD students and immediately recognised m
Leszczynski a potential collaborator who might lend his own stigmatised research
programme a greater level of acceptability. When dissident workers highlight scientific
work at the intemational level showing similar experimental results they deploy a
cmcial tactic aimed at remediating their blemished status as lone, misguided or
dysfimctional scientists.

Experimental effects observed by Leszczynski include alterations in exposed cells such
as protein phosphorylation, activation and alteration of heat shock protein activity,
effects on the MAP Kinase C pathway and gene expression alterations in p38 MAPK,
PKC pathways (Fieldnotes, 11* February, 2002). My aim here is not to provide a
detailed discussion of Leszczynski's research so much as show how even a researcher
who has found evidence for MP radiation interfering with biological fimction can make
attributions about his field of work as magico-religious. In his paper he posed the
suggestive question: "Mobile Phone Induced Biological Effects: Are They Real or
Some Sort of'Black Magic'" (Fieldnotes, 11* Febmary, 2002). During discussions with
Leszczynski after this presentation he reiterated his early perception of research into the
bio-effects of mobile phone as "black magic" and explained that he only started domg
research in the area after a direct request from his superior, the Director General of
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Sttik. Leszczynski recalls tiie Director General paying an unexpected visfr to his home
late one evening encouraging him to begin experiments into the effects of mobile phone
entissions. In this case at least it seems directives from tiiose m positions of sttiictural
power - botii scientific and bureaucratic - may be required to short-circuit the
perception of "flaky" science. As Douglas has well noted (1986) tiie institiition or
collective confers legitimacy to concepts, things and persons. In this case the head of the
institution conferred sufficient legitunacy to tiie topic promptmg Leszczynski to at least
suspend his negative attributions and begin to undertake work in the area. (Leszczynski
continues to publish on the cellular effects of mobile phone radiation and in mid-2002
made public pronouncements about results indicating cell death or apoptosis might be
triggered by MP emissions.)

Statements constmcting this field of research as a form of magical thinking, serve to
ridicule and stigmatise a fledging area of scholarship cmcial to questions of public
health. Statements such as these bolster orthodox attributions of research into the bioeffects of MPs as suspect or deviant.

During interview discussions about his lack of success in securing funds to further his
work French gave fiirther msights into how the taint of magical thinking seems to
surround his field of work. Alongside a laissez-faire approach privileging MP emissions
as harmless, he suggests attributions of mysticism are cmcial to understanding why his
career opportunities, such as the gamering of research fimds, might have been
hampered.
PF: ... See for years mobile phones weren't covered by standards. It's
only because of the hoo-hah that they're covered under the standards.
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And then of course that creates problems because then where's the
threshold level? David [McKenzie] and I have always said, what we
need to know is what is the threshold at which these effects cut out,
that's the question to ask. Can't get the fundmg. We applied before the
[estabHshment of tiie] EME Committee ... I applied to tiie NHMRC on
my own ... in 1995. And I got a score of 7.9 [out of 10] and the cut off
was 8.0. The following year I had two papers pubhshed, David came on
with the physics. We put m a grant that was much better, much more
thought out. Had new data, had the papers published and so on. The
score: 6.3. We've had ARC grants m; can't get tiie ftmdmg. There are
two reasons. Ffrst of all: it's considered to be unorthodox science.
ST: Why?
PF: Because of the assumption that mobile phones are harmless.
ST: But that's an industry assumption and a government assumption.
PF: It's a community-wide assumption. There's a general assumption in
the community, like the taxi driver who took me back from the ABC
studios when I was on the radio. He said "WTiat do you do?" and I told
him ... He said, "There's no problems with mobile phones is there?
They wouldn't sell them if there was a problem." So that's a tacit tmst
that if it's a big company then, you know. And also it's ... sort of got a
bit of a tinge of the alternative, mystic type-thing with the waves and
emanations.

ST: Can you tell me more about that because I'm not quite sure 1
understand why that's mystical.
PF: You should have come to the conference I organised here several
years ago where we had a group of people who were scientists and had a
group of people who were completely mad. I'm being unkind, but they
were very altemative, very wacko and certainly not scientific at all. And
they're sort of the crystal healing sort of area, of vibrations from things
... So they're quite happy with those sort of mystical interpretations of
how it's this is all happening. It mterferes with your energy, your karma
... doesn't go down well in ortiiodox science. I mean even I don't
believe it and I'm on the fringe of the open-minded in science subjects.
But my colleagues ... would be horrified if I was associated with those
sorts of people. And therefore any sort of tinge of that in a very
competitive world where grant funding is so hard to get, taints you. So
they look for any sort of excuse to thinking this might not be solid.
(French, Interview#l, 10* May, 2000, emphases added).
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As part of his self-avowed strategy of fostering open debate about tiie scientific
confroversy over MP bio-effects, French organised a conference, mentioned above, in
Sydney in 1998 which mterrogated tiie question of how elecfromagnetic fields might
affect human healtii. French suggests that tiie appearance of exponents from tiie New
Age movement blemished his scientific credibility. He attiibutes a kind of "pollution"
by association as being at least partly responsible for the escalation of hostility towards
him and his work.
PF: Oh that harmed me. That was a disaster.
ST: How do you know that that specifically harmed you?
PF: Ah, I don't specifically know that but 1 date from that time the
increased hostility towards me.
ST: But that was never pulled out as a reason why you weren't to
believed or that your scientific credibility ...
PF: It almost was.
ST: By whom?
PF: There was a science writer, there was writer called Stewart Fist who
went along and he wrote an article that was very scathing in terms of
charlatanism and mysticism and so forth and about this conference. And
I managed to get him to suppress it because I said, even though you said
nice things about me, it's just going to do me irreparable damage. But
I'm sure that the industry have it because someone showed it to me
(French, Interview#l, 10* May, 2000).
I mention to French that Fist's journalism {The Australian, 20* April,1999), and website
(http://hyperarchive.lcs.mit.edu/telecom-archives/TELECOM_Digest_Online/1370.
html) seems to support French's case at least in terms of a critique of industry attacks on
the science of MP health effects. However French admits that relations with Fist have
cooled precisely because of the journalist's critique of the conference as supporting or
encouraging mystical beliefs (French, Interview^ 1,10* May, 2000).
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PF: Because of that we had a fallmg out. And I don't have much to do
with him but he's concemed that those sorts of tilings damage the cause
of tiying to argue thmgs (French, Interview #1, 10/05/00).
Attributions of charlatanism and magical titinking surroundmg a conference organised
by French could not but impact his afready beleaguered scientific status.

hi my first interview with Gerard Wordsworth (pseudonym), a Professor of
immunology who heads a major cancer research institute and is a Fellow of the
Australian Academy of Science, he made clear his perception of research into mobile
phone effects as scientifically suspect. During a discussion of cancer aetiology he
constructs as ludicrous the notion that microwaves from mobile phones might be
carcinogenic.

GW: So there are three sources of carcinogens, aren't there, there's
irradiation of various sorts, including ultra-violet which produces skin
cancer melanoma, the Hiroshoma bomb, the gamma radiation this sort of
thing. What I think is a real furphy, what some people call electtomagnetic field irradiation from mobile phones. Have you got a mobile
phone?
ST: No.
GW: The power lines and this sort of thing. That type of irradiation is
actually part and parcel of electromagnetic energy and it really should be
kept quite separate from irradiation that clearly cause cancer like gamma
rays. X-rays and ultraviolet. But that's one of those areas where there's a
great deal of confroversy. We've done some work in this here and I think
we really need to keep it quite separate (Wordsworth, Interview #1, 28*
July, 1998).

In this unprompted juxtaposition of real versus false causes of cancer we can discem the
reconstmction of research into the bio-effects of mobile phones as a "furphy" and thus
scientifically beyond the pale. This seems all the more counterintuitive given that this
informant was a co-author of the Repacholi et al (1997) study which found significant
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evidence (a 2.4 fold risk) for the carcinogenic potential of mobile phone radiation, hi a
follow-up interview I asked him specifically to address tiie implications of the Adelaide
Hospital study his statements involve a seeming denigration of the study he was directiy
involved with. We find recourse here to a now familiar tactic of questionmg the
rationality of the findings because there is uncertainty over mechanisms by which EM
fields from cell phones might cause harm.
ST: What about tiie Adelaide Hospital research on two-fold increase in
tumours ... ?
GW: ... [E]ssentially what was done there to remind you, was that we
got together and said, 'Okay, how do we contract 30 years exposure or
latent period between exposure and possible development of cancer into
two or three years. So we took a cancer-causing gene which gives a
certain incidence of cancer - 20% - and we used that as a sentinel so that
if you then expose that animal over [an] 18 [month] to two-year period of
its natural life, on a regular basis to electromagnetic fields of the type
emitted by digital mobile phones, maybe, the incidence of cancer will
uicrease. And we did exactly the same thing for elecfromagnetic fields
from the overhead power lines and the bottom Ikie was no increase at
four doses with the overheard power line frequencies but 18-40%
[increase m] lymphomas, a very particular tumour [at mobile phone
frequencies] ... Yes it surprised us. In retrospect we could have done
better in terms of how we exposed the aiumals and the study is now
being repeated by a different group using graded doses. So we used only
one dose. ... So you remember that from science at school, you need to
do a range of doses and it'll be extremely interesting to see. Because
again it was sub-thermal, there was no heating effects that could be
detected and cancer's caused by not a single mutation, but a series of
mutations. So we were using a gene that had a single mutation in it but
for that animal to develop cancer, there would need to be a series of other
mutations. So if you could achieve the goal of developing a believable
model which would telescope 35 years in humans down to 2 years in a
month, that would be wonderful. And I stiU think the philosophy was
right but the jury is still out on that because there's no rational
explanation. There's no rational explanation for why there should be an
increase in cancer when, you know, you 're simply adding a little bit to
an enormous sea (f electromagnetic fields.
ST: ... So do you feel that the two-fold uicrease in tiiose particular
fransgenic mice was an artefact or was there something actually going
on?
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GW: Well there were a hundred mice in each group, so statistically the
power was there to get a significant result. But, [sighs] it would be nice
to have an explanation (Wordsworth, Interview #2, 12* May 2000,
emphasis added).

A commentary pubhshed m The Scientist (Rajan, 25* June, 2001) dfrectly addresses the
nub of the issue at stake here - namely the question whether scientific research
axiomatically requfres a proven theory of mechanism to be seen as legitimate.
Pathologist Dr Rajan points out that a host of innovations in biomedical science have
come about even in the absence of a complete understanding of biological mechanisms.
The reference in question was brought to my attention by French who was keen to
impress upon me the complexity in scientific approaches to questions of mechanism.
I would argue that by and large, clinical medicine has developed through
empiricism and phenomenology, and the understanding of mechanism(s)
has not necessarily been a prerequisite for enormous usefuhiess. For
instance, William Withering in his humility heeded the belief of lay
people in his general practice that a certain plant was helpful in the
treament of dropsy. In 1765, he wrote his canonical monograph on its
use. Over past 200 years, digitalis and its glycosides have been tiie
mainstay of therapy in cardiac disease (Rajan, 2001: 6).
Rajan (2001: 6) points out that a mechanism for the biological activity of digitalis has
only begun to be understood in the last two decades. The implications are that certainty
regarding mechanisms of natural agency are not axiomatic to useful and laudable
innovation in the sciences. Nevertheless the bias agamst phenomenological reporting m
the biomedical and biological sciences at least seems a significant stmctural blockage to
the acceptance of innovative ideas.

A letter ofresponse to Raj an's commentary {The Scientist, 20* August 2001: 6) by a
Professor of Chemistiy and Biochemistiy uses another example often cited in the
history and sociology of scientific knowledge - tiie theory of continental drift - to press
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home the point that ignorance about mechanism is not synonymous with fallacious or
deviant science.
Let me sfrongly second tiie view of T.V. Rajan (25 June, 2001) that a
lack of understanding of mechanism should not invalidate the
recognition of scientific phenomena. The most egregious example of
mechaiustic thinking unpeding scientific progress is that of continental
drift. Alfred Wegener in Germany (1910) and F. B. Taylor in America
(1908) proposed this theory, but lack of a plausible mechanism prevented
most geologists from acceptuig the hypothesis for 50 years despite the
obvious fit of tiie contments of Afiica and Soutii America. Only the
discovery of sea floor spreading in the 1960s tumed the tide. A plausible
mechanism, convection cmrents, later followed, but the mechanism
lagged the recognition of the phenomenon. Theories need to fit facts, not
the reverse (Sttom, 2001: 6).
Discussions such as these in legitimate scientific publications suggest an ongoing debate
about the importance of mechanism in pursuing new fields of scientific research. In this
context scientific curiosity need not wait for an exhaustive theory of mechanistic causeand-effect to pursue questions cmcial to human health.

French succinctly put this case to me in one of our informal discussions: "Just because
we don't know the mechanism doesn't mean it doesn't exist" (fieldnotes, August 2001).
As I will explore below, and in Chapter Four, French and his collaborators aim to set up
a field of specialty for themselves by testing a particular theory of mechaiusm which,
paradoxically, relies upon repair proteins ("chaperones") as the potential agents of illhealth.
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(iii) (c) Building up Orthodox Certainty Through Metaphorical Redescriptions of
EMR: Homogenismg & Dichotomising the EM Spectrum

Let us explore further discursive techniques which reinforce the orthodox position on
MPHEs. Here I will show how the technique of "homogenismg" the electtomagnetic
spectrum collapses the potentially variable biological effects of EM energy at various
frequencies.
ST: Another recent controversy that's been in the media quite a lot over
the last few months, and fiinnily enough, we talked about in '98, and you
mentioned the "furphy" of the presumed health effects of mobile phone
and microwave radiation. And that's certainly been in the media a lot
recently and there's been coverage of research both nationally and
internationally and concems in that respect. What are your feelings on
the emergence of these new studies and presumed health effects?
GW: I was I must say faintly amused by the fact that the focus of
attention with mobile phone emissions on brain tumours so somebody
devises a remote system and now the remote system of producing
adverse effects. I think the situation basically hasn't changed and I
perhaps I should reiterate what I said to you before. Think of the effects
of electromagnetic fields as being short-term, relatively immediate and
long-term. If we take the short-term effects, we are exposed to a sea of
fields, as your eyelashes flicker, and you cough and splutter and your
heart beats and your brain works, you're emitting magnetic fields all the
time. And think of the earth's magnetic field. We need to put any shortterm effects from other magnetic fields m that sort of context and you
will get, if you use a mobile phone a short-term increase in magnetic
fields to whichever part of the body your phone is exposing you. But
it's, in the greater scheme of things, whether you're asleep, awake, here,
there, up in the sky in an aeroplane, you're exposed to [radiation] all the
time (1). And I mean, basically, we know a great deal about the
elecfromagnetic spectrum (2). That's good, solid, black and white
physics (3). And I find it very difficuti, 18 months down the ttack since
we last spoke to envisage how a small addition to electromagnetic fields
that we're exposed to is going to have short-term adverse effects (4)
(Prof Gerard Wordsworth, hiterview, 12* May 2000).
In statement (1) and the discourse immediately precedmg it, there is a sense in which
the human body is "bathed" in a "sea" of elecfromagnetic (EM) fields. There is an
assumption visible here that the body is resilient to electtomagnetic fields precisely
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because it is constantiy surrounded and engulfed by them. Indeed tiie body cannot avoid
EM exposure. EM fields exist botii withm and beyond tiie contours of tiie body and
their ubiquity seems conflated witii harmlessness. EM fields emerge from these kmds of
depictions as the inert and aether-like medium in which corporeality is embedded.

Corporeal fimction creates its own EM fields ("...As your eyelashes flicker, and you
cough and splutter and your heart beats and your brain works, you're emitting magnetic
fields aU the tune..."); likewise the "body" of the planet we inhabfr possesses a
magnetic field to which we are perpetually exposed ("... And think of the earth's
magnetic field ...").

Statement (1) sets up a worldview or cosmology where the

ubiquitous is identical with the benign. As a consequence to suggest that a resource
cenfral to the daily life of a society might be dangerous is akin to a form of heresy
which undermines the very categories which construct an ordered cosmology. In such a
worldview, the suggestion that the ubiquitous mobile phone might prove dangerous
would seem analogous to theridiculousclaim that air or water is bad for one's health.

With statements (2) and (3) there is clear assertion about scientific certainty and
specifically about the certainty of physics, ttaditionally thought of as the "hardest" and
most "black and white" of sciences. We move from cosmological and ontological
levels of reasoning found in statement (1) to the epistemological.

There is a discursive "sleight of hand" at work here where statement (2) ("we know a
great deal about the elecfromagnetic spectrum") is meant to atiay any concems about
the scientific uncertauity and dissent surrounding the MP EMR issue. To "know a great
deal" about the physics of the electromagnetic spectmm is not equivalent to havmg an
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exhaustive knowledge of the same, nor, mdeed, its fiill range of uiteractions witii
biological systems. Nevertiieless the emphatic nature of statement (2) constincts as
solid, concrete, and certam that very thmg rendered uncertam m the work of dissidents
such as French et al. Taken together statements (2) and (3) discursively upgrade the
certainty of the orthodox position by collapsing or homogenismg tiie potentially
different biological effects of different frequencies of electtomagnetic radiation.

Statement (3) ("That's good, solid, black and white physics") is the linchpin in this
stance precisely because physics is seen within and beyond the scientific community as
the ultimate science, the "hardest' of sciences and thus as unequivocal. The
"homogenisation" (for want of a better term) of the EM spectrum is vmdicated by
emphasising its basis in "good, solid, black and white physics". The string of emphatic
qualifiers in this phrase - terms such as "solid" and "black and white" used to describe
physics - rhetorically amplify the certainty of the orthodox position while also
reinforcing a clearly stmctured (in the Levi-Sttaussian sense), essentialised or
dichotomised cosmos. Physics has ttaditionally constituted the exemplar of the
scientific method. Even in the history of a social science such as sociology, the quest for
epistemological legitimation involved mimicking the presumed objectivity and
neuttality of physics (see especially Proctor 1992 on this point) by use of quantitative
methods such as scaled surveys. The persuasiveness of such discourse is based upon a
commonplace deference to physics as the most objective of knowledges.

The concluding statement (4) of the above paragraph ("And I fmd it very difficult, 18
months down the ttack since we last spoke to envisage how a small addition to
electtomagnetic fields that we're exposed to is going to have short-term adverse
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effects") makes explicit tiie agenda of tiiose preceding: doubt is cast upon dissident
work (and public concems) suggesting mobile phone radiation may be harmful. The
possibility tiiat different types (or more correctiy different energy levels) of
elecfromagnetic radiation might lead to divergent biological effects seems undemuned
as a trivial quantitative difference in exposure.

As we saw m tiie hegemonic discourses provided by tiie Ausfralian industiy regulator
ARPANSA, discussion about the healtii effects of mobile phones being confroversial
often relies upon a process of dichotomisation. This is where the radiofrequency range
microwave emitted by mobile phones is confrasted with higher frequency parts of the
electromagnetic spectmm such as UV and X-rays and gamma rays. Thus the higher
frequency radiation such as ionising gamma rays and X-rays are acknowledged as
causing corporeal harm, such as genetic mutations and DNA sfrand breaks. Orthodox
scientific boundary workers such ARPANSA provide discourses that set up certain
stmctural oppositions particularly with respect to discussions conttasting the biological
effects of ionising radiation and non-ionising radiation, and essentialist definitions of
"thermal" versus "athermal" effects of MP microwaves. Such essentialist binary
oppositions constmct a position of certainty and authority over the natural agencies at
hand. In this way orthodox discourse constmcts mobile phones - as emitters of nonionising electtomagnetic radiation - as inert and safe for users. We see this view
reinforced by elite scientists whose work and disciplinary affiliation intersects with the
study of MP bio-effects.

Let us retum to the interview discourse from one of our elite interlocuters.
Wordsworth's depictions of the EMR spectrum remforces its ubiquity and homogeneity.
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This is the view where a "small addition" of energy provided by mobile phone
emissions could not possibly prove harmful, given our contmuous exposure to a
homogenised EM spectrum. Recalling the last quote above, we found Wordsworth
proposmg a linear, essentialist and unproblematic view of how EMR from MPs might
interact with biological systems. Given tiiat Peter French's work has been criticised by
industiy for showing "wmdow effects" m cell responses after MWR exposure, 1 wanted
to see what a scientist in the field might think about such complex and non-linear
biological responses to MP emissions.
ST: But isn't some of the Australian research looking at specific
frequencies not in terms of linear effects but certain windows of
frequencies that are having effects?
GW: Oh yes. The spectrum takes you from extremely low frequency,
which is what you're exposed to from power luies up to, you know, radar
frequencies. X-rays and Gamma-rays and you know if you have a X-ray,
people are now fafrly happy that what you're exposed to is not dangerous
but it's very much higher in terms of energy exposure than using mobile
phone.
ST: But I suppose there's talk of cumulative effects, rather than just oneoff effects.
GW: But what I'm saying to you is you live in a sea of electtomagnetic
fields of different frequencies, different energies. You use a computer,
you're generating fields here. You got to the doctor, you have an MRI
and you get a huge [original emphasis] dose, but nobody doubts (1). I
think short-term effects, what we're talking about is sub-thermal effects
and something you can't measure (2). You see certaui electro-magnetic
fields like an MRI will in fact increase, say, the temperature to the brain
by over 1 to 1.5 degrees and that's going to have a short-term effect, so I
have yet to be convinced on that. Longer-term effects which is really,
you know, increasing the risk of cancer or degenerative disorders is, ah,
there is no evidence for that (3). And how can there be? Because if you
were exposed - a person I knew very well at the medical school here died
of mesothelioma and never smoked and done anything bad like that. Do
you know where he was exposed to the asbestos? In his cubby tree house
when he was a kid. And it took 34 years before being exposed to a
known carcinogen to develop cancer. So mobile phones came in 1987.
The technology's changmg, the frequencies are changing and 13 years
later it would be exfraordinary if, even if this tumed out to be a
carcinogen, which I would doubt. It just doesn't make sense to be
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makfrig claims and tiiere really is no convincmg evidence yet (4)
(Wordswortii,friterview#2, 12*^ May 2000).

Statement (1) shows a tactic of "homogenisation" which allows tiie uncertainty caused
by dissident work to be deflected. As mentioned above, homogenisation refers to the
way in which the different biological effects of different frequencies of EM radiation
are collapsed. All parts of the EM spectrum are characterised as having similar
interactions with biological systems. Cosmological certainty (in the anthropological
sense) is constracted by suggesting mobile phone use is equivalent to "safe" (i.e.
accepted) forms of EM exposure (such as computer use or diagnostic techniques using
magnetic resonance imaging).

Rather than addressing the question of "window effects" directly, we also find here the
retum of a dichotomous vision of EM radiation in terms of its potential to harm (2), a
characterisation which seems paradoxical when adumbrated by the homogenisation of
the EM spectrum. Here the effects of MP exposure comprise "sub-thermal" effects
which are posited as harmless by definition and as beyond the panopticon of scientific
measurement. In line with the following set of oppositions, mobile phone microwave
radiation is to ionising radiation as the harmless is to the harmful, thus:
MP MWR : ionising radiation :: harmless : harmful

Further, orthodox depictions of "sub-thermal" or "athermal" levels of radiation emitted
by MPs become reinforced here as not simply benign but, crucially for our purposes, as
unmeasurable. Thus:
Sub-thermal effects: thermal effects :: immeasurable : measurable.
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If 'sub-thermal' effects of mobile phone radiation are by defmition unable to be
observed and measured or quantified by the methods of science, then studies exploring
the biological effects of such exposures fall perilously close to being pseudo-scientific.
Recalling from Chapter Two the ideological definitions of science in essentialist terms
fashioned particularly by Karl Popper, a scientific theory or hypothesis is one that can
be operationalised, tested or measured, and potentially replicated or falsified. If subthermal or athermal effects of mobile phones cannot by definition be measured, then
any worker exploring this phenomenon seems implicitly tarnished as a pseudo-scientist.
Through these kinds of depictions, research into the health effects of MP radiation
might well be seen as unfalsifiable and therefore as equivalent to purportedly "deviant"
research into evanescent phenomena such as ESP, apparitions and near-death
experiences.

However, there is an additional tactic visible here to degrade research on MP bio-effects
which might well be called the strategic juxtaposition of the "dangerous". While X-rays
are clearly acknowledged as being capable of harming biological systems, a single dose
for diagnostic purposes is posited in commonsensical terms as being harmless. If we
accept as a community that a single X-ray is not so much "dangerous" as acceptable
given its short-term diagnostic benefits then the positmg of mobile phones as potentially
harmful - as useful and ubiquitous as they are - emerges as so much scare-mongering.
As emitters of non-ionising radiation which orthodox science posits as harmless (except
for thermal levels of exposure), mobile phones are cast by such discourse as unfafrly
vilified, hi this way public concems about holding microwave emitters close to the head
seem humiliated as a form of paranoia. Sunilarly, scientific research explormg the
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potential harm caused by mobile phone nticrowaves seems implicitiy downgraded as a
form of hysteria.

In statements (3) ("Longer-term effects which is really, you know, increasing the risk of
cancer or degenerative disorders is, ah, there is no evidence for that") and (4) ("It just
doesn't make sense to be making claims and there really is no convincing evidence
yet"), we witness the tactic of camouflaging, explored in industry and government
discourses above, whereby studies showing potentially harmful health effects of mobile
phones are rendered invisible. Statements utilising unequivocal assertions obscure the
very existence, not simply the legitimacy, of dissident work showing health effects of
MPs. Statements suggesting there is "no evidence" for "longer-term effects" of mobile
phone use, or that "there really is no convincing evidence yef' work to displace
uncertainty about the orthodox position caused by dissident work. An economical and
effective way of doing so is by rendering dissident work invisible - pretending it does
not exist. This sttategy - like Bentham's panopticon - requires far less disciplinary
effort on the part of orthodox institutions than acknowledging and engaging with a
dissenting stance or (re)constmcting it as worthy of neglect, suspicion or derision.

(iii) (d) Insulting the Methods of Biological Science: Rendering Science Impotent

The most sttiking stigmatisation of dissenting work in the field of MP bio-effects
mvolves undermining the legitimacy and validity of different research methodologies
tiiey employ. When not directiy attributed to a particular worker or a particular study,
tiie denigration of research methods which would otherwise be deemed useful, reliable,
generalisable in the course of "normal" and unconttoversial work can be seen as the
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implicit stigmatisation of dissidents. This is because tiiese kmds of attributions deride
the field of research rather than the particular sttidy or tiie particular worker.
Nevertheless negative atttibutions about metiiods deployed to study a confroversial
topic such as the health effects of mobile succeed in tamtmg anyone entering such a
field. While the methods of science can be rendered unpotent and thus 'insulted' ui an
abstract or generalised way that avoids downgrading mdividual workers or specific
studies, still the result is the social constmction of a field as scientifically suspect. Put
sunply the attribution of certain scientific methods and disciplines as impotent to
address the issue of MP bio-effects constitutes an indirect or implicit form of
stigmatisation for specific work and workers in this field.

We have already seen how orthodox representations by hegemonic players (such as
ARPANSA) render research on MP bio-effects invisible. Fostering or reproducing
ignorance is thus a cmcial orthodox tactic by which dissidents are suppressed. When
dissident studies are acknowledged to exist we explored how orthodox discourses
reconstmct these studies in essentialist terms as simply "confroversial", "unfounded",
"unreplicated" or "unconfirmed", or as suspect because the data lacked a "sacred"
feature such as a linear dose response curve.

Exfraordinarily, even researchers directly involved with studies showing health effects
of MP MWR may deny the validity and public healtii unplications of theu work.
Whether by intent or by defaufr such atfributions preserve and protect tiie mdustry and
government assumption that cell phones are perfectly safe. For instance we recall at the
start of tills chapter how Dr. Michael Repacholi (now with the WHO), denied the
implications of tiie Telsfra fimded Royal Adelaide Hospital mouse study which bears
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his name (Repachoh et al 1997). Similarly interview discussions with a FeUow of tiie
Austtalian Academy of science directiy involved witii tiie Repacholi sttidy, seems to
downgrade the validity of tius experimental work particularly be recourse to questions
of uncertainty over mechanism.

The AusfraUan federal government response to the sttidy also implicitly protects
mdustry assertions tiiat tiiefr product poses no risk to tiie community. In what clearly
constitutes a public denouncement oftiieAdelaide Hospital mouse study, the Australian
Federal minister for Telecommunications, Senator Richard Alston degraded or
undermined its scientific methodology particularly ui terms of its ramifications for the
public health issue surrounding mobile phones.
If there are mice in the community who are genetically predisposed to
developing lymphoma they would be well advised not to use mobile
phones. That applies to rats as well. I should say we are not in the
business of trying to frighten everyone out of using mobile phones
(quoted in Insight, SBS, 6 April 2000).
What is striking about this statement is how scientific methods - in this case animal
experimental models - otherwise deemed crucial to medical and pharmaceutical
research (and central to the delineation of "tme" carcinogens such as benzedrene, as
witnessed in the ARPANSA discourse above), are rendered impotent in assessing the
risk of mobile phones. In this sense animal experimental models are cast as liminal or
categorically ambiguous scientific procedures rife with uncertainty when it comes to
understanding human biological agency exposed to MP radiation.

Arguments such as these might well be expected from industry spokespersons wishing
to avoid litigation while protecting shareholder profits, or even from government
ministers with clear political-econonuc interests in mamtaining the status quo. More

surprismg, however, is the deployment of such equivocal culttu-al logic amongst
biological and biomedical scientists.

In interviews where abstract discussions about tiie relative merits of biological research
methods are juxtaposed with consideration of techiuques used m mobile phone research,
elite interlocuters provide discourses showing the negotiated nature or situatedness of
boundary work in science, hi particular cellular and aitimal studies emerge as unpotent
when addressing tiie question of MP radiation effects on health. Such attributions can be
seen to contrast witii those found in promotional material from one of Austtalia's
leading biomedical research institutes. Interview discussions with two elite (FAA)
informants in particular highlight discursive tactics which serve both to suppress and
stigmatise dissident work on cell phone radiation while also "insulting" experimental
methods in the biological sciences. The usual epistemological potency of scientific
methods is rendered inert and even downgraded when turned upon a seemingly polluted
and polluting topic of research. As we explore these interview exttacts, commentary is
provided to show how the strategic colonisation of scientific uncertainty stigmatises
dissidents. At the same time such arguments will be shown to undermine and humiliate
the interests of public health as well as the epistemological authority of science.

The most astounding form of degradation to the dissenting science in this case study,
then, sees biological scientists denigrating the methods they would otherwise deploy as
valid, acceptable and clearly laudable in the course of thefr everyday scientific work.

Scientific methods such as cell and animal studies seem to be constmcted as
unproblematic and innovative when applied to less confroversial fields of research.
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What matters in the biological and medical sciences is what happens m
the mtact body ultimately. But if you're going to tiy and work out how
tiie liver fimctions or malfimctions, it's very difficult and go and look in
vivo because there are so many variables and so many different factors at
stake. So what one does is say, okay, there are multiple ways in which
we could explain this, but we're going to take the sample of liver cells
and put it up in the test tube and go through it in a simplistic manner
until we 've built up a rather more accurate picture of how the liver
functions. And then of course, yes, you go back in vivo. And what's
known as the Cartesian approach to science is exttemely fashionable.
Have gene will travel [and] discover a gene. But the cmcial issue, and
perhaps I can illusfrate what I'm talkmg by referring to tiie Human
Genome Project. Every week ui the newspaper you see, okay, there's a
hundred thousand genes. We're ... discovering gene number 75,000,
78,000, 81,000 and by 2003 we'll have 100,000. What is really meant is
that tiie stmcture of the individual genes will be known by 2002, or 2003
[or] a few years later, where they are located in the DNA of the
chromosomes will be knovm. But when it comes working out how the
human body operates, what we really want to know is what those genes
are doing and we most certainly want to know what they are doing
normally before we can work out how mutations in the genes are going
to cause disease. And that will be another 20 plus years. And so you can
do all this Cartesian in vitro work to look at structure and location but
ultimately function is what matters. And fimction has to be tested in vivo
(Prof Wordsworth, Interview #2, 12* May, 2000, emphases added)

Genetic, cellular and animal studies together provide a valid triangulation of methods in
the biomedical sciences. In this context these methods are seen as different yet equally
valid means of providing insights into biological agency. What is more, molecular and
cellular biology seem cmcisd for understanding fundamental structure and function in
organisms.

Promotional material from the Garvan Institute of Medical Research, in Sydney, also
shows how a combination of research modalities appears valued and valid in research
areas such as diabetes, osteoporosis, neurobiology and cancer. Research into the
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biochemical mechanisms regulating msului production and action undertaken by tiie
Garvan Institute involve scmtiny of ceUular agency:
The Cell Signalling Group is seekmg to define the biochemical pathways
that regulate msului production and action - work which has enormous
relevance to the prevention and unproved tteatment of diabetes. Much of
the group's current research is concenttated on the insulin-producmg
cells of the pancreas ... (Garvan Institute of Medical Research,
Metabolism Research Program, n.d.a. [circa 1998]).
Another promotional brochure from the same medical mstittition sttesses the
importance of finding solutions to the public health and economic costs of osteoporosis.
Here researchers aim to address these concems through an ecumenical methodological
approach.
For many years Garvan's Bone & Mineral scientists have been
addressing these issues through a far-reaching program that combmes
clinical, molecular and cellular research. This unique approach has been
responsible from some major breakthroughs - breakthroughs that have
led to many intemational and commercial collaborations (Garvan
Institute of Medical Research, Bone & Mineral Research Program, n.d.a
[c. 1998]).

The same kind of confidence in the utility of cell studies, in concert with other forms of
biological research is evidenced in the description of a cancer research program.
With 7000 new cases of breast cancer in Austtalia every year and seven
deaths a day, h is hardly surprising that nearly 75% of the Program's
research effort is devoted to the study of breast cancer - its genetic,
molecular and cellular biology - a program aimed at discovering new
targets for tteatment and prevention ... The Cancer Program's sttength in
molecular and cellular biology has also opened up new areas of research
opportunity in prostate, ovarian and head and neck cancers (Garvan
Institute of Medical Research, Cancer Research Program, n.d.a [c.
1998]).
There is no sense in these kinds of depictions of cellular studies comprising anythmg
but useful, reliable and valid forms of method in science. In the context of promotional
discourse aiming to inspfre financial support for its research programs, cellular biology
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appears as anythmg but Imunal or deviant. Sunilarly interview discourse remforces tius
confidence in the variety of different methodological approaches used in contemporary
biological research.
One of the plusses of the recent molecular revolution is tiiat there are
now available genetic models of human disease. There are two types:
the fransgenics are when you fransfer a gene, could be a human gene,
which you think causes or prevents disease and you can test that over
reasonable period of time. And that's what we used in this particular
study. What's even neater now is that you can say okay we think that
human gene 66,102 might cause or prevent disease X. So we go find the
equivalent gene in the mouse, because you know DNA is made of
identical building blocks ui all species and you knock it out. And you
just knock out, remove from the germluie, the embryo ... that one gene
and then you let the offsprmg grow up and see whether they're
susceptible or resistant to a certain disease. So these, what I call genetic
models of human disease are going to be very important to proving what
we were discussing before and that is that the ultimate test in the case of
biological and medical research is to see what the function of that gene is
in vivo. And this is a very nice way of domg it (Wordsworth, Interview
#2, 19/05/00).

If a company comes out especially with a new dmg and it's just released
or about to be released or just come out of clinical trials, and to use that
example again, for osteoporosis, then we may, it may be of great benefit
to our research to use this sort of drug to understand osteoporosis a little
bit more. And so we can use it various animal models to see what it
actually does to the thickness of the bones or whether it stimulates this
sort of cell or that sort of cell and we've had a few cases where we've
been in that sort of position and we're certainly found some pretty good
stuff and it has been difficult because we are a little bit tom between
wanting to promote the dmg to patients because it truly is something
good but reahsing that we've got to be careful that the companies don't
oversell it or don't ovemse our endorsement of it (Professor Forsyth,
Interview #2, 11* May, 2000, emphases added).

In absttact discussions about innovations m the biological sciences, research methods
such as in vivo animal studies and in vitro cellular studies are cast as vital parts of the
research methodology "palette'. Similarly, anudst interview discussions about the pros
and cons of receiving fimds from the private sector and in particular, testing the efficacy
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of a new pharmaceutical, we fmd attributions of animal experimental models and
cellular stiidies which clearly render tiiem as anointed scientific metiiods.

Once discussion of mobile phone health effects is broached, tiie epistemological vahdity
of these very same methods seems, at worst, to vanish, or, at best, to become equivocal,
uncertain and thus potentially suspect. The scientific boundary work of hegemonic
stakeholders such as WHO, tiie mobile telecommunications mdustty and NH&MRC
seem reinforced in interview discussions with elite scientists who denounce the validity
or utility of cellular research or animal experiments for yielding insights into bio-effects
of mobile phones.
GW: People are allegmg headaches or problems with memory and so on,
you've got to be able to design reasonable experiments to test that
directly in humans. It's a complete waste of time doing it in anunals.
ST: Why?
GW: I think that exposing cells in a test-tube to electromagnetic fields of
various sorts is a waste of time.
ST: Why?
GW: On the grounds that what we need to know is what it does in vivo.
Not just to individual cells but at least to individual tissues and if people
are getting headaches and memory loss, then we need to look at the
human brain and looking at, you know, the rat brain, 1 think is a waste of
time. Looking at individual cells from a brain in a test-tube and saying,
'Yes, well they change" is a waste of time (Wordsworth, Interview#2,
19* May, 2000).
Both animal and cellular experiments are cast as useless, as a "waste of time" when it
comes to addressing the specific issue of mobile phone radiation effects. In other
contexts animal experiments and cellular studies allow for legitimate insights into
biological agency. That legitimacy vanishes in the specific context of controversial
work such as the health effects of mobile phones. In the interview discourse that
follows we watch what almost appears to be a confiised folk theory about the power of
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scientific methods, and specifically, the legitimacy of animal studies. In the absfract,
animal studies providefi-uitfulinsights into the workings of biological systems. In the
specific case of cell phone health effects research this confidence seems to vanish.
ST: I wanted to ask about the ambiguities around using animal models
because 1 think what we're talking about is scientific imcertainty and the
fact that if there are deleterious health effects in animal models, what are
the problems in making an inference across to our species. And if there
aren't health effects, is it acceptable to say that there won't be health
effects in humans? That kind of ambiguity in animal models.
GW: Yes well, nothing like the refrospect scope to deal with that. Some
people, some colleagues of mine who are clinicians believe that doing
research in animals is a waste of time. I happen not to agree with that.
Because if you're really looking at fundamental processes, they're going
to be shared between different biological systems.
ST: At what level, though? The genetic level, the cellular level, the
tissue level?
GW: At the genetic and how, because the gene that controls a certain
function in a mouse, if it's an important function is going to be identical
or almost identical to the gene that conttols that function in humans
(Wordsworth, Interview #2, 19* May 2000).
Here we retum to a vision of animal models as veridical proxies for human biology
precisely because the genetic level of biological agency is identical in both. When
responding to his own colleagues' scepticism about the utility of animal studies this
elite interiocuter is emphatic about his disagreement. However in the interview
discourse that unmediately follows the above quotes we can observe the ambiguous or
liminal status of animal models of human disease. Conceptions about the utility of
animal experiments move back and forth between negative and positive attributions,
from uncertauity to certainty and back agam to doubt.
GW: So I think one's fully justified in, now that we've got the new
molecular technology available in saying that certain animal models are
very valid and they are an extremely effective way of not just of testing
for the carcuiogenic effects of something over a relatively short period of
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time, but they're useful for testmg a new dmg or a new vaccine because
we always worry, don't we, about some of the important new therapeutic
like chemo-prophylaxis, you know where you use a hormone inhibitor tamoxofen - for 20 years in healtiiy people like you witii a family history
of breast cancer ui the hope tiiat it will reduce your chance of gettmg it.
it takes 20 years to fmd out the answer and fri tiie mean tune perhaps all
sorts of other things are going wrong. So if you can test that ui a realistic
genetic model of human breast cancer, and you get a positive answer,
then you've got to do the experiment agam and you've got to check it
out. And you start thinking, well, you know, you can't give that
freatment a completely clean bill of health, in the same way that you
can't give mobile phones a completely clean bill of health.
ST: So you think the jury's still out on the health effects of mobile
phones?
GW: It is yes. I mean ... it is extremely difficult to at a superficial level
to translate what you've discovered in the mouse to humans because
humans and mice are obviously grossly [original emphasis] different ...
but what we're talking about for the first time, you see this is tunehonoured stuff, remember thalidomide. It didn't cause terrible
deformities in guinea pigs, rabbits and rats. That's where it was tested for
toxicity but it did in humans. The more we leam about genes, the more
relevant you can make an animal model (Wordsworth, Interview #2, 19*
May 2000).

When the topic shifts to the specific case of how microwave radiation from mobile
phones affects human health, an epistemological crisis appears. Now the biological
agency of experimental animals and humans is rhetorically amplified; it is cast as
"grossly different". Those scientific methods cast upon the embodied agency of
experimental animals appear fragile and ambiguous, unable to provide veridical insights
into human biology.

The interview discourse provided by Professor Michael Forsyth [pseudonym], FAA, a
senior molecular biologist from an Austtalian medical research institute, makes clear the
confradictions regarding the relative merits of cell, animal and studies in humans.
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MF: ... But I tiunk - and this is a judgement call and I'm
probably totally wrong - at this point m time, to take some cells
in culture or a mouse and sort of zaptiiemwith microwaves from
mobile phones and see a few changes, I think is almost
meaningless at this point in tune.
ST: Why is that meaningless?
MF: Well because it's such a, I mean to get any sort of those
changes, the systems you have to use are so artificial - I mean
there's no doubt radiation will cause some changes to different
things. Now looking at human cells in the human body and a
mobile phone emission is very different from zapping some cells
in some sort of microwave. I mean people need to be start[ing] to
do it and having said that we've helped out some people at the
Centte for Immunology who are doing some of those thuigs. It
veers off the ttack a bit - at a scientific level at this stage it's not
something that we'd be particularly, that we think would be
useful for us to get mvolved in (Forsyth, Interview #2, 11* May,
2000, emphases added).

While abstract or general descriptions of scientific innovation case methods such as cell
studies or animal experimental models as laudable, in the context of the mobile phone
controversy the potency of science to know is rendered ambiguous, even impotent. Cell
and animal studies now emerge as "artificial". The implication at work is that these
kinds of studies do not provide valid insights on how biological systems respond to
microwave radiation under normal circumstances. The work of dissident scientists such
as French whose specialty is working on cells in culture is implicitly dowmgraded even
while the techniques he deploys are explicitly insulted. Describing such work as
"artificial" or "meanmgless" also serves to upgrade the uncertamty of such scientific
methods. These attributions must constitute one of the worst kinds of degradation for
those scientists utilising cell or animal studies. Moreover the use of the words 'zap' or
'zappuig' seems to trivialise and ridicule experimental work where cultured cells or
experunental animals are used as sentinels. This terminology is reminiscent of language
used in 1950s science fiction films or comic books and, as French noted in our second
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interview togetiier (24* September 2000), seems mcongmous to describe tiie work of a
fellow scientists exploring the biological effects of MP radiation.

When we look at the ascriptions surroimdmg French and his work specifically, tiiis
language of degradation is a centtal feature of tiie scientific boundary work at play.

MF: The Centte for Immunology or one particular guy there has for
some time had this thing about mobile phones and radiation [1] and
[pause] and has been basically bombarding cells m culture looking for
changes [2]... that's where we came in, where we helped out. We've
got a rather large programme looking at neuronal regeneration and
culturing, as you may or may not know, one of the few neurons in the
body which regenerates and divides are the olfactory neurons which give
you your sense of smell and obviously because they're exposed and die
and you need to replace them. And we've developed quite a good cell
culture system for olfactory neurons and he wanted to look at the effect
of microwaves on neurones for the brain and so we've basically simply
provided quite a few cells and things for him to work on [3] (Forsyth,
Interview #2, 11* May, 2000).
In statement (1) we find attributions of French having "this thing" about the issue of
mobile phone effects, as if he has some kind of cmsade, quest or obsession in this
respect. The pursuit of a quest or cmsade defies ideological definitions of science as
requiring value neutrality, objectivity and disinterestedness. The delineation of French
as having "this thing about mobile phones and radiation" potentially trivialises and
derides his work as obsession rather than legitimate research.

The subsequent sentence (2) ("and [French] has been basically bombarding cells m
culture looking for changes") is reminiscent of the trivialisation provided by words such
as "zap", as just explored. In this case French's exposure of cells in culture to
microwave radiation is caricatured m loaded terms as "bombarding" cells. With this
word, images of warfare are prompted for the audience. If the cells are "bombarded", or
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"attacked" by French's exposure regime, doubt is placed in the mmd of tiie audience as
to whetiier such experiments have any applicability as sentinels for nonnal mobile
phone use.

French himself describes tiiis kind of discourse as undermining his scientific statiis
through derision of his methods and unpUcit attributions of his research - or his
approach to it - as a kind of cmsade:
See the mteresting thing here is the language that's used. It's always
quite unscientific. I mean he talks about tiie "zapping [of] cells" ... "The
Centre for Immunology or one particular guy there has for some time
had this thing about mobile phones and radiation." So again that's
indicating that I've got a cmsade, tiiat I'm on a crusade. If it was maybe
a different area he might say, "This particular guy has been investigating
the effect of growth hormone on leukaemia cells". But there's this label;
I've got this thing about mobile phones and radiation ... "And has been
basically bombarding cells". That means basically I've been hitting
them with a sledgehammer, "looking for changes" [pause] "and that's
where we came in and helped out." Well in fact ... MF doesn't really
know what they've done. He's never actually had a look at what, at my
research. I don't think I've ever presented in a symposium where he's
been so I don't think he really knows exactly what I'm doing. But there
are also value judgements in there. I mean "bombarding" is a term that "exposing" would be a more ... accurate term for what we're doing and
less subjective (French, Interview #2, 24* September 2000).
This kind of language caricatures French's scientific work in a way that places doubt
upon the validity of his methodological regime. Alongside such attributions of cell work
as being scientifically dubious we nevertheless find discourse implicitly supporting cell
work (3) ("We've got a rather large programme looking at neuronal regeneration and
culturing ... And we've developed quite a good cell culture system for olfactory
neurons and he wanted to look at the effect of microwaves on neurones for the braui and
so we've basically simply provided quite a few cells and things for him to work on").
Given that this informant's medical research institute "domesticates" and commodifies
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neuronal cells, the legitimacy of such "telling" nattiral agents remams unquestioned.
How could thefr utility be questioned without undemumng this research institute's
commercial venttire? However, m the context of an afready stigmatised and polluted
field of scientific enquiry, the validity and efficacy of cellular work seems nullified.

ST: And what do you think about that kind of research, what are your
feelings about it, positive or negative?
MF: [hesitates] Positive but qualified because you have to, if you have
an issue like that you know, the question is does the radiation from a
mobile phone cause brain tumours, you've got to start somewhere. And
yes, you've got to do all those things. So I'm positive in a sense in that
you need to look at everything like that but I'm very qualified in the
sense that I realise that's really, ihaVsfraught [origmal emphasis] with
artefacts (1) and you know, it's like, if you take cells in culture and put
tiiem out in sunlight, you get genetic mutations, or leave them alone and
they get genetic mutations or - it's a very difficult system to come - I'd
be amazed if you'd come out of that sort of experiment with any sensible
and clear cut result (2). Now it may reinforce your belief that it may be
domg some damage and that's good. But then you've got to go onto
some other system you can measure more accurately (3). And as the
knowledge base improves that would happen.
ST: What would be a more accurate system?
MF: In that particular case? Well I don't, you know, I don't think there
is -1 don't think tiiere is to my knowledge - it's not my area Sandrine but to my knowledge 1 can't think of any really accurate systems (4). 1
think what we've got to do is what they're doing which is why I say I'm
positive about it. You've got to try all these very crade things (5).
(Forsytii, Interview #2,11* May, 2000).

In statements (1) ("So I'm positive in a sense in that you need to look at everything like
that but I'm very qualified in the sense that I realise that's really, thafsfraught
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artefacts") and (2) ("If you take cells in culture and put them out in sunlight, you get
genetic mutations, or leave them alone and they get genetic mutations or - it's a very
difficult system to come - I'd be amazed if you'd come out of that sort of experfrnent
with any sensible and clear cut result") we find clear attributions of cell work as being
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suspect or maccurate. Cell stiidies are cast as being "fraught with artefacts" and as
unable to provide any decisive answers, "any sensible and clear cut resitit" to tiie
question of MP effects. Cell stiidies are cast as inaccurate metiiodological systems in (3)
("Now it may reinforce your belief that it may be doing some damage and that's good.
But then you've got to go onto some other system you can measure more accurately"),
or, at least, as less accurate tiien other methods. But probing to discover what those
more accurate experimental regimes might be leaves us empfy handed (4) ("but to my
knowledge I can't think of any really accurate systems"). Our elite informant cannot
suggest any methods that would prove sufficientiy accurate to explore the bio-effects of
MP microwave radiation.

With the description of French's experimental regime as "cmde" (5) ("I think what
we've got to do is what they're doing which is why I say I'm positive about it. You've
got to try all these very cmde things") we find a further dovmgrading of cell work as
anything but a legitimate or sophisticated scientific method. Calling French's cell work
crude suggests it is preliminary, unrefined, unsophisticated and even "primitive",
making it unworthy of respect or tmst as to its veracity.

While deridmg generalisations about a field of work in science only constitute an
implicit form of stigmatisation to researchers in that particular field, negative
attributions about the equipment and methods used and data found by specific workers
must be seen as explicit forms of stigmatisation. This is because the epistemological
authority of the claims made by dissidents is under direct attack and thus their veracity
as bona fide scientists is affected. The status of scientists, whether good or bad,
innovative or suspect, seems inextricably linked to their performance as
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experimentalists. If the experimental equipment and regimes they employ are deemed
suspicious or untmstworthy, their statiis as legfrimate scientists is necessarily placed in
jeopardy.

The attribution by scientists of there being no accurate systems to judge the effects of
MP radiation upon biological systems seems exttaordinarily counterintuitive.
Discourses such as those above do not simply deride or downgrade the work of French
and his colleagues. They also serve to undermine the epistemological potency of
science. The insults to scientific methodology at play in this case study suggest that a
potent form of the sacred is being hedged about with proscriptions, prescriptions and
disciplinary sanction. If the most sacred form of knowing - the scientific method writ
large - finds itself downgraded we can be confident that something very precious indeed
is being protected. I would argue that it is only in the context of a conttoversy such as
that of MP bio-effects that the vagaries, vicissitudes and equivocal qualities of different
methods become accentuated. The downgrading of the ability of science to know can
only occur because something exttaordinarily sacred is being protected from a
perceived threat. Arguably, the "sacred" things at work here are the political and
econontic interests of governments and the wireless telecommunications industry, as
well as the commodity fetish of the mobile phone as central part of life in mdustrialised
societies.
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(iii) (e) Undermining the Precautionary Principle: The Humiliation of Public
Health Imperatives

WTtile cellular and animal biology seem well placed to provide insights into relatively
unconfroversial research areas such as cancer, osteoporosis and diabetes, these very
methods are suddenly rendered unpotent to address the health risks posed by mobile
phones. Instead elite biologists donate such epistemological capability to the field of
epidemiology where the onus of proof is placed upon the very bodies of users.
ST: There's been a lot of talk recently about mobile phone
microwave radiation and I notice that one of your corporate
sponsors is Optus. So ... would you be likely to take on that kind
of research project, to look at the physiological effects of
microwave radiation?
MF: I'm not quite sure how to answer it because it doesn't, if
we're using that analogy, I mean for a whole bunch of reasons we
wouldn't do the mobile phone thing at present because the
science and the data is at a level where fr's not really suitable to
our type of research.
ST: It's not suitable to the mandate of [your research institution],
the kind of areas you look at?
MF: Yeah, pretty much because it's really, that, at this stage,
honestiy, tiiat's really, I'm getting sidetracked a bfr I suppose, but
that's really more epidemiology, epidemiological research. I
mean you really need to figure out if anything's really going on
there. You 've really got to do population studies and see if in a
very strict way, to look at disease occurrences in populations
with high use of mobile phones (Professor Forsyth, Interview #2
11* May, 2000, emphases added).

There is a sense m which the burden of proof is placed upon enough mobile phone users
becoming ill before experimental biology would deem the topic worthy of scmtiny.
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While on one level it is fafr to suggest the jury is still out as to whetiier MP emissions
lead to health problems, the paucity of research on this very topic means mobile phones
cannot yet be given a clean bill of health. This kmd of uncertainty meanstiiata position
of epistemological agnosticism at the very least would be requfred on tiie part of
scientific practitioners addressmg the issue of MP healtii effects. A very different
position would be requfred from the perspective of public health protection. In this
context policy needs to err on the side of caution such that the mterests of the
community are placed above the prerogatives of busmess mterests such as the wireless
telecommunications industry, or even an ideology of scientific neutrality. Amidst the
controversy over whether mobile phones do indeed cause health problems for users we
fmd a recurring undermining of the prerogatives of public health and in particular,
criticism of the precautionary principle.

At the conference on the topic of RFR issues from the perspective of the community
(organised by French, McKenzie and other colleagues), one participant who identified
himself as a worker at the Department of Public Health made an astonishing comment
that well exemplifies the humiliation of public health protection I have in mmd.
Whenever people claim mobile phones are dangerous, my boss at the
Department of Public Health says, "Show me the bodies, show me the
bodies" (Fieldnotes, 21'^ March 2001).
The statement shows a rather macabre sense of comedy paraphrasing, as it does, a now
famous line from the Hollywood movie Jerry Maguire (where the oft-repeated line in
the screenplay is "Show me the money, show me the money"). I say it shows a macabre
sense of humour because the burden of proof required ui the mobile phone health
conttoversy - even by those in a government department with a mandate to protect the
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healtii of tiie community - seems to demand legions of corpses prior to any
precautionary measures being taken.
hi tiie televised debate on Insight, already explored above, tiie discourse of one
industiy-appointed scientist shows how tiie embodied agency of users are seen as
passive recipients of the benefits provided by wfreless telecommunications. A discourse
of the body as robust to routuie microwave exposure, explored above, seems to underiie
tins view of the consumer as passive and imquestioning. At the same time the predicated
social benefits of wireless telephony such as facilitating social connectedness and
personal security rely upon a very different set of "risks" than those found in dissenting
community and scientific discourses.

The risk analysis deployed in the following exfract is one privileging not the health of
mobile phone users so much as their fiiture access to better mobile phone technology.
Gael Jennings (Interviewer): Vitas Anderson, at a time when there's even
a shadow of a doubt with this kind of usage of an instrument, why would
the Working Group of which you're a party setting the standards for
radiation exposure of our populace be recommending that we double the
radiation?
Dr Vitas Anderson: Well what we're actually doing within the Working
Group is that we're aligning the Australian exposure limits with the
intemational limits recommended by the Intemational Commission for
Non-Ionising Radiation Protection [ICNIRP]. So what we are trying to
do is actually harmonise our limit GJ: Mr Anderson is it tme, though, that not all countties have that? I
understand that America doesn't follow that level, has a lower level, like
us? Is that right?
VA: The Americans have a different limit at the moment, and, in fact,
I'm actually a member of Working Committee as well for setting that
standard. At the moment there is a proposal to harmonise with the
ICNIEIP limits. So, in effect the two come together.
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GJ: Can I ask you, though, what the benefit is to people to harmonise the
level? Isn't fr just a benefit to mdustry?
VA: It's a benefit to the entfre community. I mean these devices are
valued by the community. I mean you basically said tiiat m your
infroduction when you said tiiat by tiie year 2003 there will be so many
people usmg the devices, and they do provide quite substantive benefits
in terms of personal safety, m terms of social connection. It would be
quite, it would be quite inappropriate to lose those benefits that the
community values, unless there was good reason to do so.
GJ: Sorry can I just clarify - are we gomg to lose a benefit if we don't
double the radiation exposure? We seem to have done well so far. I don't
understand where we'll lose tiiat benefit.
VA: Well the devices that we have, they're made for a global market
and so what is sold in Australia is really designed m other markets such
as in the US or in Europe. If we deharmonise from the intemational
standards then there may be repercussions that we may not be able to use
technologies, either developed now or later, that are available around the
world. And in that way we won't have the benefit they provide (quoted
on Insight, 5^ My, 2001).

By confrast the privileging of public health interests is evidenced in the retort by
Professor Armsfrong, head of the New South Wales Cancer Council, who suggests
scientific uncertainty about MP emissions and the vast numbers of people exposed
warrant a precautionary approach rather than pro-industry approach.
Bmce Armsfrong: ... I would want to be very sfrongly persuaded that
these arguments were very strong form an economic point of view, or a
practical point of view, such that there really would be a degradation in
the quality of technology that we would have available in Austtalia in
exchange for this increase. Looking at it from a purely public health
perspective, given the very substantial exposure, the very large number
of users who are exposmg themselves, and uncertainty, I think the
organisation I work for, the New South Wales Cancer Council, certainly
takes the view that we should apply the precautionary principle and not
go uicreasing the limits (quoted on Insight, 5* July, 2001).

Similarly, French's closing statement in the televised debate emphasised not simply the
public health elements of the conttoversy but also the necessary components for
"serious research" into the biology of mobile phone health effects.
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Gael Jennings (friterviewer): And Dr Peter French, what's you view on
this? Do you think that we should be doubling this exposure level?
PF: Clearly, in tiie light of the biological research that's around, it's
essential to understand thetiuresholdlevels at which these effects cut out.
IftiieNottingham sttidy is correct [showing effects in nematode womis]
is cortect, then tiiat can be up to 1,000 times less tiian tiie current average
a mobile phone puts mto tiie brain. Therefore, doublmg the standard I
don't think makes much sense at tius stage. From a biological, or public
healtii perspective, what's really needed is for serious research to find
out what the appropriate biological cut-off level is, because clearly there
is no healtii effect witiiout a biological effect. So, if we can devise ways
to minimise the amount of radiation gomg into the head to below that
level, then that's probably a more economic approach that history can
take (quoted on Insight, 5 July, 2 001).
We can discem how statements such as these help to bolster a conttoversial research
programme wishing to remediate its status whilst colonising novel visions and forms of
micro-level biological agency. The aim to discover "threshold" levels at which RF
cause biological effects necessarily implies the epistemological validity of cellular
studies deployed by French and his colleagues. It is also tums on its head the industry
claim that evidence of biological effects of MP microwave radiation does not
necessarily imply health effects. As we will explore in further detail in Part II of this
case smdy (Chapter Four), dissident scientists themselves work to upgrade certainty in
their favour. Through sttategic public and routinised performances of their
"standardized package" of scientific research (Fujimura 1992), French and his
collaborators work to remediate their suspect status and seduce their audience(s).
Further, dissidents, as much as their orthodox detractors, expose their antagonists for
their value-laden and vested interests. In this case they are political and economic
uiterests implicated in the commodification of both the electromagnetic spectmm as
well as the wireless technologies and networks that rely upon it. In this way they
augment the uncertainty regarding the veracity of their denouncers claims. Neither side
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is unmune to the so-called mterests analysis ui science stiidies - nor indeed are any
human mdividuals or collectives.

Both sides m tiie mobile telephone science

confroversy wield notions of objectivity, neutrality, science and tiiefr respective "otiiers"
as weapon, shield and mask (Proctor 1992). By intent and default, botii are engaging ui
scientific boundary work - the very (re)production and (re)constmction of science.

iii) (f) Media Coverage of Controversial Science & the Trivialisation of
Suppression: Public Performance(s) & the Contradictions for Scientific Status

Before I describing the most explicit form of degradation experienced by Dr French
(and thus bringmg Part I of this chapter to a close), I would like to consider the
paradoxical role played by the media in this controversy. This paradoxical role can be
analysed in terms of liminality (Tumer 1969) where joumalists are - all at once interested storytellers, intermediaries, interested bystanders as well as non-committal
chroniclers of conflicts between different individuals and collectives in society. The use
by scientists of the media, especially those workers who have been branded as
dissidents, can also be seen as a liminal in terms of its results. While media exposure
helps to make public the stmctural blockages and other difficulties faced by researchers
exploring conttoversial topics, such exposure works in conttadictory, one could say,
limuial, ways. Such scientists may be seen as having ttansgressed the professional
autonomy of the scientific community in seeking approval beyond its boundaries.
Turning to the media is both fraught with the danger of being seen as a scientific
outsider, or simply, not a "game player", while at the same tune presentuig
opportunities for fostering alliances and seducing audiences. Media coverage of science
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confroversies seems rife with the confradictions, the powers and the dangers of
linunality.

As we saw at the start of our analysis, the appearance of French in tiie media, while
sttategic in furthering communication of his work, also atttacted industry scmtiny and
denouncement. The use of the media by dissident scientific workers might well be a
double-edged sword which works to degrade the ways in which they are perceived by
thefr colleagues. For instance French's television appearances claiming intellectual
suppression are redescribed in the following commentary as the embarrassing gripe of a
disgruntled research applicant.

I think it's unfortunate people have to go on the public airwaves saying
they can't get funding. If I don't get funding - that's happened - I am
thoroughly ashamed, and the last person I'd want to tell is you or SBS
frankly. So I'm never quite sure what makes people have to say this. It
does their cause no good and there's a whole series of projects that were
assessed very objectively by standard techniques and we tend to, I mean,
if I come from Sydney, then I won't review somebody else's project
from Sydney because people don't want prejudices plus or minus and
I'm more likely to go and have a drink with him down at the pub than if I
lived ui Brisbane, you know what I mean. So I don't think it's
appropriate for you or me to take sides. I mean you can observe from
your lofty tower and ask why it is that some people seem to publicise
theu failures. I'm very happy to write in our ... Institute Magazine that
we get 46 grants. I'm not too happy unless you ask me ... to say how
many we didn't get (Prof Wordsworth,friterview#2, 12tii May 2001).
Alongside the expHcit downgrading of the methods used and the data found by French
are other forms of stigmatisation which serve to undermine his work. These are
processes whereby clafrns about suppression in science are both individualised and
trivialised. By the term individuahsation I mean to imply that critics of dissidents
camouflage the social processes by which certain workers are reconstmcted as deviant.
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French's failure to secure research grants is redefmed as tiie failure of an individual
scientist rather than the outcome of political and economic interests m and of science.
The prottacted claims and counterclauns comprising scientific boundary work are
camouflaged on the one hand and atomised as a psychological problem of the dissident
on the other. I have already implied above that denouncement of French's research
methods and programme involves a process of mdividualismg his results as unique, as
being in the minority.

The element of trivialisation which needs also to be pointed out here concems how
allegations of suppression of unorthodox science are reinterpreted as both shameful
admission and embarrassing failure on the part of the dissident scientist. The difficulty
that workers such as French encounter trymg to fund their research is metaphorically
redescribed as the trivial failure of the individual scientist because of their poor
performance in an open and ttansparent meritocracy. In this way the vociferous
boundary work at play in science is rendered invisible while the difficulties of dissidents
are reinterpreted as both academic failure and so much griping.

ST: Dr Peter French on the Insight programme mentioned that there
were problems in getting ftmdmg for research. He's already done
research on the changes in cell shapes and them being primed to release
histamines and so on. There were problems in getting fiinds from the
National Health and Medical Research Council's EME GW: Ofwhich I'm a member.
ST: Well obviously you'd be the perfect person to talk to about that.
GW: Yes well I don't personalise, you know, what Peter French is
talking about but there are people who feel very fmstrated when they
don't receive funding from the NHMRC or the ARC for what they
absolutely genuinely believe is good science and important science. It's
like the [Ausfralian] Academy [of Science], if you're recognised
intemationally then that's a very sfrong plus for your election. If you're
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not, it doesn't matter how genuine you are, or how sfrongly you believe
that you should be elected to the Academy, you just won't be. And in
the case of people who are unsuccessful in getting grants, it's the same. I
mean I know Peter and he's a very nice, genuine guy and, you know, he
believes that he's domg important work but it didn't go through, from
what you say, the peer reviewed system.
ST: And what has been the quality of proposals in that area of research
that has come by the panel that you're on?
GW: Well the panel said it had a certain number of priorities which
were based on World Health Organization priorities and solicited a round
of grants and I think it's on the pubHc record that the response is in terms
of quality were disappointing. There's not a great many people who are
interested m this sort of technology and it is costly, difficult to expose,
to, you know, get all your exposures right. It's something ST: It's an exposure issue?
GW: Well you've got to make sure that, you know, when you're
exposing cells or animals, to electtomagnetic fields that you're actually
reproducing what happens in a mobile phone or television towers or
radar or overhead power lines and it may sound easy but it isn't.
ST: So what qualities would the research need to possess to actually get
fimding under the auspices of the EME?
GW: Well exactly the same as research in any other field. It needs to
convmce at least three assessors with appropriate expertise there's good
science. And it's a competitive situation and there's a difference between
good science and what's actually funded because obviously if you've got
a finite pot of money [and] then you reach the limit for that year, you
don't get funded (Wordsworth, Interview #2, 12* May, 2001).
In such a context, French's failure to secure funds through the usual channels of peer
reviewed grants is cast ui terms rentiniscent of the sporting world where notions of
competitiveness, fair play and bad sportsmanship abound.

Further anecdotal evidence that media appearances by dissidents might work against
their cause comes from an acquaintance of French who is a member of a review panel
for NH&MRC research grants. French recounted a conversation with this colleague
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who revealed some of the methods used by NH&MRC panels to score research grant
applications. This informant adntitted to French that panel members deliberately mark
down the application of scientists who have been seen talkmg about the merits of tiiefr
research publicly tiu-ough the media. To this admission French countered: "So it's not
just the excellence of [the research proposal] that's rewarded?" By French's tellmg his
NHMRC informant "did a double take" and then agreed.

iii) (g) Orthodox Counterstrike: Explicit Degradation Ceremony

The most egregious example of stigmatisation in the French case mvolved what could
well be considered a semi-public form of degradation.

I say that this form of

degradation was explicit and semi-public because it involved a document that clearly
identified him as scientifically suspect and which was circulated at a meeting of
ARPANSA's Electromagnetic Energy (EME) Standards Working Group. Unlike the
fraditional degradation ceremony where the persona non gratis is publicly stripped of
rank in front of their community, I see French as having been subjected to an induect,
but nevertheless, explicit degradation by virtue of a document denouncing him as
scientifically "other" even while he was not in attendance. Titled "Inquiry into Electromagnetic Radiation Submissions Analysis" (reproduced in the Appendix), the
"degradation document" in question was prepared by an ARPANSA employee charged
with the task of analysing submissions to the Senate Inqufry into Electromagnetic
Radiation. A document such as this may well be passed on to parties beyond the
membership of the group and the forum where it was distributed. Indeed it would be
nigh on impossible to frack fully the damage that such a document could produce for
perceptions of French's scientific status.
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In a section entitied "scientific evidence", tiie document identified French as botii a
source of pseudo-scientific mformation as well as a "cmsader" scientist. The section of
the document m question is worth reproducing in its entirety so that tiie infricacies and
tiie context of this degradation ceremony can be fully grasped.
Scientific Evidence: Reference to the science was made in 37
submissions [out of a total of 140 submissions]. Nine of tiiese, presented
vague scientific evidence. Such equivocal arguments came primarily
from the general public and seemed to be media driven. There was no
reference to specific scientific studies and the biological mechanisms by
which RF radiation might cause adverse effects were not discussed [1].
Nine submissions presentedpseudo-scientific evidence. Contributions of
such erroneous information were mainly lobby groups or 'crusader'
scientists such as Peter French [2]. Thfrty submissions proffered
specific scientific evidence. These were provided by experts or
organisations which are directly dealing with RF issues. Note: A few
submissions included both pseudo-scientific and specific scientific
evidence (the submission by Don Maisch from EMFacts is a good
example) (Dr Ken Karipidis, ARPANSA unpublished document, August
2000).

Let us deal with each statement in tum. At the outset it must be stressed that this
document is a prime example of persuasive discourse that performs boundary work in
science. The review under the title of scientific evidence seeks to categorise
submissions to the Senate Inquiry in terms of their purported scientific validity and
merit. However the demarcation criteria by which such classifications are justified and
effected are implicit rather than explicit in the text. The process by which certain
individuals and certain forms of reasoning and certain types of studies are categorised as
"vague scientific evidence", "specific scientific evidence" or

"pseudo-scientific

evidence" are less than transparent. Unequivocal and essentialised statements about
contributions to the Inquiry are simply asserted, rather than justified, as if the criteria of
judgement are obvious.
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Statement [1] suggests that submissions presentuig "vague scientific evidence"
emanated mainly from a general public prompted by media coverage of tiie MP
controversy. The terms "vague scientific evidence" are not further defined or explained.
Questions begged here include: Were the submissions categorised in this way because
the studies mentioned in the submission were not referenced, or were the scientific
studies themselves "vague"? The reader of tiie document is left to tiunk that eitiier tiie
submissions or the scientific studies they referred to might be scientifically suspect.
These possible attributions serve to foreshadow statement [2] which specifically
identifies and denounces Dr French as both pseudo-scientific and a "cmsader" (on
which, more below).

Furthermore, statement [1] seems to imply that members of the public are sunply
passive vessels for media-led hysteria about mobile phone radiation. In the one sentence
there is a degradation and trivialisation of public concem over RFR emissions as well as
media coverage of the confroversy. The additional element in the statement [1] of
import here is that "biological mechanisms by which RF radiation might cause adverse
effects" were not provided in submissions usmg "vague scientific evidence". French's
submission - explored in some detail in Chapter Four - could not be described in these
terms for it provided a clear and testable hypothesis for a mechanism by which
"athermal" levels of RFR nught lead to diseases such as cancer. His subrrtission also
referenced studies by other scientists showing athermal effects of MP radiation at
various levels of biological agency - such as the cells, organisms, complex animals and
human subjects. Moreover studies linking cell repair chaperones called "heat shock
proteins" with certain kinds of diseases were also referenced in French's submission.
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hi statement [2] ("Nine submission presented pseudo-scientific evidence. Contributions
of such erroneous information were mainly lobby groups or 'cmsader' scientists such as
Peter French"), French is explicitiy identified as a source of "pseudo-scientific
evidence" and as "erroneous". In addition he is cast by the document's autiior as a
"cmsader" scientist. The accusation that French is a pseudo-scientist must constitute the
worst kmd of status degradation, mvoking images of scientific fraud, fakery, as well as
flaky credentials and workmanship. French's initial reaction to the document was
disbelief given that he had been scrapulous m his submission in pointing out studies
supporting his hypothesis. He would, however, seek legal remediation for what he saw
as slanderous slurs upon his scientific status. In the following interview extract French
employs a decidedly sociological critique, and in particular, a Kuhnian analysis, of his
status degradation which also rehes upon an interests-driven (and in this case,
economically driven) exegesis of the scientific boundary work
PF: So m my submission in which I just mentioned I cited four papers
that were published m peer reviewed intemational scientific joumals
including Nature with the inclusion that more research is needed and that
athermal effects should be considered by the Standards Committee as
being an issue worthy of taking seriously, was written off as pseudoscience and erroneous.
ST: Why do you think that your interpretation of the four papers is still
within the purview of science rather than pseudo-science?
PF: Because pseudo-science by its very nature is untestable and clearly
our hypothesis provides a testable mechanism and the three papers that
showed methods, you know that talked about results of experiments, are
also testable for replication. In fact I made the point very clearly in my
submission that we didn't need to invoke unorthodox solutions. That
there were testable orthodox physics and biological mechanisms that
could explain the results that have been reported to date. My own
personal explanation is that I've been a critic of ARPANSA for quite a
while. In every Council meeting or public debate, there's been an
ARPANSA scientist who's been there to defend the industry's position
that there are no health effects. And to me ARPANSA has taken the
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position very sttongly and clearly tiiat there are no health effects, tiiere
are no possible health effects of mobile phones or pulsed microwaves at
athermal levels and that the only explanation that they can come up with
as to why I would push the lme that there might be - and it's very
important to sttess that I've only ever said pubhcly and I think privately
that there are possible health effects and that clearly there needs to be
more research to fmd out what those health effects are - is that they have
decided that I'm nusinterpretmg the data or carrymg out experiments that
are badly designed or both. And my own feeling is that there's this,
almost a paradigm now withui ARPANSA that I and other scientists that
insist that there are athermal biological effects must be pseudo-scientists
because ARPANSA knows that there can't be. It's almost an accepted
norm so that when this bloke writes a report and sees my name, he ttots
out the party line naively in the document, which I've had legal advice is
highly defamatory and I'm uitendmg to pursue the legal path on that
(Interview #2, 24* September, 2000).
French considered the document highly damaging to his reputation precisely because
the document was disseminated amongst a meeting where various groups, such as the
community, government and industry were represented.

He was also under the

impression that the document in question had been circulated beyond the Working
Group gathering.

PF: So in fact h had been disseminated more widely than just the
working group. And on that community are people who would also be in
positions to judge my grant applications or papers, that is referees for
grants or papers. So in fact, it is potentially highly damaging.
ST: And what is your legal advice with respect to your case?
PF: My legal advice is that I have a very sfrong case, that it's a gratuitous
comment without basis and that it's highly defamatory (Interview #2,
24* September, 2000).
I asked French whether such an attribution might just be part of normal, if vociferous
academic debate in science but he retorted that the ascription of pseudo-scientist was
"possibly the worst thing" a professional scientist could be called. Asking why segued
into a discussion of the semantics surrounding attributions of bemg a "cmsader":
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PF: Because it indicates, and together with the word "cmsader", and also
"erroneous", indicates that I'm pursuing a quest rather than objectively
looking at the data which science is supposed to be all about. I mean
clearly people have hypotheses that they've arrived at from their own
interpretation of experimental data that can be tested so there is a bias in
all scientists tiiat their hypothesis, they feel, is right, but it needs to be
tested to be proven. However, science is not supposed to be driven on
the basis of a personal cmsade. I mean that clearly gets into the area of
pseudo-science because you can then be tempted to distort data to prove
a point and that gets into the area of scientific fraud (French, Interview
#2,24* September 2000).
Historically, of course, a cmsader was an mdividual willing to place their very body at
risk for the sake of rehgious faith. In a more contemporary context, the term "cmsader"
is commonly a derogatory one used to describe over-zealous, impassioned individuals
in single-minded pursuit of some political outcome. The term cmsader, then, in both its
historical and contemporary rendering stands in contrast to the idealised agency
required for sober scientific scholarship. Notions of scientific agency as requiring valueneuttality, objectivity - a kind of disembodied and emotionless form of agency - are at
odds with the investments - whether emotional, spiritual or political - of a cmsader. In
this vision a cmsader may well choose to overlook the "facts" presented by scientific
work merely to preserve his or her prior commitments. Cmsaders - unlike scientists operate on faith rather than evidence. In this way, the degradation document casts
French as transgressing the norms of the scientific community, as scientifically
contemptible. In Chapter Four I will explore how French and his collaborators work
both to remediate such abject attributions as well as forge a novel program of scientific
research.
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Endnotes

1. At the time this chapter was fust written m mid-2002, French still held the position of
principal scientist and manager of the Centre for Immunology in St. Vincent's Hospital,
a role he had held since the late eighties. By the submission date of this thesis in 2003,
French had since resigned from this position to take up a new role as scientific advisor
for a biotechnology firm.
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Chapter Four
The Case of Dr Peter French (Part H)

French et al & the Heat-Shock Protein Hypothesis: How Scientists Forge a New
Research Collective & (Re)Construct "Blemished" Status
In Part II of the Peter French case study I will analyse the ways m which a scientist
dubbed as controversial by orthodox parties works to remediate or reconstmct a
tarnished scientific status while simultaneously amung to establish a new research
collective in science. The ways in which French and his collaborators rework thefr
status involve the retaliatory colonisation and reconstmction of scientific certainty and
uncertamty. My analysis of both orthodox and conttoversial scientific boundary work
aims for symmetry in this respect. In the analysis that follows, I will highlight tiie
various ways in which French's discursive work, in both published form and public
performance, colonises uncertainty in favour of his research programme and his status
as a bona fide scientist. A distinction will also be made between politicised and
depoliticised discourses of uncertainty deployed by French et al, while suggesting that
the most seductive or persuasive (speech) acts are those which are seen to emanate from
the collective, rather than individual, of science. In other words, I will show that explicit
representations of the collective are precisely those acts which allow tiie entrenchment
of certain collective representations. The analysis of the formation, consolidation and
remediation of a dissident scientific research collective allows us to begin to flesh out
Durkheim's long overlooked programme for a tmly relativised sociology of knowledge.

Any new collective in science must pool human expertise, status and physical resources
in order to gain acceptance and continuing support from fellow scientists and sponsors.
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But for those scientists whose work and persona have been constmcted as deviant the
galvanising of such cooperation and sponsorship is all the more cmcial to ensure they
continue their fledgling research while also remediating stigmatised status.

Here my analysis will build upon the insights provided by Star and Griesemer's (1989)
concept of 'boimdary objects' as well as Fujimura's (1992) exfrapolation of the same in
her work on 'standardized packages' of research in science. In deploying their analytic
frameworks my aim is twofold: ffrstly I want to show that confroversial scientists may
be no different in essence to scientists thought clearly conventional or prestigious,
particularly in terms of how they work to extend scientific knowledge and power.

Secondly, because the case studies pursued by Star and Griesemer (1989) and Fujimura
(1992) emphasise cooperation and consensus between actors from different social
worlds, I want to add to their msights by also pomting out some of the distinctive social
processes that may be at work in cases of controversy, debate and dissent in science.
This is particularly the case when scientists work to rework 'polluted' or 'blemished'
status. Thus my aim here in this chapter is to show how confroversial scientists work to
build consensus amongsttiiemselveswhen constmcting a new collective. At the same
time dissident workers mediate conflict and confroversy about thefr endeavours through
sfrategic public presentations or performances of their scientific work as the efforts of a
scientific collective. This move by dissident scientists is seen as reinforcing Douglas'
(1986) point tiiat collectives or mstitutions confer identity and, in particular, legitimacy.
Attributions about individuals in science seem distinct from those made about the
endeavours of research collective as forms of mstitutionalised science.
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1) Controversial Scientists as Creators of Limmal 'Objects' of Nature via
Bricolage

Conttoversies in science can be seen as a resufr of competitive (re)constmctions of
nattiral entities and thefr causal properties or capabilities - thefr forms of agency - as
well as arguments over tiie methods used to "capttire" and "frame" such novel forms of
natural agency. Additionally, confroversial scientists can be seen, again, in a
constmctivist perspective, as beuig bricoleurs (m Levi-Strauss' sense but as redeployed
by Hess, 1995: 39) in theory and practice. Levi-Sfrauss described bricolage as a process
by which social groups pass on theories about the origins and workings of nature and
morality - cosmology in the anthropological sense - to each other. The bricoleur
amounts to a cognitive 'jack-of-all-ttades' borrowing on whatever concepts are
available and pasting them together to comprise a new order. For Levi-Sttauss the
indigene was a bricoleur, constmcting a pastiche of mythical elements - characters,
scenes, settings and events - taken from other cultural groups. As Hess has rightly
pointed out, the ethnocentrism of Levi-Strauss' analysis of indigenous psychology as
being essentially bricoleur must be rejected. We should recall that Levi-Strauss made a
distinction between the indigenous bricoleur and the (scientifically minded) engineer,
where the former works inductively from pattems which inhere in available materials,
while the latter works deductively from first principles. Hess (1995: 39-40) sees the
distinction as one privileging the French predilection for deduction in philosophy:
Here, Levi-Sttauss associates the deductive method with science, engineering
and the "modem", whereas the inductive method is Imked to the jacks-of-allfrades and the myth-makers of non-Westem societies ... The association is
ethnocenfric on a number of levels. Not only does it fail to grant to indigenous
peoples the ability to work out deductive systems of thought, but it also
associates the British (and Anglophone) style of doing philosophy and science
with the bricoleur/primitive (Hess 1995: 40).
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Hess usefully redeploys tiie terms bricoleur and bricolage to describe some of what
scientists do in the course of thefr work:
In constmcting different versions [of science and technology], scientists and
engineers are sometunes engaged in a process akin to bricolage. In other words,
they are taking the versions of other communities and reconstructing them so
that the elements are recombined to better fit with thefr own local culture, which
includes their perceptions of what constmction best matches their interests (Hess
1995:40).
In the case of Dr Peter French, accusations of deviance seem to coincide with attempts
at inter-disciplinary synthesis of theory regarding certain forms of natural agency and
employing a concomitant range of methods, techiuques, technologies in order to
"frame" or "capture" (Pickering 1996) that agency. In such a social world, the
categories of human and non-human, human and machine, culture and nature collide
and interactively stabilise (Pickering 1996). The study of scientific boundary work
explores how different social actors - individual and collective - are wielding ideas
about nature, machine and humanity as emblem, sword and shield (Proctor 1991).

In Chapter Three I explored orthodox definitions of electromagnetic and biological
forms of agency (and thefr methodological "framing") and the ways in which these were
used as 'sword' agamst unorthodox workers. Here I wish to focus on how scientists so
denounced form new collectives with certain visions of natural agency as emblem or
sacred 'totem' servmg as a focal point for collective solidarity (see Hess 1995). At the
same time the novel collective in science communicates observation reports of and
theories about its totemic emblem outwards beyond its boundaries. The formation of a
novel collective in science is as much about forging a symbol of association as of
convmcmg other scientific stakeholders of its validity. The public and real-time
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performance of science - (say at a conference, or on a televised debate, versus a
published article which is a "frozen" performance, monolithic and non-uiteractive, but
still no less susceptible to a dramaturgical exegesis) is a powerful tool utihsed by
French and his colleagues so as to persuade or "seduce" sttategic alliances from thefr
audience.

The question of closure, however, is seen as potentially mvolving an uifmite regress
even while mdividuals and collectives at any one pomt ui historical tune make
judgments or act in ways that suspend consideration of this regress. Dependmg on the
tune frame sampled in any controversy one could hastily and arbittarily assign a case as
having been "closed" or finally resolved. I would suggest a more cautious stance for the
sociologist of science dealing with socio-cultural phenomena more historically
"presenf' or close than those dealt with by the historian. I will discuss ui my
conclusions (Chapter Six) how orthodox definitions of the situation show remarkable
"elasticity" in the face of unorthodox challenges - at least in terms of a relatively short
time frame such as five years (the tune from when French began research into RF
effects to his apparent tumaround in status). Nevertheless the conclusion of this chapter
will present evidence showing a phase transition in French's scientific status from
"pseudo-scientisf to innovator.

From a constmctivist perspective, when scientists disturb, destabilise or directly
undermine orthodox categories of natural agency, they may be (re)defined as deviant.
Such work and workers can be seen as luninal entities and liminalpersonae respectively
(as "threshold" or categorically ambiguous forms of natural agency and scientific
agency). Scientists become labelled as deviant when they render the certain uncertain
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tiu-ough their metaphorical redescriptions of natural agency. In Kuhnian terms we are
confronted here witii tiie distinction between normal science as puzzle solvmg and
revolutionary science as the exploration of the anomalous. As Tumer (1969) has pointed
out, liminal conditions, persons and entities pose a danger from tiie perspective of those
in positions of stmctural power. States of liminality are seen as potentially dangerous to
those in positions of authority - legitimate and sanctioned power - precisely because
they involve a destabitisation of the cosmic order of things. But from tiie point of view
of confroversial workers themselves a social world of consensus is being constmcted by
collaborations with other scientists from withm and beyond their particular disciplines.
The intersection of scientific work and workers from different fields of research maps
out a novel world of social interaction which makes new scientific "objects" coalesce.
These new "objects" are of course novel visions of natural agents and agency (what I
have dubbed "emblems", above) as well as novel triangulations of scientific methods or
experimentation. So while these visions might prove liminal and thus "dangerous" and
deviant from the point of view of authoritative or orthodox scientific visions, for socalled confroversial workers these liminal or anomalous visions are very the ground
from which to build a novel or innovative research program in science. And it is only
by establishmg priority in the colonisation of uncertainty regarding nature that scientists
are able to gamer accolades and further resources in order to continue their work.

The use of the concept of limmal objects is paramount for the analysis of competitive
and antagonistic scientific boundary work and thus it was cmcial to my consideration of
the cell phone controversy - the antagonistic or competitive scientific boundary work explored in Chapter Three. But boundary work between cooperative (or "symbiotic")
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social actors and collectives in science can readily be analysed usuig concepts afready
outlined by STS theorists. Star & Griesemer (1989) and Fujimura (1992).

Before analysing how French and his colleagues crafted a novel standardized package
featuring a range of boundary objects in nature, such as cell repafr proteins, I want to
explore their earlier attempts at fostering audiences and support for their research. The
centrality of the concept of scientific uncertainty is evident m French's publications in
less scientifically formal science joumals which work to publicise and reinforce a
fledgling research programme. Similarly in his public performances as a speaker at
conferences or guest lectures, French can be seen as deploying scientific uncertainty to
his advantage in a number of ways.

2) Strategic Publishing: The Popularisation & Politicisation of a Confroversial
Field of Research

As we have seen, Dr French chose to speak to the media about his preliminary research
results (thus breaching a scientific protocol of publishing prior to publicising one's
work) precisely because of the potential public health implications of wide-scale mobile
phone use. Media exposure, while having ambiguous impacts upon scientific status,
would nevertheless prove cmcial to French gamering financial backing for costly
experiments, as we shall see. For dissident scientists public recognition and exposure of
their work seems critical to counteract orthodox moves to camouflage the very existence
of their research. Public exposure is also cmcial directiy to rebut allegations of
conttoversial, dubious or flimsy science. In addition to appearances in the mainstream
media, such as radio and televised news broadcasts and current affafr programmes.
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anotiier way in which French sought to provide greater exposure to his work was by
submitting articles to non-peer reviewed joumals which nevertheless aim for a scientific
and technical audience. Here too tiie seductive powers of uncertainty are cenfral tiie
scientific boundary work at play.

In an article titied "The Cost of Keeping in Touch" which appeared in the Ausfralian
bio-science magazine Today's Life Science (April 1997), French provides a review
highlighting current scientific uncertainty surrounding cellular telephone as well as
exttemely low frequency (ELF) radiation. The paper, at the same time, provided much
needed exposure of his then-fledglmg research on the bio-effects of RFR at the specific
frequencies characteristically emitted by mobile handsets.

French begins byframingthe topic amidst public uncertainty over health effects caused
by their cellular hand phones, prompted especially by legal cases seeking compensation
for brain cancers and anecdotal reports of headaches brought on by cell phone use. In
the ffrst instance, French's boundary work involves the colonisation of uncertainty in
that the reader is told what scientists do and don't know about how electromagnetic
radiation (EMR) at different frequencies and power levels affect biological systems.
This is a process referred to by Shackley and Wynne (1996: 281-282) as the "auditing
of uncertainty". This initial statement clearly demarcates the realm of scientific certainty
while simultaneously identifyuig afrontierof uncertainty ripe for scientific exploration.
We are bathed in EMR, both naturally occurring and man-made.
Sunlight, X-ray machines, computers, radar, mobile phones, radio and
television fransmitters and microwave ovens are just a few common
sources. The dangers of ionising radiation (X-rays, gamma rays) are well
known and understood. Adverse health effects of ultraviolet light (nonionising radiation) are also well documented. However, the effects of
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lower frequency non-ionismg EMR is much less certaui, particularly
those frequencies in the microwave range and lower, referred to as weak
elecfromagnetic fields. High power microwave frequencies can heat
tissues at the cellular level (thermal) - a principle used m microwave
ovens. However, whether weak electtomagnetic fields operating at
powers below thermal levels have an impUcation for human health, is
controversial (French 1997: 14-15).
French reviews a range of publications showing effects upon cell membranes from ELF
and radiofrequency microwave radiations. For my purposes here what interests me is
how French's early research on mobile phone effects on human and animal cells is
flagged within the review article. Here he is clearly showing he is a game player in this
emerging field of RFR bio-effects. At the same time French is aligning his work with
that of other researchers who have shown effects of RFR on biological systems, a
strategy that may deflect potential accusations of being a lone voice on the topic.
Experiments in our laboratory indicate that intermittent exposure of a
mast cell line to 835MHz over seven days increases the secretion of
substances such as histamine and serotonin, which are involved in
eliciting allergic symptoms {submitted for publication) (French, 1997:
16).
Elsewhere in the article, inside a side-bar entitied "Ring My Bell", French provides a
more biographical tteatment of his experimental programme. Again, the presentation
here works to seduce the audience into seeing French as a conventional scientist,
working in a frontier domain of knowledge that has been reinterpreted by sectors of the
scientific community and industry as being controversial. The sociological critique of
knowledge and power in society is deployed as "shield" and "weapon" agauist orthodox
attacks.
I have been conducting experiments over the past two years m this area
using an oscillator, which generates a frequency of 835MHz - the same
frequency used by analog mobile phones. Cell lines includmg those of
mast cells, glioblastomas and endothehal cells, were mtermittently
exposed to these power densities. Some cellular changes associated with
signal ttansduction, such as growth, secretion and morphology were
observed {submitted for publication). The effects differed between
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different cell types, and occurred witiiout significant heating of the
culture medium. These results are in line with much of the published
evidence presented m this article and provide more evidence for
interactions of EMR and biological systems (French 1997: 15).
We watch as any potential scepticism regarding the observed effects on cells of
microwave radiation are deflected by asserting the experiments occurred "without
significant heating of the culture medium," a claun that would, as we saw in Chapter
Three, be deployed with force by the critical Telstta report (Anderson et al. 1998) on
French et al's early experiments. Evident in this exfract, also, is the persuasive
discourse that casts French's results as of a piece with those found by other researchers
in this interdisciplinary field.

Still the persuasive discourse evident here reveals little about the vociferous boundary
work at play m the mobile telephone controversy. In this article I suggest the model of
the scientist as explorer of frontier domains in nature features more sttongly than any
politicised or sociological vision of the scientific endeavour.

More polemic was the tone in an article published by both French and David McKenzie
several years later ui another Australian science magazine. Lab News (French and
McKenzie 1999). I suggest that French et al's pubhc presentation of scientific self and
work became more overtly politicised as thefr experiences of marginalisation increased.

By being frank ki a general audience science publication about the politics of scientific
research, they present themselves to a wider audience as havmg been unfairly criticised
and marginalised. The editorial inttoduction to the article itself exphcitly acknowledges
"The Frontiine" magazine section in which the article is located as seekuig to "explore
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some of the more contentious issues m science that also affect the wider community"
{Lab News 1999: 23). French and McKenzie's discourse is thus framed by the
publication as but one side to the debate and thefr article is followed by an uidustry
rejoinder (which I will not explore here). Kuhn's vision of revolutionary science as
involving the loss consensus or faith in a paradigm seems at work here. 1 would suggest
that Popper's definition of real science hi terms of open debate, bold conjecture and
refutation, is also represented in suchtteatments.Popper and Kuhn's visions of science
emerge as complementary rather than contradictory in these instances of boundary
work, at least.

In the analysis that follows I show how this article by French and McKenzie is an
example of explicitly politicised scientific boundary work utilising the colonisation of
uncertainty, par excellence.

The title of the paper itself, "The Jury is still out on Mobile Phones" aptiy frames tiie
critical agnosticism that pervades the article.
The rapid expansion of the telecommunications industty has result in
increasing exposure of the population to non-ionising radiation in the
microwave region (above 300 MHZ). Some have asked whether such
exposures (especially from handsets) are safe. Of course, microwave
exposures at power levels sufficient to induce heating of cells and tissues
is hazardous to health. The current debate hmges on one main question:
can microwaves adversely affect biological function at much lower
power levels (i.e. "atiiermal" levels - insufficient to induce significant
heating)? To date, a plausible scientific mechanism has not been defined
for such effects. As a result, standards bodies have had difficulty in
defining a tiueshold level based on atiiermal effects. For those who
dispute the existence of athennal biological effects, tiiey must explain the
several studies which appear to demonsfrate these effects (French and
McKenzie 1999: 22).
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I will suggest tiiat their treatment m the article advances a view of science as complex
and confradictory, with episodes of dissent, conflict and combat (much like Kuhn's
notion of revolutionary science). French and McKenzie make clear to the reader that
they will not simply review the current research suggesting biological effects of
athermal exposures, but also present their own experimental evidence for the bio-effects
of cell phone radiation. In addition, they underscore the vociferous boundary work at
play in the research on mobile phone effects, and, m particular, the attacks their
experimental work received from industry. This kind of presentation, which seems
mdicative of a sociological critique of science, reveals the lack of a clear consensus
regarding methodology and theory in this field. Science, as in constmctivist accounts, is
seen as patchy and heterogeneous, involving the both conflict and cooperation between
a range of actors/agents and value systems.

French and McKenzie achieve a political critique of their scientific field in this article
by a range of discursive tactics. In the first instance, they make reference to the nowfamous Florida case which found in favour of the defendant - a telecommunications
company - rather than the plaintiff
In 1992, a Florida woman, who had been a heavy mobile phone user,
died of a brain tumour. Her husband sued the phone manufacturer in an
attempt to link the tumour to the radiation from the antenna. The case
was decided in favour of the company as there was no direct evidence to
prove a cause and effect relationship. Unfortunately, there are still very
few experiments at levels and exposure times relevant to the actual use
of mobile phones (French and McKenzie 1999: 22).
We see here how the court finding - which is a legal rather tiian scientific
pronouncement on the state of scientific research ui this area - is not taken as the final
word so much as an opportunity for the colonisation of scientific uncertainty. I will
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show below how the article serves to colonise scientific uncertamty m favour of the
authors' own attempts at formmg a research programme in this area.

Secondly, they make reference to the now-notorious Adelaide Hospital mouse study
(Repacholi et al 1997). Despite government, mdustry and scientific denouncement of
the study m question, French and McKenzie implicitly critique tiie orthodox stance by
taking the veracity of the study as given.
One key study was set up with the support of Telstta to examine the
long-term effects of a mobile phone frequency (900MHz) on transgenic
mice which were prone to develop a type of lymphoma. The system was
used because it is highly sensitive to mutagenic or carcinogenic
influences. The result was a 2.4-fold uicrease m the incidence of
lymphoma in the exposed mice. Furthermore, the lymphomas developed
much earlier m the exposed group than in the unexposed (conttol) group.
Increased heating was mled out. In a similar study by the same group
looking at the effects of exposure on the same sttain of ttansgenic mice
of power line (50Hz) electtomagnetic fields, there was no difference in
the rate at which the exposed mice developed lymphoma. Therefore there
appears to be something specific to the pulsed 900 MHz exposure at
athermal levels which induced the increase in lymphoma. The conclusion
that can be drawn is that in some circumstances pulsed microwave
radiation may be carcinogenic (French and McKenzie 1999: 22-23).

In this tteatment, no mention is made by French and McKenzie of misgivings about the
study held by government, mdustry and the researchers who undertook the study.
Taking the study at face value they assert that "in some cfrcumstances pulsed
microwave radiation may be carcinogenic".

In defense of this statement, they outline a brief range of effects seen in various cellular
studies of microwave exposures, a listing which deflects potential accusations of being
mavericks while undermining the mythical notion of large-scale scientific consensus. So
alongside the picture of dissent and debate is tiie rhetorically powerful presentation of
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an emerging consensus amongst marginalised researchers. These two attributions can be
seen as providing a seductively complex vision of science (from the point of view of
practice theory sociology, at least): one emphasising conflict and dissent; the other the
rise of cooperation and consensus in an emergent scientific field of work.
Several athermal in vitro studies have shown effects, microwave
exposures have been reported to: alter cAMP-independent protein kinase
activity m human lymphocytes; affect DNA syntiiesis in glioma cells and
lymphocytes; induce cell cycle alterations in CHO cells; induce
cytogenetic damage and to act synergistically to increase the rate of sister
chromatid exchange in human lymphoctyes, and; decrease cell growth
rate m human amnion cells (French and McKenzie 1999: 23).
For my purposes here, an exegesis of the cellular biological terms is less cmcial than a
consideration of how the above listing undermines industry and orthodox scientific
assertions that athermal microwave exposures are inert to biological systems. Athermal
microwave agency is instead cast as interfering with certain key cellular functions,
given that a range of different studies by different research groups have published on
that basis. Athermal radiation is seen as an active form of agency precisely because it
has been observed to alter normal cellular agency on repeated occasions.

The article in Lab News also works to demystify and destigmatise so-called window
effects which refer to a non-linear dose-response curve in microwave exposures.
Denymg that window effects necessarily denote artefactual results, French and
McKenzie suggest they may simply be the resufr of complex causal mechanisms. Thefr
treatment supports a vision of complexity in biological responses to microwave
radiation which conttasts with orthodox visions of the natural agencies at hand.
It should be noted that some groups have reported no effects, and other
groups have reported "power windows" - a lack of a dose-response
relationship in inducing an effect by microwave exposure. This nonlinearity does not necessarily mean that the data is artefactual - there
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could, for example, be two mechanisms operatmg simultaneously with
different thresholds (French and McKenzie 1999: 23).

Most important for my purposes is the way in which the article's closmg section
publicises the stiiictural blockages faced by French et al m pursumg a field of research
deemed controversial. Titied "Our Experience", the section m question outlines the
effects they observed in cell shape and growth after RFR exposures at athermal levels.
In our laboratory, we exposed a rat mast cell line at low power levels and
at temperatures well below 37degrees C to microwaves relevant to
analogue phones in a resonant chamber. We observed significant
changes in cell shape and cell growth. These changes included an effect
on contact mhibition - the exposed cells continued to grow and divide
after they became confluent - as well as an effect on the actin
cytoskeleton and on secretion of histamine induced by a calcium
ionophore. Furthermore we have observed effects on protein kinase C
and gene expression in human mast cells. The exposures were performed
three times a day for 20 minutes at a time, for seven days (French and
McKenzie 1999: 23).
Here, French and McKenzie make explicit to the reader the criticism their exposure
system received from Telstra, the largest telecommunications company in Austtalia,
while also outlining their rebuttal to such criticism. The repeated instances in which the
effects were observed by a range of scientific practitioners are held up as a counterstrike to industry accusations of artefactual data. In this way, these observation reports
are held up to be the result of a collective of scientific workers, rather than the hysteria
of a lone and misguided worker. The depiction of collective action or agency, is once
again deployed as a criterion of veridical science.
The exposure chamber used in these experiments has been criticised by
Telsfra Research Laboratories as difficult to provide a reproducible and
homogeneous exposure within the culture vessel. However, the effects
were seen consistently over several months by several researchers
(French and McKenzie 1999: 23).
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A cmcial part of thefr rebuttal involves a Popperian vision of science. French and
McKenzie provide bold conjectures, which can be tested and potentially refuted, about
tiie mechaiusms by which RFR might impede normal cellular agency and foster disease.
The conclusion from the above studies is that there is evidence for
athermal biological effects under some circumstances. In the absence of
a mechanism, however, the implications for human health remain
uncertam. It is not unplausible that pulsed microwave energy from
mobile phones could induce biological effects. Each pulse is a burst of
energy which may be able to alter the energetics of a biological system.
In this sense, pulsed microwaves at athermal levels may act as a sfress in
a similar way to other envfronmental sfresses such as chemicals and heat.
If this is the case, what molecules or systems are affected by microwave
exposure, and what are the threshold power levels for induction of such
effects? Likely candidates for targets are ions, especially calcium, and
proteins, especially those associated with signal fransduction (such as
protein kinase C). Either of these would have important implications not
only for cancer but also for other diseases which arise from interference
with normal regulatory processes. (French and McKenzie 1999: 23).

Centtal to this presentation is the colonisation of uncertainty in their favour. In a
concluding section, appropriately entitled "Doubt", French and McKenzie admit to the
current scientific uncertainty surrounding microwave exposures at so-called athermal
levels. In this way they imdergird the importance of continuing research into this novel
field of research, and by implication, the legitimacy of their own investigations.
Mobile telecommunications systems have been hailed a technological
triumph. While it is tme that currently there is no mechanism to explain
biological effects induced by athermal microwave exposures, there is
certainly much about the area that we don't know (French and McKenzie
1999:23).
What is more, they contrast the unchecked introduction of wireless telephone handsets
(as nucrowave enutters held close to the head) with the strict tests and regulations
surrounding the inttoduction of novel pharmaceuticals.
In a world where more and more people are using mobile phones, it is of
concem that so few studies designed specifically to test biological
systems under exposure conditions relevant to mobile phone use have
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been carried out. fr couldn't happen tiiese days for a novel
pharmacological agent (French and McKenzie 1999: 23).
In tills way, the pursuit of research into MP exposures is not sunply warranted for tiie
sake of curiosity regarding frontier terrains of natural agency. Such research seems
obligatory to ensure the protection of public healtii. Doubt and uncertainty surroundmg
the state of scientific knowledge and risks to pubhc safety are marshalled here in favour
of ongoing research such as theirs.
We are working to further develop our exposure system to determine the
mechanism by which the effects we and others have observed occur
(French and McKenzie 1999: 23).

3) Presentation & Performance: Reinforcing Legitimacy of the Scientific Self &
Theory through Public Speaking

I want now to explore the public performances of science undertaken by French. These
presentations work to reinforce

his status as a legitimate working scientist

communicating his findings to scientific and non-scientific audiences alike. In particular
I want to focus on French's public speaking engagements at a medical research
institution as well as a radiation technology industry conference. I see French's
participation at such gatherings as the performance of a working scientist at the "coal
face" of nature. Such public performances comprise an important means by which
unorthodox workers aim to galvanise some sort of support for their work. If fledgling
scientific groups - and the individual dissidents comprising them - wish to consolidate
their position, they must find ways to increase numbers and secure resources. They
must, in other words, reproduce socially. Unorthodox scientific workers and collectives
must seek and seduce support beyond thefr boundaries if they are to secure certam
resources presently denied them and to reproduce themselves through time and space.
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Communication of work m progress at fora such as symposia or conferences may well
help dissidents to pamt a picture of themselves as serious and sober. Recalling the
Mertonian norms discussed ui Chapter Two, the free communication of one's scientific
work is one criterion put forth as an index of science. In public performances of his
team's research programme, French utilises persuasive discourse like any other scientist
wishing to seduce his audience. Cmcial to such discourse is a clear explanation of
French et al's experimental results and publications as well as an exegesis of thefr
hypothesised mechanism for mobile phone health effects.

In addition, in both publication and public performances at public lectures, French, once
agam, deployed a sociological and historical perspective on science whereby the hubris
of previous generations of scientists and leaders are ridiculed through the benefit of
hindsight. Drawing material from Forbidden Science, Richard Milton's (1994) analysis
of historically distant and recent cases of suppressed research, French presaged some of
his pubhc talks with stories showing the historical folly of dogmatic scepticism.
Examples he deployed included Edison's scientific critics who refused to visit Menlo
Park to see for themselves that electric lighting was no pipedream; disbelief in the
scientific press at eyewitness accounts of the first aircraft flight by the Wright brothers;
and the erroneous assumption that computers would only ever comprise a specialist
market. The historical examples used by French in his lectures adumbrate the scepticism
that has surrounded research into mobile phone emissions. Statements made by industry
representatives regarding a clear scientific consensus (such as "Forty years and 6,000
research papers say mobile phones are safe", as we explored above) are juxtaposed by
French with historical examples of suppression and denouncement in science. More
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importantiy, the examples chosen by French from Milton's (1994) book did not extend
to more recent scientific scepticism cases such as Pons and Fleischmann's "cold fusion"
controversy, or, even the Odones' treatinent for Adenoleukodysttophy (ALD), named
"Lorenzo's Oil" (in honour of thefr son witii ALD), which has been scientifically
vmdicated only recently (2002). I would suggest there is a sttategic advantage in
French's eschewuig of recent - and thus unresolved - cases of scientific confroversy
precisely because he needs to frame his research programme as of a piece with long
vindicated cases of innovative science.

Time, money, resources and a concerted intemational effort have yet to be deployed
around the French et al hypothesis. Because of this one can remain epistemologically
agnostic about the veracity of the heat shock protein hypothesis of RFR "athermal"
effects. Nevertheless what is being deployed here by French is a seductive argument
relying upon a rhetoric of "famous last words". One can agree with the spirit of openminded scholarship and hypothesising in science without lapsing into gullibility. What
must be pointed out, however, is the way in which a different kind of uncertainty is
being wielded by French during such public performances. The "dangers" of stemming
if not dfrectly suppressing potential innovation in science - and the concomitant loss of
economic, political andpatriotic (nationalistic) capital - is at stake in such discussions.
This is a colonisation of uncertainty that says if you do not allow present dogma to be
challenged, then mventions as revolutionary as electric lighting or the personal
computer will be impeded in the future. Of course there is a paradox here: wfreless
telephony is such an innovation, now as ubiquitous as electricity and computers, and yet
French is asking his audience to entertain the concept that its chronic use may well be
harmful.
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Still tiie tactic of framing his own case as a contemporary example of unrecognised
mnovation - m this case in botii biological and bio-medical research - still has power to
sway the audience into uncertamty about orthodox dogmatism. The deployment of
sociological and social historical perspectives about science seems a recurring means by
which suppressed scientists work to remediate stigma.

The French case (along with the case study that follows in Chapter Five) shows that
alongside essentialist demarcation criteria, controversial scientists deploy what could be
called a post-Kuhnian sociological analysis of science in specialist and popularised
pubtications as well as in interviews with the media. This can be seen in French et al. 's
less specialised, more popular publications, as just explored. Similarly, interview
discussions with confroversial scientists - a kind of private conversation and public
performance all at the same time - see them repeating constmctivist and uiterests
analyses of how science operates.

What lends French's performance power is the precise combination of hindsight and
historical vindication of the conttoversial theories he cites as examples. This kind of
presentation avoids the taint of recent and still unresolved controversies in science such as cold fusion. At the same time, the presentation affords comparison of his
research with work long since vuidicated - such as the efforts of Edison and the Wright
brothers. This is a potent rhetorical comparison foregrounding as it does the now
ubiquitous and self-evident agencies of electricity and aviation in global society. As we
saw in the analysis of how scientists are denounced and degraded, the ubiquitous, the
tmistic and the seemingly self-evident are powerful rhetorical tools aimed at persuading
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and seducing the audience. But m wishuig to estabhsh thefr metaphoric redescriptions
of nature as veridical, legitimate and authoritative, confroversial scientists necessarily
engage ui discourse that shores up certakity ki thefr favour. One of the recurring tactics
by which this is achieved is by pointing out the inconsistencies and uncertainties in the
ortiiodox position while pursuing research which auns to extend knowledge and clarify
such uncertainties.

This tactic could be redescribed as scientists admitting to certamty about being
uncertain, a stance that legitimates the further exploration of natural agency. In this way
orthodox - or in Latourian terms, black box - visions of nature may be chedlenged.
The seemingly frail and revisable nature of human perception and its collective
representations is well instanced in the history of science and French deploys this
evidence to his advantage. When scientists argue that they "know that they do not
know" they are nevertheless shoring up support for the validity of scientific curiosity
into undiscovered terrain of nature as well as certamty in methodological powers of
science. In concert with this, they are encouragmg a modicum of doubt in their
audience(s) such that the present categorisation of natural agents - the orthodox visions
of the cosmos - might warrant re-evaluation.

One such performance which I attended (5* June, 2001) saw French as guest speaker at
the Garvan Institiite of Medical Research, Sydney. The Garvan comprises one of
Austtalia's leading institutions m medical research, fr is both a geographic neighbour
and scientific competitor to St, Vmcent's Hospital Centte for hnmunology where
French is Principal Scientific Officer. French was invited to speak at the Garvan as part
of its regular (monthly) sessions where scientists working in biomedical fields of
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research are able to share details of their latest work. At this talk French was able to
attract a reasonably sized audience of around 50, many of them young researchers
employed at the Garvan. Questions asked by the audience at the conclusion of French's
talk seemed to suggest suicere interest in and engagement with his work rather than
vociferous scepticism or suspicion. While it could argued that this appearance of
acceptance is but a veneer of the doubt and conttoversy which French's research has
prompted, I would nevertheless suggest that the invitation to speak, in itself, reflects a
measure of scientific acceptance.

Also in mid-2001, French was invited to be the dinner guest speaker at a radiation
safety course and conference run by the Australian Nuclear Safety and Technology
Organisation (ANSTO). ANSTO is the government scientific body charged with the
administration of and research at Ausfralia's only nuclear reactor. French referred to
himself as the "light relief for the post-dinner time slot. The convenor of the
conference personally invited French to speak because he thought his work in the area
of non-ionising radiation health effects would be interesting for the people attending.
French suggested that his performance before this kind of group would be challenging
as well as highly sttategic because this group - more than any other - deploys the
orthodox paradigm regarding the bio-effects of non-ionising radiation. Apart from
thermal effects, microwaves are seen as inert to health. Plus microwaves in the
radiofrequency

range

are

that

natural

resource

colonised

by

wireless

telecommunications industry and the government bodies regulatmg it. Microwaves are
the cause for cooperation and consensus amongst these government and industrial
collectives. If he could convmce this group of workers about the validity or utility of his
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research then it would comprise a significant coup mtiiestmggle to be accepted withm
science writ large (Fieldnotes, June 2001).

I suggest, however, that successful boundary work for a marginalised and stigmatised
field of research resides on more than the simple public performance or popularisation
of dissenting work. The succinct elaboration of a standardized package of research comprising an unquestioned set of experimental methods, a range of boundary objects
in nature as well as a posited set of causal relations between those objects — proves
cmcial to establishing and reinforcmg legitimate scientific status. What is more, the
presentation of a novel standardized package in intemational, peer-reviewed
publications may well count as one of the most seductive forms of scientific boundary
work (cf Collins 1999).

4) Creating a Novel Standardized Package of Research: "Heat Shock" Proteins as
Boundary Objects with Complex Agency

In their early publications French et al provided no clear cut hypothesis of mechanisms
by which RFR was causing observed effects in exposed cells. Only a generalised
potential explanation was provided mvoking the mediating role of cellular signalling
pathways:
fr is hypothesised that 835 MHz radiation at low power density may be
affecting a signal ttansduction pathway involved m cell proliferation
(French, Donnellan & McKenzie 1997:13)
fr is hypotiiesized that effects of exposure to an electtomagnetic field at
835 MHz may be mediated via a signal ttansduction pathway
(Donnellan, McKenzie & French 1997: 427).
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In Chapter Three, I pointed out how the anomalous observations - particularly the
window effects - made by French in these early publications were seen by him not so
much as a cause for concem over his experimental procedures, as some kind of clue
about the complexity of cellular agency. Anomaly aroused his curiosity and formed the
basis for fiirther exploration.
...[T]he key to it [was] the fact that no effect was seen at 10 watts of power but
at 2 watts there was a sfrong inhibitory effect in the brain cell cultures. And
when I was writing tius down into a grant application, when I started putting this
together, it suddenly hit me as to what was happening. Because this window
effect has appeared in the elecfromagnetic literature for a long time, it's been
discounted by scientists who cite the window effect, which is that more is not
always better. Sometimes the effect disappears. Then if you tum the power back
up again it reappears or the frequency does the same thing. High frequency
works, at a different frequency it doesn't work and at another frequency it
works. So that's called tiie window effect and they said, "See it must all be
artefactual. It's all mumbo-jumbo and mystical" because it doesn't follow a
standard scientific principles that if you add more of something ST: A linear effect in other words?
PF: Yeah. And we've seen it as well. And as I was puttmg all this together, I
suddenly realised that what that tells us is that fr's not a straightforward
active/passive response so that the more you add of the active agent, tiie more
the response is absorbed and the effect is seen (French, Interview #1, 10* May
2000).
The vision of natural agency at hand here is not one where biological systems are
passive, robotic or machine-like in their responses. Degrees of freedom in response to
RFR exposure are allowed for m French's redescription of cells and their component
systems. Cells and thefr constituent molecules become boundary objects showing
complex rather than machinic forms of agency.

fri my second mterview with French he made clear his testable hypothesis by which
both non-linear RFR window effects could be explained while also suggesting how
long-term RFR exposure might prove harmful. The first publication of this idea would
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emerge later that year in tiie Journal of Theoretical Biology (Laurence et al 2000
[analysed below]).
One of the mterestuig discoveries that was made over the past 20 years was tiie
phenomenon of heat shock proteins where if a cell is heated up to about 2
degrees above its normal temperature - so for mammalian cells that's 39 to 40
degrees - at those temperatures, the cell mduces or tums on a heat shock
response. It makes protems called heat shock proteins. And what they do is,
they nullify the effects of the heating. The effect of tiie heatmg on the cell is to
unfold proteins or to misfold them and that can cause the protein's normal
function to fail. And what the heat shock proteins do is that they're designed to
refold the proteins into a functional shape. So in other words they are act as a
defence mechanism to protect the cell from massive destmction. Obviously if
you heat a cell up for a long time at a temperature, then the response can't cope
and the cell will die. However for a brief period of heating, say ten minutes, half
an hour or so then the heat shock proteuis are tumed on, they bind to the proteins
that are unfolded and they then, once the response is tumed off, they're then no
longer needed. They're released from the proteins and the proteins carry on in
their usual way. That's a simplified version of what happens but effectively
that's what happens (French, Interview #2,24* September, 2000)

French's research is here intersecting with a newly emergent field - one in any case that
has been in development for only a few decades - considering the important repafr role
of "chaperones". A fresh field, such as the study of so-called molecular and cellular
chaperones or cell repair proteins, holds opportunity for the would-be innovative
researcher precisely because there are a plethora of potential academic "eco-niches"
they may inhabit.

French emphasises tiiat the key to heat shock protem activation is protein unfolding.
Here he is quick to point out tiiat despite their name, heat shock protems are triggered in
response to otiier sttessors apart from heat, such as osmotic shock, chemical exposure or
physical shearing of cells: "So anytiiing tiiat will cause a protem unfolding, any sort of
sfress tiiat will cause a protein unfoldmg will tiim on tiie heat shock response"
(Interview #2, 24* September 2000). In tiie exfracts that follow we watch the complex
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schema French proposes to explain window effects where tiie non-lmearity ofresponse
is a result of specific biological reactions to different power levels of radio frequency
radiation.
PF: So this lack of dose response curve is I think a bit of a furphy in tiie whole
debate. Nevertheless it is held up as a possible criticism. But in it, I see now, is
a clue to the possible mechanism of tiiis and that is tiiat it comes back to tiie heat
shock response. So imagine we've got cells bemg exposed to a pulsed
microwave of power A and we measure a biological effect, whatever it is. In
our tiieory or in our model, what's happening is that tiiat power is sufficient to
cause proteins to become slightly unfolded which causes them to alter their
function which causes obviously the cell's biological function to change in a
measurable way. Now as you tum the power up, the proteins become more
unfolded, sufficiently to trigger the heat shock response. The heat shock
response is tumed on and fr refolds the proteins thus effectively abrogating the
biological output. So you see then no effect (French, Interview #2: 24
September 2000)
In thisfreatmentlow power levels of RFR - so-called athermal levels of energy given
out by cell phones - are seen as causing changes in protein shape (protein
"conformation") that are nevertheless insufficient to trigger the HSP repair mechanism.
In this way effects in cell shape and growth seen and reported by French in his early
publications are explained. However in French's model, increasing the power level of
RFR exposure will sufficiently deform protein shape so as to trigger the normal HSPmediated repair, thus abrogating visible effects in exposed cells. The artefactual nature
of window effects - as defmed by the orthodoxy - is here redefmed as an index of
complex biological agency depending on the power level of exposure.
ST: What does it take for the heat shock proteins to be tumed on, what is the
threshold point?
PF: It's sufficient level of unfolding of protein. And then as you tum on the
power again you get unfolding to a degree that the heat shock proteins can't
cope with and obviously you get the massive changes. And the experimental
evidence for that is that when we were doing some work on brain cancer cells in
culture we exposed cells three times a day for three minutes at a time, for seven
days and then measured their growth rate after each day. And at two watts of
power, which is equivalent to what a mobile phone puts out, at the end of each
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day, the exposed cells basically stopped growing, this is the bram cancer, the
glioblastomas, and tiie control cells, the unexposed cells kept growing, which
you'd expect. Up until about day 7 where tiie effects for some reason started to
wear off and the growtii picked up but that's another issue. Nevertheless tiiere
was a massive disparity between the growtii of the unexposed cells and the
growth of the cells exposed to 2 watts. And we published that in
Bioelectrochemistry and Bioenergetics about three or four years ago. What was
interesting was that I asked my assistant to tum tiie power up to 10 watts and to
do the same experiment. And at 10 watts of power there was no effect on cell
growth, so it was five times the power level. And so we reported that as a
window effect. And again people scratched their heads about it. But I think it
can be explained by the fact that at 10 watts of power, you get sufficient protem
unfolding to be able to defend agamst fr. So you expose fr for three minutes, the
heat shock response is tumed on and the cells are fme, they grow.
ST: They can repair themselves?
PF: Yeah, however if exposed to three minutes at 2 watts or power, you get a
little bit of unfolding not sufficient to tum the heat shock response on and
therefore you get altered growth. It's an interesting hypothesis and so of course
one easy way to test it is to look at heat shock protein expression and you can do
that easily and we've done that and we've got a paper at this showmg that heat
shock proteins get tumed on. And what's very mteresting is that they get tumed
on at one pulse. So there are a whole family of heat shock protems and they're
given numbers depending on their size. So the fust protein that gets tumed on at
one pulse is heat shock protem 110 and gradually after, oh, 80, 100, 200, 400,
1000 pulses, heat shock protein 70 which is the main heat shock protein gets
tumed on, but that takes time to come up. So what's very interesting about that
work is that it does show that there are early and late heat shock protein
responses. Now we're in the throes of working more sensibly on this but we're
not yet at a stage of being able to publish it. Nevertheless the results seem to
indicate that there is a heat shock response tumed on at temperature levels which
are well below 39 degrees. So there's, at one level, it looks as though pulsed
microwaves might be another sttess on the cell which causes protem unfolding
and in the absence of power sufficient to generate a heat shock. So one obvious
next step is to try to find out what proteins are being misfolded and there are
ways that we are looking at doing that. So if the heat shock protein response can
explain the window effect, it ... also gives us a signal that there is something
going on at the protein and cellular level at temperatures not sufficient to cause
conventional heating.
ST: In that it's triggering a kind of repair mechanism in the body?
PF: Yeah, tiiat's right, that's right (French, Interview #2, 24* September 2000).

The elaboration of the hypothesis described by French now lends itself to experimental
scmtiny utilising the anointed metiiods of cellular biology to frack the agency of cells
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and tiiefr constituents. Accusations of pseudo-science - as untestable assertions - are
here deflected by direct intersection witii well-respected and unquestioned experimental
procedures m cellular and molecular biology. Moreover a complex vision of biological,
specifically, molecular, agency is bemg posited here given tiiat different types of HSPs
are tiiggered at different stages in RFR exposure. Avenues for potential experimental
work seem to proliferate in tiie French et al HSP hypothesis given tiie evidence for
"early" and "late" heat shock protein responses.

In comparison to orthodox defmitions of the natural agencies at hand, I see three
conceptual shifts which distmguish the French et al standardized package of research:
The furst two involve shifting the biological perspective temporally and spatially. These
elements were brought to the fore in the paper published in the Journal of Theoretical
Biology which I will explore shortly. The third conceptual shift invoked in French's
work can be characterised ui terms of interdisciplinary bricolage where research
implicating chronic heat shock protein activation in disease formation is deployed to
show a possible (and testable) link between RFR exposures and diseases such as cancer.
This aspect of French's program would ffrst be revealed at the Hearings of the Senate
Inquiry into Electromagnetic Radiation in late 2000, months after French and his written
submission to the Inquiry had been tarnished as the work of a cmsader and pseudoscientist. The hypothesised link between HSPs and specific diseases appeared in
published form a year later in the well-respected cell biology joumal Differentiation (as
I shall explore below).
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5) First Publication of the HSP Hypothesis of RFR Effects

Microwave exposure under "athermal" conditions occiurs when no temperature
rise can be measured by conventional thermometry. The existence of biological
effects arising from the athermal exposure is still conttoversial, partly because of
a lack of the linear dose response relation. We propose a model in which pulsed
nucrowave radiation causes a triggering of the heat shock or sttess response by
altering the conformation of proteuis through a ttansient heatmg of the protem
and its close environment. We support this by modellmg usmg the heat
diffusion equation and show that pulsed exposure even when athermal can lead
to transient temperature excursions outside the normal range. We propose that
the power window phenomenon in which biological effects are observed at low
power levels may be caused by an incomplete triggering of the heat shock
response (Abstract, Laurence et al 2000, emphasis added).

By redescription of complex non-linear processes involved in the heat shock response,
French et al work to deflect the attributions of suspect science flred at thefr early
publications and experunents by the Telstta Research Laboratory report (Anderson et al
1998). The idea of low power RFR exposure leading to an "incomplete triggering of
the heat shock response" allows for a plausible and potentially testable mechanism by
which non-linear RFR dose responses might be explained. The sacred tenet of a linear
response curve in toxicology deployed by orthodox players such as ARPANSA and
Telstra is here put to question. Paraphrasing Latour (1987) and Fujimura (1992), the
unquestioned black box of linear dose response is made into a "grey box", open to
question, scmtiny and critical appraisal by the work of French and his colleagues. In
terms inspired by Tumer (1969), I suggest this paper renders the sacred tenet of a linear
dose-response into a linunal object up for contestation and competitive redescription.
For those collaborating with French, the notion of complex cellular and molecular
agency producing the window effect becomes a boundary object which focusses, unifies
and coordinates their research.
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I want fustiy to explore how French's work destabilises and redefines orthodox
definitions of tiiermal exposures or thermal effects of RFR through a shifting of
temporal and spatial perspectives.

6) Molecular Heating & the Complexity ofHeat Shock Protein Agency

A cmcial feature of French's research program involves redefining thermal or heating
effects of RFR relevant to the micro-level biological agency of cells, and molecules,
such as proteins. The French et al standardized package also draws on the emerging
understanding of molecular chaperones in the body which work either to repair
misshapen and dysfunctional proteins, or, if repair is not possible, to trigger apoptosis or
death of the affected cell. The beat shock proteins are so named, as mentioned above,
because they were first discovered as a biological repair mechanism - highly conserved
across all species of organisms - to cope with the deleterious effects of heating on cells.
HSPs have since been found to be a cmcial defence against a range of biological
sttessors so that their ongoing designation as repair proteins triggered by heat seems
incongmous. The redefinition of heat in the Journal of Theoretical Biology paper - coauthored by David McKenzie, and Jocelyn Laurence (a PhD candidate in the Applied
Physics supervised by both French and McKenzie) - occurs in concert with a
redefinition of agency for heat shock proteuis. With the paper published in the Journal
Theoretical Biology (Laurence et al 2000), French and co-workers provide a
redefmition of HSPs which amounts to an expansion of their agential capabilities. By
the same token, the work in question expands the agency of low power RFR like that
emitted by mobile phones precisely because they suggest - against ortiiodox definitions
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- tiiat it may act as another kind of stressor on biological systems - particularly cells
and proteins.

The first distinction of unportance made in the Laurence et al paper involves
demarcating thermal and athermal exposures to radiofrequency radiation m relativist or
qualitative terms rather than in absolute or essentialist terms characteristic of orthodox
discourses on the subject.
It is important to establish a basis for distinguishing between thermal and
athermal exposures. This can be done by considering the principles of
temperature and its measurement. Strictly speaking, the temperature of a system
is meaningful only when all the parts of the system are in thermal equilibrium,
that is, there is no heat glowing between one part of the system and another. In
order to determine the temperature, there is an implication of a measurement (or
thermometer response) time bemg the time requfred to bring the system into
thermal equilibrium with a thermometer. No meaningful measurement of
termperature can be made on a time scale shorter than the response time
(Laurence etal 2000: 292).

Laurence et al then make clear that the guidelines (1988) set by the Intemational
Commission on Non-Ionising Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) for lunitmg RFR
exposures specify a measuring of 6 minutes whereby time varying doses may be
averaged out. In the statement which follows, we see the juxtaposition of orthodox
definitions of thermal and athermal exposure as the pragmatic outcome of an averaging
time chosen for its convenience in terms of measurement via liquid in glass
thermometry.
[The ICNIRP guidelines enable] a distinction to be made between a thermal
exposure, that is one which causes a significant temperature rise as determined
by a convenient thermometer with a 6 min. averagmg time, and an athermal
exposure, one which does not cause a significant temperature rise m this sense.
The 6 min. value is useful as this enables readily available thermometers such as
liquid-in-glass type to be used (Laurence et al 2000: 292).
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In this way, tiie research programme coordinated by French reveals the temporal
vagaries at tiie nub of orthodox definitions of tiiermal and atiiermal RFR exposures.
The 6-minute averaging time used by orthodox guidelines enshrined in the ICNIRP
standards are implicitly cast as a pragmatic rather tiian absolute definition of thermal
effects.

The Laurence et al paper also defines the three-dimensional spatial boundary
conditions of the exposed system necessary for the delineation of "thermal" exposures:
In order to measure the temperature any thermometer will only be in
thermal equilibrium with a certain volume of the subject system and this
volume needs to be specified. The ICNIRP standard provides a practical
definition. It specifies a lOg mass of tissue which gives a characteristic
system size of approximately 10 cm^. Therefore, only when a lOg mass
of the tissue shows a significant temperature rise in the above sense is the
exposure considered in this work to be thermal, otherwise we shall
consider it to be athermal (Laurence et al 2000: 293).
Here we can see how French and his colleagues respect and reinforce the orthodox
distinction between thermal and athermal exposures. At the same time this paragraph
sets the stage for their novel redescription of how cells and proteins - by confrast with a
lOg mass of gross tissue - might nevertheless be affected by athermal RFR exposures.
Thus French and colleagues shift the spatial perspective such that smaller scale
biological agents - cells and molecules - become the focus of the scientific gaze.

The now well-rehearsed orthodox distinction between thermal and athermal
radiofrequency radiation exposures becomes identified at worst as arbitrary or at best as
the pragmatic outcome derived from relatively insensitive temperature measuring
devices and a macro-sized unit of biological agency - (viz lOcm-^ or lOg of tissue). The
description therefore does double duty. It pays respect to the orthodox ICNIRP
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guidelmes and definitions of thermal exposures while at tiie same time revealmg tiie
distinction to be an artefact of human classification and measuring technology that may
well obscure more subtie forms of RFR bio-effects.

Experiments done by French's team using sensitive thermometty pauit a different story
to conventional definitions of the (biological) situation. The following exttact - where
French refers to the specific arguments published in the Journal of Theoretical Biology
paper - shows how he opens the black box of the conventional tihermaVathermal
dichotomy, bringing into question the arbittariness of the ICNIRP guidelines for
averagmg values for time measurement and volume.
PF: [Wje've got [a paper] that's been provisionally accepted by the Journal of
Theoretical Biology which is our hypothesis for the mechanism by which ... the
effects are occurring which we've refined to a pretty fine pomt. And it's
ironically, it's based absolutely in solid, biological and physics orthodoxy ...
ST: Which is?
PF: It's a heating effect but not as the standards would understand or as the
industry would understand because Ken Joyner [an engineer working for
Motorola] says, "Okay the pulsing nught cause some heating, but... the brain's
so suffused with blood that it takes all the heating away." Well we've modelled
that in cells in culture with a very rapid heat ttansfer But with probes that are
not thermometers but are probes that sense every half a second, you get spikes
of heat with up to 45, 50 degrees, which then rapidly disappear [1]. And if you
average the temperature, if you stick a thermometer in the head, there's no
temperature rise. But each pulse does that, and that occurs in milliseconds rather
than in seconds [2]. And we know what heating can do. It can alter the shape of
proteins and the shape of proteins is very highly related to their function [3]. So
for example, p53, which is mutated in over 50% of human cancers is very shapedependent and p53's role is to tell the ceUs to die that become transformed. ...
[A]nd mutated p53 loses the ability to be able to bmd to DNA because its shape
has changed. One way of doing that rather than mutation is by heat. You heat
p53, you can alter its conformation [4].
ST: You get mutation by defauti m a sense, a mutation-like effect?
PF: That's right, fr's a phenotypic change ratiier than a genotypic change but the
same happens. So one scenario you can envisage is that if you've got a tumour
developing, and you interfere with p53 via heat pulse, then, that could stop the
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body's normal defence mechanism of cancer. So the microwaves don't cause
cancer but they interfere with the defence mechanism. So that's tiie hypotiiesis
tiiat ... will appear in the Journal of Theoretical Biology. You don't need to
invoke any mystical effect of the energy of the microwave. You can do it all by
physics and biology (French, Interview #1,10* May 2000, emphases added).
In statements [1] ("But with probes that are not thermometers but are probes that sense
every half a second, you get spikes of heat with up to 45, 50 degrees, which then rapidly
disappear") and [2] ("And if you average tiie temperature... there's no temperature rise.
But each pulse does that, and that occurs in milliseconds rather than in seconds"), the
experimental results reported by French defy essentialist demarcation of thermal and
athermal exposures/effects. The orthodox definition then emerges as an artefact of
arbitrarily chosen averaging time and the boundary conditions of volumes of exposed
tissue. Spikes in temperature rise occur in the exposed cells at a temporal level of
milliseconds, variances camouflaged by an orthodox averaging time of 6 minutes.
What orthodox discourses cast in essentialist terms as binary or dichotomous, the work
of French et al redefines as a spectral or continuous phenomenon.

These transient temperature rises are then cast by French in statement [3] ("And we
know what heating can do. It can alter the shape of proteins and the shape of proteins is
very highly related to their fimction") as being able to transform protein conformation in
exposed cells. Thus we find the cmcial link in French's logic here, connecting low
power RFR exposures with transient temperature rises in exposed cells which may in
tum deform protein shape and thus fimction. A statement regarding biological harm
from athermal power levels is therefore made in the first instance by recourse to a
perspectival shift regarding time and space. These definitions of harm rely upon a shift
in temporal and spatial perspective by focussing on RFR impacts on cellular and
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molecular agents durmg a tune scale of milhseconds. Potential health effects are seen to
be a function of transient heatuig - caused specifically hy pulsed microwaves - at the
molecular level of biological organisation rather than the gross level of tissue focussed
upon ui orthodox definitions.
We ... proposed that the microwave pulses can cause unfolding to occur only
through transient heatuig of both the molecule itself and it aqueous envfronment.
We propose that this can occur either through the resonant absorption of energy
initially in the peptide chain (with subsequent diffusion of energy to the aqueous
environment) or through resonant absorption of the aqueous envfronment (with
subsequent diffusion of energy into the protem). Chattopadhyay et al (1997)
have discussed resonance of microwave radiation at very low power levels with
small groups of amino acids within proteins, e.g. in the active sites of key
enzymes (Laurence et al 2000: 295).
The Laurence et al. paper also makes clear the scientific uncertainties regarding the
effects of pulsed microwaves particularly due to the present limitations of measurement
technology. In this space of uncertainty, bold hypotheses and mathematical modellmg
can legitimately hold court, creating order and stmcture in a liminal "zone".
The difficulty in understanding the effects of pulsed energy inputs, as opposed to
continuous ones, is that rapid temperature changes result, and spatially nonuniform temperature distributions arise. This gives rise to the experimental
difficulties in measuring temperatures changes since most methods of
temperature measurement have significantly longer response times than the
duration of the microwave pulses of interest. Spatial non-uniformity is also
difficult to quantify because of the finite size of tiie most exposed volume and
the perturbing effects of thermometers, even low thermal mass ones like
fluoroptic probes. Modelling work is therefore essential to determine the
temperature as a fimction of time and position m the cell culture medium
(Laurence etal 2000: 296).
Using mathematical models, the paper demonsttates how a pulse of radiofrequency
range microwave energy has
a maximum intensity at the onset and decays exponentially with time. The
temperature as a fimction of time is shown [m Figure X] and shows that for a
very short time, the temperature has an excursion well outside the normal
operatmg range of living cells. The temperature rettims quickly to normal after
tiie pulse, and so the excursion would be difficult to measure using normal
thermometry. This large, ttansient mcrease ui temperatiire may result in the
alteration of protein conformation, hideed, this time scale is of the same order
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of magrutude as that of the dynamics of protein conformational change
demonsfrated for the interaction of nuclease with DNA (Ha et al 1999)
(Laurence et al 2000: 296).
Fuially, a tri-partite model of biological response to pulsed microwaves at low, high and
very high power levels, is presented, providing an intriguing solution to the paradoxical
window effects.
The hypothesis that the microwave exposure can affect the protein conformation
can be refined to differentiate the effects at different power levels. At low power
levels, a partial unfolding of specific target protein(s) occurs, which will be
insufficient to induce the stress response, but sufficient to alter protein function.
A biological effect (e.g. on cell proliferation) will be observed. At higher power
levels a more unfolded (molten globule) conformation is induced. The sfress
response [viz. heat shock protein response] will be activated, protecting the
protein, and preventing an observable biological effect. At very high power
levels, protein aggregation and precipitation occurs, and despite the activation of
the entfre sttess response, a catastrophic biological effect (e.g. cell death) will be
observed.
The above hypotheses explain many of the apparently inconsistent observations
in the scientific literature regarding microwave exposure. As there would be
multiple thresholds at a number of power levels, there would be a nonlinear
dose-response effect. The threshold power levels for biological effects depend
on the degree of protein unfolding needed to elicit a conformational change in a
key protem molecule or a partial or complete heat shock response ... [S]mall
conformational changes in enzymes can lead to large function effects (Koshland
1998) This model explains the power window phenomenon, widely reported in
the elecfromagnetic bioeffects literature, where biological effects are seen at
lower, but not at higher power levels (e.g. French et al 1997) (Laurence et al
2000: 297).

The deeper causal question of how RFR and power levels put out by mobile phones
might cause protein unfoldmg - while addressed by French et al via different
mechanisms - serve as a background to their argument. It is not cmcial for the
unperatives of thefr novel research programme which would simply need to show that
protein unfolding is occurring in subject systems.
PF: Now what we think is happening with ... pulsed microwaves is that the
proteins inside the cell that are being exposed to the microwaves are becoming
misfolded or unfolded as a result of the electromagnetic energy. Now that could
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be due to either localised heatuig so that the microwaves m a very small area, on
a molecular level can cause very localised heating witiim parts of tiie ceU so
even though the average temperature may not change of the whole medium
which the cells are grown in, there'll be a ttansient molecular heatuig, if you
like. And that would be sufficient to friduce protem unfolduig. The other titing
is that perhaps the electromagnetic field itself may cause a change m the
hydrophobicity ... fri the charge of the molecule.
ST: Explain hydrophobicity.
PF: But the elecfromagnetic field might because it's electtomagnetic, might alter
the charge on the molecule which may cause a change m the folding. The thfrd
possibility is that it might interfere, the microwaves may resonate with water and
water is actually very important in binding to proteins and mamtaining their cell
shape. So there's specific areas of hydrofelicity in the molecule, which are
associated with water molecules and specific areas on the protein with
hydrophobicity which is areas which are mside the protem, which basically repel
water molecules. So there's a polarisation of proteins and it's possible that by
resonating the water molecules associated with certain proteins you might get an
unfolding as well. So there are three possibilities that we've proposed as to how
microwaves could unfold proteins or misfold proteins. And whichever of those
three, if any, is the correct one is irrelevant for this discussion at the moment
because the hypothesis is that exposure to microwaves will cause protein
unfolding which will then cause the heat shock response ... the heat shock
proteins will be turned on, they'll bind to the unfolded proteins and refold them
against the stress of the electromagnetic field [emphasis added].
Now the interesting thing or the mteresting difference between microwave
exposure from mobile phones and generally heating up of cells and tissues is ...
the pulsing. So the mobile phone signal is pulsed. So each time you pulse a
cell with energy, you can imagine that the protein unfolds or if you like,
breathes, and then the pulse goes off and it refolds. And then it unfolds and
refolds. Now that's fine provided that you refold the protein the right way every
time. But it's possible that if you give a certain number of pulses, a large ttain
of pulses that would be seen m a reasonably long phone call, a five or ten minute
phone call, that would be thousands of pulses. And it's possible that each tune it
refolds fr may fold slightiy incorrectiy so tiiat at the end of tiie time, you may get
a misfolded [protein] or mistake in the refoldmg process which may cause that
protein to lose function permanentiy or to misfunction permanentiy (French,
Interview #2,24* September 2000).

I suggest that the arguments put forward by French and his team hold great power m the
absttact sense precisely because of their reductionism. The present ascendancy of the
reductionist paradigm - where large scale agency is explained as a function of its
smaller scale components - may well lend cognitive authority to work tarnished as
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conttoversial, even pseudo-scientific. By focussing on the phenomena at smaller and
shorter measurement scales - by adoptmg the reductionist paradigm - French et al. are
able to undercut orthodox tiieories m the aestiietic sense at least.

A vision of the heat shock protein response to microwave radiation as a complex and
nonlmear biological form of agency is provided, where the repair response is initially
not triggered due to a sub-threshold RFR dose; activated at high power levels; and
finally, where even higher power levels overwhelm the repafr mechaiusm leadmg to cell
death. In this way, French et al create a novel boundary object in nature which serves
to focus interdisciplinary scientific collaboration. Before exploring the interdisciplinary
bricolage evident in their novel standardized package of research, I want fiirther to
explore how French et al shore up certainty in their favour through a range of tactics.
These tactics include discourses of methodological justification as well as the fostering
of interdisciplinary collaboration, social reproduction and public forums for open debate
amongst the various stakeholders in the mobile telephone controversy

7) Reinforcing a Novel "Standardized Package" of Research: Cellular Studies,
Experimental Rigour & the Discovery of Mechanism

As mentioned in tiie fust part of this case study (Chapter Three), French and his
physicist colleague Professor David McKenzie debate the undermining of cellular
sttidies as bemg unable to provide insights into RFR health effects. Cmcial to the
establishment, reinforcement and (social) reproduction of a "standardized package" of
research is persuasive discourse which necessarily shores up certainty - and therefore
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scientific confidence - in favour of that package, m tius case, its metiiodological
imperatives.

In the search for some kind of mechanism to explam anecdotal reports of headaches and
brain tumours and so forth made by mobile phone users, McKenzie rhetorically shores
up certainty on the side of cellular studies m terms that seem reminiscent of conttoUed
experiments m physics. In an interview with McKenzie the question of what would be
required before research into health effects of MP RFR was considered uncontroversial
launched discussion over the relative validity of methods.
ST: I suppose what I'm asking for is, what would be the turning point,
experimentally, for it to be accepted?
DMcK: When sufficient replication of the results has been made, I think.
It's the same as any other area of science.
ST: And what kinds of experiments?
DMcK: To have a mechanism there. A way of understanding what's
happening and a way of verifying the predictions of that mechanism and
that prediction verified in many replications of the experiment. But 1
would say it's sufficient to reproduce the result, to have some new
science proven, if there is an effect, that by adduig the mechanism, it
adds so much more weight to the results as a way of then interpreting
and understanduig it and fitting it into the existmg body of knowledge.
And that adds to its acceptance you can actually use it then because it's
pushed it beyond the realm of the doubtful into the realm of certainty.
You can then use it to accept standards for exposure for the population. 1
think that's where we are with athermal effects at the moment. We don't
have enough confidence in the results.
ST: Would you have confidence more in cell studies than animal studies
as opposed to, say, epidemiology?
DMcK: In terms of looking at the mechanism, I would have more
confidence in cell studies.
ST: Why?
DMcK: Because you can do experiments on cell cultures that you can't
do - well defined experiments - which you can't do on whole animals.
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You have a much better chance of gettmg tiie really hnportant
replications because you can control the environment very carefully.
You can use the same genetic strain of cells and you just have a better,
more controlled experiment, so you have a better chance of
demonstrating replication. (McKenzie, Interview #1, 28th March, 2001,
emphases added).

Similarly m tiie public performance of tiieu research programme at the hearings for the
Australian Senate Inquiry into Elecfromagnetic Radiation, French and McKenzie
remforced and privileged the scientific utility of confrolled cellular studies in ways
which sidelined, ff not undermined, tiie validity of epidemiological sttidies. Like the
distinction between physics and "softer" sciences, already seen in Chapter Three, the
juxtaposition borrows from the concept of confrolling or manipulating natural agency,
rather than simply observing and qualitatively describing its behaviour.
The issue is that it is very difficult to go looking for epidemiology for
disease when you do not know exactly what the disease is ... [What the]
cell studies and the gene studies can tell us is what genes are affected.
Those genes which are knowm to have well-known connections to
diseases and therefore than can provide the basis for an intelligent
epidemiology rather than a fishing trip ... (Dr Peter French, Official
Committee Hansard, Sydney, 16th November, 2000: 267, quoted in
SECITARC 2001, fti 311, p. 86).
It is important to emphasise that a scientific approach is necessary. The
mechanism has got to be identified before any substantial science can be
done in this field. A viable mechanism has to be established by doing
meticulous science, establishing that mechanism, working out what it
could lead to and then looking for those effects in the population at large.
A cell biology experiment is cmcial here to identify and to prove the
mechanism, identify possible links and then work on those links by
looking at epidemiological evidence (Professor David McKenzie,
Official Committee Hansard, Sydney, 16the November, 2000: 267,
quoted in SECITARC 2001, fii 311, p. 87).

The deployment of cellular studies, by framing and capturing small scale biological
agents, confers a reductionist seductiveness to the French et al program
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8) Interdisciplinary Collaboration & Social Reproduction of a Novel Scientific
Collective

The reductionist power in French's work is also reflected ui French's collaboration with
scientists from other disciplines which undercut the orthodox discourses of engineering
and epidemiology in the mobile phone health effects debate. By workmg with physicists
such as Professor McKenzie - who is himself a highly respected and prestigious
Australian physicist - and several physics PhD students, chenusts such as Associate
Professor John Carver, University of Wollongong, - who is a heat shock protein
specialist and with whom French shares supervision of a chemistry PhD candidate - as
well as a range of other molecular and cellular biologists from different research
institutions and universities, French forges and socially reproduces a novel research
collective in science. I see such collaborations as potentially powerful because of their
interdisciplinary and inter-varsity sttength but also because the disciplines mvolved
hold a reductionist vision of natural agency when compared with orthodox discourses
on RFR effects.

Semi-regular symposia are organised by French and McKenzie (one ofwhich I attended
as observer in June 2002) bringing together scientists and doctoral candidates who work
on tiie biology, physics and chemistiy of RFR exposure. In this way a shared discourse
of RFR effects on small-scale biological agency - and thus a range of novel boundary
objects - are consttncted and reproduced. At the same time such gathermgs galvanize
relations of cooperation for future collaborations in research and publication. Further,
new generations of scientists in the relevant disciplines are being socialised by their
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interdisciplinary PhD supervisors into a novel scientific collective, thus ensuring that
the collective will be socially reproduced through time and space.

9) The Fostering (& Discouragement) of Interdisciplinary & Extra-Scientific
Communication & Debate

Another important means by which French and his immediate colleagues attempted to
foster a concerted research program on mobile telephone radiation effects - or at least
encourage and legitimate discussion and debate about the topic - involved the
organisation of a conference where a range of stakeholders could come together.
Convened by Professor McKenzie and his colleague from the Department of Applied
Physics at the University of Sydney, Professor Marcella Bilek, the conference was held
in Sydney in March 2001 and brought together media, community, industry, legal,
government and scientific stakeholders to discuss - sometimes vociferously - the
impacts of wireless technology impacts in the community.

McKenzie described not so subtie attempts at discouraging his plans for such a
stakeholder forum. He explained that while he was busy organising the RF conference
a senior office bearer at his university tried to dissuade McKenzie from any
mvolvement. McKenzie was asked to desist with the conference on the grounds that the
field was too conttoversial and that his participation might discredit the University and
potentially bring it adverse publicity. McKenzie admitted, however, that this interaction
simplyfiielledhis recalcittance and that he feh as if he was one of few scientists willing
to pursue unconventional, unpopular and potentially conttoversial work (David
McKenzie, personal communication, 18* June 2002).
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10) The Senate Submission as Bricolage: Where Popularisation & PoUticisation
Meet

I want now to rettim to French's (2000) submission to tiie Senate Inqufry on
Elecfromagnetic Radiation to show the ways in which fr amounted to scientific
bricolage. (French's submission to the Austtahan Senate is reproduced m tiie
Appendix.) This submission, we should recall, was denounced by ARPANSA as
pseudo-scientific and the work of a cmsader. I will speculate here as to why such a
document, referencing peer reviewed scientific articles, some of which were published
in the prestigious joumal Nature, was nevertheless cast in such derisive terms.

til

Submitted on the 7 Jime 2000, French's contribution to the Inquiry (reproduced ui the
Appendix) comprised an orienting cover letter outlining his scientific background;
details of two articles being peer reviewed at that time for publication (one ui the
Journal of Theoretical Biology and the other in Differentiation); a simplified exegesis of
his group's testable hypothesis of mechanism for RFR effects; as well as published
work from other disciplines and scientific workers providing supporting evidence for
his research agenda. The covering letter clearly identifies French's degree credentials,
his position as the Principal Scientific Officer and Manager at the Centre for
Immunology, St Vincents Hospital, Sydney, as well as his publishmg record in the area
of RFR effects on cells. The introduction also makes clear his collaboration with a
prestigious worker in physics (Professor David McKenzie) who is himself affiliated
with one of the most prestigious universities in Austtalia (the University of Sydney).
I have been studying the effects of radiofrequency exposures on cells (both
human and animal) in culture over the past five years. Along with my colleague
Prof David McKenzie, Professor of Material Physics, School of Physics,
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Sydney University, 1 have published three papers in mtemational peer reviewed
scientific joumals demonsfrating "athermal" biological effects on cells m
culture, including effects on cell growtii and gene expression (see attached). In
addition, we have two papers in the process of being published in peer reviewed
scientific joumals. In considering the question of health effects arising from
mobile phone use, there are four key papers tiiat I wish to highlight for tiieir
unique insights into the critical facets of the subject. Copies of these papers are
attached (French, Submission to the Senate Environment, Communications,
Information Technology and the Arts References Committee [SECITARC], 7
June 2000 [hereafter referred to as French Senate Submission]).
There is a sense here in which French is appealing to a collective which may have
powers to mfluence, if not conttol, the future course of his research specifically in terms
of financial and technical support.

The submission then outiines in brief terms the hypothesis published in the Journal of
Theoretical Biology where different power levels of RFR lead to complex and nonlinear heat shock protein responses, thereby explaining the paradox of RFR wuidow
effects. Further, French engages in interdisciplinary bricolage which shores up certainty
in favour of RFR exposures at athermal levels being anything but physiologically inert.
By citing research showing RFR athermal effects on cells (his earlier published works,
i.e. French et al 1997, Donetian et al 1991, Harvey and French 1999), on nematode
worms (de Pomerai et al 2000), ttansgenic mice (Repacholi et al 1997), and, finally,
human subjects (Krause et al 2000), French's submission is able to shore up certainty
in favour of his research program while upgrading uncertainty regarding the orthodox
position. In the lengthy interview extract below French reveals how he tried to persuade
his Senate readers about the reasonableness of his arguments through a synthesis of
findingsfromdistinct scientific disciplines.
Now there is a group that published tiiis in Nature in May this year [2000] that
showed that athermal microwaves at power levels a thousand times less than
those used by mobile phones can cause a heat shock response. This was in
nematode worms. So we're not talking about merely at a cell level, we're talking
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about an orgaiusm level now which is more resistant, one would think, than a
single exposed cell. Now they showed that tiie heat shock protem response was
mduced at .001 watts per kilogram. As I said that's a hundred or a thousand
times less than mobile phones put out and about 50 to 10 times less than the
standard allows. So the mobile phones are fifty times less than the standards
allow, so it's much, much less than the standards allow. So there is in fact,
evidence for this. But as far as I know thefr group which is de Pomerai, a fellow
who works in the Wellcome Institute m the UK and we are the oitiy people to
date to have proposed, to have shown heat shock responses m association with
electromagnetic fields, with microwave fields.
... And what was interestuig was that they talked about that at tiie same tune
they talked about mobile phones ui the paper. So they compared, it was thefr
words, that you have up to a thousand times less [energy] than you have m
mobile phones. So this was in Nature ... That was why I mcluded it as one of
the four papers that I thought were important for the Senate to consider in the
Senate Inquiry ... So I enclosed that paper and our hypothesis paper on the heat
shock response which was accepted by the Journal of Theoretical Biology,
again, a mainstream scientific joumal. I included two other papers, one ofwhich
was the Repacholi paper ... on the mice study, published m Radiation Research
in 1997 and the fourth paper [was] a paper that was published in Cognitive
Neuroscience this year showing that volunteers who used mobile phones had an
altered EEG in a memory task. And it's interesting, what they [found] was that
in a restmg EEG there was no effect of the mobile phone. So that volunteers
would just sit there and ... or just be exposed m some way. The phone was on
and there was exposure. And in the resting EEG when they were doing nothing
other than thinking, just bemg, there was no alteration to the EEG which was a
replication of a paper that Motorola had funded ... a couple of years ago
showing no effect on resting EEG. This group went one step further and they
then asked ... the subjects to do a memory task which was to look at certain
numbers that were flashed on a screen and then to retrieve them and write them
down. And what they found was that there was little effect on the coaching
phase of the memory task but when they were retrieving them, the EEG
response was significantly altered. So again, there's an effect of a supposedly
athermal [exposure], because that's what mobile phones are putting out is
energy which is in accordance with the standards. The standards are there and
are set well below thermal levels, so this must be an athermal exposure and it's
causing a biological in this case a neurological response. Now those are the
four papers I cited all of which were published ui peer reviewed scientific
joumals.
And my conclusions were ... that there were effects ui the scientific literature of
athermal microwave effects at the cellular level, at the organism level, at the
animal level from the Repacholi study, and the human level. Therefore at all
levels of organisation there are reported biological effects at athermal power
levels and therefore ... the point that I made ... in the Senate submission was
tiiat the Standards therefore needed to very carefully consider what they did with
athermal levels and ... that more research was needed to find out what was tiiose
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atiiermal effects mean for human healtii (French,friterview#2, 24* September,
2000, emphases added).
Despite such interdisciplmary bricolage - or perhaps because of it - French's
subntission was ascribed as "presenting pseudo-scientific evidence" and being tiie work
of a "cmsader" scientist (ARPANSA, unpublished document, August 2000).
But clearly now there are indisputable athermal effects and combined with our
hypothesis there was a testable mechanism rooted in orthodox physics and
biology to explain the effects. You didn 't need to initiate any new science to be
able to explain it. The heat shock protein response is well known and pulsed
microwaves effects of being able to heat locally are also well known. So what I
was trying to do was to indicate in fact that this research has now moved into the
mainsfream and that was indicated by a paper in Nature. There was no reason
any more to think that this was left field research that in fact there were clearly
a number of reports to be taken seriously. So this was very interesting because it
then engendered the response from ARPANSA that I talked to you about
(French, Interview #2,24 September 2000, all emphases added).
Near the end of the submission, French lists the main arguments deployed by his group
in their work. In the subntission's "Conclusion" we can note the scientific boundary
work done in favour of the French et al standardized package. French argues that their
hypotiiesis is based on "orthodox physical and biological data" derived from research
done at different levels of biological agency. The submission also makes clear
arguments for a refutation of the orthodox epistemological criterion of a linear doseresponse:
Each of these four papers provides an important insight into our thinking on this
issue. We can conclude:
1. That the mechanism of biological (and therefore physiological) effect can be
explained in terms of orthodox physical and biological data.
2. That the mechanism mles out a simple "dose-response" curve as the
appropriate measure to validate research reports.
3. That the Australian and Intemational Standards do not cope with the
reported effects at SARs of 0.001 W/kg [found ui the de Pomerai et al 2000
study on nematodes], nor with the reported cognitive effects reported for
mobile phone users.
4. That the data provide evidence of effects at the cellular, organism, animal
and human level of exposures conducted at mobile phone relevant frequency
and power (French Senate Submission, 7* June 2000).
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In the final section of French's Senate submission, entfrled "What is Needed", he
provides a call to arms for support of fiirther research, as well as technology standards
policy suggestions that would seem to emanate from his group's conclusions:
With one billion mobile phone users expected worldwide by 2005, the
possibility that the technology may cause adverse physiological effects
cannot be taken lightly, particularly m light of tiie findmgs m the above
research papers, and other references contained therem. Clearly, these
issues show tiie need to conduct further research to determine the
threshold value for biological effects of mobile phone emissions, and
what those effects might mean for human health. The Austtalian
Standards need to be re-defmed, based on these and otiier research
findmgs. The manufacturers need to be pushed to publish the SARs of
then phones so that market pull can drive the production of mobile
phone technology which minimises or preferably eliminates
electtomagnetic radiation emission to the brain (French Senate
Submission, 7* June 2000).
I would argue that this concluding section proves in many ways to be the most radical
element to French's submission precisely because of the profound ttansformations in
cell phone design, manufacturing procedures and technology standards policy the
recommendations involve. I suggest that when scientists propose theories that in some
way challenge, not simply orthodox visions of nature, but enttenched political and
economic practices, their work is more likely to be seen as a threat and thus be cast as
deviant by orthodox government and industry players. Raising the question of basing
technology standards on an as yet to be discovered threshold level of RFR bio-effects,
or campaigning for the complete elimination of RFR emissions from wfreless handsets
- while laudable from a public health perspective - prove exttaordinarily threatening to
present political and economic arrangements. In this way, a scmpulous scientific
argument may nevertheless be cast as deviant because it threatens to destabilise an
existing political and commercial order.
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11) The Denouncement of a Denouncement: Legal Defmitions of Scientific
Boundary Work & Remediation versus Scientific Exoneration

I closed Chapter Three by considering tiie "degradation" document identifying French
as cmsader and pseudo-scientist. I want briefly to consider how French deployed a legal
defmition of the science boundary work staged against him in a way which led to some
kfrid of statiis remediation. After having sought legal advice on the matter, French and
his solicitor penned a letter advising ARPANSA of thefr intention to sue the
government appointed body for defamation. While French's counsel thought
ARPANSA might well stall and take the matter to court, both were surprised when
ARPANSA decided to settle out of court (Fieldnotes, June 2001). ARPANSA
remunerated French for damages done to his scientific reputation and also agreed to
circulate what French saw as a "groveling" letter of apology and rettaction, amongst the
Elecfromagnetic Energy Working Group Committee of NH&MRC.

Whether this legally encouraged restitution succeeded in undoing the status damage
perpettated against French is a moot point. As Collins (2000) has shown in the case of
the gravitational radiation controversy, analysis of the formal and visible fronts of
science reveal little of the negative perceptions of scientific work that may circulate in
informal channels of association. In a closed, elite peer group such as this Committee it
would be nigh on impossible to track fully the extent of the injury done to French's
status let alone the level of remediation such a retraction effected, especially given that
it was induced by a legal threat. The retraction, in other words, was "forced" rather than
"seduced". Legal remediation of status cannot be simply equated with remediation of
status qua scientist within the scientific community. Retraction and financial
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compensation may simply be a tactical response by tiie denouncing party to avoid
adverse publicity for itself and its government sponsors.

For somethmg akm to a phasettansitionm French's scientific status we need to explore
three cmcial events: the furst was the public performance by French and McKenzie of
their scientific work at the Senate Inqufry Hearings. The second event would see the
experimental collaboration between French et al and a major telecommunications
industry player. The third involved media showcasing of French's research as the work
of a scientific research institution. Before considering these milestones in French's
status remediation let me consider one of the most important ways in which he aims to
rework a blemished scientific status.

12) Peer Reviewed Publication as Coup: Establishing Priority in a Controversial
Field of Research

French suggested, only half jokingly, that "if you don't have any funds [to do research]
you publish the idea in the Journal of Theoretical Biology^' (Interview #1, 10* May
2000). The comment is indicative of both the stmctural blockages facing unorthodox
workers as well as the sfrategies they must employ to overcome them. As we saw hi the
exegesis of the HSP hypothesis, above, the publication of this paper must be seen as a
coup because French et al could directly address, and perhaps, put to rest, suspicions
and criticisms over RFR non-linear dose responses or window effects.

The publishing tour-de-force in the French case comprises a paper which appeared in
the prestigious cell biology joumal Differentiation in early 2001. French admitted that
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he saw publication of a paper in this joumal as a particular success given that it is
respected perhaps even more so than the Journal of Theoretical Biology. For French the
former publication had more credibility than the latter "because it's got more hard data"
(Fieldnotes, June 2001).

The Differentiation paper aims to establish priority over the hypothesised mechanism by
which mobile telephone RFR might either cause or promote cancer and other diseases.
Titled "Mobile Phones, Heat Shock Proteins and Cancer" (French et al 2001), the
article was co-authored by French and McKenzie along with their PhD student Jocelyn
Laurence and Professor Ron Penny, a well-respected and distinguished biomedical
scientist and head of the Centte For Immunology where French is Principal Researcher.

It is in this paper that the third important feature of French et al. 's standardized package
was made clear in published form. This is a what I have dubbed interdisciplinary
bricolage whereby French and his colleagues cross-references and synthesise findings
from ostensibly disparate fields in biology in order to make sense of effects of RFR at
lower power levels, as well as possible long-term effects from chronic RFR exposure.
Recent fmdings from other scientific workers about the healtii effects of chronic overexpression of heat shock protems are brought together in this article to provide a
persuasive argument for how long-term cell phone use might cause harm.
In this paper, we develop a theoretical mechanism by which radiofrequency
radiation from mobile phones could induce cancer, via the chronic activation of
the heat shock response. Upregulation of heat shock proteins (Hsps) is a normal
defence response to a cellular stress. However, chronic expression of Hsps is
known to induce or promote oncogenesis, metastasis and/or resistance to anticancer dmgs. We propose that repeated exposure to mobile phone radiation acts
as a repetitive stress leading to continuous expression of Hsps in exposed cells
and tissues, which in tum affects their normal regulation, and cancer results.
This hypothesis provides the possibility of a direct association between mobile
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phone use and cancer, and thus provides an hnportant focus for future
experimentation (Absfract, French et al 2001)
The paper reports the findings of other researchers about the specific effects of two
different types of heat shock protems - HSP70 and HSP 27. (All references quoted m
French et al 2001). Overexpression of the ffrst has been shown to induce tumours m
nude mice (Volloch and Sherman 1999) while mice transgenic for HSP 70 develop T
cell lymphoma (Seo et al 1996). In breast tumour cells, interference with or abrogration
of HSP 70 alone resulted in massive tumour cell death (Nylandsted et al 2000).
Overexpression of HSP in prostate tumours inhibits chemotheraphy or radiation therapy
induced tumour cell death (Gibbons et al 2000) while upregulation of the same HSP in
murine fibrosarcoma cells rendered them resistant to immune system killing in
experimental animals. Moreoever, the p53 gene, known to be centtal to the body's
defence against tumour formation, seems to be inactivated through interaction with
HSP70 (Hainaut and Milner 1992; Wadhwa et al 1998).

Research on the overexpression of heat shock protein 27 (HSP 27) has shown
correlations with increased metastasis (cancer cell spreading) (Lemieux et al. 1997); and
increasing invasiveness, adhesion and growth of breast cancer cell lines in culture
(Storm et al 1996). However, suppression of HSP 27 dfrnmishes breast cancer cell
invasiveness (Storm etal 1996).

Bringing tiiese different studies together French et al. (2001) speculate that
If chronic RF exposure induces the heat shock response which leads in tum to
increase cancer proneness, this could explain the significant mcrease in
lymphoma seen in ttansgenic mice exposed to 900 MHz at low SARs
(Repachoh erfl/.1997).
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Given this reasonably extensive and ostensibly growing list of references showing heat
shock proteins implicated with cancer causation, promotion and therapy resistance,
French is building a potent argument linking RFR exposure from long-term cell phone
use with chronic HSP activation.

The cmcial piece of the puzzle in his hypothesis for HSP-driven disease causation is the
premise that RFR exposure from mobile phone use leads to the HSP response. This is
precisely the element that requires further exploration in his hypothesis. It is the very
element of his hypothesis that must - and indeed - can be operationalised as we shall
see at the close of this chapter. The Differentiation article does make clear however the
existing research linking athermal RFR exposure and HSP activation. As noted in his
Senate submission, French and his colleagues deploy two papers (Daniels et al 1998,
de Pomerai et al 2000) - both published by the same research group in the UK showing evidence that athermal levels of radiofrequency radiation trigger heat shock
proteins in nematode worms. One of two anonymous reviewers for Differentiation
suggested that this relative lack of evidence for an RFR-triggered HSP response was the
key weakness of the paper. (Both reviewers, however, gave favourable support to its
inclusion in the joumal).

By conttast, I suggest that tius gap in knowledge is nevertheless the very space
identified by French as fresh terram ripe for colonisation. It is only in this space of
doubt regardmg nattual agency that French's group can establish priority. For the would
be innovators in science - and m the case of French who has suffered stigmatisation and
suppression - tiie opportunistic colonisation of uncertainty regarding nature is a vital
means by which scientific status can be remediated as well as celebrated.
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13) A Crucial Public Performance: The 'Seduction' of the Senate

While Peter French's submission to the Senate Inquiry on Electromagnetic Radiation
might have been derided by ARPANSA as pseudo-scientific and tiie work of a
"cmsader" scientist, the presentation by French and his colleague Professor McKenzie
of thefr joint subntission before the panel of Senators can be read as a cmcial tumaround in status for French et al

I use the term "seduction" to indicate the persuasiveness with which French and his
physicist colleague Professor McKenzie presented thefr hypothesis for mobile phone
health effects at a public hearing of the Senate Inquiry m Sydney in November, 2000.
The seduction in question brought into clear relief the lack of scientific consensus on
biological and health effects of so-called "athermal" levels of non-ionizmg radiation.
Their submission pointed to and brought together scientific research papers in disparate
fields and joumals in biology and physics which show evidence of biological effects at
different levels of "agency" - viz. the "cellular", the "organism", the "animal" and
"human" types of embodied agency. These different agents are called upon as sentinels
or indices of what may obtain for users of radiofrequencies emitted by mobile phones.

By bringing to public attention a testable hypothesis about how mobile phone radiation
might cause health effects, French et al succeed in gamering a public adnussion of
support and legitimacy for their research agenda. Via the explanatory agency of heat
shock proteins, or more correctly, sttess proteins, French et al provide a standardized
package of scientific research that manages to attract the greatest of discursive rewards:
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attributions of innovation worthy of the highest of scientific accolades began to
surround French's work, partially deflecting previous constmctions of deviance.

What is more this strategic public performance or presentation of French's self qua
legitimate scientist yielded unforeseen benefits in the form of a newfound acceptance
within the corridors of federal bureaucratic power. This would in turn lead to a sea
change in the perception of French's hypothesis such that a major telecommunications
mdustry player would agree to a form of collaboration with French's group (on which
more below).
French's tactic in presenting his hypothesis to a non-scientific audience was to distil the
major steps or "milestones" in the logic underpinning the heat shock protein hypothesis
as a simple overhead slide (see Figure 3, for a reproduction). The path of logic
displayed by French helped to link and synthesise ostensibly disparate fields and
isolated findings in the biological sciences in a way that was comprehensible and
meaningful to the Senate Hearmg. French and McKenzie thus aimed to present an
intemally coherent argument about the complex behaviour of cells and their molecular
chaperones in the presence of sttessors such as microwave radiation. The tactic can be
seen as doubly successful precisely because members of the Senate were able to grasp
its underiying logic while also making attributions of the work as scientifically
innovative.

After the presentation by French and McKenzie, Senator Tseben Tchen (representing
both the Liberal Party Australia and the state of Victoria) made remarks that explicitly
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Exhibits. '
Summary - The Mobile Phone-Cancer Link
Mobile phone use

Brain tissue SAR up to 1.6 W/kg
V a n ] .e-.e.uwe.n ef al. 199Q

Physiological
effects
e.g. Krause et aJ 2000.

Induction of the heat shock response
Tie. Pnmerai e.t a l . 1Q9Q

Heat shock proteins induced
De Pomerai et al, 1999

Continued regular mobile phone use

Chronic expression of
heat shock proteins

fMetastasis
Jolly & Morimoto, 2000,
Lemieux et al, 1997

Cancer
Jolly & Morimoto, 2000,
Seo etal, 1996

Resistance to anti-cancer
drugs
Richards EH, 1995, Jolly & Morimoto,
2000, Inoue et al, 1999.

Figure 3. Diagrammatic representation of research suggesting a mobile-phone-cancer
link, used by French and McKenzie at the Senate Inquiry Hearings, 16* November,
2000.

demarcated their research as groundbreakmg and worthy of the most prestigious
rewards in science (Fieldnotes and Tape Transcripts, 16* November, 2000).

Senator Tseben Tchen: Dr French, I'm sorry. You might have gone over this
ground with Senator Bishop. ... my understandmg is that when cells are ...
animal cells ... research has found that microwaves create an effect m living
cells?
Dr French: That's right. The de Pomerai group published then fmduigs
originally in '97 in another joumal. They repeated that work and published the
second group of fmdings in the Nature paper this year which I included ui my
submission. That was the first published fmdmg of heat shock response to
microwaves and Miss Laurence's for her honours thesis and her PhD thesis. If I
can attribute this to Professor McKenzie, he was the fust person that suggested it
m our group that heat shock response might be important and we should look at
it. And when we looked at it - I took a bit of convincing - but when we looked
at it in Jocelyn's system, she in fact found that several heat shock protems were
tumed on dependmg on the duration of the exposure.
Sen. Tchen: And in here you describe a mechanism.
Dr French: And that paper that we published in the Journal of theoretical
Biology does refer to it, yes.
Sen. Tchen: That mechanism is the first articulation?
Prof McKenzie: 1 think that paper does give the fust mechanism for a nonthermal expression of the heat shock response. For that is an experimental
observation in nematode worms ... I think that [our] paper is the first one that
says how this might have happened because of non-thermal temperature
fluctuations.
Sen. Tchen: Please may I offer my congratulations. I think - I'm a lay person but I think, in my initial [consideration], it seems to me it offers a pathway of
focussed future research in this area and at the moment all the research we have
seen [is] going in all directions. ... This mechanism can provide a focus and one
day it might be worth a Nobel Prize. ...
Dr French: Perhaps we could get some funding first.
Sen. Tchen: But can I as a person, an individual can I offer you my
congratulations. I think this is remarkable, [a] good insight and certainly would
shed some light on the research situation ... (Tape Transcript, Hearings of
Senate Inquiry on Electromagnetic Radiation, Sydney, 16* November 2000).
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This statement by the Senator of French et al's work as being potentially worthy of one
of the highest accolades in intemational science suggests a critical turning point in
public status at least. A senior worker at the Australian Communications Authority
(AC A) - the government regulator of the telecommunications and broadcasting industry
- informed French that perception of his persona and work had been altered markedly in
the political world of Canberra precisely because of his presentation at the Senate
Inquiry. The consequence was a new measure of respect for French and his work. Prior
to this tumaround French suggests he was in the "schmuck" basketfi-omthe perspective
of government and mdustry officials (Fieldnotes August 2001; Interview #3, 27 March
2001). French is adamant that the reason for this tumaround in perceptions about his
status as scientist was the presentation of a clear and testable mechanism for how RFR
might cause harm: "The mechanism is the key to this" (Interview #3, 27* March 2001).
His ACA informant also suggested positive perceptions about French's work were
Imked to the possibility of him making a mark for Australia in intemational scientific
tenns (Interview #3,27* March 2001).

The unforseen, but presumably sought after consequence of this public scientific
performance was also a sea change m the way French and his research programme was
viewed by a key player in the telecommunications industry, as I will explore shortly. I
would firstly like to show how the strategic presentation of the scientific self in the
media yieldedfinancialsupport for French's research efforts.
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14) Strategic Public Performances: The Presentation of Scientific Self in the Media
& its Rewards

As we saw in our consideration of forms of degradation or stigmatisation of French and
his research, media appearances may work to undermine fiuther a beleaguered scientific
status. Attributions of French appearing in the media as a scientist disgnmtled about his
failure to seciue research grant funds worked to mdividualise and trivialise his
experience of intellectual suppression. Anecdotal evidence also suggested a policy of
actively marking down applicants who had been seen "pleading" their case in the media.
I want now to show the ways in which media exposure for a controversial scientist is a
double-edged sword that may also reap some rewards.

In French's case, a story in the Sydney Morning Herald's Good Weekend magazine
(August 2001), which covered his research and the difficulties he had faced in securing
funding, led to offers of research funds from an imexpected source. One reader enthusiastic about the theory of heat shock protein expression - contacted French and
offered to donate significant monies so that he could test his hypotiiesis. The fmancial
support of this wealtiiy retiree - who had previously been a donor to French's employer,
the Centie for Immunology - would prove cmcial to the experimental program that
would mark a tumaround in French's scientific status. The monies would help fund
research assistance as well as costly gene analysis tests usmg the Garvan Institute's
gene array screening machine (which I explore in the concluding section of this
chapter).
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hi this instance public exposure in the media allowed French to secure much needed
research funds. The unportance of securing donations fi-om philanthropic benefactors
cannot be underestimated particularly for imconventional workers finding it hard to
convince their scientific peer reviewers of the worthiness of their application. Private
sponsors interested in science may well amount to an as yet untapped source of support
for dissident workers. For French this benefaction proved a major pragmatic or practical
turning point in his scientific career even while it did not amount as of yet to a
tumaroimd in scientific status per se. Only later would what I see as a cmcial element in
French's status phase transition emerge in the form of a strategic alliance with a
telecommunications company. Interestingly this collaboration would occur with Telstra,
the organisation that had been the source of the report damning French and McKenzie's
early experimental work as artefactual.

15) The Formation of Strategic Industry Alliances

Shortly after a shift in status for French amongst Canberra's powerbrokers he was
approached by a leading figure at the Telstra Research Laboratories. Impressed by the
heat shock protem hypothesis of RFR bioeffects (as presented in their Differentiation
article and then public performance at the Senate Inquuy hearings), this senior Telstra
research manager offered to collaborate with French and his team by providing an
exposure system which could acciuately simulate tiie microwave radiation emissions of
mobile telephone handsets. The experimental unit in questions is a Transverse
Electromagnetic (TEM) Cell device valued at AUD$ 150,000 which is able to reproduce
radiation almost identical to tiiat delivered by mobile phones to tiie heads of users.
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The coup achieved by French here is obvious. Recalling French's mitial experiments
using Dr Hoh's microwave chamber, we saw how uncertamties about the exposure
regune were cmcial to mitial forms of denouncement. His use of RFR exposure device
was not sanctioned by industiy experts (notwithstanding its characterisation m early
publications by Professor David McKenzie, a bona fide physicist), and sourced
privatelyfi-oma maverick oncologist. These factors worked agamst French and doubts
about the validity and generalisability of the RFR doses provided by the exposure
chamber - including accusations that exposed cells were heated to "thermal" levels could not be properly deflected. However, by late 2001, French's status had shifted
from lone maverick to that of a potentially innovative scientific worker who had
proposed a testable - and thus falsifiable - hypothesis of RFR induced biological harm.
Telstia's willingness to collaborate with French and co-workers through provision of an
industry-anointed exposure device marks a shift transition at least within the
telecommunications industry, if not the scientific community or government radiation
regulator ARPANSA.

The advantages of such a collaboration for the credibility of French's standardized
package cannot be overlooked. No longer could industry or government players make
negative attributions about experimental design and apparatus utilised by his team given
that the leading telecommunications company m Australia would be providing a reliable
and tmstworthy source of mobile phone-like emissions. A cmcial tactic for dissidents
(as we will discover in the case study which will follows) wishing to remediate a
blemished persona involves directly incorporating and addressmg the criticisms of
detiactors. In this way, unorthodox workers might be seen to be workmg towards
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collaborations with their detiactors, unafraid of constmctive criticism and eager to
improve the rigour of their experimental regimes.

While these kinds of practices might well be seen as part and parcel of good and
respectable scientific conduct, the practical and political utility of such an approach for
stigmatised and suppressed workers cannot be overstated. In a sense one can see this
process as symmetrical with orthodox attempts to coopt dissidents. Just as initial
industry reactions to French's work involved attempts at fostering a relation of
dependence through invitations of fimdmg, so too could French's "seduction" of Telstra
representatives into providing the TEM cell device be seen as French coopting his
previous adversaries. Seduction and cooption are not simply the purview of powerful or
authoritative mdividuals and collectives. Indeed, if suppressed and stigmatised scientists
are to continue their work they must by definition aim to seduce and coopt
collaborators, post-graduate students, peer reviewers for publication and - if they can
manage it - even their greatest critics. If this analysis is valid - and I aim here to seduce
the reader into agreement - ft begs the question what sort of performances are more
successfiil in seducing such cooperation. As I hope to have showed, the delmeation of a
standardized package of research, with a clear hypothesis for mechanism tiiat is in tum
testable and potentially falsifiable (in classic Popperian terms) is a persuasive and
seductive form of discourse ui scientific boundary work. By positing clear mechanical
relations of causality between natural agents, such as microwave radiation, heat shock
proteins, and different forms of cancer, the French et al standardized package of
research fulfils tiie essentialist demarcation criteria of science delineated by Popper's
falsificationist program. Moreover, French's HSP tiieory allows for greater explanatory
value than orthodox notions of mobile phone radiation as biological inert precisely
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because it explams paradoxical phenomena - window effects - as anything but
artefactual. With his hypotiiesis of chronic heat shock protein expression from regular
mobile phone use, French projects logic, order and stmcture upon natural phenomena
previously thought of as chaotic, nonsensical and thus scientifically mvalid.

But we have yet to explore the events which can be seen m terms of a clear
transformation in status amongst his scientific peers and competitors (as opposed to
legal, industry or government perceptions). It is here m this social domain that we must
seek evidence for a clear remediation of scientific status. In addition, it is m a particular
performance of the social, par excellence, that scientific boundary work can be seen as
especially seductive. In the conclusion to the French case, below, I suggest that
representations of a scientific collective are instrumental in seeing the reincorporation of
a liminal scientist into a clearly demarcated position with the social stmcture of his
professional community. Public performance paying homage to the power and authority
of the institutional or collective level of agency seems a potent means by which a
blemished scientific status may be remediated.

16) The Remediation of a Blemished Scientific Status: Institutional Performances
of Science via the Media

MEDIA RELEASE

The Centre for Immunology at St Vincent's Hospital has commenced a crucial trial into
the effects of electromagnetic radiation on hmnan brain cells. In doing so the
researchers believe this is the world's first to simulate the impact of long term chronic
intermittent mobile phone usage on human tissues.
At present, considerable mtemational research exists relating to mobile phone usage.
However, most of these studies report effects of very short-term exposures on cells or
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animals, which doesn't assist in understanding what are the effects of years of regular
mobile phone use on the tissues of the human brain.
This particular project, however, is unique in that crucial data will be produced on
longer-term effects of exposure to mobile phone radiation. The research will focus on
testing the ground-breaking theory published by St Vincent's researchers last year that
chronic mobile phone usage exposes brain cells to heat shock proteins which, may have
the potential to induce cancer.
Professor Ronald Penny, Director of the Centre for Immunology says "As mobile
phones become increasingly prevalent throughout our society it is crucial that we
understand as much as possible about the long term impact of electromagnetic
exposure, if any, on human health. At present much of the research is conflicting and,
therefore for the community, industry and government it is important that we come up
with some definitive answers."
The Transverse Electro Magnetic (TEM) Cell device, which is being used to expose the
himian cell cultures, is worth about $150,000 and has been supplied by Telstra Research
Laboratories to the Hospital.
In acknowledging its implications, the project's Chief Investigator, Dr Peter French
notes "We are now able to expose human cells to radiation almost identical to that
which the human brain is exposed to in real life situations. In doing so, we aim to be
able to determine the long-term effects on hvmaan genes and proteins. This will provide
the basis to determine whether there is likely to be any health effects fi-om long-term
mobile phone use." (Media release, St Vincent's Hospital, 9*^ January 2002).

I have reproduced in its entirety the press release announcing the launch of the French et
al research program on the potential health effects of cell phones. It comprises a
cultural document or "artefact" that provoked what I see as a clear change in French's
status as scientist. A press release is document stmctured so as to seduce the interest of
the media as to the newsworthiness of an event or pronouncement. The one reproduced
above achieved a media seduction beyond French's wildest expectations. On January
til

II , 2002, the launch of CFI's research headed by French was reported in major
newspapers across Australia such as The Australian and the Sydney Morning Herald,
securing front page news coverage in the Canberra Times (11* January 2002). The
story was also syndicated on pay television network Sky TV and interviews with French
were featured on radio stations across the nation (French, Fieldnotes 25* January,
2002).
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The extiaordmary media attention and coverage tiie research launch received across tiie
printed press, television and radio broadcast media - as well as tiie subsequent reactions
engendered in French's scientific peers - 1 will consider now as a distmct tiirmng pomt
in his scientific status.

News pieces m The Canberra Times and The Australian featiu-ed images of French at
work in his lab at the Centre for Immunology, surroimdmg by experimental equipment
clad in the almost compulsory white lab coat, handling flasks of human brain cells.
Such visual depictions along with descriptions m many articles across a range of
newspapers articles paint French as groundbreaking worker at the "coal face" of science
using anointed scientific methods ui a novel way, supported and vindicated by his
research institution.
"Brain Cells to call Mobile danger Levels": Researchers at Sydney's St Vincent's Hospital have
started a trial that could determine whether long-term mobile phone users are at risk of
developing brain cancer. The Centre for Immunology at St Vincent's will use himian brain cells
takenfi-omdead tissue to test the long-term effects of mobile phone radiation ... the new trial
will test a theory, published by St Vincent's researchers last year, that chronic mobile phone
usage exposes brain cells to heat shock proteins, which may induce cancer. Using a sophisticated
cell device, worth about $150,000, the human brain cells will be exposed to electromagnetic
radiation in four one-hour time slots each day over a period of days or weeks to determine
whether the radiation causes changes in genes, proteins or cells. These changes could be
associated with cancer ... "Once we find that there is an effect, we can determine what the
threshold is, which is very important information for the industry," said the St Vincent's trial's
chief mvestigator, Peter French ... (Brown, The Australian, 11* January 2002: 2).
"Mobile Users to Get Answer on Cancer": Habitual long-term mobile phone users could soon
know if they risk developing cancer. In what is claimed to be a world-first study, which began
yesterday at Sydney's St Vincent's Hospital, live human brain cells are being used to test the
long-term effects of mobile phone radiation ... Testing will be done by researchers at the
hospital's Centre for Immunology. Project leader Peter French said the research would determine
whether exposure to the radiation activated heat-shock proteins. He said the trial would test the
centre's hypothesis, released last year, that mobile phone radiation could cause cancer in habitual
long-term users. "If heat-shock proteins are activated over a long period of time, there is
evidence that cells can become dysfimctional. Therefore there is the potential that long-term
heavy mobile phone use may cause the cells to become cancerous," Dr French said. ... The
centre's director Professor Ronald Peimy, said the research was unique. Most studies focused on
short-term exposure on animal cells which did not help understand the effects of years of regular
mobile phone use on human brain tissue he said. ... "Much of the research is conflicting and,
therefore it is important that we come up with some definitive answers." (AAP, Sydney Morning
Herald, 11* January 2002: 4).
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In the breathless style typical of media coverage of new science, the work of French and
his research team at the CFI are cast as cutting edge rather than suspect or maverick. In
confrast to French's critics and defractors the tone of these descriptions suggests the
potential power of discovery in the research program rather than any suggestion of
scientific deviance. Here the media reports of the French et al research program,
relying heavily upon the official CFI press release, suggests the groundbreaking
explanatory power of the work when compared with previous attempts to explore the
problem of mobile phone effects on users.

The hypothesis of HSP-induced cancer thus emerges as an innovative theory proposed
not simply by French or his close colleagues, but - and tiiis is my cenfral theoretical
point in tiiis thesis - by researchers clearly affiliated with a respected institution - St
Vincent's Hospital Centte for hnmunology. We can note here a cmcial way in which
French's previously blemished scientific persona (as "pseudo-scientist" or "cmsader"
scientist) is portrayed as authoritative and legitimate precisely because it is supported
and vmdicated by a recognised research institiition. The experience and credentials of
individual scientists seems overtaken by the authority and legitimacy of the research
collective to which tiiey belong. As Douglas has pomted out, instittitions are collectives
whose autiiority is grounded in "nature" and "reason" which in tum confer identity
(1986: 55) and legitimacy (1986: 112) upon persons, tilings and processes. The statiis of
the collective overrides status of tiie individual because tiie word of the many outweighs
tile attributions from or about individuals. Any uncertainty regarding the accuracy and
ttoistworthiness of mdividual accounts, or the accounts of a few mdividuals, is
"repackaged" or performed as the seamless, unproblematic and value-neutral outcome
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of a reputable and tmstworthy mstitution. I suggest this tactic is comparable to what
what Hilgartner (2000: 52) calls (albeit in a slightly different context) tiie "front-stagmg
of unity". This is where there is a backgrounding of differences or negotiations between
various scientific actors and the public presentation of a coherent voice or stance in
either public performances of science such as press conferences or in published
documents.

The seduction of non-scientific audiences such as government fimdmg agencies or the
lay community is the not the only stake at play here. Indeed, it is in the reactions of
French's scientific colleagues - his scientific audience - to this media launch that I see
some evidence of a phase transition in French's scientific status. Media attention, per se,
and public awareness of a scientific debate, is insufficient to denote the kind of status
transformation I have in mind here. Support, encouragement and accolades from
scientific peers beyond one's immediate research community can be seen as indicative
of status reincorporation. The verbal support of French's work by researchers not
directly cormected to him signals a moment of status ttansformation whereby his
ambiguous or liminal state achieves reincorporation mto the social stmcture of the
scientific community as a legitimate in-group member.
Principal research fellow at the National Health and Medical Research Council
clinical tiial cenfre, Val Gebski [a co-author of tiie Repacholi et al 1997 paper],
who is studying the effects of mobile phone use on mice, said the trial was
innovative. "It is new and it is going to be very important," Dr Gebski said, "if
the animal trials are positive (show a link between mobile phone use and
cancer), and tiie St Vmcent's trial is negative, h is really saying that what is
occurring m animals is not occurring in humans. If the animal studies are
negative and St Vincent's are positive, then they will have to work out why they
are not experiencing the same behaviour. But if tiiey are both positive, we will
all have to get off mobile phones." (Brown, The Australian, 11* January, 2002).
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A letter sent by the head of the Cancer Council of New South Wales to Professor Permy,
French's superior at the Centre for Immunology, exemplifies what 1 have in mind when
I speak of a twofold ttansformation or remediation of scientific status. Here we see the
support and congratulations not simply from fellow scientists but a competitor research
institute. No longer is French cast as a pseudo-scientist or his work as the result of a
cmsade; he is well within the purview of proper scientific practice. What is more, he is
now identified as both spokesman and elder-in-waiting of a respected scientific
collective doing groundbreaking work.
Congratulations on the recent study beuig undertaken by the Centre for Immunology
testing the impact of chronic, intermittent exposure of the brain to electromagnetic
radiationfi-ommobile phones. We are very interested,in this study and wish your team
the best of luck: we look forward to the publication of results.
As part of our vision for The Cancer Council NSW to be an effective health
development organisation, we endeavour to ensure that our staff and interested
stakeholders keep abreast of developments m research and relevant technical areas.
The cancerrisksof mobile phone use is an ongoing interest.
Each year we plan a series of occasional lectures by national and intemationally
profiled health professionals and stakeholders. I would like to invite either yourself or
Dr Peter French to present a talk at The Cancer Council with Q and A where you
outline the study and the hypothesis that mobile phone radiation could cause cancer in
habitual, long-term users. I hope you and your team would be willing to participate in
an occasional lecture as described. I look forward to hearing firom you (Andrew
Penman, CEO, Cancer Council NSW, 22""^ January 2002).

In these discursive performances two distinguishable kinds of transformation and
incorporation can be witnessed in the French case. Firstly, French's scientific status
moves from that of a limmal or polluted worker to that of a clear in-group member of
his professional community. What is more French scientific status moves from that of a
lone maverick in science to that of a respected representative of his research collective.

In his own telhngly metaphoric words, French described himself as being "out of the
wilderness" after receiving tiiese words of support from fellow scientists and other
research instimtions (Fieldnotes, 25th January 2002). Using language that evokes the
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historical treatment of the scapegoat, ttaditionally expelled from the village as the
bearer of ill-luck, or sacrificed as a means of ridding the community of misfortune, he
casts himself as having returned to the scientific fold, embraced once again by his
professional community.
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Chapter Five
The Case of Dr Robert Baker;
The Controversy over Sea-Level & Climatic Change

In this chapter I will explore the case of Dr Robert Baker, a geographer at tiie University
of New England m regional New South Wales, Austtalia, who currentiy researches sea
level and climate change in tiie recent geological past. Back in the 1970s while he was
still an undergraduate student Baker's reports of evidence showing higher tiian present
sea levels on the east coast of Australia were discouraged, if not ignored. Two decades
later he would uncover, and publish, further evidence supporting the theory of
oscillating sea levels within the last 6,000 years. In doing so Baker would promote a
theory that had been considered controversial at least since the early 1960s.

In addition to focussing on the substantive issues at play in the conttoversy over sea
level changes I will also show how Baker and his colleagues (Baker et al.) work to
remediate the status of thefr controversial theory through sttategic alliances, publication
and representations in the media. I also want in this case study to illusttate the point that
intellectual suppression and stigmatisation in science may occur early in a scientific
career path. In the case of Dr Peter French (Chapters Three & Four) the experience of
stigmatisation and suppression occurred more than a decade after completing his
scientific credentials. For Baker, the inttoduction to the politics of knowledge m science
occurred even prior to the completion of his undergraduate degree ui the early 1970s.
His foray into the study of dynamic oceanic changes in the last 6,000 years revealed to
him a controversy that dated back to the 1960s. At that time an Australian geo-scientist.
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Rhodes Fairbridge (on which more below), proposed the seemmgly heretical idea that
sea levels had oscillated after tiie last ice-age (Fairbridge 1961).

Baker's life history also reveals repeated instances where his attempts at methodological
and theoretical innovation - aside from the question of Holocene sea levels - were
discounted and discouraged. I will explore a number of episodes where Baker - like
French (Chapter Three) - experienced institutional resistance and disciplining of the
most humiUatmg sort. These served as a form of institutional punishment or a kind of
degradation ceremony provoked only because he wished to bring new insights and
methods to the earth sciences.

In this case study, then, I will explore how attempted methodological and theoretical
innovation may expose the proponent to stigmatisation and suppression, even while
they follow otherwise sanctioned ways of undertaking science. Demarcation criteria of
science are shown to be less than absolute or universal and more the negotiated outcome
of scientific practice/interaction in real-time and in various locales. However I will also
make clear that certain ideas about natural agency seem to attract attributions of
deviance while others are accepted as beyond question.

In this chapter I will first provide a history of Baker's scientific education and research
and his early experiences of uistitutional resistance to and suppression of his attempts at
scientific mnovation - includmg resistance to Baker's attempts as an undergraduate to
conduct research on past sea level variations. His more recent work on the question of
Holocene sea levels has also exposed him to subtie forms of suppression in science.
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These more insidious elements of suppression show how certain ideas about nature are
seen as unquestionable while others are taboo.

I will then explore how Baker and his colleagues work to protect the status of thefr
research through what Baker calls a "military campaign" (Baker, Interview #1, 30th
May, 2000) of sttategic alliance, publication and media representation. In this section I
will explore in some detail the arguments and methods deployed by Baker and his
colleagues in thefr publications. The methodological arguments they use about
uncertainty are a cmcial means by which to persuade their audiences of the veracity of
thefr position. In the Baker et al. case I will show how certain forms of natural agency namely fixed inter-tidal species, like tubeworms and bamacles, which produce
characteristic calcareous residues on sea shore rocks - provide the ontological ground or
domain of certainty from which to argue for changing Holocene sea levels (the
Holocene is the period from approxunately 10,000 years ago to the present, see Figure
4, for a geological time scale). The use of the media will also be considered as a means
of remediating controversial scientific status, and of communicatmg research to the
wider commimity, whilst potentially bolsteruig public support. Together these tactics
work to deflect longstanduig resistance to the notion of variable and higher-tiian-present
sea levels in the last few thousand years.

In tiie final section of this chapter I will conclude tiie case study of Robert Baker by
musing on the various kinds of agency - human and non-human - at stake m the
confroversy over sea level and clunate change. I w/ill suggest tiiat Baker's notion of
complex, cyclical and solar systemic forms of natural agency intersects with work
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presenting a radically enlarged programme for the earth sciences, widening its
perspective to include large scale lengths of time, space and agency.

As in the French case, I want to make clear the ways in which competitive
reconstmctions of uncertainty are centtal to scientific boundary work. In this way, both
orthodox and controversial scientists are seen to deploy similar symbolic and
commuiucative resources in their extension of science. However Baker et al's tteatment
of the natural agencies involved defy orthodox visions of linear and, thus, predictable.
By conttast the work of Baker and colleagues presents a vision of natural agency as
complex and non-linear, just as human agency in science is depicted as anything but
neufral and objective.

Prior to exploring Baker's scientific education and early work, I will provide an
overview of the controversy surrounding the argument for dynamic sea levels by
exploring media coverage of Baker's work. This will give a flavour of the arguments for
and agamst oceanic changes in the late Holocene that will be explored in depth later in
this chapter.

1) A Media Introduction to the Robert Baker Case: How Scientists Deploy a
Sociological Critique of Science

I was first exposed to Baker's work and the controversy it has aroused within science
tiu-ough the television science program Quantum (Australian Broadcasting Corporation
[ABC] 30tii March 2000).
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Figure 4. Geological time scale, showing the Holocene as the period since the last ice
age (reproducedfromiVewYork Library Science Desk Reference 1997).

My professor had just been mvolved saying [sea level] wasn't higher than
the present. And he had [me as an] undergraduate student saymg it was
two mefres higher tiian present just as tiiey had pubUshed all this. So
really I was ignored and told to focus on otiier tiungs (Dr Robert Baker,
Quantum, ABC, 30tii March 2000).

The programme can be seen as a platform from which Baker can make public how he
was actively discouraged from exploring evidence of oceanic highstands m the late
Holocene. The admission that his professor wamed him off pursuing the topic shows
not simply how suppression of new evidence and ideas is effected at an everyday level
in science. The admission is also evidence that scientists may be willmg to critique thefr
own profession in a very public way when they experience suppression.

The tone of the coverage also makes use of a sociological perspective on scientific
knowledge where certain ideas about nature appear paradigmatic and imquestioned
while potentially revolutionary visions of nature seem to be resisted:
Narrator: As a youngster living in the southern suburbs of Sydney,
Robert Baker often played on the rocky shores around Port Hacking.
Here, forty years later, Dr Baker has discovered conttoversial evidence
that ocean levels have been changing throughout human history - long
before anyone knew about global warming. Despite this finding, most
scientists still believe the world's climate, and sea levels, have been
remarkably stable, ever since glaciers from the last ice-age melted away
8,000years ago {Quantum, ABC, 30th March, 2000, emphasis added).

Narrator: The first evidence for Robert's unorthodox theory emerged
back in the '70s. As an undergraduate student m marine geology, he
found something quite startling - fossil sea worms as much as two metres
above current sea level. '"Startling" because these sea worms can only
survive in tiie middle of tiie tidal range. It seemed good evidence that sea
levels have been much higher in the last 6,000 years than previously
thought possible. But this suggestion was considered scientific heresy
{Quantum, ABC, 30th March, 2000, emphasis added).
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The archetype of the lone heretic against the tyranny of orthodoxy - reminiscent of
Galileo's struggle with the Catholic church - is a powerfiil and evocative motif wielded
here in this type of coverage. It serves to remforce the pomt, long-made in the sociology
of scientific knowledge, and, in particular by Latour and Woolgar (1986/1979), tiiat
exploration of new ideas in science occurs within a field of political actors, acts and
mterests.

In their media representations, suppressed scientists may deploy a reflexive critique of
their community ui decidedly sociological terms both as a means of inttoducing their
work to the wider community and in the hope of gamering an audience sympathetic to
their plight. Certainly media representations may well accentuate dissent and
controversy within science precisely because it atttacts audiences. But here the
mtentions of both the media and Robert Baker, as a self-defined suppressed scientist,
may be seen as mutually reinforcing or "symbiotic". The various media should not be
seen as simply concocting or sensationalising the idea of suppression in science nor as
simple passive vessels to the sttategic intentions of scientists. The use by scientists of
the media, and vice versa, must be seen in relational or interactional terms. In a media
representation such as this, both parties benefit; the media presents a compelling (and
newsworthy) sociological critique of power stmctures ui science suppressing potentially
mnovative work tiianks to the testimonials of stigmatised scientists. Meanwhile those
scientists experiencuig suppression secure an altemative platform through which to
communicate thefr ideas and stmggles to a broader audience.

The case studies of controversy in science featured in this thesis suggest suppressed
scientific workers are willing to represent their profession as enmeshed in political,
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economic and culttu-al mterests to tiie mterested outsider, hi tiiis way workers findmg fr
difficufr to secure fimding, let alone an mterested audience, may weU shore up support
in the wider community. Media exposure emphasismg tiie mstittitional resistances
experienced by scientists dubbed as controversial nught also persuade fellow scientists
(who are themselves prospective colleagues, referees for publication and assessors of
grant applications) to be more open-nunded and sympathetic towards thefr cause.
However, I will make clear the paradoxes and pitfalls of admitting one's work is
conttoversial to in-group members of science. Acceptance of new ideas in science relies
upon acceptance by fellow colleagues of the veracity of new work. Presentuig one's
work as controversial within the scientific community seems a more problematic
sttategy for the stigmatised scientist wishing to be seen as a clear cut insider, a pomt 1
shall retum to at the close of this chapter.

In the case of Dr Peter French explored in previous chapters, different types of media
were deployed as a sttategic communicative resource. The print and broadcast media
are used as a campaigning tool by suppressed scientists in the hope of persuading and
seducing new audiences, both within and beyond science. However, appearance in the
media is a double-edged sword for beleaguered scientists, reaping rewards such as
altemative sources of research funds at the same time as attributions of mediocrity or
bad sportsmanship (Chapters Three and Four). Similar scenarios are also evident in the
case of Robert Baker, as we shall see. However in Baker's case I suggest that he seeks
out media representation of his work even more self-consciously than French and in
spite of any consequences for his scientific status, a point I will retum to below.
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I want now to explore Baker's early life history in order to understand how he became
mterested in the idea of changing ocean levels. In addition we will focus on his
educational experiences during his university ttaining m order to provide further
insights on insidious as well as explicit forms of suppression in science.

2) The Importance of Life History for Early Interest in Science

My father bought me a book on geology and also dinosaurs and all that
sort of stuff and I liked ... ancient civilizations ... I still do. I collect
fossils, Roman corns. So I had that love and I was going to be a
geologist. I did level one science and geology at Sydney Tech. High and
did geography because ... [I] liked fr (Baker, Interview #1, 18th May
2000).
Baker recounts that he always had a love of science in primary school, an interest he
clauns was reflected in his determmation and effort rather than in any academic
excellence. He tells of setting his own assignments and voluntarily staying back in class
after school, finishing off projects. One such project ui high school involved writing up
observations of rock platforms sttanded above the present shoreline of Cronulla Beach,
located south of Sydney. These preliminary observations launched Baker's passion for
studying past sea levels, an interest encouraged and supported by high school teachers.
Exttaordinarily, one of his high school teachers visited university libraries on a regular
basis in order tofindup-to-date scientific articles on the subject for his year 11 students.
With the sea level, how that fit m, when I did level one geography in
year 11, part of the course was sea level change, climatic change because
George Dury had just come from America, just become the professor of
geography at Sydney University in about 1963, '64. The Wyndham
Scheme had come in and he was very keen on - I think this is why
geography slipped - he was very keen to get in at the school level and
inttoduce physical geography to quite a high standard ... What we do
now in university is basically what I did in year 11 [with a project] on
sea level change. So it was part of year 11. Just living about 50 metres
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[from the] Cronulla [Beach shorelme], that was sort of my backyard with
my little brother ... And I saw all these platforms about two mettes
higher and then I wrote that up. And the teacher at the time gave me
eight and a half out of ten. He was very impressed ... I actually set my
ovm assignment, you see. I got really mto fr. He was very encouraging
and the geology teacher also. I think m year 11 or 12,1 actually did my
first model, stream model and he was also very impressed, very
supportive ... I had some good teachers ... who recognised tiiat something
was there. I wasn't top of the class but I was domg different things,
creative things that were different from my peers (Baker Interview #1,
18th May, 2000).
In his high school education Baker was encouraged to pursue his deep curiosity about
nature, geology and geography. Exploration of his uruversity education, however,
shows the insidious forms intellectual suppression may take alongside more explicit
instances of denouncement and degradation. Given that the definition of suppression (as
distinct from repression) involves blockages to academic agency that do not include
overt forms of violence, any consideration of suppression needs to be sensitive to subtie
forms of discouragement and discipline.

3) Scientific Education: Structural Blockages to a Scientific Career Path & Eariy
Experiences of Suppression

By the end of high school Baker was clear about wanting to be a geologist. However,
he tells a saddening anecdote of being discouraged out of a career in geology in his
second year of universityfrainingback in the early 1970s.

At Sydney Uni. at the time, m second year, the professor walked m and
said, "Well there's 120 here. We can only take 70 m the thfrd year so we
have to fail 50 ... and out of those 70, only 10 are gomg to get jobs." ...
Doesn't matter how good you are, not like today ... (Baker, Interview #1,
18th May, 2000).
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As a result of this discouragement. Baker decided to change career paths. He switched
courses to study physical geography Honours, particularly fluvial and coastal
geomorphology, both of which he loved. It was at this point that the issue of climatic
changes and sea level variations reappeared in his scientific interests.
And thats where the climatic sea level change came back in again. By
this tune we discovered fmally not only these platforms but we actually
foimd these Galeolaria worms that were [featiued] on the Quantum
show were in two of these sites. So it was obvious ... because the
argument was well they were just produced by storm waves and it's the
way the Sydney sandstone weathers, that it actually forms these benches
up [high]. But when you actually have the formal inter-tidal zone stuck
to the platform, you'd say, well, this is ... not formed from the weathering
of the sandstone. The sea level was higher then for whatever reason. It
could have been tectonics, it could have been anything (Baker, Interview
#l,18tii May 2000).

In thfrd year he did an assignment that he describes as a mistake given that it probably
contamed 10 assignments ratiier than one. The anecdote below reveals a passionate
scientist in the making, eager to explore nature in creative ways.

RB: I went and did the sea level, I went and did all these beaches and
did all this analysis. I did all this original work. On the beaches you get
these ridges called berms, you get these elongations called cusps and I
measured the angles and did all this - like I did in high school. [I] wrote
up the sea level stuff to present ... I've actually got the assignment, or
part of it and what they said if you want to see fr.
ST: What [did they say] in a nutshell?
RB: Well tiiey said, "Robert, this is all great. I've shown it to the
professor and he says well you've probably got to discipline yourself to
answer the question and tiiis is not what the question was. You could
have easily failed but we'll give you a credit^ and really if you want to
succeed ui future you acttially have to ... toe tiie line" (Baker Interview
#1,18th May 2000).
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The question he was meant to answer m the assignment concemed a sunple analysis of
beach geomorphology, but in his words he "just went berserk." Witii some bittemess he
recounts tiiat the kind of work he did m tiiis undergraduate project has been
subsequently published.
Subsequently I was just readmg a paper fri Marine Geology where tiie
same things I was domg then they've just done, [hke] measuring the
angles of these cusps on beaches and doing all tiiat sort of stuff. So it
really annoys me ... and then ... Don Wright came from Louisiana [in tiie
1970s], a professor [now], but he did sunilar thmgs as well ... about
beaches ... So he got publications and the credh and they're still douig
this. As I said there was a paper that did very similar [things] to what I
was doing in the early seventies (Baker, Interview #1, 18th May, 2000).

The Baker case indicates repeated mstances where his early attempts at frmovation were
thwarted, only to be "rediscovered" in science years later. There is a sense here of
missed opporttmities and bad tinting for Baker with many of his ideas coming to
finition more than two decades after he first thought of them.

In the interview exttacts that follow we can discem how and why Baker's observations
of platforms nearly two metres above present sea levels were either ignored or
discouraged. This institutional disciplining was enacted by scientific mentors and
teachers at his alma mater, the University of Sydney. The process of socialising ttainee
scientists can be seen to involve rewardmg work that reinforces currently accepted
theory as well as disciplirung activities sttaying too close to afready discredited or
"'polluted" work. In Baker's case the disciplme he received can be easily understood: his
research directiy conttadicted the (published) work of more powerful professors in his
department.
What happened witii the sea level [issue] they had tiiis professor ... and
another fellow who became very big m coastal geomorphology here,
who had just published that sea level probably wasn't high, fri fact it
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wasn't higher [than present]. And one of tiie pivotal sites was around the
comer at Kumell [Sydney] ... which was an in situ mangrove site. And
they said well because tiiere's no marine sediment burying tiiis mangrove
stuff, tiierefore sea level wasn't higher from 6000 years to present. And
tiiey had this debate in Marine Geology in [1972] tiie year before I sort
of presented tius stiiff of a tivo mefre higher inter-tidal shoreline around
tiie comer [from home]. So tiiey didn't directiy say, 'Well, you're wrong',
they said, "Really you've got to concenfrate on other things. Toe the
line." And lookfrig back I realise that tiiey didn't want to know about it
(Baker, Interview #1, 18th May 2000).

When I ask Baker why he thinks his scientific elders didn't want to know about his work
he suggests thefr recent publications discrediting the notion of higher sea levels in the
late Holocene as an important factor.
Because tiiey'd published ... one was very early in his career. He had just
published that fr wasn't [higher] and what are you going to do with a
student who comes and says, "Well I have two mefres" [which] is quite
big. It doesn't seem big, but a two mefre rise in base sea level is very big
(Baker, hiterview #1, 18th May 2000).

He also suggests his work was stillbom because it was reminiscent of earlier research
done by Ausfralian geoscientist Professor Rhodes Fairbridge (now Professor Emeritus),
who had proposed an oscillatmg Holocene sea level (1961). The Fairbridge curve (as it
came to be known, see Figure 5) represented global evidence of small sea level
fluctuations proposed to be the result of changes in the global climate system in the later
Holocene era (Colquhoun and Brooks 1987: 143). Baker notes that the discrediting of
the Fairbridge curve provided a backdrop for his early scientific education:

ST: Just as an aside how had you first been exposed to Fairbridge's
work? Had it ever come up in your undergraduate training, that debate?
RB: Yeah in the early 1970s. When I was in Sydney at the time and they
said, "Look we've found these mangroves 'round the comer." This was
1967. And that was where I did my work as a student and they said,
"Robert, really you've got to concenfrate on other things. You've got to
not worry about this, you're not going to get anywhere mate." So I got
out of it altogether.
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Fig. 1. The rise of sea level indicated by Carbon 14 dates of organisms and plants that lived
close to sea level in relatively stable areas.

Figure 5. The 'Fairbridge Curve' of oscillating sea-levels, as depicted in Shepard
(1967).

So I knew tiiat this was what thefr position was. This was tiie oscillating
model, this was Fairbridge, blah, blah, blah, fr's a lot of mbbish. See he
didn't have carbon dating but we've now got carbon dating. The
opposition to Fairbridge suggested tiiey had mangroves in situ, you could
see tiie roots tiiey haven't moved and tiiere's no stuff on top. So tiiat was
it. It was somethfrig you laughed at. So I grew up witii tiiat. I grew up
witii tiie overttuning of Fafrbridge. And they had tiiis big expedition m
about 1967 [Shepard et al 1967]. The Americans went to all the Pacific
Islands and they couldn't find any evidence for higher sea level and the
Americans knew best. And the Austtalians didn't find higher sea levels
and it was sort of like a cultural [effect] (Baker, hiterview #2, 22nd
November 2001).

4) Vignette: The Fairbridge Oscillating Sea Level Controversy

The four-decades old debate about changes m Holocene sea levels involves a distinction
and competition between two types of arguments. Fairbridge (1961) argued for wide
scale climatic and oceanic changes in the last few thousand years. These are known as
eustatic changes. Eustatic changes concem earth-wide changes caused by global clunate
change or variations in ocean water or oceanic basin volumes. By conttast an orthodox
position emerged after publication of the Fairbridge curve (Fafrbridge 1961) which
argued the evidence used by Fairbridge and his followers could instead be explained as
the result of neo-tectonic distortion or isostatic adjustments. These are adjustments
involving regional or local geophysical variables (Colquhoun and Brooks 1987: 143).
As we will see below, in the 1990s debate over Holocene sea levels, orthodox
arguments against higher Holocene oceanic levels rely especially on the hydro-isostatic
model (Lambeck 1993, Lambeck and Nakada 1990). Hydro-isostasy concems changes
in oceanic basin shape caused by the loading or unloading of water that is converted
into continental ice sheets and melted again (Fairbridge 1987: 128).
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The confroversy surrounding Fairbridge's work is cmcial to understand how and why
Baker's observations fri tiie early 1970s were freated witii such scepticism. In tiie exfract
below Fafrbridge (1987) describes both how he produced and why he published his
infamous Holocene sea level curve. His candidness provides msights on the fiirore
caused by his theory.
By 1960 approximately 100 Carbon-14 dates had accumulated
worldwide, collected m all sorts of places by many different scientists. It
was really a hodgepodge of data, but I screened the dates carefully and
rejected all those from suspect areas, including, according to some of my
fiiends, "all tiiose tiiat did not agree witii my curve." I was encouraged
by joumal editors to publish, and tiius tiie 100-sample Fairbridge Curve
appeared in Scientific American (1960), Physics and Chemistry of the
Earth (1961), and Quaternia (1962). Shepard, who had been so kind to
me in La Jolla, regarded this curve as outrageous, and Russell from
Louisiana could find no evidence for it on the Gulf Coast. Nor could
Saskia Jelgersma and her colleagues in the Netherlands ... If one is
strictly honest about the error bars of the Carbon-14 dates and elevation
interpretation, one would be completely justified in saying that the
Holocene (Flandrian) sea-level rise was a simple, mathematically smooth
curve, exponentially flattening out as it approaches the present day. This
idealized, mathematically averaged Shepard-type sea-level curve suffers
from three flaws: (1) It ignores the punctuated records of sea level in the
Scandinavian and Canadian uplift areas (according to Momer, 1969, of
all the Holocene curves available, Shepard's curve is the only one that is
completely impossible); (2) it ignores the punctuated geomorphology
and sfratigraphy of low-latitude reef areas eolianite regions, and beach
ridge belts (see, e.g., Schofield, 1973, 1980); and (3) it ignores the
climatological data, the glaciological, palynological, and other
indications, that would appear to demand a glacio-eustatic and steric
response (Fairbridge 1987: 135).

While it is not imperative for our purposes to explore the minutiae of the arguments or
exact definitions of terminology in this quote, I reproduce it here to adumbrate the kinds
of arguments Baker and his colleagues deploy in their publications (explored below).
Suffice it to say that workers m Europe, North America and Australia (see especially
Shepard et al 1967; Thom et al. 1969) published refutations of the Fairbridge theory for
higher Holocene sea levels. Amidst this climate of opinion it is not surprising that
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Baker's observation reports of stranded rock platforms with fossilised relics of fritertidal
species - well over a decade after tiie Fairbridge curve had presumably been debunked were discouraged and then ignored, hideed Baker was well aware tiiat a Fafrbridge-type
theory would act as a form of a pollution to the scientific status of any worker who
adopted fr: "I thought this was tiie kiss of death because no one would believe it"
(Baker, Interview #2, 22nd November 2001).
And they'd just discredited a fellow called Fairbridge who had an
oscillating model. And he had used these terraces and benches on the
West Australian coast and elsewhere. He had this sort of yo-yo model.
And these guys came in with Carbon-14 dating. Carbon-14 dating had
just come in - so it's a new vogue science. And in terms of thefr dating -1
mean its very critical now - they dated anything, throw it in and put all
the points [in] and [they'd] say, "Oh, it's a straight line and things have
been nice and stable, smooth." And they date anythmg. They pick up a
mollusc and date it. They pick up some peat and date it. You know,
nothing was standardised ... So all the oscillatmg thing went out the
window and this higher than present sea level went out the window at the
time (Baker, Interview #1, 28* May 2000).

In this way, the notion of oscillating sea levels became anathema, a polluted form of
argument in the geo-sciences, a phenomenon reminiscent of the debates in biology over
Lamarckian evolution (see Steele et al 1998).

As seen in the French case, new work undermining the certainty of orthodox arguments
may well be ignored or camouflaged as if it does not exist. Another common tactic
involves direct discouragement, and, thus, disciplining of errant workers who would
pursue unorthodox or unfashionable theories. Even while he had yet to complete his
undergraduate degree in science. Baker had compelling evidence for his theory and, by
defaufr, for the Fairbridge-type arguments. But he found himself without the necessary
resources to verify his claims. Nor did he have the support of those elders enculturating
him into the community of scientists.
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And so then you had a student come in [like me] - and this was really
good evidence because these were inter-tidal species attached to where
they were living at the time. And the other thing was that as a student I
had no access to Carbon-14 dating so I couldn't date how old they were.
So anyway what happened I actually changed, dropped out of physical
geography altogether (Baker, Interview #1, 18tii May 2000).
They at least knew about tiiese sites at Port Hacking and had never done
anytiiing. So they cannot say that we did not know about it. They knew
about fr. They either never looked, didn't want to, [it was in the] too
hard basket [or tiiey'd] just say, "Well he's an idiot," [laughs]. To have
an undergraduate student say this, [their response would be] it's just
something local (Baker, Interview #1, 18th May 2000).
Stmctural blockages to the recogiution and reproduction of new work can take many
forms. In this case the lack of access to Carbon-14 datuig technology - a relatively new
dating technique at the time - as well as his literal proximity to elder scientists who had
published against the Fairbridge curve, served to stymie Baker's early work on sea level
change. Precisely because they lack authority - legitimate sources of power - and
material resources, ttainee scientists finding themselves in such a predicament are
forced to either abandon a career in science or to change their specialisation entirely. In
Baker's case the latter occurred and he changed his degree specialisation to focus on
human geography.

For Robert Baker, this episode injured, but did not desfroy, his spirit of curiosity and
open-mmded scholarship. However, it proved a sufficiently traumatic experience that he
changed career paths and abandoned a genuine passion for geomorphology. It would not
be until the 1990s that he would retum to the question of late Holocene eustatic change.
The costs to his acadenuc life path in this respect can only be guessed at. The costs to
science can be seen m terms of the retardation of knowledge - in this case by more than
two decades. Moreover, given the current miportance of and focus on anthropogenic
clunate change research, tiie costs of this episode of intellectual discouragement ramify
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beyond science. As I will explore below, Baker rettimed to the question of sea level
change partly because of its implications for clunate change modellmg which assumes
stable climatic conditions in the past.

5) Intellectual Suppression at Honours: Mathematic Innovation as Pollution to
Geography

I want now to explore other instances m Baker's scientific ttamfrig tiiat reuiforced his
experience of suppression and stigmatisation. While these episodes of uistitutional
discipline and punishment were unrelated to the controversial notion of oscillating sea
levels, they are worth exploring for fiirther insights on how new work is blocked even
before proper assessment of its validity and utility is undertaken.

In our first interview together Baker described himself primarily as a mathematical
modeller even though his specialisation is in geography. Exploration of events
surrounding his Honours and Masters degree ttaming show how his attempts at
mathematical innovation in geography brought about further humiliating episodes with
severe ramifications for his career in academia.

Discouraged out of researching sea levels changes. Bakers chose an entirely different
area of specialisation for his Honours degree. He pursued research fri human geography
and fransportation, looking specifically at people's movement pattems m shoppmg
complexes. He applied matiiematical models to describe these pattems of activity. The
university organised special supervision for Baker, enlistmg the expertise of a pure
mathematician as well as an applied mathematician in addition to a supervisor in
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geography. However his application of mathematical modelling to human geography
was not welcomed as innovation worthy of encouragement. Instead he found that he
was at odds with the prevailing approach in Ausfralian geography at that time.
I [did] an Honours thesis which also failed because I then did, I got
interested m mathematical modelling behaviour ... I'd applied it to
fransport ... search activity ... peoples' search activity and interaction
modelling of people. But Sydney Uruversity at the time was a ttadition
of a geography tiiat was non-quantitative, very qualitative, of the old
school. At that time the quantitative revolution was happening in North
America ... through social science, and geography was part of it. So
where someone ... starts using models, using mathematical models of
human behaviour, they justfreakedout. The sad thing was they didn't tell
me at the start of the thing. So I'd dropped out of physical geography, I
said, I'm not gomg to have a future in that. I'm gomg to get onto this
bandwagon of mathematical modelling because it was creative. So they
let me go ahead (Baker, Interview #1, 18th May 2000).
Baker describes a very public attack on his work - or at least its ontological basis - at a
departmental seminar where he was presenting his data. This episode can be seen as a
degradation ceremony in the proper sense of the term because it occurred publicly in the
presence of fellow students and academic staff in his department.
Things were gouig well until, well, what happened, they chucked a
mental that philosophically ... I was totally wrong during a seminar. They
went berserk. One of the professors in geography went berserk over it,
but it wasn't a direct attack, but the whole quantitative revolution [hejjust
went berserk over (Baker, Interview #1, 18th May 2003).
After this event. Baker explains that his pure mathematics supervisor became critical of
his work while his applied mathematics supervisor withdrew from supervising his work
altogetiier. Undeterred, he continued his project. Seemingly prompted by the criticism
from his pure mathematics supervisor. Baker describes how his geography mentor no
longer felt confident about his work.
And then about a week before submission, my supervisor got my thesis
and just went berserk because he had the comments from the guy in pure
maths saying all this debate, he's not using mathematics correctly, very
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technical mathematics - which is probably qufre ttiie - very techiucal
matiiematical arguments. And then tiiey lost confidence. I used to be tiie
wonderboy around the place, you know I was doing all regression
analysis before anyone was doing fr ... I had this little model of
streaming chaimels, you know like another little model tiiat I developed
for a sfream. So even though the coastal thmg fell tiirough I was sort of
like the wonderboy. So they at tiiat time, panicked (Baker, Interview #1,
18tii May 2000).

Baker suggests that his mentors were suspicious of mathematical modelling m
geography because of recentiy debunked work done by an American scholar. In what
appears to be an example of the fallacy of composition, one flawed attempt at deriving
mathematical models from human geographical pattems seems remterpreted as a failure
of mathematical modelling, as a whole, in geography.
... And they'd also previously had someone else who's now a big
professor in America had gone through - done a mathematical thesis on
drainage basins - they'd worked out that it was a lot of mbbish. There
were so many flaws in it that it was terrible (Baker, Interview #1, 18*
May 2000).

Baker provides further insight into how the boundaries of geography were rigidly
policed and protected. Prior to Baker's Honours year, his department had penalised a
student who had attempted interdisciplinary work in both geography and philosophy.
Baker attributes the apparent suppression of this irmovative scholar to an orthodoxy
emphasising a thoroughly qualitative and regional geography.
RB: And then they'd also had the previous year an Honours guy who
tried to merge geography and philosophy and he bombed out. They
wouldn't support him and he only got a ILA^ and he was really good. I
believe he was really good. So they didn't support him because it wasnt
thefr view of what geography was.
ST: What was their view?
RB: A very regional-based, quasi-scientific, "quasi-" meaning you go out
into the field and draw up diagrams, maps and descriptions and nothing
about statistics. Nothing about models, matiiematics. They were quite
before tiie quantfrative revolution (Baker, Interview #1,18* May 2000).
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There is a sense here in which both mathematics and philosophy were seen as forms of
pollution by the orthodoxy in geography at the time.

After submitting his Honours thesis Baker suffered fraumatic and humiliating episodes
of degradation.

His thesis was awarded the lowest pass mark possible and his

supervisor put Baker through a pauifiil degradation ceremony albeit m the privacy of the
supervisor's office. Even though this latter episode did not occur in public I still see it as
a kind of degradation "ceremony" that punishes and demoralises the victim through
humiliation, as the quote below well indicates:
So what happened was, I presented and he just went ballistic. I think I've
got his comments somewhere ... The professor of pure maths said I was
debasing mathematics by using it in social science. So that was a
mathematician ... I mean he'd say that about any applied maths. Then
they gave me an exam and I [wrote] that I [had] made some mistakes.
So they took that on board. And they said, "Well Robert, we've failed
the thesis," and the others said I got a high distinction in course work.
[They said], "But we failed thetiiesis,you've done really well in course
work. What we'll do is we'll give you a Second Class Division Two
Honours but you have to agree that you won't take any action agauist
us." Because they allowed me right through till the week before
submission - they should have told me at the very beginning, 'Robert [we
don't have] a supervisor in this area, do something else." But they let me
go ahead and it was too late ... only [my geography supervisor] got my
thesis and I have tiiis vivid memory. He threw fr on the floor, fr wasn't
bound ... this was before submission and aU the papers went everywhere
... and I remember just crawlmg around as he's yelling at me trymg to
pick fr all up - it was so humiliating - trying to pick up tius stuff (Baker,
hiterview #1, 18th May 2000).

This episode would have lastuig impacts upon Baker's career in academia. As he notes,
receiving a Second Class Division Two mark for his Honours thesis seemingly signalled
the death knell for a successful career as an academic scientist given that eligibility for
PhD enrolment and research scholarships relies heavily upon Honours degree resuhs.
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As Baker explains why he tiimks the department asked hun not to take legal action he
also reveals how his department attempted to compensate Baker by supporting his
application for a teacher's position.
Because what happened, I'm not sure if it's the guy witii the philosophy
[and] geography [thesis], but someone went berserk and threw a
typewriter when they got thefr resuk the previous year and was
threatening all sorts of thmgs. So this time they decided to get me to
agree - I'm not sure if I actually signed something or not - but to agree
that I wouldn't take any action, just to accept it on the chin and move on,
I thmk. I got a letter from ... [my supervisor] saying, "Well you were
wrong, but move on." And I went for a job the following year at the
Mitchell College of Advanced Education and they actually supported me
and I actually got into the short list. But Second Class, Division Two is
just like the death sentence to be an academic (Baker, Interview #1, 18*
May 2000).
At the conclusion of our first interview together Baker made clear what he sees as the
implications of these episodes of intellectual suppression both for the individual lives
involved and for science as a whole:
There's a story there. It's something that should come out because it
really puts Australia [back]. A lot of talent has gone down the gurgler in
Australia, like the guy who did the philosophy in geography; he was
really smart. ... And really most of the things I did have been published
by myself or others subsequently. And 1 was out of academia for 20
years. I mean, what a waste. I mean, all this could have been resolved at
the end of the 1970s. It's only because I'm very determined and because
I was really ripped off that I persisted because the observations were
there (Bakerfriterview#1,18* May 2000).
After the debacle of his Honours year. Baker took up a scholarship at teachers' college
and later became a high school teacher. He continued domg research using mathematics
to modelfransportationbehaviour. In 1977 he did what he felt was some "good" work
using matiiematical models. To his surprise the work was welcomed and feted by
scholars attempting similar things in the United States of America. This encouragement
would directly lead to Baker publishing the ttansportation research he had undertaken
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for his Honours project. It would also prompt him to pursue this metiiodology further in
a Masters degree.
RB: And I sent it to the gum in America, the top person in the field to
see what he said. Because I'd tried a few joumals and got rejects so I
thought I'd just send it.
ST: Were they Ausfralian joumals?
RB: Yes. I have been successful by going to intemational joumals ... it
was oitiy after my twentieth publication or something like that before I
put something into an Ausfralian joumal. Because I... got knocked back
from Search. Anyway so I sent it to this fellow and he came back and
said, "Well this is really good, Robert. This is what people have been
trying to do and you've done it in an interesting way." And I had these
fimctions, these acceptor and rejector functions and he'd published at the
same time in the mtemational literature and I'd just given a mathematical
form that was basically the same thing. And he said, "Look, apply for a
scholarship and come over to Ohio state ... and do a PhD here."
Unfortunately he moved to California and so the whole momentum of
moving to North America went ... But he's still there. He's actually
gone blind now but he still knows my voice - he's a legend. Anyway he
said, "Well submit it to Geographical Analysis" and so that's what I did
... and then ... I submitted something to ... Transportation Research, it
was an engineering joumal. It was part of the ideas from the Honours
thesis ... The Geographical Analysis guy was really nice, the editor at
the time, very supportive. They saw what I was trying to do and helped
me a lot ... and they published it, they published that ... in
Transportation Research. So in the end I went back in about 1979 - this
work was published in about '80, '81 - 1 went back m '79 and set out to
make up for this disastrous Honours by doing a Masters. See I couldn't
do a PhD (Baker, Interview #1,18* May 2000).
Even though Baker had found some measure of vindication through acceptance and
publication of his work in the USA, he would nevertheless face further difficulties in the
com-se of undertaking his Masters Degree in science.
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6) Master's Debacle: Denouncement & Redemption of Mathematical Modelling in
Human Geography

For his Masters Degree Baker contmued workfrig on matiiematical modellmg of
transportation behaviour. Through his retelluig of the conttoversy surrounduig the
submission of his Masters thesis we witness an eerie repetition of the experiences he
suffered during his Honours year. He found himself sabotaged by his two supervisors
who would subject him, yet again, to a semi-private degradation ceremony. The episode
would so demoralise him that he contemplated abandoning his Masters project.
Anyway so I went back and did a Masters. Well the same thing happened
to me. The same problem happened again at [the Uruversity of New
South Wales] where I was doing all this mathematical stuff ... And they
looked at it, the two supervisors. They got me in and said ... "If we
thought there was any merit in your work Robert we'd put our names on
it and send it off for publication." And they said, "Do you want the North
American way of what we think of your work or the Austtalian way?" [I
asked], "Oh what's the North American way?" ... This guy was
American. "Well we just tell you like it is." "Well what's the Austtalian
way?" "Well you waffle around a bit ..." 1 said, "Oh no I'm a pretty
direct person. I'll have the American way." "Oh well basically we think
you're f-u-c-k-e-d in the head." Oh I was devastated. This was the
second time this had happened. [I thought] there was something wrong
with me. Then for ISmonths I thought I was gofrig to drop out (Baker,
Interview #1, 18* May 2000).
fr was only because Baker had found some measure of success fri publishing his work
beyond Australia that he would find exoneration - and a new supervisor. The
independent verification of his work by overseas scholars and independent peer
reviewers would provide him with the social resources to both deflect accusations of
flimsy science and gain new respect from at least one powerful elder in his disciplme.
But anyway these ... publications came out so I got the final threatenmg
letter from the University of New Soutii Wales, "We'll discontmue you
if you don't fi-ont." So I fronted the professor of geography and I said,
"Well we've had tiiis fundamental disagreement witii my supervisors ...
but I've got these couple of publications m tiie top intemational
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joumals." ... In tiie end he checked up [on the publications] and in the
end he sacked botii of tiiem ... He [tiie professor of geography] became
my supervisor ... So he sort of said, "Well sometiiing tiiat gets into
mtemational joumals is not mbbish." You mightn't agree witii ... what I
was doing but there's a big audience somewhere and it mightn't be here.
So I went part-tune after tiiat. So I just pubhshed ...(Baker, Interview
#l,18tii May 2000).
Baker was awarded his Masters Degree fri tiie early 1980s. Through publication in
intemational joumals andtiiefritercessionof an open-minded elder scholar Baker was
finally able to deflect the attributions of scientific deviance which had dogged his early
academic Hfe. Further, by intersecting with the intemational scientific commuiuty he
discovered that his Masters research work was cutting edge and worthy of the highest
degree possible. He contrasts his ill-freatment m Austtalia with the acceptance he found
overseas:
So it was a very rocky road in Austtalia. But overseas [it wasn't]. It was
a bit upsetting also because I had submitted a Masters. I went [to] my
first intemational conference. I got a Rotary exchange to Sweden and
they allowed me to go the 1984 conference in Besan9on in France. So I
presented to all these Americans, the work [I had done] and they were
really impressed. And one of them wrote to my supervisor and said,
"This is great stuff." And then fr was too late. [I was told], "Really it
should have been a PhD," but I'd afready submitted it [as a Masters]. So
there's another tale of woe. So then I had to redo a PhD (Baker,
friterview #1, 18tii May 2000).
Presaging the national and cultural differences in science that seem partly responsible
for the delineation of his sea level work as conttoversial (explored further below). Baker
makes a distinction between an open-minded intemational scientific community and the
seeming dogmatism that influenced his treatment in Austtalia.
RB: So anyway ... it was just a mess, how [they] deal with something
who's a little bit different, who thinks laterally.
ST: And why are there these differences between, say, the Australian
science culture in your field and what was happening intemationally?
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RB: I found that I leamed a lot - 1 got a lot of rejects from overseas but I
found tiiat they were helpfiil. I tiunk tiiey have more open mmds and
they recognise if someone's different, fr's acceptable to be different. But
they're still critical. But tiiey will encourage you to develop to a pomt
where you get fr up to standard. Whereas here if you are different and
you rock the boat, you get crunched. If you're not one of the boys or gfrls
or whatever, you just get no look-in whatsoever. And tiiey will use - as I
said the Second Class Division Two was very nasty. They should have
called fr a draw and given me Two/one [Honours Second Class, Ffrst
Division] and that would have allowed me to do [a PhD]. See I missed
out on a scholarship ... In mtemational competitiveness you just can't
get m ... You need a first class honours (Baker, Interview #1, 18tii May
2000).

For the next decade and a half Baker held a position teaching at high school level while
completing his PhD on part-time basis. Once again he focussed on trip behaviour in
shopping complexes, fr would only be after tiie completion of his PhD m tiie late 1990s
that he would take up an academic posting at the Uruversity of New England, in rural
New South Wales. Only then would he retum to the task of researching late Holocene
oceanic changes and, once again, find himself at the centte of a scientific conttoversy.
However this time the conttoversy would not be as prottacted as in Fairbridge's time:
an increasing number of scientific workers both within and beyond Austtalia also
positing oscillating sea levels for the recent Holocene would provide the necessary
material and symbolic resources to see a measure of acceptance for Baker's work.

7) The Sea Level Controversy Revisited
i) Oscillating Oceans & Complex Climate Change as a Revolutionary Paradigm

By the mid-1990s Baker was appointed lecturer at the University of New England's
Department of Geography and Planning. His retum to the question of sea level changes
was prompted by what almost seems a chance event. A colleague had access to
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experimental time at tiie Ausfralian research nuclear reactor and encouraged Baker to
date some of the samples of remnant tubeworm assemblages he had kept in his
cupboard for tiie last 20 years. The results surprised him and prompted him to reexamine the sea level issue once more. In addition the contentious issue of higher sea
levels had been re-opened, for the east Austtalian coast at least, by tiie work of fellow
Austtalian workers Flood and Frankel (1989). However, as Baker notes, thefr work had
yet to be fully responded to by those holding tiie orthodox position of stable or smoothly
declining sea levelsfromaround 6,000 BP till present.
I think the dates [of the samples] were four thousand one hundred years
B.P. and the other one, tiuee thousand three hundred B.P. And also Peter
Flood here [at the University of New England] had just published a
similar [date] for Galeolaria, the same species [in] the Valla Caves in
1989 in Marine Geology which they'd ignored. So then, I mean, because,
the reason ... they accepted it because it was on a 500 kilometre front
and actually you could put it in and it'd actually sort of fit it, there was
some pattem to it with the Valla Cave and what we had. And that was
the start of tiiat (Baker, Interview #1, 18th May 2000).
In the interview exfracts below we will explore Baker's view of the ongoing
conttoversy over sea level and climatic change. He describes various forms resistance to
the idea of recent eustatic change as well as the strategies he employs to overcome these
blockages. I will initially explore the various forms of institutional resistance
encountered by Baker and colleagues to research undertaken on Holocene sea level and
clunate change.

Consideration of how Baker et al work to deflect longstanding attributions of deviance
surrounding sea level change in the late Holocene period will then be presented. In this
respect I will explore what Baker calls his "military campaign" comprising strategic
alliances, the crystallisation of a standardized package of research, strategic publication,
and, lastly, media exposure.
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7) ii) Institutional Resistance to Holocene Sea Level OsciUations: Subtle Patterns of
Suppression

Baker's testimoiuals seem to suggest that the conttoversy over clunate and sea changes
in the Holocene is now not nearly as prottacted as in the days of his undergraduate
training in the early 1970s (see, for mstance, the debates m Marine Geology [Thom et
al 1969; Gill and Hopley 1972; Thom et al 1972]). Baker has been successfiil m
securing publication of his research and has suffered no dfrect reprisals for pursumg this
once heretical line of work, although he has had no success in securing Austtalian
research funding. Instead I will explore what I see as subtle and, therefore, more
insidious forms of suppression that seem to be at play in the work on Holocene climatic
pattems.

A recurring tactic by which new and challenging scientific work is suppressed sees it
ignored as if it does not exist. I have afready called this subtie form of intellectual
suppression "camoufiaging" (Chapter Three) where orthodox discourse fails to
acknowledge dissenting work. Baker suggests that questions posed by his work and tiie
work of his Ausfralian predecessor. Professor Flood, remain unanswered by the
orthodox faction of scientists. Indeed, the sites discovered by Baker and his research
colleague Dr Robert Haworth, as well as tiiose described by Flood (Flood and Frankel
1989) have yet to be visited by other members of the scientific commuiuty, let alone,
the opposmg orthodox camp (Baker, Interview #1, 18th May 2000). Baker's discourse
paints a picture of science and scientists captive to an orthodox predilection for linear
predictability in oceanic systems.
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Peter Flood said with his Valla cave site, when we went down last year
[in 1999], we were the first scientists that he had taken down to look with
thefr own eyes at the formations in this cave. No one else over the ten
years had even had the open mind to go have a look. And this is - if
you're looking at Ausfralian science - a big problem. I mean I have an
open muid even now. I mean for all the work I do, I've got an open
mind. If there's new evidence, new data, well - we've just had some
anomalous points come back but because they're taken on a high energy
coast they're a lot higher tiian these other pomts but there's tiiis huge
swell so tiie inter-tidal range looks like it's shifted upwards which is a
logical explanation. But you don't go, "Oh, well we've forget about
those ones [laughs]! We'll just mb those out and not accept that and
we'll just look at these ones." So this is the problem, tiiat they've got
such closed minds. They've invested their careers and everything's been
nice and stable. They throw everything mto this sausage machine - I call
it thefruitcakeapproach - and they get these nice, sfraight lines because
statistically you can do anytiiing (Baker, Interview #1, 18th May 2000).

Another subtle tactic of suppression sees orthodox and more powerfiil researchers
misrepresenting the methodology used by the competing paradigm so that its certainty
is undermined.
RB: And we'd just been to two conferences at ANU [the Ausfralian
National Uruversity in Canberra]. And that's when [one professor] had
got up and said that we were basically using bamacles - which we
weren't - because bamacles have a wide range. So really they're a very
poor measure. And then he put the challenge [out] ... because of his
model [the hydroisostasy model], you will not find these sites in
Tasmania. So in the end the challenge was on .. .There was the challenge
and the attack on the marker species (Baker, Interview #2, 22nd
November 2001).
ST: What attack on the marker species?
RB: Saymg we used bamacles which is not tme, which we didn't (Baker,
Interview # 1, 18th May 2000).
The fixed biological mdicator (FBI) method deployed by Baker and his colleagues can
be seen as having suffered a public atiack at this conference. Even while the recognition
of bamacle assemblages forms part of the FBI method (specifically in the recognition of
zonal boundaries m the mtertidal habitat), only tightly consttained intertidal species -
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such as the Galeolaria tubeworm used by Baker - provide the most accurate mdex of
absolute changes in sea level. The suggestion that Baker and his colleagues rely upon
bamacles as their mdexical species of choice unplicitly exaggerates tiie error margin m
their methodology. The suggestion that Baker et al utilise bamacles mstead of
tubeworm assemblages as markers, while an apparently frmocuous oversight to the
outsider, constitutes a form of undermining well understood by this particular scientific
community. Whether by intent or default, the validity of the FBI method deployed by
Baker and his colleagues is here undermined as prone to a large error margin given the
less consttained habitat zoning for bamacle species. The competitive colonisation of
uncertainty in science is demonsttated even in subtle communicative interplays
described in the anecdote above.

A fiirther form of subtle institutional resistance to an oscillating sea-level theory can be
discemed in what could well be called "curve-straightening". This is an incident where
data that initially supported the dissident model of complex sea-level pattems in the late
Holocene appeared to be represented in a later publication as reinforcing the orthodox
linear interpretation of Holocene sea-levels.

Research undertaken by a Soutii Austtalian group of workers (Belperio et al 1984;
Hails et al 1984) looking at sea grass {Posidonia australis) growth pattems in South
Austtalia was first published showing evidence of a period of higher sea levels. The sealevel curves derived by Belperio et al (1984), and reproduced m Hails et al (1984),
suggested sea level was at least 2.5 mettes above present levels in tiie Spencer Gulf
region of South Austtalia from 6,000 to approxunately 1,700 years ago (Pfrazzoli 1991:
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157). Durfrig interview discussions. Baker suggested that this work seemed congenial to
his own:
... There was a fellow m Soutii Ausfralia who had published on sea grass
which is quite an interesting biological mdicator because it doesn't grow
higher than below water level, low tide level. And so you have an upper
Ifrnit [where] you find sea grass so you can actually get a relative height
like you do with our mtertidal species. And he had a graph very similar
to ours, fr sort of went up and dovm then a sort of a bump two thousand
years ago (Baker, Interview #1, 18th May 2000).
However, soon after pubHcation of the Belperio et al (1984) sea-level curve, Chappell
(1987), a self-avowed proponent of the orthodox model of a linear decline in Holocene
sea-levels (Chappell 1987: 314), rejected fr in favour of the linear model. Drawing
attention to "an independent study of the same Spencer gulf region" done by Bume
(1982), Chappell makes clear that Bume (1982) and Belperio et al (1984) "interpret
thefr data differently" (Chappell 1987: 311). While Bume (1982) provides a sloping
sttaight line as a summary of sea-level change in this region, the curve by Belperio et al
(1984) shows, as Baker noted above, a small "bump" 2,000 years ago before a rapid
sea-level decline. The Belperio et al curve suggests a more complex pattem of sea level
from around 6,000 years BP (Figure 6). Chappell attributes some of the discrepancies
between these two curves as due to "unsystematic errors" including, wave disturbance
of sea grass remains and mixmg processes which may affect accuracy of sea-level
inferences. For instance, he notes the occurrence of a date 5,730 years BP and a modem
date m tiie same sample presented by Belperio et al (1984). fr is interesting to note in
the quote below how Chappell colonises uncertainty against an oscillatmg model by
referring not only to a contradictory study done in the same region and but also by
referring to other studies showing similar resufrs from other parts of Austtalia. As I will
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Fig. 5. A time—depth plot of C-14 dated samples which relate to sea level. Samples from the
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Figure 6. Sea level curve for the Northern Spencer Gulf region (Belperio et al. 1984:
307; Hails et al 1984: 382) derived from sea-grass data showing higher sea levels
between 5-6,000 years ago and a relatively rapid drop in sea levels circa 2000 years BP.
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Figure 7. Transformation of a sea-level curve. The above curve suggests a gradual sealevel decline in for the Spencer Gulf region. Port Augusta, South Austtalia (Belperio
1989: 49).

pomt out below, tius is a rhetorical move also deployed by Baker and his colleagues in
tiieir attempts to rework negative atttibutions about thefr position.
In light of these factors, this author regards tiie relative sea-level curve of
Belperio et al (1984) ... as unproven, and considers the linear fallmg
curve of Bume (1982) as tiie sunplest approxunation of tiie data. This
conclusion may readily be mterpreted as reflecting bias, but it is
consistent with the pattem friferred from the north Queensland frmgmg
reef data and with resufrs from the Gulf of Carpentaria, m both of which
I have personally been mvolved. fr is regrettable that this personal
element has played a large part m disputations - usually sterile - about
sea-level results from different places (Chappell 1987: 313).

In a later publication (Belperio 1989), tiie Belperio et al (1984) and Hails et al (1984)
sea-level curve appears to have undergone a ttansformation (see Figure 7) evmcmg a
gradual decline to present levels.

Pirazzoli (1991: 21), an influential European worker deploying the FBI method in
favour of an oscillating sea-level model, has made clear that the choice of an oscillating
or smooth model is often a subjective process influenced by attachment to preconceived
theories. In support of this argument, Pirazzoli (1991: 157) made note of the seeming
reinterpretation of the sea-level curve found in Belperio et al (1984) and Hails et al
(1984) in a subsequent publication (Belperio 1989). In the quote below, PirazzoU
appears to link the re-representation of the South Austtalian data to the criticisms made
by Chappell (1987) (see Figure 8, for a reproduction of the curves referred to in the
quote below):
In the upper Spencer Gulf ... sea level was, accorduig to Hails et al
(1983), at least 2.5 m above the present one from 6,000 until 1,700 years
ago (curve E) and the subsequent fall to present level was interpreted as
resulting from regional tectonic uplift. Sea-level curve F by Belperio et
al (1983, 1984) is identical to E since 7,000 yr BP, but extends further in
the past, suggesting a 45-m rise from 10,000 to 7,000 yr BP. Both curves
E and F suggest a minor sea-level fall between about 5,700 and 2,000 yr
BP, followed by a rapid fall of nearly 2m between about 2,000 and 1,500
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yr BP ... Chappell (1987) regarded however tiie final part of curve E as
unproven and preferred to consider a linear falling frend (H), deduced
from data by Byrne (1982), as the simplest approximation. This
suggestion seems to have been accepted, since MSL curve G produced
subsequently by Belperio (1989) for Port Augusta showed an almost
uniform sea-level fall at a rate of 0.5 mm/yr over the past 6,000 years
(Pirazzoh 1991: 157, emphasis added).
My analysis of this so-called "curve-sfraightening" incident must be seen as strictiy
inferential because there is no clear evidence of dfrect pressures from orthodox parties
for a re-working of sea-level data. However, the incident certainly highlights a
perception amongst some workers opposing the orthodoxy that the work of dissidents
may be domesticated so as to support the orthodox stance.

Commenting on this incident. Baker suggests a clash between divergent visions of the
natural agencies at the centre of the debate, which, I suggest, operate as implicit
demarcation criteria in this case study.
... And there were also things like, there were discontinuities in the sea
grass like there'd be some event where there'd been erosion. You could
see it. But they said, "Well it's tectonic uplift in the Spencers Gulf area."
... They'd rather argue the land had gone up and down like a yo-yo than
the sea (Baker, Interview #1,18tii May 2000).
The idea that oceanic systems operate m a linear fashion while tectonic systems display
a greater level of dynamism seems a recurrmg motif in orthodox definitions of the
natural agencies at hand. A kind of avoidance behaviour seems evident in this scientific
field of work as if the notion of a dynamic, complex and non-linear oceanic agency
comprised a kind of pollution.
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Please see print copy for image

Figure 8. Comparison of sea-level curves in the Spencer Gulf Region, South Austtalia
(Pirazzoh 1991: 156).

During our discussion of tius particular incident m tiie sea-level conttoversy. Baker
noted the dilemmas for unconventional workers wishmg to secure research ftmds m tiie
relatively small scientific community of AustraHa. For Baker, tiie mstittitional resistance
to unconventional work seems more akm to religious belief tiian proper scientific
practice.

RB: But then in '91 tiiis guy [Pirazzoh 1991] who was very mfluential in
the French school sort of pomted this out ... "Isn't this mteresting that
this curve which was a bump has now been sttaightened and fr's really
quite puzzlfrig why." So the pomt is really if you want to get anywhere
through funding you have to toe tiie line ... And I tiunk someone else's
work was saying, "Well, why have tiiey changed? Why have tiiey
assumed this linear fimction of sea level?" ... And [one scientist] who
was critiquing this sea grass stuff said, "Well it's my personal opinion
[that] the straight line, lmear [model] is the best fit of sea level."
ST: But is that a scientific opinion?
RB: No, it's like religion. It became a religion that they were defending.
They did not have an open mmd. And as I said [with] Peter Flood['s
work], there's not one person who's gone down to have a look (Baker,
Interview #1, 18tii May 2000).

As we will see in the following section, the comparative openness on the part of
European scholars to the idea of changing ocean levels presented Baker with a (social)
resource for securing publication of his work.

7(iii) Workmg to Deflect Deviance and Build a Novel Research Collective: The
Formation of Strategic Alliances

Expounding fiirther upon his "military campaign". Baker makes clear the miportance of
fostering sttategic alliances with workers whose research methods and findings are
similar. In order to secure publications Baker has also deliberately chosen joumals
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staffed mainly by European workers precisely because of their longstanding openmindedness to the Fafrbridge-type arguments. In addition, the fixed biological indicator
(FBI) method utilised by Baker and his colleagues was pioneered by European workers.
Thus he has found success publishing several articles in the joumal Marine Geology
(Baker and Haworth 1997, Baker and Haworth 2000a, 2000b), whose editorial board
Baker describes as European-dominated (Interview #2, 22nd November 2001).

In addition to national differences in the orientation of scientific work. Baker also notes
how language barriers served to forestall acceptance of oceanic highstands in the
Holocene in the 1960s.
See what happened the French have - this is quite interesting - the
French have been arguing and using these biological indicators since
1964, particularly in Brazil but because they've published in French it
was ignored. What happened was in 1967 the American expedition to the
Pacific came to the conclusion that sea level hadn't been higher. This
tied in with the mangrove work where they couldn't find any evidence of
higher sea level on the New Soutii Wales coast. And so the Australian
[mterpretation] in a way linked to the North American interpretation that
sea level hadn't been higher and that became the prevailing wisdom.
And we therefore - Marine Geology is European-based - got in with this
French method and all these French workers. And they had always
maintained that these indicators were, you know, very good and the sea
level changed, blah, blah, blah. [It was] published right through but
totally ignored by North America and Ausfralia. So it's quite interesting
that the French ... because of New Caledonia, m the French Pacific,
[tiiey] have been usmg coral, vermetids and in Brazil, there's a lot of
work tiiere which really has ... not found favour with the AngloAmericans ... tiie Westem, excluding Europe, what's the right term?
The Anglo-USA or whatever. Do you see what I mean? fr's like a
culttiral thing as well. Because the French hadn't pubhshed in English
(Baker,friterview#1, 18th May 2000).
Baker's candid prose reveals how national cultural differences as well as language
barriers may unpede the consideration of new ideas m science. Baker's testimonial also
implies tiie existence of an Australian and North American coalition against the notion
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of complex sea level change in the Holocene, as proposed by mamland Europeans and
maverick Australian scientists such as Fafrbridge.

In a way Baker's surprise at finding culttu-al and sociological factors at play m tiie
acceptance or rejection of new work unplies an ideological belief m science as bemg
acultiual or asocial under normal circumstances, hi tiiis way Baker's demarcation
criteria of science seem no different to tiiose deployed by essentialists such as Merton or
Popper. There is an expectation at work here that the practice of science should be, and
for the most part is, immune to personal and socio-cultural prejudices and preferences.
Instead science appears to be unpregnated with these elements. Again we see the spectte
of Hume's famous is/ought distinction: while many argue (quite rightiy) tiiat science
ought to be practised in a climate which suspends all prejudice, sociological research
has repeatedly shown science to be the negotiated outcome of social, cultural and
political variables.

Given this understanding of cultural differences in scientific practice Baker's so-called
military sttategy for publication includes securing European referees (and specific
Austtalian ones) who both deploy the FBI methodology and have foimd similar results
for dynamism in Holocene sea levels. In the interview exttact below Baker reveals that
he purposely avoids Austtalian joumals precisely because of the seemingly national and
cultural resistance to the subject of his research in the Austtalian scientific fraternity.
At this conference in Febmary one of them got up and said "Well here's
Magnetic Island," ... On Magnetic Island they've found oysters two
mefres above present. It very much matches. They've presented it m a
field sttidy guide, or field sttidy notes at an ... Austtalian geological
conference. So we've used that in a big way. Now they submitted it
somewhere to an Austtalian joumal ... We know because someone [we
know] was a referee to a publication there and it still hasn't come out in
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an Austtahan joumal such as the Australian Journal of Earth Science. So
they still haven't published it within Australia and tiiat was m 1997.
When we came to tiiis ... I decided with my past experience that I - it
was like a military campaign to work out a sttategy - that we would not
submfr to an Austtalian joumal where tiiey have tiie power and we'd get
rejected. We would afrn for an intemational joumal, the one tiiat
published Peter Flood's work. They then sent fr to ... the guy who
founded the metiiod, this French guy who was really entiiusiastic and tiie
other referee came from Wollongong. So tiiey're botii supportive ...
(Baker, Interview #1, 18th May 2000).
Baker noted a fiirther sfrategy of aligiung oneself publicly even witii workers whose
arguments are not identical totiiatof his team.
We were helped m a way because the Wollongong University, a team
there is also challenging the orthodoxy and tiiey've also found
depositional corals washed up which matches the end of our fropical
period, species you now find north of Coffs [Harbour], our form of ...
coral that was found north of Coffs Harbour ... So we had some sort of
support ... Ours is sfronger evidence in a way because it's fixed on a
platform whereas theirs is depositional. So that sort of helps and they're
sort of supportive when we go to conferences. When we went to ANU
[the Austtalian National Uruversity] this year they were quite happy to
accept it and [they] were in part overjoyed because the Sydney Uni.ANU axis has been so dominant and powerful in terms of jobs, funding
that they have the prevailing lme ... (Baker, Interview #1, 18th May
2000).
Unorthodox scientists may be able to overcome institutional resistances by forging
alignments with any worker who would challenge the orthodoxy at hand. In Baker's
case this pragmatic tactic is m evidence with his willingness to support the work of
other scientists whose findings also destabilise the orthodoxy. At the very least this
involves refraining from publicly critiquing the work of his colleagues at Wollongong
even though their visions of Holocene climatic and oceanic changes do not exactiy
coincide.
RB: [Tjhere was work down at Wollongong who'd found corals and
[others thought] they were bit barmy. But they found two periods when
they had corals, which are now also found north of Coffs harbour
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[remnants of which] are down past Wollongong [see Figure 9 for a map
of Austtahan sites]. And tiiey were quite estabhshed people who acttially
came out and said that. There was a whole gang of tiiem down tiiere.
They have this mad idea tiiat we've had killer tsunamis over tiie past
6000 years.
ST: You've mentioned tiiem before. They're colleagues? There's a
collaboration?
RB: No, no, fr's like, I was using just now this war analogy, fr's like
Germany m the Second Worid War - you don't want to have two fronts
[laughs]. The Russian front is down at Wollongong and you [don't want
to] start attacking them with thefr tsunamis - because we don't think it
happened. Because you acttially have a former shoreline, they have these
bulk boulders so if tiiere were big tidal waves they would have tipped,
they would have done something but tiiey haven't, nothmg's been
disturbed. But we don't want to have the Russian front as well as the
Westem front. So we just leave the tsunamis. Wollongong have talked
about higher sea levels, they 've got their tropical corals so they 're very
much, they're sort of an ally that you can hang your hat on. So it's a
strategic link but ST: It's not identical positioning?
RB: No, No, because they're finding evidence of tsimamis about two or
three mettes above present, when the sea level was afready two mettes
higher. So it could be just part of the natural [cycles], the storms but at
sea levels higher [than now] ... so you can chew on tiiat one m terms of
scientific departments. And they sort of allow our work through. They
come up as referees. So I'll get back to that. It's really sort of interesting
how the scientific process works. So they published that in 1993, the
original corals and warmer temperatures [research] in a joumal called
Geomorphology (Baker Interview #2, 22nd November 2001).

Another way in which Baker works to proliferate his sttategic alliances is to seduce
workers who could be called "swinging voters" on the question of oscillatmg sea levels
in the Holocene. These are workers whose findings and publications seem to provide
implicit, rather than explicit, support for Baker's research program. Baker notes that
workers on the Brazilian coast (Angulo and Lessa 1997, Angulo et al. 1999) who had
presumed a smooth sea-level decline were now reconsidering their evidence partly
because of Baker et al. 's work.
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Because we've just sort of looked at Brazil, the same tiling's happened in
Brazil. We've remterpreted the Brazilian data and the Brazilians for our
fourth paper ... one of the referees, he tiiought everything was smooth.
And he's reaUsed now that there's a 1500-year gap in his curve and he's
reahsed that it could be that the ocean current was colder and led to tiie
disappearance of tiiis ttopical marker species at the tune. Which actually
just fits in with what's happening on our coastiine. So tiiey've changed
school. The guy emailed to say, "My colleague is currentiy collecting
information," and he said, "Well we said tiiere could be little
oscillations" [laughs]. Because tiiey've seen that the whole smootii thmg
just doesn't fit witiitiiechange. Sotiiestatistics doesn't win the day. fr's
for biological reasons, the observations of the species change (Baker,
Interview #1,18* May 2000).
The element that seemed to seduce these workers into accepting tiie possibility of
greater oceanic dynamism involves the disappearance of particular species from certain
latitudes at certain points in tiie historical record. This is precisely the ontological
ground from which Baker and his allies aim to colonise uncertainty. As we will see
below m the exploration Baker's publications (Baker and Haworth 1997, 2000b),
knowledge of the agency of intertidal species, as opposed to statistical arguments in
isolation (Baker and Haworth 2000a), provides the ultimate element of persuasion here.

Forging alliances with scientists beyond one's discipline, department, imiversity and
even one's theoretical positioning is a crucial tactic by which Baker seeks to consolidate
his research program. If it is indeed the collective that bestows legitimacy and
sanctioned power or authority over particular domains of nature, the building of
alliances in various scientific domains can only work to shield Baker's scientific work
and statusfrompotential attacks.

The importance of seeking out interdisciplinary collaborations appears fundamental to
the successful (re)production of scientific innovation. As Baker indicates in the
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Figure 9. Location map of Austtalian sites using the Fixed Biological Indicator Method
(reproduced from Baker et al. 2001a: 259).

mterview quote below, tiie pay-offs fri workmg wtitii scientists from otiier disciphnes are
greater than the simple reinforcement of thefr theoretical arguments. Interdisciplmarity
may well provide greater opportimity for unexpected msights about nature to be
explored properly, while also providfrig necessary checks on the reliability and validity
of methods and analyses.
It was only when we had it m the lab and we thought we had Galeolaria
but we brought a marine biologist over because we have a zoology
[department] ... But as he'd worked on tube worms he said [the samples]
were Idanthyrsus - it's found north of Coffs Harbour. Oh really! Oh
dear! What have we done now?! Well that saved us only because of him
just wandering over and saymg, "Oh, that's Idanthyrsus". We found that
in Sydney, but it's no longer in Sydney now. The penny dropped; water
temperature was involved (Baker, Interview #2,22nd November 2001).
The correct identification of relic Idanthyrsus pennatus - a common tubeworm species
now found mostly in warmer waters off the northern NSW coast - would prove useful
in one of Baker's publications (Baker, Haworth and Flood 2001b) in order to argue for
changing climatic conditions. At this point we should note not simply the importance of
interdisciplinary collaboration to cement ontological and epistemological claims but
also the contingency and fragility of innovation in science.

Baker admits on a number of occasions that his sea level research is not fundamental to
his academic position or general scientific status and that his pursuit of the topic is
simply a "hobby". In this way he seems sufficientiy empowered to be able to pursue
unconventional topics in science without fear of ramification for his scientific status or
his livelihood.
RB: And basically I had otiier areas of mterest and my position is not
because ... of my sea level research so my colleague [Bob Haworth] is a
geomorphologist but more looking at lagoons and tablelands. So I've got
nothing to lose. So what if tiiey're going to tiireaten "you're not gomg to
get a job," or "we won't support you for fimding".
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ST: Are these the kinds of threats that you've received?
RB: No, no. It's ... just impHed. I mean we were totally flawed when
we went to a conference and ... it's sort of just like this curvesfraightening exercise, it's just the person actually - ... tiiat fellow and
anotiier fellow who had presented an altemative, our sort of
interpretation had changed to tiiis linear [model]. Now why? Was tiie
evidence or was [there] doubt, sufficient doubt. You [could] say, "Well
maybe they looked at the evidence and changed thefr minds," but when
Peter Flood said ... that ... no one ... in 10 years had come to look,
maybe there is some sort of bullymg going on, I don't know (Baker,
friterview #1,18tii May 2000).
Even while a hobby. Baker himself admfrs to pursuing a concerted campaign of
persuasion - a military campaign - aimed at convincmg fellow scientists, and the
general public, oftiieveracity of Holocene sea oscillations. The latter tactic sees Baker
pursuing the media, a subject I will address below; the former sees Baker extends his
military approach to the way he approaches the content of his publications, which I
explore in some detail, below.

One such sttategy consciously adopted by Baker sees him quoting the work and
accepting as valid some of the premises bound up in the work of orthodox dettactors.
By incorporating aspects of the orthodox theory into his ontological foundation. Baker's
goal is to shield his papers from serious criticism, as he notes below. The result however
is silence from his Ausfralian defractors rather than any constructive engagement with
them:
ST: So methodologically you have a strong argument would you say?
RB: Well this is why, a lot of thought's gone into it, how to [cut] the
sfranglehold. And we used [one of our Austtalian opponent's] papers.
The paper we quote on Antarctica has his name on it.. .So we've got his
stuff [on the ice-sheet history in Antarctica], Then there's someone else
came out last year and did the afr temperature and used ... another
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isotope and that actually matches when tiie colder and warmer phases
[occurred].
ST: You don't know what his reaction been to your use of his work?
RB: Silence. As I said, fr's all mtiitary, you see. You use the opposition's
evidence. So he can't say, if he says, "you're wrong," well we say,
"we're usmg your evidence." If he say's you're right, weU witii [respect
to] his career basically it's saying [he has] been wrong. So what do you
do? Ignore fr. You can see the predicament they've been put m (Baker,
Interview #2,22nd November 2001).

While Baker suffered repeated rejections for publication m Austtalian joumals, he has
by contrast found success by submitting articles to what he describes as "Europeandominated" joumals (Baker, Interview #2, 22nd November 2001) includmg, as
mentioned.

Marine

Geology,

as

well

as

Quaternary

International

and

Palaeogeography, Palaeoecology, Palaeoclimatology, as we shall now explore.

8) Forming a Novel Standardized Package of Research: Strategic Publications

Baker's publications with a range of colleagues from the broad field of studies looking
at the Palaeolithic period serve to define and reinforce a novel standardized package
(Fujimura 1992) of research. These papers set out the range of boundary objects in
nature (Star and Griesemer 1989) which can be seen as different visions of natural
agency, along with standardized methods of observation, experimentation and analysis
employed to ascertain the pattems of climatic and oceanic change in the last 6,000
years. Importantly these papers, like other forms of scientific communication, employ
rhetorical strategies aimed at seducing audiences, securing supporters and collaborators,
as well as material and symbolic resources.
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8) (i) Baker & Haworth 1997: "Further evidence from relic shellcrust sequences
for a late Holocene higher sea level for eastern Australia"

In this publication Baker and his departmental colleague Dr Bob Haworth present tiieir
prelimmary data from sites around Sydney, on tiie east coast of Australia, which show
evidence for higher-than-present sea levels in the last six thousand or so years. Their
work is presented as building on the earlier findings of Ausfralian scientists Flood and
Frankel (1989) who found evidence of oceanic highstands on the northern coast of New
South Wales, as we saw above. In addition the paper can be seen a position statement
on the utility, validity and reliability of the fixed biological indicator (FBI) method. At
the same time it serves to destabilise confidence in the evidence and arguments
deployed by the orthodoxy on mid- to late-Holocene oceanic pattems.

The paper is launched with a critique of the uncertainty inherent in dominant methods
for ascertaining Holocene sea levels. The competitive colonisation of uncertainty is
immediately at hand in the opening paragraph:
Many of the dates for late Holocene sea levels on the eastem Australian
coast have been determined from the analysis of depositional
envfronments, with evidence constmcted from relic indicators such as
buried mangrove stumps and free shell remnants. Flood and Frankel
(1989) pointed out that there are problems inherent with prior sea level
constmction from this evidence, since the resolution of height
differentials relative to present sea level is within +lm. The dynamics of
estuarine envfronments and barrier dune formation allow a great deal of
variance, making the fine detail of late Holocene sea level movements
problematic (Baker and Haworth 1997:1).
The attack here is on the vagaries implicated in measuring deposits burying mangroves
or making sense of shell relics which are not fixed into position. Both methods are
plagued by an error range which could mask any differences of interest in sea level.
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This destabiUsation of confidence fri prior approaches to datmg periods and measuring
levels of oceanic change prepares the reader to accept tiie argument tiiat analysis of reUc
fixed marine species provides greater reliability for ascertauimg Holocene eustatic
conditions.

The mtroduction makes clear the nature of the longstandmg debates over late Holocene
oceanic pattems by outiinmg tiiree different visions proposed for sea level change for
the east Australian coast datmg back to 7000 before present (BP). While Baker and
Haworth align themselves with the mterpretations found m the third position (see
below) they nevertheless characterise all three positions as bemg based on "soft"
evidence "usually recovered from depositional sites rather than from rocky headlands"
(Baker and Haworth 1997: 1).

The first position (advocated by Thom et al. 1969; Belperio 1979; Thom and Roy 1983)
suggests sea level was probably not higher than present for the past 6000 years BP,
"subject to a small zone of uncertainty" (quoted in Baker and Haworth 1997:1), and is
extrapolated from multiple datings of mangrove remains and relic shells found beneath
large sand barriers along the New South Wales coast (Baker and Haworth 1997: 2).

The second position (exemplified by Chappell 1983, 1987) postulates that Holocene sea
level had not risen more than 1 mefre above present levels. This argument is based on
the ramifications of hydro-isostasy proposed especially by Lambeck (1993). Both
Chappell and Lambeck, as Fellows of the Australian Academy of Science, can be seen
as prestigious and authoritative workers who especially embody tiie orthodox position
regarding Holocene oceanic dynamics. The main points of this orthodoxy (embodied in
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tiie ffrst and second positions outiined by Baker and Haworth 1997) are that mid- to
late-Holocene sea levels were not significantly higher than present and that the last few
thousand years saw sea levels decreasmg in a smooth or linear fashion to present day
levels.

The third and final view confradicts the first two dominant models and is exemplified
by tiie work of Gill and Hopley (1971), Flood (1983) and Young et al (1993). fr
suggests that while reaching present levels around 7000 years ago, sea level had at least
one peak around 2 mefres higher than present prior to 1500 years BP. Evidence for the
third view includes dating of relic shells found in sandy muds (Young et al 1993; Gill
and Hopley 1971).

While building on the claims of this third view of a non-linear and complex vision of
Holocene sea levels. Baker and Haworth (1997: 1-2) deploy whattiheyconsider to be
more reliable and valid evidence than that provided by simple depositional evidence.
Exegesis of tiie fixed biological mdicator method is tiius adumbrated by a clear
destabilisation of confidence in orthodox visions of the Holocene.

Fixed biological mdicators, such as tubeworms or corals, are orgarusms whose remains
leave a permanent ttace in tiie form of calcareous residues attached to rocks and whose
survival is cfrcumscribed to a discernible zone ui the tidal environment. The argument is
tiiat such organisms provide a more reliable mdication of average sea levels m tiie past
given that tiiese marine species cannot survive beyond a tightiy constramed part of the
marine environment.
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Use of the FBI method as a means of ascertainmg past sea levels rehes upon
identification of the species in question, knowledge of thefr preferred habitats as well as
the conditions under which they could not survive. Height differences between rehc and
existmg populations of these FBIs can be measured tiius allowing for mferences
regardmg sea levelflucttiations.These elements allow for arguments regardmg eustatic
change which are defined as regional and global sea level and clunate change.

The epistemological anchor for the FBI metiiod, then, is based not simply on knowledge
of the marine species ui question but also the presumption tiiat these organisms have not
adapted to their changing environment by sunply changing tiiefr habitat preference. I
suggest that this use of the FBI method must rely on a vision of static biological agency
in order to argue for the greater complexity of oceaiuc agency in the late Holocene.

In order to achieve this epistemological certainty Baker and Haworth reference
longstanding work on the marine ecology of common intertidal species (Stephenson and
Stephenson 1949; Underwood 1981; Dakin 1987) which provides them with a map or
grid of species distribution for the intertidal zone (see Figure 10 for a reproduction).
Here Baker and his colleague are emphasismg thefr connection to well established,
'black-boxed' scientific knowledge (thereby reinforcing/reproducing these prior
zoological works). In this way ontological and epistemological certainty is cemented or at least the intention is to convince the reader that confidence in basic principles is
warranted given the respectable status of the references in question. Any analysis of socalled confroversial or deviant science must necessarily map the coincidence of belief
systems between the marginalised and conventional in addition to thefr pomts of
divergence.
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Attiiesame time, I would argue that pomts of divergence necessarily denote entry into
symbolic and material terrains that are relatively uncolonised. These are "free spaces" in
which scientists, botii as mdividuals and as novel research collectives, can effectively
establish priority and uniqueness. These elements of divergence are of particular friterest
for discenung how and potentially why certam scientists are designated as deviant. As I
will suggest fiuther below, the differences in visions of natural agency must be seen as
cmcial to the demarcation of science m the case studies presented in this thesis.
(Although we saw tiie counter-mstance to this in Baker's denouncement after attempts
at methodological innovation in the geographical sciences, I would argue that so-called
conttoversial scientists more often than not deploy the same black-boxed metiiods of
research and experimentation as tiiefr more conventional coimterparts. It is just that
those identical methods deployed by unorthodox workers may well be re-represented by
dettactors as inappropriately applied or prone to artefacts [as in the French case,
explored in Chapter Three]). My centtal argument here, to which I will retum at the
close of this chapter, is that certain visions of natural agency are polluted and polluting
for the would-be innovative worker, no matter how scrapitious they are in their
methodology or intemally consistent in their epistemology. A particular vision of
natural agency seems to coincide with attributions of scientific deviance.

Prior to descriptions of the sites around Port Hacking, soutii of Sydney, Baker and
Haworth shore up thefr epistemological position by explaining why the FBI method is
useful, how it is applied and, unportantly, by referencing other workers both within and
beyond Ausfralia who have deployed the method. This sfrategic presentation of a
national precedent and intemational acceptance of the method, at least for the last few
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Figure 10. Intertidal Zonation of Sessile (fixed) and Other Organisms, on a New South
Wales shore and some variations (adapted from Dakin 1987: 112) (reproduced in Baker
and Haworth 1997: 3).

decades, works to sfrengtiien Baker's position such tiiat he is seen less as a maverick
than a worker in step witii intemational umovation.
The use of fossil intertidal organic accretions, preserved substantially
above present sea level, to date recent relative sea level movements and
related coastal landforms, has been applied witii great effect by
contmental European workers (for example, Delibrias and Laborel 1971;
Battistmi et al 1976; Focke 1978; Pirrazzoh et al 1985, 1988; Laborel et
al 1997). The use of this method to date mid-Holocene sea level
fluctuations was first applied on the southeast Austtalian coast by Flood
and Frankel (1989). They found evidence of a highstand 1 m above
present levels dated to 3420 years BP, using the difference in height of
fossil shell residue of common mtertidal organisms from thefr nearest
livuig representatives (Baker and Haworth 1997: 2).
As we saw. Baker's interview discussions suggest that use of the FBI method - and
indeed, a general openness to the idea of oscillating sea levels - seem presently
constrained to the non-English speaking scientific world. Baker can therefore be seen as
forging a much-needed alliance with intemational workers given that so few of his
colleagues in Ausfralia deploy the method (apart from Flood and Frankel [1989]) or
argue for complexity in Holocene ocean and climate pattems {cf his strategic alliance
with the research team at the University of Wollongong, as mentioned). Given this
scenario, one of the best sttategies for conttoversial scientists is to seek alliances
beyond their national borders and beyond the boundaries of ttaditional disciplmes.
There seem to be few other effective moves he could make fri the cultural space or
social world closest to hfrn.

An additional means by which Baker and Haworth colonise uncertainty m thefr favour
is to be frank about the issue of error margins, or the error rate of the FBI method, a
move which is commonplace if not compulsory, in any scientific paper. In other words,
by doing so scientists admfr tiiat they are aware about being uncertafri m particular
domains. In the case of Baker's work, uncertainties surround carbon-14 datfrig of fossil
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residues but are accounted for by conventional means which stipulate the error range in
years. A further means by which tiiey "domesticate" uncertainty regarding their work is
to argue for tiie validity and reliability oftiieFBI particularly on stable coasts such as in
eastem Austtalia, especially by noting the successes, again, of intemational workers:
The height differential of fossil to living encmstations is a sunple and
reliable measure of change on tectonically stable coasts such as eastem
Austtalia. Fossil accretions of gastropods and coralline algae have
provided useful comparisons of Holocene sea level highstands on other
tectonically stable coasts, particularly in the Southem Hemisphere (for
example, Delibrias and Laborel 1971; Pirrazzoh et al 1988) (Baker and
Haworth 1997: 2).
They make clear however that the precision of the metiiod relies upon close
consideration of horizontal variations in conditions which impact on the widelyrecognised vertical pattems of intertidal zonation (Figure 10). Drawing on the seminal
work done by Underwood (1981) (also a Fellow of the Austtalian Academy of Science),
they note that such variations are "dependent on the degree of exposure and the reaction
of the common intertidal organisms to be shifted upwards with increasing exposure to
wave action and consequent higher wave splash" (Baker and Haworth 1997: 2).

However Baker and Haworth are quick to point out that the Galeolaria tubeworm is one
of those species which seems to deviatefromthis rule.
... [Tjhere are clear deviations from this mle by certain species,
including Galeolaria caespitosa. The deviations and general horizontal
changes m zonation were summarised by Dakin (1987: 112) based on his
classic study of the NSW coast... (Baker and Haworth 1997: 2).
With this revelation we are confronted with the epistemological power of quoting what
is unquestionably regarded as a "classic study" and, especially, the choice of Galeolaria
caespitosa as the preferred fixed biological indicator. G. caespitosa is rare or absent
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both in areas of exposed ocean faces, or on sheltered rock platforms and marguis. This
"fact" concerning the preferred habitat of Galeolaria between tiie low- and mid-tide
mark (Baker and Haworth 1997: 3) provides a usefiil mdex of prior sea levels:
This variation with degree of exposure means that the ttansfrional upper
limfr of dense G. caespitosa agglomerations tends to occur on the NSW
coast at the 950 mm level above low tide mark for average marine
conditions facmg tiie ocean with some shelter, and 1200 mm for less
exposed conditions (Underwood 1981; Dakfri 1987). hi tiie example m
Figure [10], this means tiiat vertical disttibution [of Galeolaria] may
range on average from 500mm above low water mark for Ei to 750 mm
for E3. G. caespitosa (calcareous tube worm) produces one of tiie most
striking growths found on rocky shorelmes, forming a characteristic belt
of hard, white, limy encmstation. The encmstation may be titick, and the
tubes closely and mextricably intertwined, with the upper limit (under
average conditions) at about the mid-tide level (Dakm 1987: 116). On
the NSW coast the mid-tide level is approximately the one mette tide
mark. This species is therefore usually consttained to between the low
and mid-tide mark, subject to variations depicted in Fig. [10] (Baker and
Haworth 1997: 2-3).

"Facts" can be seen as emanatmg from seminal or "classic" reports of empfrical
observations (the "observation reports" ofwhich Bames et al. 1996 speak). We can see
here how the prior work of well-respected marine ecologists (such as Underwood 1981)
serves to undergird and protect Baker's work from attack. This is reminiscent of
Baker's sttategy, mentioned above, where he self-consciously employs the findings of
orthodox dettactors as basic premises in his own publications. The difference here is
that the reinforcement in question is derived from work beyond Baker's discipline into
the biological sciences.

The sites discovered by Baker and his yoimger brother decades prior to the publication
of this paper are now presented to a scientific audience. The specific sites where relic
sequences of a tubeworm species have been preserved are described by Baker and
Haworth (1997: 5) as "geomorphic time capsules". A broken rock visor protected the
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fossilised commuiuty of the calcareous tubeworm Galeolaria caespitosa from erosion
from botii seaward splash and landward seepage. This fortuitous combination allows
the error range of the study in question to be reduced further.
The two sites are located on a headland and an adjacent bay on tiie
northem foreshore at tiie enfrance of Port Hacking ... Both sites are
located beneath detached sandstone visors lying on or adjacent to what
appear to be relic rock platforms ~2m above present tide levels. This has
fortuitously created geomorphic "time capsules". The fossil shellcmst
remnants are protected from direct wave action and also seepage from
the overiying cliffs, due to tiie detached visors isolatmg the sites from
both seaward and landward erosion. The remnant G. caespitosa cmst
patches at the headland site vary in size from one exceptional zonal
deposit several mefres long, over 700nim vertical depth and 50 to 70 mm
thick, to numerous smaller patches on the platform and on the underside
of the collapsed visor (Baker and Haworth 1997: 5).
For the Port Hacking site. Baker and Haworth report that Galeolaria fossil remnants
have a relative height differential of 1.7m compared to their living counterparts (1997:
7). Carbon-14 dating of samples of the fossil specimens suggests they date back to
approximately 4,000 years BP.

In the concluding discussion of their 1997 paper. Baker and Haworth emphasise the
importance of using the genus Galeolaria as a more reliable measure of oceanic
changes than the less consttained bamacle species Chamaesipho tasmanica and
Tesseropora rosea.
The advantage of evidence such as that discussed above is that it can
provide a sea level boundary with a much lower variance than indicators
recovered from depositional environments. Flood and Frankel (1989)
found Galeolaria caespitosa a more reliable indicator of sea level than
the fixed bamacle species, since the tubeworm can usually survive only
up to the lowest level of the high water neap tide. Fixed bamacles are not
such precise indicators, as they can extend into the variable high tide
splash zone (Baker and Haworth 1997: 7).
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They also reiterate that otiier workers m tiie mtemational scientific commmuty who
have deployed the FBI method have found sfrnilar evidence for higher sea levels m tiie
latter part of the Holocene period.
[T]he technique has been widely used by workers from Europe and
North America investigatmg otiier tectonically stable coastlmes in tiie
Soutiiern Hemisphere (for example. Van Andel and Laborel 1964;
Battistini et al 1976). Those mvestigators also found evidence of late
Holocene highstands of relative sea levels (Baker and Haworth 1997: 7).

In thefr discussion Baker and Haworth also make clear how tiiefr results intersect witii
and remforce tiie work of their predecessors in Austtalia. The use by Flood and Frankel
(1989) of the Galeolaria tube worm as an indicator of relative sea level changes at the
Valla cave site hundreds of kilomettes north of the Port Hacking site (Baker and
Haworth: 4) also showed comparable height differentials between living and fossilised
organisms, a coincidence that lends greater weight to the argmnent made by Baker and
Haworth (1997: 8) for eustatic or regional changes in sea levels during the late
Holocene:
It is argued here that the dating of the Galeolaria caespitosaChamaesipho tasmanica (bamacle) shellcmst at Port Hacking, in
conjunction with Flood and Frankel's earlier work 425 km to the north,
provides more precise evidence than that available by other means that
relative sea levels were over 1 m higher before 4000 BP along the NSW
coast The level probably remained ~1 m higher until at least -3000 BP.

Baker and Haworth's closing statements make clear that thefr paper is as much a call to
arms in defence of a longstanding conttoversial position on late Holocene sea changes,
as a position statement on the utility of the FBI method.
Secondary evidence for a relatively long period of elevated sea levels in
the mid-Holocene is indicated by the concurrent survival of a +2m
residual rock platform or bench along the northem foreshore of the Port
Hacking enfrance. The residual platform was incidentally dated to a
minimum age by the G. caespitosa shellcrust sample obtained near its
edge, thus perhaps ending (or reopemng?) a long debate among local
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geomorphologists about tiie Pleistocene and/or Holocene origin of
similar widespread and apparentiy emergent platform remnants along
much of tiie New South Wales coast (for example, Bird and Dent 1966;
Hopley and Thom 1983; Brooke et al 1994) [Baker and Hawortii 1997:
8].
fri Baker's later publications (analysed in brief form below) we will see how he works
to sfrengtiien tiie presentiy unorthodox position regarding higher tiian present and
oscillatmg sea levels in the late Holocene period through sfrategic referencing of and
co-publication with like-mmded Ausfralian and intemational workers.

8) (ii) Statistical versus Biological Knowledge; Baker & Haworth (2000a; 2000b) in
Marine Geology.

In 2000 Baker and his departmental colleague. Bob Haworth, published two papers in
the same edition of Marine Geology (vol. 163). Printed sequentially, the papers can be
seen as a strategic juxtaposition of statistical and biological knowledge and a critical
review of tiie relative merits of different models of and different approaches to
ascertaining ocean dynamics in the Holocene era. I see the publication of these two
papers as a double-pronged attack on the orthodox interpretation - the first being an
exercise in regression analysis showing the statistical equivalence of smooth or
oscillatmg models of sea level change. The second paper, immediately following this
statistical exercise, aims to show how relative height changes of intertidal species
distribution provide a more reasonable basis from which to argue for complex oceanic
changes in the late Holocene. This returns us to Baker's point, noted earlier, where the
"species win the arguments" while statistical analyses are more equivocal.
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Let me briefly explore each paper m ttim to show how tiie colonisation of uncertafrity
and particular forms of natiu-al agency are centtal to Baker's standardized research
package.

fri the first paper (Baker and Haworth 2000a) regression analyses of data from sites
around the globe are provided. The sites are reputed to show evidence of higher-tiianpresent sea levels m the last few thousand years. The data sets analysed are "midpomts
of height-age ranges" (Baker and Haworth 2000a: 356) using FBIs, such as tubeworms
and corals. They analyse data from Ausfralia (Baker and Hawortii 1997, 2000b; Flood
and Frankel 1989; Chappell 1983), French Polynesia (Pfrazzoli et al. 1988), New
Caledonia (Coudray and Delibrias 1972), and the south east coast of Brazil (Angulo et
al. 1999). Their selection of data is limited to southem-henusphere sites m nonglaciated, tectonically stable areas (Baker and Haworth 2000a: 353), thereby allowing
greater certainty in discerning eustatic change as opposed to changes in plate tectonics.
In order to distinguish between geodynamic and eustatic forcing of sea
levels, results can only be compared in areas of the world where the
effect of glacio-isostatic rebound and other tectonic distortions of the
lithosphere are negligible (Baker and Haworth 2000a: 356).
Moreover, Baker and Haworth (2000b) focus especially on fomth (quartic) and fifth
order (quuitic) polynomial linear regressions precisely because these higher order
polynomials present competing models of linear and oscillating Holocene sea level
curves respectively.
Has sea-level oscillated since the temimation of the postglacial marine
fransgression -6000 years ago (Tooley 1993, and references herein), or
has it declined smoothly from a highstand 1 or 2 m above present (for
example, Chappell 1983) in the tectonically stable mid- to low-latitude
zones that would best reflect any eustatic change in sea level? This
question divides researchers (Pfrazzoh 1991: 21; Pirazzoh 1996: 95). In
the last two decades the principal causes attributed to the widespread
incidence of late Holocene relative sea-level fall have been geodynamic
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ratiier than glacio-eustatic, even though the evidence has always been
equivocal (Baker and Haworth 2000a: 353).
In the paper's infroduction, the authors present a clear picture of scientific debates
regarding the causes and the nature of ocean changes in the Holocene period. A
Kuhnian-style analysis of the debate can be discemed in the tone of the paper, with
unquestioned belief in a domuiant paradigm allegedly impeding consideration of
altemative models of nature.
Geodynamic theories such as hydro-isostasy (Lambeck and Nakada
1990) used to explain widespread late Holocene sea-level fall (Pirazzoh
1991) require a constant rate of sea-level decline to be credible. While
many researchers, particularly in Austtalia, have opted for the model of a
smooth rate of recent sea-level decline, Pirazzoli (1991: 21) suggests that
there may have been a tendency to neglect evidence pointing to sea-level
oscillations because of potential incompatibility with elasto-lithic
theories (Baker and Haworth 2000a: 354).
Baker and Haworth also make clear that the seeds of this conttoversy can be found in
the earlier debates over Fafrbridge's oscillating model (Fairbridge 1961; Shepard et al
1967) and from the range of different sea level indicators used by various researchers.
They also make clear thefr allegiance to the FBI - deployed especially by European
researchers - as a method which significantly reduces the risk of inferring a fallacious
sea-level curve:
...This risk can be largely overcome if fixed intertidal shell and other
calcareous rehes are used (Laborel 1986; Pfrazzoh 1991). They may
mmimise error for past sea-level heights to as little as 0.1m (Laborel
1986). Thisfixedbiological indicator (FBI) methodfiilfilsthe criteria for
data selection (Baker and Haworth 2000a: 354).
There is a form of Latourian enrohnent at work here whereby Baker and Haworth forge
mdfrect alliances tiirough strategic referencmg of like-minded workers beyond
Austtalia. In tiie paper analysed below (Davis et al 2001) we see how this mdirect
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alliance becomes explicit witii Baker co-pubhshing evidence for Holocene oceanic
highstands with a host of workers from the intemational scientific community.

Another means by which Baker and Hawortii bolster thefr work is tiuough
reinterpretation of work that implicitly supports the oscillatfrig sea-level model. As
mentioned above, I see this in terms of Baker amung to seduce potential allies or
"swinging voters" to the idea of oscillatuig sea levels. In the 1990s tiie debate over
oscillating sea levels m the Holocene was revived by workers usmg fixed intertidal
species in Brazil (Angulo and Lessa 1997). These are tiie researchers, mentioned earlier,
whose data Baker redeploys to support an oscillatmg model of eustatic change. It is here
in this paper that Baker shows the statistical equivalence of the linear model used by
Angulo and Lessa (1997) for their Brazihan data wath an oscillating model of sea level.
While Angulo et al use a quartic or fourth order polynomial, yielding a "luiear" curve
for sea levels in the Holocene, the use of the higher order (quintic) polynomial
regression analysis of their data set yields an oscillating model for the data points.
Botii the linear and oscillating hypothesis can be assessed at the first
instance by fourth- and fifth-order polynomials respectively. Angulo and
Lessa (1997) used a quartic polynomial regression to support a "smooth"
interpretation of aggregate vermetid data from southem Brazil. This has
a great advantage over linear regression (Chappell 1983), since the
quartic polynomial is not only smooth 5000 years to present, but includes
the point when the Holocene sea-level rise first reached present levels
-6000 years BP. The fifth-order (quintic) polynonual has a great
sensitivity to clusters of points m distributions and is used mitially as the
polynomial model for discerning any tendency to oscillation or steppuig
in the data (Baker and Haworth 2000a: 355).
Baker and Haworth juxtapose quartic and quintic polynomial regressions of data from
tiie Brazilian coast (see Figure 11), with tiie latter clearly showing an mcrease ui sea
levels between 3000 and 2000 years before present, fri tiiis way they are able to argue
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for the equal validity of oscillating and linear Holocene sea-level curves, thereby
helping to suspend the authority of the linear orthodoxy.
The conclusion reached for the Brazilian data is, once again, that the
oscillating sea-level hypothesis is just as likely an interpretation as the
smooth fall model favoured by Angulo and Lessa (1997) ... The
conclusion from this exercise is that the "smooth" model of late
Holocene sea-level decline preferred by Angulo and Lessa (1997) cannot
claim statistical exclusivity. Rather, an oscillating sea-level curve can be
inferred with at least equal justification from the same data (Baker and
Haworth 2000a: 360).
Baker and Haworth's (2000a) paper aims to show relative, rather than absolute, changes
in sea levels across the different sites and research sampled. The main purpose of the
paper, however, is to undertake different order polynomial regressions of the data sets
from these various southem hemisphere sites to show the statistical equivalence of those
models showing linear or oscillating models of sea level (Baker, Interview #2).
The above analysis indicates that, using polynomial regression based on
reasonably robust data, the quartic polynomial model of a smoothly
falling late Holocene sea level does not have statistical exclusivity (cf.
Angulo and Lessa 1997). The next highest-order polynomial regression,
which consistently displayed an oscillating or stepped curve, displays
equal statistical validity in terms of R2 values and autocorrelation
testing. Simple linear regression of tiie data contains too many statistical
and geomorphic shortcomings for use as an interpretive tool for late
Holocene sea levels (Baker and Haworth 2000a: 363).
By showing tiie statistical equivalence of the oscillatmg and lmear models of Holocene
ocean levels. Baker and Haworth (2000a) undermine the orthodoxy in this area of
research by presenting it as a simple aesthetic preference. At tiie very least thefr
statistical exercise challenges unquestioned belief in the orthodoxy of smoothly fallmg
sea levels for tiie late Holocene precisely because they show tiiere is no mathematical
reason to favour a smooth over an oscillatmg curve. In this way. Baker and Haworth
prepare the reader for their second paper which follows immediately m tiie same edition
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Figure 11. Juxtaposition of Quartic and Quintic linear regressions showing variable
sea-level curves for data (Angulo et al 1999) from Soutiiem Brazil (Baker and Haworth
2000a: 356).

of Marine Geology, fr is here that tiiey argue for the miportance of seekmg field
evidence such as that derived from FBIs m order to test tiie validity of tiie different
models of sea level change during the Holocene period.

The regressions ... provide specific curves to test botii smootii and
oscillating lines of best fit agamst changes (if any) in the biosttatigraphy
of the rehc fritertidal species from the mid Holocene to the present. ...
The preferred research dfrection is to pose hypotheses of the smooth or
fluctuating models tested agauist biosttatigraphic assemblages of relic
intertidal formations. If there had been a smootii decline in sea level from
-6000 yr BP, then we would expect thick accumulations of key
biological mdicators (such as tubeworms) gradually bemg covered by
accumulations of higher tidal species (such as bamacles) from ~2m to
lower levels. If there had been a rapid fall or oscillation m late Holocene
sea level, we would expect this to be mirrored m readjustments of the
intertidal species ... The statistical models then form a basis for
hypotheses testing agamst reconstmctions of the relic sequences
discernible in cross-sections of massive deposits of intertidal species.
This is a far more practical application of the Imes of best fit derived for
the smooth, stepped, or oscillating models than simply relymg on
statistical analysis alone (Baker and Haworth 2000a: 363).

In this way Baker's research program for ascertaining pattems of ocean changes in the
late Holocene relies upon biological knowledge for its certainty. The fossilised species
record along with knowledge of species habitat ranges provide the ground from which
ontological and epistemological certainty is constmcted in Baker et a/.'s standardized
package of research. It is precisely from this ground that Baker and Haworth (2000a)
destabilise certainty regarding the orthodoxy of stability and linear sea level changes in
the last few thousand years.
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8) (iii) From the Statistical to the Biological: The FBI Method & Indirect
International Alliances

In their second paper in Marine Geology titled "Smootii or oscillating late Holocene
sea-level curve? Evidence from the palaeo-zoology of fixed biological indicators in east
Ausfralia and beyond". Baker and Haworth (2000b) explore the same sets of data
statistically analysed in the preceding paper through the lens of the biological evidence.
The authors can be seen as engaging in a number of different tactics in order to colonise
uncertainty in their favour. One tactic is making clear the importance of their research
for understanding and predictmg climatic and oceanic systems: "The nature of late
Holocene sea-level change has important palaeo-environmental implications for the
understanding of past and present coastal, oceaiuc and climatic systems" (Baker and
Hawortii 2000b, Absfract: 367).

A second tactic involves making clear how their new data from several Australian sites
colonise new terrauis in science. The tactic is itself two-pronged: firstly Baker and
Haworth present further data from their sites around Sydney. In this way they colonise
an available "eco-niche" in science by presenting new data from previously unstudied
sites along the east Ausfralian coast.
Austtalia is sttategically located for fine resolution sea-level studies
(Hopley 1983). In the region from which we are reporting our findings,
the tectonically stable (Doyle et al 1968; Thom et al 1972) New South
Wales coast, there should be excellent opportunities for the evaluation of
tiie nature of late Holocene sea-level change. As late as 1983, Thom and
Roy (1983: 64) pointed out that there had been little systematic and
rigorous study of the nature of relative sea-level change on this coastline,
and surprisingly little work has been done since (Baker and Haworth
2000b: 368).
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They also make clear m tiiis respect tiiat tiiey are buildmg upon and remforcmg earlier
Australian findings (Flood and Frankel 1989) for complex higher-tiian-present sea
levels m the Holocene ascertained usmg tiie FBI metiiod. The deployment of prior work
supporting thefr own stiidy acts as a "shield" helpfrig to deflect attributions of deviance.
Invoking metaphors of battle again, I suggest that tiie presentation of fresh data
supporting this prior work is a discursive "sword" threatenfrig tiie ortiiodox position.

Another strategy at play here involves making clear, again, tiie authors' mtersection
with intemational work using the FBI metiiod and producmg data showing similar
pattems of oscillatfrig sea levels in the southem hemisphere at least.
Our Port Hacking findings are compared with other studies from the east
coast of Ausfralia, as well as the Pacific Islands and Brazil. Evidence
from each location suggests a broad similarity in the timing of
environmental events and marine fluctuations across an expanse of the
Southem Hemisphere. Are such similarities coincidental or part of
mechanisms common to mid-latitude Southem Hemisphere regions?
(Baker and Hawortii, Absttact 2000b).
The indfrect enrolment of intemational allies here involves referencing and bringing
under fresh scrutiny the palaeozoological data showing evidence for oscillatuig ocean
levels in the last few thousand years. Baker and his colleague are shoring up certainty in
their own work by sfrategic referencing of intemational work usuig the FBI method and
showing evidence of Holocene oceaiuc highstands.

Finally, and, perhaps, most importantly, the paper directly destabilises confidence hi the
orthodox research on a number of fronts. Firstly they point out its methodological error
margins. Moreover, they emphasise the role of theoretical predilections in researchers'
choice of analytical models.
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Work that had been done up to the late 1980s provided no unambiguous
evidence of higher-than-present Holocene sea-levels. It was therefore
initially argued that late Holocene sea-levels on the New Soutii Wales
coast had been no higher than present (Thom et al 1969: 167). Later, in
acknowledgement of the error bars around the east Austtalian sea-level
curve, this argument was adjusted to allow the possibility of an
"envelope" of relative sea-level that had been no more than Im above
present (Thom and Roy 1983). This hypotiiesis has been the long-held
orthodoxy within Austtalian coastal geomorphology, particularly as it
concurred with hydro-isostatic reboimd models. Both seemed to suggest
a stable or at least a smoothly falling late Holocene sea-level curve (for
example Lambeck 1993). However, Young et al (1993) pointed out that
only 44% of the plots of Hopley (1987) of Holocene sea-level maxima in
Austtalia were less than 1 m higher than present: the rest were divided
into 23%, which were 1 to 2 m higher than present and 33% which
recorded heights of more than 2 m above present. A majority of points
was therefore actually outside the 0 to 1 m range. These figures alone
demonsttate that caution is needed in assuming any one particular mode
of relative sea-level movement out of the mass of disparate results.
Pirazzoh (1991: 21), for instance, noted that the choice of an oscillating
or smooth sea-level curve in analysing observational data was often
subjective, andtiiereforein danger of being influenced by preconceived
tiieories (Baker and Haworth 2000b: 368).

For Baker and Haworth, as for all employers of the FBI method, the rhetorical
establishment of certainty relies upon scientific knowledge from the disciplines of
biology and ecology. Biological and ecological "facts" about intertidal organisms
provide the ground from which to argue for changing sea levels. I suggest that the
infmite regress unphcit in all knowledge claims is suspended by Baker and Haworth in
two ways. Ffrstly by referencfrig well-established (as m well-respected) biological
knowledge regarding tidal species, the foundation of the FBI method is cast as
potentially beyond reproach. Additionally, by demonsttatuig the growing collection of
scientists from various disciplines in the mtemational scientific community who agree
witii tiiem metiiodologically andtiieoretically,Baker and Hawortii are making clear tiiat
they are part of a burgeoning collective, rather tiian untmstworthy mavericks. Again we
can see how discursive representations of the scientific collective are a cmcial means by
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which uncertainty is colonised m order to seduce audiences and potentiaUy secure
resources.

8) (iv) Davis, Aitchison, Flood, Morton, Baker and Haworth (Davis et aL 2000):
Intemational Collaboration and Collective Call to Arms

RB: We've had some big people overseas jump on board.
ST: Like whom?
RB: Axel Moumer and the guy from France, Laborel. We've got tiie guy
from the Cambridge Coast Studies. Peter Flood [and his team] have
found a site in Hong Kong two metres above present, the same [thmg].
So ... there's a big sort of revolution happening at present ... But still
they haven't the power m terms of money. It costs over a $1000 to do an
AMS date. It's worth a lot of money to go and do it properly. And we're
just - fortunately or thankfully - we've been supported by the University
with a small grant ... So it's just enough to get by (Baker, Interview #2,
22nd November 2001).
In the interview extract above we can discem a distinction between material and
symbolic resources available to and required by scientists at the centte of conttoversy.
In the first part of the quote Baker notes the emergence of a revolutionary research
collective in intemational science. Baker casts himself as part of a growing group of
researchers deploying the FBI method and producing evidence for complexity in
Holocene sea levels. We can note how the status of scientific workers beyond one's
national borders ("we've had some big people overseas jump on board") is used to
reinforce Baker's case. The ideal of an unbiased and even-handed intemational
scientific community, as the final arbiter of scientific demarcation, is the rhetorical tool
deployed here. The vision of a supportive intemational scientific community represented, in this case, by a small collection of scientists beyond the Austtalian
academic commimity - lends authoritative status to Baker's work. At the same tune, the
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interview exttact clearly reveals the relative absence of material resources available to
this emerging collective and to Baker himself. The lack of material/financial resources
may well undermine the epistemological foundations of Baker's standardized package
of research ("But still they haven't the power in terms of money. It costs over a $1000
to do an AMS date. It's worth a lot of money to go and do it properiy"). How can
dissident scientists prove thefr case if they cannot atfract and deploy the necessary
fmancial resources to test or falsify thefr ideas?

Regardless of this relative lack of physical resources with which to carry out actual
scientific work, I would suggest that the sfrategic representation of one's work as
supported by colleagues and validated by an intemational scientific community is
nevertheless a cenfral part of scientific practice. Discursive work is as crucial as
experimental/empirical work if science is to be reproduced through time and space. And
a central part of this discursive work ui science is communication that persuades
through the sttategic colonisation of uncertainty. I suggest that Baker colonises
uncertamty regarding his research by making clear his connection with other workers in
the intemational community of scientists.

The representation of oneself as in step with scientists from different research
institutions across the globe is an important symbolic resource deployed by scientists in
attempting to stem the uifinite regress in knowledge claims. I suspect that all scientists
engage in such rhetoric regardless of whether they are demarcated as conventional,
groundbreakmg or conttoversial. There is a point in the chain of knowledge claims at
which all question and critique stops because a domain of respect, tmst and faith has
been entered. For many of the FAAs I uiterviewed in the preluninary state of my
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research, intemational recognition seemed tiie ultunate httnus test of scientific
credibility and mnovation. National reputation seems msufficient to justify elite stattis.
(Nevertheless Baker and Haworth do co-publish witii a feUow Austtalian worker,
considered below, and m the process tiiey remforce tiiefr stattis as colonisers of
knowledge on the Austtalian continent.)

In a paper titied "Late Holocene higher sea-level mdicators from tiie South Chuia coast"
published in Marine Geology (Davis et al 2000), Baker and Haworth ally tiiemselves
with thefr fellow Australian employing the FBI method (Flood), as well as witii tiiree
researchers working in the China coast region.
Dating of a relict shell horizon {Saccostrea cucullata) on Hong Kong
Island located approximately 1.7m above present day high tide level
constrains the tunmg of a late Holocene h i ^ e r sea-level. At 5140 ^^50
yr BP sea-level in the South China area was 4-5m higher with respect to
the Principal Datum (2.7m below high tide mark) than at present (Davis
etal 2000: 1).

The indirect enrolment of allies via referencing, seen in the papers analysed above, is
here made explicit and direct through co-publication in the "Letters Section" of the
joumal Marine Geology. The co-publication can be seen as a collective call to arms in
favour of both the FBI method and the theory of higher-than-present sea levels in the
late Holocene. The paper is a powerful position statement comprising an intemational,
intervarsity and interdisciplinary collaboration. Both Davis and Aitchison are posted at
the Department of Earth Sciences at the University of Hong Kong; Flood is from the
School of Physical Sciences and Engineering Earth Sciences at the University of New
England; Morton is a researcher from the Swfre Institute of Marine Science at the
University of Hong Kong; while Baker and his colleague Haworth are in the School of
Human and Environmental Studies at the University of New England.
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By choosing to associate with workers looking at evidence for sea-level changes on the
Soutii China coast. Baker and Haworth (and, indeed. Flood) can be seen to be shoring
up support for their own research m Ausfralia in a number of ways. Firstly the
geomorphic conditions of the East Ausfralia continental shelf and the South China coast
are comparable given that both areas exhibit relative tectonic stability. Evidence for
higher than present sea levels in China during the late Holocene would allow for greater
certauity regarding similar findings for the east Ausfralian coast and would support the
general case for eustatic changes during the Holocene. Such research would function as
a kind of replication of results even if it is not a literal replication in the experimental
sense of the word. So both the methodology utilised by Baker and Haworth as well as
their results are reinforced here.

The participation by Flood on this publication can also be seen to sfrengthen the status
of data found by Baker and Haworth (1997, 2000a,b). While Flood and Frankel (1989)
showed evidence for Holocene highstands at the Valla cave site on the northem New
South Wales coast. Baker and Haworth found similar evidence - using the same FBI
methods - hundreds of kilomettes further south. This co-publication reiterates thefr
collective findmgs for changing sea levels on the east coast of Australia. This repetition
reinforces the priority and the smiilarity of claims made by all three workers
presumably in the hope that audiences will be seduced and remember. A scientific paper
is like a well-rehearsed performance of otherwise improvised scientific practice(s).
Bames et al (1996) have called scientific publications observation reports of nature, but
the term "report", I suggest (along the lines proposed by Hilgartner [2002]), obscures
tiie dramaturgical and seductive aspects of scientific writmg. With a scientific paper, as
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with any form of writmg, tiie aim of authors is to convmce the reader of its veracity or
"tmth". The aim is to encourage readers to suspend tiiefr disbelief regardmg accounts of
natiure. Baker's disclosure regardmg his "military campaign" of sttategic alliances,
publication, referencing, and as we shall see m tiie next section, media communications,
reveals much about the performance art mvolved m extendmg scientific knowledge. A
dramaturgical exegesis of scientific practice {cf Hilgartner's analysis of science
advisory texts), retrieving the work of Goffrnan (1969, 1963) m particular, is long
overdue.

The kind of explicit intemational collaboration displayed in this publication must be
seen as a more authoritative form of support for Baker and Haworth's research than
simply referencing the work of like-mmded scientists who support the case for
Holocene highstands. Arguably, it would seem easier to denounce successfully the
research of two scientists working in the same department and at the same sites.
Denouncing the co-publication of six scientists, hailing from different universities and
collaborating across the other boundaries of discipline and nationality would seem
artless by comparison.

8) (v) Baker, Haworth and Flood (2001a) "Inter-tidal fixed indicators of former
Holocene sea levels in Australia: A summary of sites and a review of methods and
models". Quaternary International 83-85: 257-273.

In this paper Baker and Haworth co-publish and cement thefr alliance with fellow
researcher and Austtalian predecessor Peter Flood. The paper provides a position
statement on tiie utility of the fixed biological indicator method for disceming sea level
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changes ui the recent geological past. It also provides an extensive review of 12
different sites around Austtalia, fricludmg, but not limited to, work done by the three
authors.

I see this paper sfrengthemng in a number of ways the status of their research efforts
showing late Holocene sea level oscillations in Ausfralia. In the first instance the
authors reiterate their previous findings and publications regarding a number of sites on
the Australian east coast (Flood and Frankel 1989; Baker and Haworth 1997, Baker et
al 2001b). For Flood, the sites are located on the northem New South Wales coast
while for Baker and Haworth, the sites are located around the Sydney area (see Figure 9
for a map of sites referred to in the paper). In addition they provide a detailed review of
Austtalian sites studied by a range of other workers. By providing evidence from a large
range of sites along the coastline of the continent. Baker et al (2001a) are cementing
the case for oscillating sea levels in Australia during the late Holocene.
Eastem [Ausfralian] sites that have been studied and dated so far range
from Magnetic Island m North Queensland (Larcombe and Carter 1998);
thence 1500 km south to major sites at Valla Cave on the New South
Wales North Coast (Flood and Frankel 1989); thence 300 km south to
Caves Beach (Newcastie); then a 100 km long cluster from
Patonga(Broken Bay): to Vaucluse (Sydney Harbour); Cronulla
Peninsula and Bundeena (Port Hacking) (Baker and Haworth 1997,
2000b); then a ftutiier 200 km south to another cluster of sites between
Ulladulla and Batemans Bay (on the New South Wales South Coast); and
finally one site 500 km south at King Island, ui Bass Strait just north of
Tasmania. Emergent mid-Holocene shoreline remnants have been
recorded at each of these localities. All radiocarbon ages and surveying
have so far confirmed the general picture of palaeo-shorelines sttanded a
consistent -1.7m above present from -4300 to before 2800 (marine
reservoir correct) yr BP (4990-3070 cal. Yr BP), and - 1.0m above
present from -2800 to -1500 corrected years BP (3070-1510 cal. Yr BP)
(Baker e? a/. 2001a: 257-258).
I see tills collaboration between Baker and Haworth and fellow University of New
England researcher Flood as, again, reinforcing the status of thefr collective research on
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sea level m Australia. The map of sites stiidied bytiieseworkers along tiie east coast of
Ausfrafra works to colonise uncertainty m a number of ways. Baker and his team are
represented as literal colonisers of land. They visit, measure and sample intertidal ecozones. This embodied agency of scientists (as in, observation and sample collection)
works to stake a claun of priority to a domam of nattire.fritiuscase. Baker and Haworth
(1997, 2000a, 2000b), as well as Flood and Frankel (1989), stake a claun to mtunate
knowledge about a physical and macroscopic terram where land and sea meet. The map
of sites stiidied is, simultaneously, a territorial claun to scientific stattis precisely
because it is a claim to novel knowledge about natural agency.

The authors emphasise how thefr position departsfromthe orthodoxy regardmg the
nature of sea level change in the last few thousand years. In particulartiieyoutiine the
uncertainty surrounding the forms of evidence used by the orthodox camp.
From north Queensland to southem New South Wales, over 2000 km of
the ttansect, tiie survey has produced a consistency in time-height
elevations, suggesting that there may be more factors affecting the now
well-documented sea-level fall from the mid- to late Holocene than those
encompassed by the hydro-isostatic rebound model of Lambeck and
Nakada (1990). Using the limited evidence for the New South Wales
coast from Thom and Roy (1983), Lambeck and Nakada (1990)
predicted that no evidence would be found of late Holocene sea levels
higher than) 0.5 ± 0.5m on the South Coast of New South Wales. Some
of the few radiocarbon ages available in 1990 from the Sydney region
and points south, which suggest at most only a slightly mid-Holocene sea
level, came from the dating of in situ mangrove stumps to between 3000
and 6000 yr BP (Thom and Roy 1983). As Flood and Frankel (1989)
pointed out, these mdicators have an error range of+lm, which is greater
than the inferential higher sea level recorded for this section of coastline
{Baker etal 2001a: 258).
By pointing out the relatively large error margin involved in the depositional evidence
used by orthodox parties Baker et al. destabilise confidence in the orthodox argument
claiming sea-level stability and/or linearity during tiie late Holocene. So the authors
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build up a sense of certainty in tiiefr position by pointuig to tiie proliferation of sites m
Ausfralia showing evidence of complex ocean pattems in the late Holocene alongside a
denouncement of orthodox metiiods. The review of Ausfralian sites all reinforcing a
pictiue of oscillating sea levels during tius period provides a compelling challenge to
the orthodoxy.
Lambeck and Nakada (1990) accepted tiie Queensland and northem New
South Wales data showing a mid-Holocene higher sea level of
approximately Im above present (for example. Flood and Frankel 1989),
but argued that the cenfral and southem New South Wales coasts would
contain no evidence for high stands much above present. The evidence
that we present ... from our own work and that of others, of numerous
reliably dated emerged sites between latitudes 19 degrees South and 40
degrees Soutii, dating back to 4600 yr BP (5320 cal. Yr BP),
demonsttates that this is not tiie case. Indeed, the highest sites, of 3.0
±0.5m ... have been found at Batemans Bay at the Southem end of the
transect (Baker et al 2001a: 258).
The competitive colonisation of uncertainty in this paper is already obvious. The
authors present evidence which, they argue, clearly refutes the orthodox claims of
linearity and stability in late Holocene ocean levels.

The data reviewed by Baker, Haworth and Flood suggest a pattem of oscillating sea
levels with higher sea levels than present around 3500 to 4000 years ago. What is more
the fact that well demarcated remains of the marker species can be found suggests that
any changes in sea level were rapid rather than gradual. The fmal sentence from the
Absttact, below, clearly shows how Baker et al stand in competition with orthodox
arguments utilising models of hydro-isostasy which rely upon linear visions of sea level
decline.
Examples illustrating spatially synchronous late Holocene sea-level
fluctuations are described from 3000 km of north-south coastline along
eastem Australia ... [T]he rapidity of sea-level fluctuations is inferred by
the preservation from erosion of emerged shell layers, as well as
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discontinuities in the relic biological sequences, and tiie relative
preservation of fragile species. This apparent rapidity of sea-level
fluctuations, as well as evidence of near-uniform synchronous sea-level
heights along tiie north-south span of tiie entfre Austtalian coast and
equally consistent variations Austtalia-wide in Spencer Gulf and
Rottnest Island, raises questions about tiie predicted poleward declme of
sea-level curves derived from hydro-isostatic rebound modellmg. (Baker
era/. 2001, Absfract).
This paper, along with one published fri the joumal Palaeo, considered briefly below,
work to affirm and reinforce Baker et al's reputation as scientists who have colonised
particular sites - and the knowledge of the natural agents therem - along the east coast of
Australia. This paper in particular can be seen as workmg to destabilise the orthodoxy m
Ausfralia regarding the nature of late Holocene sea levels. By making clear the
relatively low error margin of the FBI method as well as the proliferation of sites along
the east coast of Australia especially. Baker, Haworth and Flood (2001a) aim to
colonise uncertainty in scientific knowledge in their favour.

Through co-publication. Baker, Haworth and Flood solidify thefr claims regarding late
Holocene ocean level changes as well as the validity of the fixed biological indicator
method. The paper, through sttategic referencing of other workers who use the same
methods and have found similar results, also reinforces an implicit research collective at
the national level of organisation. The paper, therefore, establishes and reinforces direct
and indirect sttategic alliances with like-minded scientists who both employ the FBI
method while also positing a complex pattem of sea level changes on the east
Austtalian coast for at least the last four tiiousand years. To conclude, tifrs publication
can be seen as a call to arms at the national level for both the FBI method and the
general theory of oscillating sea levels on the Austtalian coast in the last few thousand
years.
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8) (vi) Baker, Haworth and Flood (2001b) 'Warmer or cooler late Holocene marine
palaeoenvironments?: Interpreting southeast Australian and Brazilian sea-level
changes

using

fixed

biological

indicators

and

their dO

composition.'

Palaeogeography, Palaeoecology, Palaeoclimatology, 168: 249-272

The article published by Baker, Haworth and Flood in the joumal Palaeogeography,
Palaeoecology, Palaeoclimatology {PalaeoS) (2001b) works to colonise scientific
uncertainty within and beyond the Austtalian context. (The joumal Palaeo 3 publishes
work on the geography, climate and ecology over geological time.) Here the authors
compare data yielded from Austtalian and Brazilian sites using the FBI method to argue
for variable ocean levels in the Holocene period across comparable sites. Compared
with the Quaternary International paper co-published by the same authors, this paper
works to colonise uncertainty beyond the context of Australian coastal sites. In this
sense the paper is reminiscent of Baker and Haworth's double-barreUed publication
(2000a, 2000b) in the joumal Marine Geology where they compared statistical and
biological evidence for synchronous sea level oscillations from various sites across the
globe. In this case tiie comparison is between south-east Australia and the southem
Brazil sites studied by Angulo et al (1999). The comparison is strategic because
both are on tectonically stable continental margins and subject to similar
east coast mid-latitude ocean current circulatory systems (Baker et al
2001b: 250).

Once agam these authors make clear at the outset how thefr work contradicts and
undermmes tiie reignfrig orthodoxy regarding the oceanic pattems in the late
Palaeolithic era.
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There has been a long-held consensus by Austtalian coastal
geomorphologists that late Holocene relative sea-level has been no more
than Im above present levels (Thom and Roy 1983). A smootiily fallmg
sea-level from a possible envelope of a Im maxunum has been further
proposed (Chappell 1983) and tius picttu-e of stable, slow declme has
been linked with the hydro-isostatic rebound model (Lambeck and
Nakada 1990). However, more recent work usmg fixed biological
indicators (FBI) of tubeworm-oyster-bamacle associations has cast doubt
on the limit of a Im maxunum (Baker and Haworth 1997; Larcombe and
Carer 1998). New, detailed examination (Baker and Hawortii 2000a,b) of
emerged late Holocene relic shell encmstations on tiie New Soutii Wales
coast of south-east Australia suggests that there has been significant
environmental change. This is indicated by the retteat and advance of
ttopical and temperate inter-tidal species in association with sea-level
fluctuations. The biological as well as tiie sttatigraphic evidence is
difficufr to reconcile with a stable and smoothly fallmg sea-level (Baker
e^fl/. 2001b: 249-250).
Moreover, they strengthen tiiefr methodology by comparing oxygen isotope content
between livmg and relic intertidal marker species, a technique that allows inferences
regarding changes m ocean water temperature. This method requfres measurement of a
baseline or "modem" value of delta-oxygen content in living samples of the marker
species and comparing those values with those found m fossil samples.
The variation in the ration of ^^O/^^O stable isotopic data (or delta *^0)
obtained from the calcium carbonate (CaCOs) of fixed inter-tidal species
allows an estimate of the palaeo-temperatures of the waters in which the
animal lived (Baker etal 2001b: 258).
By showing the coincidence of changes in inter-tidal species distribution between the
Ausfralian and Brazilian sites as well as the coincidence in delta-oxygen isotopes for
living versus fossil organisms. Baker, Haworth and Flood attempt to reiterate the ways
in which they threaten the dommant paradigm in Austtalia regardmg Holocene sea-level
changes (Baker et al 2001b: 267,269).
It is tiie synchronicity of tfrne-elevation plots, changes m marker species
and delta-oxygen 18 values in many Southem Hemisphere localities that
makes the exclusive hydro-isostatic mterpretation of widely separated
events problematic (Baker et al 2001b: 269-270).
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Given tiiis range of evidence Baker, Haworth and Flood (2001b) confidentiy conclude
their paper with what I see, again, as an implicit sociological critique of science and the
role of dominant paradigms in obscuring or retarding consideration of altemative
visions of nature:
In hindsight, it appears sfrange that many people accepted that from
130,000 years to the early Holocene there were numerous climatic and
eustatic rapid fluctuations, as detailed in the literature, but for the last
6000 years BP of sea-level, effective stability prevailed. As such,
changes were regarded as the result of hydro-isostatic or tectonic
adjustments. Clearly, the possibility of other interpretations do exist and
they also warrant carefiil scmtiny (Baker et al 2001b: 270).
9) Intemational Publication as Empowerment

For Baker, his scientific status as a clear insider, namely a legitimate scientist, can be
gauged by his success m securing publication in intemational joumals. Given his
success in publishing over the last 6 years or so, and his direct and indirect alliances
with workers from the intemational community who use the FBI method and have
found similar results. Baker feels now sufficiently confident to make reference in his
publications to Fairbridge's confroversial yo-yo model of Holocene sea levels. There is
an implicit suggestion here that proliferation of intemational publications provides a
shield or buffer against accusations of deviance that might come from adopting a
previously discredited theory.
ST: So does this vindicate Fairbridge, this work that you're doing?
RB: Well we're actually starting to use his name, it sounds cowardly but
once we get a string of publications we can become a bit more -1 mean,
in a way, it's not a yo-yo, I mean it's probably only three small-scale
oscillations, but its still an oscillator. But there's only one fellow who
worked in Victorian Museum who fought all along for this oscillating
thing. He only died recently before our [publications came out] so it
would have been nice to say, like with Fairbridge we sent off [a letter] to
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say, "We think you weren't as way out as was once tiiought" (Baker,
Interview #1).
Accordmg to "Planck's dictum" innovations in science do not become accepted because
opponents become convinced but more so because opponents eventually die and a new
generation of workers are more willmg to accept tiiem (Collms 2000: 836). In the Baker
case at least we can witness a process that echoes the sentunents of Planck's dictum.
Significant temporal distance from the original controversy over Fafrbridge's work may
well have allowed Baker and his colleagues the intellecmal freedom to explore and
directiy reference his ideas once agam. But as Collins (2000: 836) rightly points out, for
a rejected science to survive this form of change it must see graduate students securing
positions within the university system so tihey can, in tum, socially reproduce the next
generation of workers. Continued publication of previously conttoversial science in
intemational peer-reviewed joumals is another cmcial means by which that
reproduction can be effected.

10) Media Exposure: The Seductiveness of Climate Change & Solar Agency
ST: Where does the media fit into this sttategy of yours? Your 'military
campaign"
RB: Oh the military campaign? Well, h's like bemg on Quantum, well it's
[useful] in terms of funding, showing popular appeal, you know appeal
concerning the community, trying to get your position out to say, "Well
it could be this." So it's just another avenue to show - because in ARC
[Austtalian Research Council] applications, you show how you're gomg
to distribute your information to the wider community and that's one way
of doing fr. And its interestmg that tiie Telegraph [a Sydney tabloid-style
newspaper] run it but the [Sydney Morning] Herald [a broadsheet
newspaper] won't touch fr. ABC radio [run it], and the Quantum
programme on ABC [television] will run it. Commercial radio's been
better (Baker, Interview #2).
In addition to the concerted "performance" of his work to scientific peers through
sttategic publication. Baker also self-consciously intersects witii tiie various media in
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order to reinforce the status of his science. His testimonials regarding his concerted use
of the media focus on positive results in terms of building scientific reputation witiiin
and beyond the scientific community. The feature on the television science show
Quantum, explored at the start of this chapter, is thus seen by him as a coup providing
much needed publicity for his research program as well as for his university.
That's why Quantum was so important. That's a big plus to appear on
Quantum. ... thats the loss of Quantum is a real [concem]. They did run
our story, even though we're still a regional university, they still ran our
story on merit... In terms of media, that's a plus. This sort of stuff, the
university use because it's publicity, so the university has a vested
interest (Baker, Interview #2).
Baker also sees media communications as a vital means by which the public can be
informed about the complexity of issues in climate change research. Baker sees a flaw
in currentiy proposed models of the earth's climate utilised in climate change research
and utilises media coverage to convey this message to the wider public.
ST: So what are the implications of this work say for climate change
models?
RB: Well the whole thing is if you assume everything's been stable for
six thousand [years] - well that there's stability there for six thousand
years and then you're saying well humans beings are now coming and
therefore global wanning ... if your assumption is that everything's been
constant and the variable is human beings [then] really you're gettuig it
wrong. Because this is not constant This is a variable system and human
bemgs are just another variable that you're adding to the system. Sofr'sa
lot more complex. It's a much more complex interaction. There possibly
could be some natural cycle of events independent of what we're domg.
But as I said we could be magnifying those events or we just don't know.
But if you're having a billion dollar greenhouse industry which is having
incorrect assumptions [brought] into the modelling process, well we're
not really gouig to get closer to what perhaps might happen in the future.
Because if tiie sea level is two metres higher three and a half thousand
years ago and the oceans on the New South Wales coast were more
tropical - well that's big stuff. I mean, two mettes. Bangladesh is under
water, most of the Pacific Islands. And that's part of the natural system,
well. And the thfrig that we've found is that the changes when our
fropical marker [Idanthyrsus] mvaded in Sydney it's really sharp.
There's no erosion surface. It looks like it's been quite a sudden event. So
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fr's witiim 50 years. And tiien tiie faU from tiuee and half tiiousand years
from two to one metre has left all tiie mter-tidal shorelme. So if fr was a
gradual fall fr would have removed fr all. But fr's just sort of gone bang!
And tiien fr's just left [tiie platforms] tiiats why we find tiiem. (Baker,
Interview #1).

There is a sense in Baker's discourse that it is a moral duty for scientists to report tiiefr
work to the general community given tiiat taxpayers are stakeholders of pubhcly funded
science:

So therefore the media in a way - well I have a love of the tmth and
therefore fr doesn't matter if fr's gomg to get flak or sometiiing. If this
helps get the tmth out ... but the bloke out m the Westem suburbs [a
Sydney working class area] is paying his tax to the CSIRO to do tiieir
global modelling who are assuming that tiimgs have been stable for the
last 6,000 years and their predictions therefore don't, they're not taking
into account these other cycles. It's really being, the money's not
producing what it's supposed to. So I suppose it's a way of reporting back
to them, they're also tax payers (Baker, Interview #2)

His interview discourse reveals, however, that media coverage for scientists is a doubleedged sword with the potential for attracting suspicion or cynicism from colleagues as
well as much needed publicity.

RB: We've dropped a few media things to stfr up the homets.
ST: And do you do this regularly, give press releases out to radio?
RB: I'm not really liked for it at work.
ST: Pardon me, who sorry?
RB: Well most of my peers, being a show pony. See because I'm a
mathematical modeller I get a big criticism that I'm not relevant. So ...
when I joined UNE, this was my response. I'm relevant, because the
media release these reports and therefore, the community get feedback,
the university gets publicity and I'm relevant. So you say I'm frrelevant
and I say, "Look at tiiat!" I'm relevant (Baker, Interview #2)
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As we saw m the French case (Chapters Two and Three), media coverage of
conttoversial science may yield both reward (such as sfrategic alliances and research
funding) and discipline (such as attributions of scientific deviance or poor
sportsmanship). For Baker, however, media coverage is part of his so-called military
campaign to galvanize greater awareness of complexity in the global climate system. He
suggests that any negative effects emanating from media coverage of his scientific work
can be deflected by the "muscle" (as he puts it) of his scientific publication record
(Baker, Interview #2). So m Baker's vision, publication in intemational scientific
joumals provides status protection against any negative attributions stemming from
media exposure.
Baker's more recent research on correlating major climatic changes with sunspot cycles
has also received newspaper coverage (reproduced in Figure 12). By confrast he has
found it difficult to secure publication of this aspect of his research program which I see
as a radically enlarged programme for earth sciences, as I will now consider.
11) Solar Systemic Pattems of Climate Change: Ecology & Earth Science Writ
Large & Large Scale Forms of Agency

I have explored a number of ways in which Baker has experienced suppression to
varying degrees of explicitoess. An analysis has also been provided of how Baker
renegotiated such attributions by a concerted rhetorical battle.
]

I want now to explore other (more absttact) elements of Baker's research that have met
with further instances of uistitutional resistance. His more recent climate research builds
on his love of mathematical modelling and attempts to correlate solar activity with
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Figure 12. Newspaper article on the link between solar cycles and global climate
change (reproduced from Benson 2001: 19).

major climate changes. Baker explams tiiat he started pursumg tius lme of research
after a rejection from Nature, one of tiie most prestigious scientific joumals. The editors
refiised to publish his work on Holocene clunate and sea level changes unless he could
account for the mechanism(s) causmg such changes. In this way Baker began to
correlate sunspot activity with periods of major climate change (Baker, Interview #2,
22nd November 2001).
RB: It means that ... in the last 500 years, m the seven years where we
had very few sunspots as part of the poljmomial, we've actually been in a
maximum suice 1960, there's been a maximum of sunspot activity, solar
flares and magnetic emissions. So therefore if you talk about little ice
ages when glaciers advanced and the Dutch were coming 'round the
Cape of Good Hope, they actually spied an iceberg in 1700 at the 40
degree South latitude because it was colder. They accept that global
temperatures had dropped by at least one degree then you therefore have
to look at perhaps the global warming, the one degree that we've had is
related more to the solar cycle than from CO2 emissions. So it's not
saying there's not been CO2 emissions, but I would think that it would
have been higher than what it has ... so you can see the immediate
controversy of this solar thing. You just get all the Indians jumping up
and down. So that is very conttoversial.
ST: What reasons did Nature give for it being conttoversial?
RB: That's what I said [that it was conttoversial] and they said, "You
admit it yourself that it's controversial and we can't publish it.' Fair
enough. So it's been submitted somewhere else at present so we'll see
what happens. So it'll probably get published somewhere. But that was
the spin off from this. But there's a paper that came out in Science - I
also sent [the paper] to Science who said "it should be judged within
your field,' so they wouldn't touch it (Baker, Interview #2, 22nd
November 2001).
Baker's visions of natural agency here intersect with a longstandmg field of mquiry that
was, once again, championed by Professor Rhodes Fairbridge. As early as the 1960s
Fairbridge suggested climatic periodicities, such as ice ages, might be due to larger
scale systems of natural agency such as the sun, the solar system and even the galaxy:
As to the cause of the great ice-age cycles, Rhodes had long favoured tiie
galactic idea, but an accurate chronology was difficult to establish. It
gave him great pleasure when the idea was backed by Mike Rampmo,
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togetiier with another fiiend and colleague, Dick Stothers (both at
NASA's Goddard Institiite for Space Studies ...). A secondary
modulation, with a 30-32 million year period, is apparentiy inttoduced
by the wavelike motion of the solar system above and below the mean
galactic plane, which seems to result in periodic stteams of cometary
impacts. In tum, these events seem to match up to tiie key extinctions
and clunaticfluctuations(Finkel 1987: 26).
By tiie 1980s, at the time Baker was finding intemational support for his mathematical
models ofhuman agency in geography, collections of intemational researchers looking
at climate periodicity as a fimction of solar, solar system and even galactic agency,
rallied around Fairbridge, holdmg a conference for the occasion of his 70 buthday.
Held in 1984, the conference saw papers presented by 80 scientists from 12 countries
with discussions exploring the periodicity of Earth's clunate in grand scale terms (see
Rampino et al 1987). Research methods ranged from "recent measurements of
atmospheric temperatures to geologic evidence extending back several billion years" forms of samplmg or framing that capture agency during short- and long-term periods as well as computer-modelling and time-series analyses. Theories of causality invoked
agents at different scale-lengths interacting in and correlating with different periods in
time.
Many participants discussed causal mechanisms for climate change that
ranged from the purely terrestrial to those involving the sun, the moon,
the dynamics of the solar system, and even the rhythms of the galaxy
(Rampino e? a/. 1987: ix).
At the time that Baker was being feted and exonerated for creative approaches to
geographical understanding, Fairbridge and his professional descendants were
coalescing to form a novel collective in geoscience.
The title of the conference, "Clunate: History, Periodicity, and
Predictability," reflects what we think are the essential elements for
understanding the Earth's climate. In 1961, Professor Fairbridge
organized a similar conference entitied "Solar Variations, Climatic
Change, and Related Geophysical Problems" (Fairbridge 1961). As
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organizers of tiie 1984 conference, one of our objectives was to reexamine tiie subject matter of tiie 1961 conference ... In plannmg for tius
symposium, we tried to brmg together speakers who could assess the
historical and geologic records of clunates for demonsttated periodic
features with those who would present evidence of periodicities witiim
the solar system ... the larger issue of the periodic machinery of the solar
system and its possible effects on the sun, and tiirough such effects, on
the Earth's climate, contmues to be the subject of debate (Rampmo et al
1987: ix-x).

So m the 1980s at least, the consolidation of this distmguishable - and decidedly
interdisciplinary - field of natural inquuy was facing certam uistitutional resistances of
the symbolic, if not the material, sort, as suggested by Rampmo et al (1987: ix):

We also hoped to present something other than just anotiier symposium
on climate, of which many have been held recently. Since 1961, the
Milankovitch hypothesis - relating climate changes on Earth to the
interaction between an essentially constant sun and well-known Earthorbit and Earth-axial changes, and thus yieldmg periodic variations in
climate on time scsdes of 10'* - 10 ^ yr - has become widely accepted.
Given such acceptance, one might suppose the existence of a certain
greater appreciation of the potential periodic climatic inputs from the
orbital dynamics of other parts of the solar system, but this has been
slow in coming. For example, in his monumental two-volume summary
of climate and historical chmate data. Lamb (1972, 1977) examined the
subject of periodicities and, along with many others, remained skeptical
as to whether the Earth's short-term climate is influenced by periodic
input fimctions, especially by extemal periodic forcings. Such skepticism
seems to be rooted in the lack of acceptable physical mechanisms linking
the various factors that would have to be involved (Rampino et al 1987:
ix, emphases added).
In this latter comment we can see evidence of how the absence of a clearly posited
causal mechaiusm seems to coincide with attributions of marginality, if not clear
deviance. 1 have already explored the scientific debates over theories of mechanism and
their bearing on scientific demarcation criteria in the French case (Chapter Three).
Discourses that denounced the work of French and his ilk did so partly on the basis that
no mechanism was yet known to explain health effects of cell phone radiation. An
associated non-sequitur whereby the lack of a known mechanism is conflated with an
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absence of mechanism served to undermine scientific research in an area with
potentially serious public health ramifications. I see this process of collapsing the
difference between ignorance of mechanism and an actual absence of mechanism as a
powerfiil tactic deployed by orthodox parties and one that can also be discemed in this
aspect of the Robert Baker case.

Nearly two decades later. Baker found that pursuing the idea of solar agency (let alone
galactic agency) as a causal agent in the global climate still poses something of a
challenge to the scientific orthodoxy. Baker's submission of a paper dealing with what I
have dubbed solar systemic agency in tiie earth's climate was rejected by Nature
precisely because its content was considered too conttoversial. Baker suggests that his
deployment of the concept of imaginary time to predict solar cycles along with the basic
proposition that solar cycles could affect Earth's climate made the paper too
conttoversial to publish in Nature:
RB: I'm saying, "yes, it is solar variability" and I've got a reason why
because you play games with tune ... Because time is negative. See I
can show on the intemet, if you're sittmg here, you can go forward in
time or backward in time on a 24-hour cycle. So it's saying something
somehow, if tune - you know how real and imaginary - in quantum
physics they have tiie imaginary part in terms of the spatial part. Time is
always real because ST: It's unidttectional? The arrow of tune?
RB: The arrow of tune, yes, that's why. That's why no physicist has ever
touched it. So no one's ever used tiiat differential equation of a second
order of time and a first order of space because of that very reason.
Tune's ttreversible. But you actually do apply it and I can predict the
surface waves on the sun. I can show why you get sunspots and timedependent vortices. I can show that sunspots are not specifically random,
tiiey're location-specific, so they only occur, well more likely to occur in
different latitudes of the sun. And perhaps that's why the sun rotates at
different periods. Which is not classical physics. And the reason no one's
worked it out is that you've got to assume all these wettd things to get it
to work. I've got nothing to lose just like in this [the sea level oscillation
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model], I'm not a solar physicist tiiat's gomg to dare question it. But I'm
saymg well the evidence fits tiiis pattem - what is science? (Baker,
Interview #2,22nd November 2001).
We see once again how Baker's willmgness to be matiiematically creative m the
geosciences coincides with attributions of conttoversy. At the same tune he makes clear
that absence of evidence for a mechaiusm does not necessarily mean there is no
mechanism at work m this solar systemic vision of the earth's climate. Here Baker
invokes the history of quantum mechanics where natural agency at the level of quantum
particles can be empirically described if not completely explamed.
RB: So that gets into the same sort of thing but on a bigger scale to this.
But it does mean that in terms of the science paper, all these switching
events very much are reflected in the oceans. Which is what I was saying
but they wouldn't accept me because I was tteading on someone else's
opinion. So that's how the sunspot thing comes in, to try and say, well,
you understand that cycle, then there are longer term cycles within the
solar interior and these also are impacting on global climates and also the
oceans ...
ST: So in a sense you've extended ecology outwards to the whole solar
system RB: Well it was a challenge that Nature said 'Why?' We're not going to
publish it [unless you explain why the changes occurred]. It was only
because I was working on this other stuff and I thought well let's have a
look and I just went "Oh strike!' because it's really powerful. The
mathematical fimction of the solar instability when it oscillates has
specific characteristics. You know there's going to be a minimum here
and a maximum there. So you could really pick it up ... Even m terms of
the evidence, you could discem really easily and so when you actually do
see it, it is very convincing to the eye to actually look at the graph. You
can simulate a model and look at the oxygen isotope graph, you can look
at the current sunspot and energy radiation from the sun - you can pick it
up. You go "strike!" It even has this switching point which can be
discemed.
ST: And they're coinciding exactiy?
RB: Very close
ST: The sun's cycles and earth are comciding?
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RB: Very closely. Well it's a simulation. I can simulate the pattem using
the argument that I have to have time do something fiinny. I think it's
time that is imaginary. Just like in quantum mechanics you have it that
space is imaginary, time is real, I'm saying, well, time also can be
imaginary. I mean, that because of that therefore - I think it's just like
originally in quantum mecharucs you could predict the mles but you
didn't know why. I mean I think I've worked [out] the rules but I don't
know why (Baker, Interview #2, 22nd November 2001).
In the work of Baker et al, as well as Fairbridge and his professional descendants, solar
systemic visions of agency challenge the orthodoxy on anthropogenic climate change as
well as the assumption of an atomised global climate. As Baker notes, his work
undermines current climate change modelling which relies upon the assumptions that
natural climate systems are inherently stable. His work on dynamic climate and sea
level changes as well as the role of sun's cycles in the causation of such large scale
global changes suggests natural systems may be much more complex than present
climate change modelling allows, and that human agency is simply another factor
increasing the complexity of the natural systems in question.

12) Complex Natural Agency as Pollution?

When I ask Baker why he tiiinks he has met instittitional and individual resistance to the
concept of complexity in climatic systems, his assessment explicitiy coincides with
mme: visions of non-human agents as complex and non-linear seem to attract
attributions of deviance as if they were forms of pollution and profanity. It is this
element in tiie Baker case study - and in the Peter French case already explored in
Chapters Three and Four - that most intrigues me. Why should visions of natural
agency as non-linear, dynamic and complex coincide witii such protracted conttoversy?
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Baker's response to tius question flags some of tiie deeper psycho-social and
philosophical factors that may well be at work here.
ST: I asked before why you think there's such a gut reaction agamst tiie notion
of complex, oscillatmg systems in nattire?
RB: I don't know. See this whole thmg, this whole idea of an oscillation,
because I think a lot of people realise that to assume tiiat everythmg's been
constant in the last 6,000 years. The whole idea is tiiat we human bemgs are tiie
centte of the universe, and we change tiimgs, and this is us with our technology,
we can go to the moon, we can do tiiis, we can do that, tiierefore we are very
hnportant in the universe. But in the end I tiiink we've forgotten about tiie
natural systems. The natural system 1 think is basically oscillatory witii rapid
change and we've basically forgotten it and then we've confronted we said,
"Hey! What about the nattu-al [systems]?" And tiiey go, "Oh, no, no, no, no,
no!" Because as I was saying on radio, I was talkmg about this, people have
invested their whole careers, just like m the sea-level [case], it's sort of like a
smaller case-study. They've invested tiieir careers m saymg somethmg tiiat's
wrong or something, really, that's only tellmg, at best, part of tiie story. They
don't want the other half to come out because I think it's going to, their career is
finished - they were wrong. And this is where I think science is falling down.
Because if it's basically concemed with the tmth, tiiese thmgs - I think m tiie
end it's going to triumph ... and I think you've got to wait till the old hands die
off basically (Baker, Interview #2,22nd November 2001).
Baker's cogent analysis of the socio-cultural and psychological factors at play in the
resistance to his work suggests an anthropocentrism in science which privileges human
agency as central and paramount. The vision of the climate at hand in orthodox
tteatments is one of simplicity, stability and thus predictability in climate cycles, a
thoroughly constructed, strictly patterned and machinic form of agency. It is only the
intervention ofhuman agency that perturbs the system. Baker's arguments for complex
yet periodic pattems in climate change undermine such a simplistic view of natural
agents at hand.

Certainly, one cannot deny the political and economic interests (at various levels of
social organisation) that intersect with Baker's research and which also seem
responsible for his experiences of suppression. At the local level. Baker's research on
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ocean climate changes undermmed careers built on the orthodoxy of stability during the
late Holocene. The broader implications of this research also serve to challenge the
prevailing climate change modelling orthodoxy regarding the stability of natural climate
systems. Sunilarly, the potential utility of studies in solar systemic agency and climate
were clearly pointed out by Rampino et al (1987) and concem short, mid- and,
potentially, long-term climate forecasts.
If Fairbridge and others are right, and the climate on a scale of decades to
centuries and perhaps even millenia, is governed by predictable, yet
complex, cycles driven m part by regular sola and/or solar-planetary
configurations, then there is real hope that clunate trends can be foreseen
and planned for in ways that will make the results of climate change
more manageable for the human population (Rampino et al 1987: xii)
The pragmatic, political and economic implications of this broad field of research, such
as the work done by Baker on climatic change and solar cycle correlations, can be
clearly grasped (just as in the French case). Future sociological study on suppression in
science should map the complex and contradictory links between work that has direct
bearing on macro-scale economic and political systems and pattems of denouncement
and marginalisation.

However, I argue that competing definitions of human agency, as well as non-human
agency, are also at stake in scientific conttoversies as much as interests bound up in
scientific careers or political economy. I suggest that the Baker case study exemplifies
this point. By redefinmg natural systems such as the oceans and climate as complex,
non-lmear and dynamic. Baker decenttes the importance and uniqueness of human
agency. In domg so, Baker contributes to a thoroughly secularised and nonanthropocentric vision of the cosmos. That particular symbolic move, I suggest, serves
as a form of pollution to scientific arguments to those who invest in a vision of human
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agency as somehow above nature or outside of nature. As I will argue in the concluding
chapter of this thesis, particular visions ofhuman ^ency, as well as natural agency, are
as much at stake in scientific demarcation criteria as are the contents of scientific
theories or their methodological justification.
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Endnotes

1. A "credit" here refers to the passing of a course in principle only, whereby the
credit of the course taken is awarded to the student even though they have not
been awarded an actual pass mark.

2. In the Austtalian university system, the Honours degree level is completed after
an undergraduate degree and usually involves the completion of a research thesis
often coupled with coursework. The awarded marks for an Honours degree are
broken up into the following categories in order of rank: First Class Honours;
Second Class Honours, Division One; Second Class Honours, Division Two. A
mark of First Class Honours, or, at a stretch, Second Class Honours, Division
One at least, is usually required to proceed into higher postgraduate degrees such
as Masters and Doctoral degrees. Moreover the allocation of postgraduate
research scholarships is highly competitive and correlates highly with First Class
Honours results.

3. The joumal Search was published by the Commonwealth Scientific & Industrial
Research Organisation (CSIRO), the govemment-fimded scientific research
organisation in Australia.
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Chapter Six: Conclusions
The Strategic Colonisation of Scientific Uncertamty:
Comparing Denouncers & Dissidents

I have tried to show how the colonisation of uncertainty organises scientific boundary
work ui the two conttoversies sampled. My central aim has been to explore how the
concept of uncertainty is equally deployed by ortiiodox denouncers of conttoversial
scientists as well as by so-called conttoversial scientists themselves. I have shown that
the types of discourses utilised by conttoversial scientists only seem to diverge from
orthodox discourses when the point of discussion is the nature of natural agents
(ironically enough). I will recapitulate, below, the ways in which Baker's and French's
visions of the natural agents they study seem to stand in defiance of orthodox tteatments
of those natural agents. However, let me firstly deal with the ways in which the
colonisation of scientific uncertainty is symmetrical in conttoversial and orthodox
discourses.

1) The Colonisation of Scientific Uncertainty by Orthodox Denouncers

To begin with, I explored in tiie French and Baker cases how orthodox agents work to
undermine dissidents through the rhetorical upgrading of uncertainty regardmg tiieh
data and methods as well as tiieir personae. Derogatory attributions about dissidents and
their research destabilise confidence in dissident claims and then status as bona fide
scientists. Such overt boundary work operates alongside more subtie mechanisms of
intellectual suppression I have called "camouflaging", whereby dissident research is
ignored as if h does not exist. At the same time (and in the French case in particular),
the dominant theoretical position is seen to be remforced by a range of tactics which see
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a rhetorical upgrading of mtemational scientific consensus as well as a depohticised
vision of orthodox scientific agency (whetiier at the individual or collective level) as
value-neuttal and therefore as inherently tmstworthy.

In tiie case of Dr Robert Baker, discouragement by more powerfiil scientific elders
precluded fiuther exammation of evidence indicating shiftmg sea levels on tiie east
Austtalian coast. As Baker's testunonials indicate, lack of access to both mtellectual
and material resources stymied the progress of an important scientific idea for nearly
two decades. Early in his scientific education Baker experienced stmctural blockage to
the pursuit of this potentially groundbreaking work through lack of supportive
mentorship that would allow his ideas to come tofiruition.His presentation of evidence
undermining certainty in the orthodox theory of smoothly-falling sea levels could be
easily deflected because Baker was a relatively powerless undergraduate student
without the symbolic resources necessary to press home his point.

Of course, stmctural blockages to conttoversial ideas also involve a lack of access to
material resources in the form of researchfimdsand experimental equipment. For Baker
this meant he found himself deprived of access to technology that would test his
observations (such as access to carbon dating equipment). I also linked those stmctural
blockages to an older controversy, initiated by Fairbridge (1961), which Baker himself
identified as the "kiss of death" for his research into this area of study. The presumed
debunkmg of Fairbridge's oscillating sea-level curve for the late Holocene period
provided a cmcial symbohc blockage to the recognition of new work that supported
Fairbridge's general ideas. The perceived closure of the Fairbridge controversy in
favour of his dettactors operates as an unquestioned background against which Baker's
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observations emerged as the endeavour of a misguided scientific novice. The evidence
reported by Baker of rock platforms sttanded well above tiie present high tide lunit m
the Sydney area was ignored, if not ridiculed, a process of camouflaging dissident work
and fiirther evidence which supports it. hi this case Baker was sunply discouraged from
proposing a re-examination of tiie Faubridge-type arguments and redttected to focus on
less conttoversial, or, in anthropological terms, less "polluted" areas of research.

The colonisation of scientific uncertainty involved here upgrades doubt over dissident
work by simply pointing to the prior debimking of similar work. In conttavention of
Merton's norms of universalism and organised scepticism, there is no evidence of
Baker's observations being accepted on their own merit. With the case of rising sea
levels, which had already piqued Baker's curiosity early in his childhood and which
retumed to him as a legitimate research project during his undergraduate years, no
amount of evidence could be bear fruit into a research programme supported by Baker's
mentors. The idea had been clearly reconstmcted as deviant back in the 1960s when the
Fairbridge controversy was considered a closed case and an orthodoxy of a linear
decrease in sea levels in the last 6,000 years had taken hold, in the English-speaking
scientific community at least.

In his more recent attempts at addressing the question of sea level variations in the last
6,000 years. Baker's interview testimony suggests that the colonisation of imcertainty
via the process of camouflaging still figures in this conttoversial area of science. As we
saw in Chapter Five, published works by Baker and his colleague (Baker and Haworth
1997, 2000a, 2000b), as well as other Austtalian researchers supportmg an oscillatmg
sea-level model (Flood and Frankel 1989) have been ignored by those scientists
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favouring the linear and hydro-isostatic models of sea-level change. The ideal of open
intellectual debate in science seems at odds witii testimony suggesting orthodox critics
of Baker and like-mmded Austtalian colleagues have yet to engage directly witii tiieir
publications, let alone visit coastal sites showing evidence for tiie dissident position.
Another insidious form of suppression saw tiie underminmg of the fixed biological
mdicator (FBI) method through misrepresentation of its marker species. By suggesting
in a scientific forum that proponents of tiie FBI method used bamacles - a lessconstramed, and thus relatively uisensitive marker of sea level - rather than tubeworms,
the work of dissidents is made to appear more error-prone, and consequently as
untmstworthy. The colonisation of scientific uncertainty in favour of the orthodoxy is
effected in subtle interchanges such as these. We also observed the ways in which
published data supporting the dissident position may be subtly reworked in subsequent
publications in ways that support the reigning orthodoxy concerning late Holocene
ocean levels. While it is difficult to ascertam whether such "curve-straightening" or
"domestication" of data occurs from implicit or explicit pressures to conform in science,
such episodes can be simply read as one of many ways in which the colonisation of
uncertainty reinforces a dominant theoretical position. Another obvious form of
intellectual suppression, which appears in one of Baker's anecdotes, is the retardation (if
not blockage) of publication in Australian scientific joumals of work providing fiirther
evidence of higher sea levels on the east coast of Australia. As noted by Baker, it was
precisely because he believed that like-mmded scientists in Austtalia had experienced
lengtiiy delays in securing publication of thek results that he targeted Europeandominated joumals which he felt would be more sympathetic to his stance. At the tune
of writing (November 2003), Baker and his Australian and intemational colleagues
continue to publish and engage hi debates over the hypothesis of oscillating Holocene
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sea levels m intemational peer-reviewed publications. Baker suggests tiiat tiie ortiiodox
camp maintains a strategy of silence by reframmg to comment on published work
supporting an oscillating model of late Holocene sea levels.

hi a more general sense, havmg less to do with the specific conttoversy of oceanic and
climate changes in the late Holocene, the Baker case clearly shows tiiat tiie disciplmmg,
or, one could say, domestication of scientific knowledge, can be effected very early in a
scientist's career path, namely at the time that they are bemg socialised or enculturated
into the modes of scientific research appropriate for their discipline. I am referring here
to scientific research at the Honours, Masters and PhD levels where scientists are
apprenticed, if you like, and seeking credentials as proper research scientists. The Baker
case shows how that process can be very easily derailed if a novice scientist wishes to
pursue ideas that have been found previously controversial, or seen as debunked. No
amount of countervailing evidence to the orthodox position seems sufficient to deflect
orthodox scepticism and, as the Baker case demonstrates, degradation ceremonies as
forms of derision and humiliation, even while semi-private, have enduring impacts upon
a scientific career. In Baker's case his Honours and Masters level research looked at
bringing in mathematical modelling of human behaviour in the field of human
geography, a move which was constmcted as anathema by a reigning orthodoxy in
Australia at that time. Humiliating degradation ceremonies dealt out to Baker by his
Honours and Masters supervisors can be seen as potent forms of discipline, shaming the
novice into accepting the authority of scientific elders. Using a Foucauldian analysis,
such institutional disciplming shapes or consttains (corporeal) agency such that the
recalcittant or "dysfimctional" worker is brought back into line with acceptable forms of
scientific practice.
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In the case of Dr Peter French, I explored a larger range of tactics deployed by orthodox
agents working to colonise uncertainty unfavourably for dissident research on the bioeffects of mobile (or cellular) telephone radiation. Soon after he began publishing and
speaking to the media about his data showing ill-effects of mobile phone radiation on
both human and animal cells, French experienced what I have described as the
discipline of surveillance and (attempted) co-option. In the first case, the discipline of
surveillance was likened to the Benthamite architectural device of the panopticon which
facilitates the conttol of prison inmates. Although French's anecdotes of email and
telephone surveillance could not be independently verified, 1 showed how the
perception that his research activities were being closely watched by the
telecommunications industry worked to induce a sense of vulnerability that might
preclude scientific curiosity into conttoversial areas. While the sense of being watched
did not deter French from pursuing his scientific curiosity it is important not to
underestimate the effectiveness of such subtie forms of intellectual suppression in
analyses of the practical implications of scientific boimdary work.

As a publicly dissident scientist, French found himself approached by representatives of
the wireless telecommunications mdustry with offers of fimding for his research
programme. As noted in Chapter Three, the establishment by mdustiy of a patronage
relationship witii dissenting scientists works to undermme mdependent research by
forcing a relation of dependence and accountability. Industry sponsorship in this
conttoversial pubhc health area would work to undermine scientific and community
confidence in his work leadmg to a perception of his results as tiie outcome of vested
interests, hi French's case I speculated that his refiisal of such patronage resulted in
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more protracted forms of suppression - namely, explicit stigmatisation of his scientific
research and status.

While anecdotal evidence provided by French suggested blockages to career
advancements - such as failure to secure research fimds, scientific collaborations and
positions on expert panels and committees - were a recurrmg feature of his case, more
serious and tangible were mstances of ceremonial degradation, effected especially by
critical documents and reports explicitly undermining his research activities. French's
early experiments, undertaken with a physicist colleague, were denounced by an
industry report as bemg artefactual through alleged heating of the target cells exposed to
microwave radiation. As explored, the observation of non-linear "window effects",
where an increase in dosage (in this case, an increase in microwave radiation power
levels) does not lead to a commensurate increase in biological effects, was reconstructed
by orthodox dettactors as evidence of poor experimentalism. The circulation of this
damning report at a telecommunications conference was interpreted as an attempt to
undermine and destabilise confidence in the work of French and his colleagues. Just as
denigrating speech acts and a lack of research funding work to suppress dissident
scientific through a mobilisation of meaning and physical materials, respectively, so too
can boundary work be effected through a written document. Documents, as carefully
crafted tools of persuasion, are a potent means by which orthodox denouncers
encourage interpretive charity for tiiett position. The most egregious example of
suppression in the French case took the form of a degradation document prepared by
one of the government regulators of tiie wireless telecommunications mdustry. Through
identification of French as a "pseudo-scientist" and "cmsader" and the characterisation
of his work as "pseudo-scientific", I showed how this document colonised uncertamty
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in such a way as to stigmatise and undermine the tmstworthiness of a scientist working
in a conttoversial area.

I also explored a range of tactics used in orthodox discourses to downgrade the general
status of dissident research on the health and biological effects of cell phone microwave
radiation. In the first instance, orthodox attempts to colonise uncertainty see reliance
upon the ideology of a clear scientific consensus in the intemational community, a
process which performs double duty. On the one hand, the myth of scientific consensus
camouflages the very existence of dissenting research. On the other hand, by artificially
reinforcing a notion of intemational scientific consensus, the work of dissidents - when
acknowledged - is rendered doubtful. Certainty and tmst are more likely to be prompted
by coUective pronouncement. In other words, interpretive charity is most likely to be
offered to the biggest and most powerful group, particularly if these groups are
bestowed with legitimating discourses enshrining their autiiority. By contrast, dissenting
scientists, when painted as isolated individual workers, are easily reconstmcted as
dangerous or misguided mavericks, as either "mad" (insane) or "bad" (naughty and
poor) scientists.

Orthodox colonisation of uncertainty is also evident in discourses constmcting industry,
government and scientific agencies as authoritative and inherentiy value-neutral - as
above political and economic interests. However when dissident research is
acknowledged, it is sunply glossed as "conttoversial" or "unreplicated", thus making
clear tiiat tiie burden of proof is on dissident clauns while interpretive charity is
bestowed upon a pro-uidustiy stance. Simultaneously tiiose scientists defymg orthodox
definitions of tiie situation are cast as value-laden "charlatans", "pseudo-scientists" and
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cmsaders", feedmg off media-led and community-led hysteria over microwave
radiation. In the process clauns about tiie suppression of dissidence m science are
mdividualised and trivialised as the outcome of poor scientific performance or bad
sportsmanship. I also noted how the dowmgradmg of dissident research m this field
relied upon an attribution of magical thmking for those scientists lookmg at the health
effects of mobile phones. In association with this attribution of magical thinking is a
non-sequitur conflatuig no knovm mechanism by which mobile phone radiation might
cause harm with there being nopossible causal mechanism for harm.

The strategic and rhetorical deployment of the concepts of certainty and uncertainty
were explored particularly in the depictions of the natural agents involved in the
conttoversy as well as in the experimental methods deployed by dissidents wishing to
explore this novel area of research. I explored how orthodox visions of the natural
agency centtal to this conttoversy - electromagnetic radiation (EMR) - paradoxically
redescribed it either in ways which collapsed or "homogenised" the different effects of
EMR at different frequency and power levels, or in ways which dichotomised its
effects. These discourses were seen as reinforcing pro-industry definitions where mobile
phone radiation is simply harmless or safe and works to frame dissident fmdings as
scientifically unacceptable. I will have more to say, below, about the divergence
between orthodox and dissident defmitions of the natural agents implicated in both the
French and Baker cases, and I will also speculate about an intrigumg symmetry in
orthodox tteatments of ideal scientific agency and nattiral agency.

The most sttiking aspect of the mobile phone healtii effects conttoversy saw the
undermining of the experimental research metiiods used in tiie biological sciences such
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that cellular and animal research models were downgraded or stigmatised in favour of
epidemiological studies. I described this process as a form of insult to the research
metiiods in science and noted (with some surprise) the abdication by orthodox bioscientists of epistemological authority to the discipline of epidemiology. I suggested
that the ortiiodox vision of EMR effects on biological systems and the interests bound
up in the wireless telecommunications industry operate as forms of the "sacred" in this
case study such that otherwise prized methods of science are undemuned.

Herein lies one of the overriding differences between the French and Baker cases.
Unlike the Baker case where government and industry influences on research in natural
climate variability appear distant to the disciplinary debates over the validity of Baker's
work, the French case shows the importance of industry and government discourses in
deridmg his work as pseudo-scientific. No doubt there are definite implications m
Baker's research for models of anthropogenic climate change favoured by government
experts and the fossil fuel mdustry, however the case study data presented do not
suggest any direct influence from such quarters in the designation of Baker as
scientifically suspect. The micro-level political machinations within the discipline of
geography seem more cmcial to understanding Baker's experience of suppression and
degradation. For tiie French case, however, forces more "extemal" to the disciplinary
domains of science are seen to be cmcial to the defmition of his work and status as
abject.

Before indicatmg the similar ways in which the colonisation of uncertainty is also
deployed by controversial scientists, I want briefly to consider the implications of the
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two cases of controversy for our understanding of tiie paradoxes of essentialist
demarcation of science.

2) Essentialist Demarcation Criteria of Science as "Undead"?

Exploration of the ways ui which orthodox parties colonise uncertainty against French
and Baker and other like-mmded workers served to remforce a constmctivist position
regarding the practice and extension of scientific knowledge. Agamst essentialist
demarcation criteria of science, constmctivists argue that no unique set of characteristics
can universally demarcate science from other human endeavours, and that, instead, the
demarcation of science from its various "others" is a practical, local and contingent
achievement.

The research presented in this thesis brings home the point of the constmctivist move in
science studies. Simple adherence to essentialist demarcation criteria of science does not
necessarily describe what scientists actually do, nor, in the cases studied, does it provide
protection against attribution of conttoversy, deviance, or, indeed, that most abject
status of all, pseudo-science.

At the outset of each case study I set out to show that both French and Baker have
followed a standard path through scientific eduction to the extent that they have proper
scientific credentials: they both have PhD degrees in thett field; they have both
published in intemational peer-reviewed joumals; they work with otherwise respected
and unconttoversial colleagues at Austtalian Universities and research institution, and
so on. In this sense, both Baker and French are thoroughly "m" science, at least from an
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extemal observer's point of view. What is more, they are both, m the first instance,
openly committed to essentialist ideals in science, reproduced in elite scientific
discourse, that scientific knowledge must be testable knowledge by defmition. In other
words, they seem committed to the idea that their knowledge claims and the claims of
their colleagues can, and should be, scmtinized, debated. Furthermore, such claims are
judged as warranted precisely because the research methods used are deemed - ceterus
paribus - as vahd by their scientific community because they are used by other anointed
scientists and because similar data have been reproduced by other researchers at other
sites, and so forth.

Despite this obvious adherence essentialist demarcation criteria both Baker and French
found themselves and their work tarnished as beyond the pale. The theoretical content
of the their work seemed to provoked avoidance and disciplinary behaviour from a
range of orthodox boundary workers, even while being testable and falsifiable. Thus, I
argue, along with the general constmctivist argument, that essentialist demarcation
criteria do not necessarily describe what scientists do, nor does the operationalisation of
those criteria protect a scientist from negative ascriptions if they choose to pursue
unfashionable or controversial ideas. The merit of the scientific worker, let alone their
work, is not assessed on its own merits. It may in fact be constructed in abject terms.

In the French case in particular, I noted that deployment of standard experimental
methods such as cellular studies or animal studies were insufficient to protect French or
other dissident workers in this field from attributions of pseudo-science, or, at best, of
producuig artefactual data. Experiments, as public performances of science par
excellence, are afimdamentalway by which scientists galvanize cooperation and assent.
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However in the French case at least, I showed how experiments were insufficient to
deflect accusations of poor science.

What then is the role of essentialist demarcation criteria m scientific boundary work?
As has already been noted by previous researchers, the criteria are readily deployed by
scientists for rhetorical purposes to bolster then own (or tiieir collective's) position, or
to undemune the position of their adversaries. Seeking the mput of orthodox dettactors
of French's work showed clearly the vagaries and vicissitudes of being a research
scientist and judging the relative merits of different research methods and different data
sets in the bio-sciences.

I'd like to suggest then that Bart Simon's (2002) concept of the "undead" in science be
redeployed in a slightly different context. (In the Epilogue, below, I deploy Sunon's
notion of the "undead" in science more in line with his origmal usage of the term, when
assessing the status of research into bio-effects of cell phone radiation.) Simon (2002)
explores the issue of the cold fusion conttoversy as undead. By this he implies that
interpretively, cold fusion is a "dead" issue for the majority of the scientific community
who have not been able to replicate successfully the experiments of Pons and
Fleischmann, which clauned to produce fusion at room temperature. However, Sunon
points out that a network of intemational researchers and graduate students continues to
work on the problem of cold fusion, or room temperature fusion. For these scientific
practitioners, the research topic of cold fusion is very much alive.
On the one hand, many experts say that cold fusion is dead, but on the
other hand we can always find scientists who will disagree ... But what
if death is not the end of the story? ... Perhaps open controversies and
closed conttoversies are not all there is? (Simon 2002: 11).
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Simon's research provides a creative interpretive move for sociologists of conttoversial
science. Those conttoversies which are both dead and alive for a range of boundary
workers involved can be seen as "undead" forms of science. The concept of the
"undead" brings to mind entities such as ghosts and spectres and other mythical
creatures such as vampires (Simon 2002: 12) which are real only to some people but
vanish once a sceptic is present. I suggest that a similar kind of model is apparent when
the constmctivist sociologist of knowledge interested in boundary work does extended
fieldwork with scientists. For the issue at hand, I would like to suggest that essentialist
demarcation criteria of science can be usefully understood as being, in a sense,
"undead", as being both interpretively "dead" and "alive" at the same time.

For sociologists of scientific knowledge the question of whether the essentialist
campaign in the demarcation of science is applicable is a "dead" question. There is no
doubt that case study after case study of scientific practice shows the ways in which
many other factors intervene in demarcating what is scientific from what is not.
However, sociologists must also acknowledge that these very criteria feature in the
debate as rhetorical tools to persuade others and as cognitive resources which are "good
to tiiink" with for the various scientific boundary workers implicated in conttoversies.
They are, of course, also ideals or goals that scientists strive to realise in making their
research ttansparent and epistemologically valid, making it acceptable to their
colleagues. As we will see in the Epilogue regarding recent developments in the French
case, I would suggest that French, in fact, perfectiy operationalises the Popperian model
of demarcation, yet his scientific status seems now to be in a liminal state. So how are
essentialist demarcation criteria to be understood as undead?
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On the one hand it is possible to note tiie existence of tiie demarcation criteria m tiie
words and purported deeds of scientists as tiiey describe (or denounce) and craft a
research project that is testable, potentially falsifiable and which uses metiiods presently
tmsted by the scientific community. Essentialist demarcation principles are reproduced
when scientists seek to present their work m peer-reviewed joumals, when they
welcome constmctive criticisms of colleagues, when they support the need for
replication of their findings and the fmdings of others, and so forth.

However when we look at orthodox denouncements of Baker and French, at least, or
more subtle forms of suppression such as camouflaging of dissident work, the
demarcation criteria proposed by Popper, Merton and Kuhn seem to vanish. Some other
form of cultural logic seems to operate. It is important, however, for sociologists of
science to continue to be attentive to how these demarcation criteria feature in scientific
debates, whether as background or resource where their interpretation is the very point
of contention in a debate. The concept of the "undead" in science can usefully be
applied to the status of those essentialist demarcation criteria that feature as one of many
characteristics of scientific boundary work. Demarcation criteria feature as both alive
and dead, operating, on the one hand, to organise, describe or denounce certain forms of
scientific action, or, on the other, as evanescent phenomena which seem to vanish when
the nub of scientific controversies is scmtinised by a symmetrical sociological gaze. The
concept of the undead inttoduces a much-needed form of "fiizzy thuiking" (Kosko
1993) into the question of scientific closure, taking into account, as it does, the paradox
of the mean in binary forms of thinking. Until the scientific community is observed as
providing a clear form of closure regardmg any scientific conttoversy sociologists can
usefully deploy the concept of the undead m science to denote the complexity of
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boundary work. What is more, even the perception of closure by scientific workers and
their observers must be seen as revisable, a lesson that has surely been brought home by
numerous cases where a presumably closed issue (such as continental drift) is reopened
generations after its proponents and denouncers have disappeared. Sociologists, unlike
scientists, can afford to be agnostic regarding the nature of closure in science precisely
because of the historical perspective that invigorates their analysis. In this way,
essentialist demarcation criteria of science should be viewed as both alive and dead at
the same time, operating to organise the nature of scientific debates in one locale while
seemingly irrelevant to the nature of arguments in anotiier. Sociologists can ill afford to
take a binary view of how demarcation criteria operate in the practice of scientific
boundary work.

3) The Colonisation of Scientific Uncertainty by Dissident Scientists

As noted in Chapter One, a commitment to practice theory necessitates consideration of
how social actors renegotiate the ways in which they are "constmcted" by more
powerful individuals, by institutions or by social stmctures and their attendant
discourses. This proves congenial to the principle of symmetry in the sociology of
scientific knowledge and accords with the analysis I have provided in this thesis. I have
tried to show tiiat the colonisation of uncertainty is not simply a multi-faceted tactic
deployed by ortiiodox actors or mstittitions threatened by the work of dissenting
scientists. In the two case sttidies of scientific controversy sampled I have shown how
tiie colonisation of uncertainty is also central to tiie retaliatory tactics of dissident
scientists. As mentioned m my uitroductory chapter, the concept of uncertainty can be
seen as botii weapon and shield, as a means by which to attack one's opponents whilst
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also protectmg one's position from fiuther attacks. However, m tiie fkst mstance, prior
to any emption of explicit conflict in science, one can also discem a less overtly
pohticised colonisation of uncertainty that I now want to consider.

Both Baker and French described their activities m a fashion tiiat pamts an ideologically
apolitical colonisation of scientific uncertamty. This concems the curiosity of the
scientific gaze wishing simply to explore the cosmos, or understand the undiscovered
terrains thereof, in order to expand the frontier ofhuman knowledge. The metaphor here
of scientists as explorers charting new lands (Hess 1993) often features in these
discussions. However, from a political ecology point of view this sort of colonisation of
scientific uncertainty is no less political than that featuring in overt turf wars
(considered further below), precisely because different groups of human actors are
competing to claim parts of the non-human world as their own, competing to carve an
ordered cosmos out of an unchartered chaos and refashioning nature in their preferred
image or for their own purposes. A political ecology framework understands that the
rhetoric of science as simply pushing back the frontiers of knowledge is no less political
than overt boundary work precisely because we observe different humans and their
respective collectives, exercising dominion over non-human domains and agents and
precisely because those different human actors are in competition to claim an
authoritative stake over certain intellectual domains which have real-life counterparts m
the cosmos. Moreover, this ostensibly apolitical colonisation of scientific uncertainty
still has real-life consequences in a number of areas: in terms of career outcomes or
career paths for scientists, potential research funding, national and intemational
accolades for scientific achievement. Scientific work has direct implications upon
medical and agricultural concems, implications for inequities m tiie production and
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distiibution of natural resources and outcomes for global climate change, and so on. In a
sense, as noted in Chapter One, this sociological critique of an apolitical vision of the
colonisation of scientific uncertainty is simply an ecologically and politically updated
Marxian analysis of power and knowledge. Such a vision takes scientific praxis
squarely as a site of analysis.

In the recounting of how they fu-st became interested m their respective (controversial)
fields both French and Baker can be seen as relying upon the ttope of tme science as the
endeavour of bold exploration. In this fashion the longstanding ideology of real science
as standing outside political and economic interests is reproduced in the discourse of
dissident workers. The boundary work of dissidents, in the first instance, reUes upon the
traditional ideology of scientific practice as disembodied, apolitical and acultural
agency. However, a sociological perspective on this ideologically apolitical colonisation
of scientific uncertainty must emphasise the inherently political nature of all scientific
practice. In particularly one should note the career benefits (in terms of status and
material resources) that may accme to those workers who have the tenacity and courage
to pursue scientific curiosity into forbidden terrains and who are fortunate enough to
experience vindication in their lifetime.

However when we move to tiie recounting of their experiences of mtellectual
suppression it is tiien that we denote m their scientific boundary work an explicitiy
politicised discourse of how science proceeds. Suddenly politics feature in the
landscape of science, ahnost as interioper: tiie vested interests of their orthodox
dettactors, such as academic mentors or elders, or the vested interests of political or
economic agents suddenly intervene in the scientific process, derailing its ideologically
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apolitical processes. Here Baker and French provide a critique of tiie way science
progresses m a fashion that 1 have deemed as quasi-sociological. The emption of tiiis
form of critique in the discourse of dissident scientists serves as a rhetorical sttategy
used to undermuie their denouncers as being clearly enmeshed within the "polluting"
realms of politics, economics and culture, whilst they appear less tamted by such an
analysis. The personal, political, economic and professional career interests, and so
forth, are explanatory devices to undermine their constmction as deviant scientists. In a
sense this sociological critique, coming as it does from two bona fide scientists, serves
to reinforce essentialist demarcation criteria which ideally posit science as immune to
socio-cultural variables. By providing that critique they are m a sense affirming, m the
breach, what science should be, or purports to be, in a sense reminiscent of Popper and
Merton's criteria, at the very least. But the discourse also contains Kuhnian-style
arguments regarding the operation of reigning paradigms as blockages to the acceptance
of their work, and how orthodox individuals or collectives are indeed hostage to those
reigning paradigms. By pointing to the value-laden aspects of orthodox denouncements
they shore up certainty in their own position through implicit assertion of themselves as
the harbingers of sober, independent and value-neuttal scientific practice. This is a
move that is precisely symmetrical with orthodox denouncements of dissident workers
in the two case studies. As can be recalled, denouncement of dissidents relies upon an
ideology of orthodox arguments as value-neuttal, independent, as representmg an
intemational scientific consensus and generally bemg outside the exigencies of political
and economic interests. At the same time orthodox denouncements rely upon ad
hominem attacks of dissident scientists as being "charlatans", "cmsaders" and "pseudoscientists". Dissident scientists like French and Baker do precisely the same thing in
their scientific boundary work. They point to how their orthodox denouncers defend
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then various material or symbolic interests or are committed, in quasi-religious fashion,
to a dominant paradigm. So there is a symmetry in the way orthodox denouncers and
dissident workers pamt their opponents, namely in a one-sided, if you like, sociological
critique, of how science progress. This is precisely the point at which the critique of
science provided by scientists must be seen as quasi-sociological in that it is
asymmetrical in the analysis of interests. Dissident and orthodox practitioners point to
their opponents as thoroughly "constmcted" by various interests while avoiding a
reflexive critique of their own interests.

Let me now briefly recapitulate how Baker and French move from this political critique
of their opponents to a depoliticised colonisation of uncertainty in order to exonerate
their work and personae. This move involves painting their research efforts as the work
of apolitical, value-neuttal, objective, mdependent and sober scientists. I have
represented the kinds of discursive ttansformations I have in mind in Figure 13. It
represents the movement of scientific boundary work from an apolitical colonisation of
scientific uncertamty, exemplified in the trope of science as frontier exploration, to an
exphcitiy politicised critique of their denouncers and how science operates in the
context of conttoversy, and back again to an apolitical, or more correctiy, a depoliticised
vision of scientific practice when they describe their efforts as the endeavour of a
tmstworthy collective forguig a novel standardized package of research.

Admittedly in the Baker case. Baker's testimony emerges as more politically conscious.
Baker emphatically describes his approach to publication and research collaboration as
a military campaign. But m both the French and Baker cases we can note that their
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Figure 13. Transformations in the scientific boundary work of dissident scientists, from
an ideologically apolitical colonisation of uncertamty, to an explicitly politicised
critique of suppression in science, to a depoliticised discourse of dissident science as the
product of a value-neuttal collective. The dotted arrow suggests the discursive process
may cycle back to the starting point where the 'received' view of science as frontier
exploration, atomised from political, economic and socio-cultural interests, is
reproduced.

renegotiation of stigma centtally relies upon projectmg aperformance of tiiett work as
apolitical.

For Baker his so-called military campaign was developed after his polarismg
experiences during his Honours and Masters degree research. In the fust uistance
Baker's discourse stresses the unportance of fostermg strategic alliances with otiier
workers, both national and intemational, whose research methods and data reuiforce his
own. These strategic alliances were observed to be both direct and mdirect. By indirect
sttategic alliances, I showed how Baker's pubtications (1997, 2000a, 2000b) involved
sttategic referencing of other intemational workers whose data and methods support
Baker et al's research programme. The value of doing so was that Baker could point to
other, presumably independent, workers collecting data at other sites that are
comparable in terms of tectonic stability to the east Australian coast where Baker and
his colleagues have gathered most of their data. It is sttategic in that Baker et al. point to
work that reproduces their methods and their data regarding evidence of oscillating sea
levels and higher than present sea levels in the last 6,000 years. Direct alliances can be
discemed in Baker's co-publication, not simply with his immediate colleague Haworth,
but also with Peter Flood, whose work in the late 1980s provided a precursor to Baker's
publications. At the same time publication with an intemational group of colleagues
(Davis et al 2000) reinforces the direct enrolment of sttategic allies m the intemational
scientific community, tiius presenting Baker et al. 's work as anytiimg but the work of
lone mavericks. Instead it is seen as the efforts of a burgeoning collective of scientific
workers across different disciplines and different research institutions and in different
geographical sites. In this way, Baker and his colleague, Haworth, are seen to colonise
uncertainty in their favour by pamting themselves as sunply part of an emergmg
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collective m science. Their work is protected against accusations of deviance precisely
because of its presentation as the efforts of a collective.

Another method utilised by Baker is to seek out publication in journals whose boards
are dominated by European scientists who seem to be more accepting of Fairbridge-type
arguments as well as the fixed biological indicator method. By successfully securing
publication Baker et al. colonise uncertainty in their favour showing that their work is
accepted m a peer reviewed scientific forum and is thus not the work of misguided
mavericks. Within the body of these articles themselves I pointed out further ways in
which Baker and his various colleagues destabilise certainty in the orthodox position,
through undermining of orthodox methods as being error-prone and therefore their
theory regarding a lmear decline in Holocene sea-levels as being unfounded. Another
tactic m this respect involved the selective uicorporation in his publications of
arguments made by his orthodox detractors. As Baker notes.
It's all military, you see. You use the opposition's evidence. So he can't
say, if he says, "You're wrong," well we say, "We're using your
evidence." If he say's you're right, well with [respect to] his career
basically it's saying you've been wrong. So what do you do? Ignore it.
You can see the predicament they've been put in (Baker, Interview #2,
22nd November 2001).'
This candid commentary provides an exttaordinary insight into how science actually
proceeds. To incorporate the arguments of one's ortiiodox detractors into the basis of
one's work is a very potent means by which to colonise uncertainty to one's advantage.

A cmcial way in which Baker colonises uncertainty is by the juxtaposition of statistical
and biological knowledge in a way that shores up greater tmst in the latter form of
knowledge. By presentuig data sets from different but comparable sites (in terms of
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tectonic stability). Baker and Haworth (2000a) showed tiiat different polynomial lmear
regressions provided different kmds of models of Holocene sea levels. StatisticaUy
speaking, the validity of one model over another seems a moot pomt. However the
presentation of ecological data in the form of relic communities of mtertidal organisms
which are fixed into position and which provide an accurate indicator of average sea
levels m the past undermine the epistemological relativism that seems to obtam m
different statistical models of Holocene sea levels. As Baker noted, biology, rather than
statistics, wins the argument. So a cmcial way in which Baker deflects uncertainty about
his work is to point to biological knowledge as the ultunate arbiter of scientific tmth m
this case of controversy.

Another tactic deployed by Baker involved the forging of strategic alliances with
workers whose precise arguments do not exactly match his own; sttategic alliances, as
Baker put it, "that you can hang your hat on". These workers are described by Baker as
supporting his work through the peer-reviewed publication process. In a similar fashion.
Baker's sttategic colonisation of uncertainty involves the reinterpretation of data which
implicitly provide evidence for oscillating sea levels and, attempts at "seducing" the
researchers who provided this data into considering the validity of his arguments. So
Baker's attempts to forge alliances with scientists beyond his own discipline,
department and university and even beyond his theoretical position emerge as cmcial
tactics by which he may consolidate confidence in his research programme and to
colonise uncertainty in his favour.

An additional means by which Baker reinforced certainty in his arguments is through
media representation of his intellecttial suppression and tiie substantive findings of his
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research programme. By seeking tiie media as a platform to publicise his work and
stmggles Baker is here shoring up support at least within the wider community but also,
potentially within the scientific community. However as noted in both the Baker and
French case studies, media coverage of conttoversial science is a double-edged sword
also provoking attiibutions of bad sportsmanship or self-promotion . The latter appears
to be an unpopular practice witiiin tiie scientific community, promoting suspicion and,
perhaps, envy, in colleagues.

Let me now move on to the more in-depth case of Dr Peter French and his work on the
bio-effects of mobile telephone radiation. To begm with I saw French as shoring up
certainty through the popularisation and politicisation of his controversial field of
research. As already noted, this involves a quasi-sociological critique of opponents
vested interests. However, this critique excludes a symmetrical approach in the
sociology of science which would equally provide a reflexive critique of French's own
position and interests. It is important to note here that in media presentations and in
French's early publications in popular scientific joumals, there is an emphasis on the
political intrigue embroiled in his area of research. By political intrigue I refer here, of
course, to the wireless telecommunications industry's interests in protecting the
reputation of its products, thereby protecting its profitability. In their early publications
as well another tactic deployed is to enlist a host of studies done by other practitioners
who have shown biological effects and potential health effects of microwave radiation
on target biological systems. They also use those early publications in these less
specialised scientific forums as a means to renegotiate orthodox denouncements of their
early experimental programme. For instance ui one publication, French and McKenzie
(1999) directiy address the "window effects" and the lack of a dose-response curve as
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not necessarily implying that thefr data is artefactual. Instead they suggest the data
indicates that two biological mechanisms may be operatuig at the same time with
different thresholds for each. This is a perfect example of what I refer to as the sttategic
colonisation of scientific uncertamty. In the midst of doubt emanating from
confounding data sets, there is cognitive "room to move", if you like, for theoretical
speculation and suspension of unquestioned belief in orthodox models of nature. I also
noted that French works to shore up certainty on his side by concerted effort to present
his argument in pubhc forums such as scientific symposia, conferences and on the guest
speakership circuit within the radiation industry. By presentuig his work m these forums
m an unproblematic and apolitical fashion by simply focussing on his methods and his
data without pointmg to the obvious political intrigue surrounding him, he attempts to
paint himself as a sober scientist merely peelmg back the layers of ignorance about
nature. However in these public ta&s, French was observed to deploy a limited
sociological and historical perspective, where the arrogance of previous generations of
sceptics is exposed as misguided given the historical vindication of technological
mnovations such as electric lighting, powered flight and personal computers.

However, the most important means by which French colonises uncertainty in his
favour is through tiie creation of a novel standardized package of research which relied
upon a complex vision of heat shock proteuis or sttess proteins as boundary objects with
complex agency. Through the process of interdisciplmary bricolage, French, along with
his physicist colleague, was able to put forward, in stiikmg Popperian terms, a bold
conjecture regarding tiie role of sttess proteins m tiie biological effects that he and his
colleagues had observed in the past. By presentuig his work as the outcome of an
interdisciplinary synthesis of tiie latest scientific research, spanning tiie electromagnetic
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research field and the biological research field on cell chaperones, French worked to
dispel attributions of his work as pseudoscientific precisely by providing a testable and
potentially falsifiable hypothesis of how "athermal" microwave radiation could induce
negative biological effects.

The publication of his heat shock protein hypothesis of microwave radiation effects
involved a seductive reductionist move in terms of the natural agents at the centte of the
debate. This mvolved a reductionism in the spatial and temporal frames of reference
such that mtemational guidelmes regarding what was defined as a "thermal" microwave
effect were reconstmcted as the outcome of arbittary delineations. By reducing the
scientific gaze to the level of milliseconds rather than minutes and to the level of
molecules and cells rather than the tissue or organism level of biological agency, I see
French et al as being able to colonise uncertainty precisely because of the current
scientific predilection for reductionism.

By providing a public performance this hypothesis, along with his physicist colleague
Professor McKenzie, at the Austtalian Senate Inquiry into mobile telephone radiation,
French was able to secure respect from the corridors of political power. In tum this
public performance worked to seduce representatives from the telecommunications
industry to collaborate with French et al by providing the necessary exposure
technology needed to provide a valid and tmstworthy reproduction of mobile telephone
emissions. Finally through media representation of French's experimental programme
as the endeavour of an anomted scientific collective - namely the Centte for
Immunology, which is itself a subset of Sydney's St Vincent's Hospital - I suggested
we could witness a tumaround in French's scientific status. From previous atttibutions
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of French as a conttoversial scientist, crusader or "pseudo-scientist", we saw a
ttansformation or remcorporation of French as a clear m-group member of science, and,
indeed, as an innovative scientist perhaps worthy of tiie greatest mtemational accolades.
For French, at least, the pay-offs of usmg the media were tangible. He secured research
fimds from a private sponsor who was impressed by media coverage of French's
research programme and who was msptted to fund French precisely because of tiie
difficulties he had encountered in securing support through the standard peer-reviewed
channels. Through the seduction of a powerfiil government-funded mdustry player,
French was able to colonise uncertainty regarding his methodological procedures, which
had been a bone of contention for his dettactors in the past. By securing a microwave
chamber considered by industry to be the best technology available to simulate the
microwave radiation delivered by cellular handsets, French was successfully able to
deflect previous scepticism regarding his experimental programme. A potent means by
which one may undermine criticism is by showing your willingness to collaborate with
previous detractors. Through a combmation of industry collaboration which saw the
provision of a TEM-cell unit and the provision of research funding from his wealthy
private sponsor, French coordinated a seductive public performance of a novel
standardized package of science. Extensive media coverage of this experimental
collaboration prompted what I saw as a tangible tumaround in French's status as a
scientist worthy of praise from his colleagues. I suggested here, as in the Baker case,
that the presentation in the media painted French's activities as anything but the efforts
of a lone maverick. Instead French emerged in the media portrayal as the leader of a
collective of scientists housed at a respectable medical research institute. I see this
media performance as a potent sttategy which colonises uncertainty in favour of French
precisely because his research activities were now exonerated by the tmstworthiness of
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a scientific collective. I suggested that the performance worked to remediate or
ttansform a blemished scientific status into that of an innovative worker. However, in
the Epilogue, I will have cause to reconsider this fmding in light of more recent events
in the French case and I will suggest that closure in scientific conttoversies may well be
an artefact of the point at which the sociologist of science ceases collecting data.
Deploymg Simon's (2002) concept of "undead" science, the Epilogue will, I hope, bring
home the point that the sociology of science is essentially an historical discipline that
must be open to revision of its fmdings.

In Chapter Two I suggested that the performance of scientific work as the outcome of
collective effort is a centtal means by which uncertainty is colonised in science. And
here the colonisation of uncertainty in science moves back to an ideologically
depoliticised vision of scientific agency. I mean to refer here to the ways in which the
vested interests of individuals or groups such as the telecommunications industry,
government regulators or scientific research institutions, are camouflaged. Instead the
efforts of the scientific collective are painted as inherently tmstworthy precisely because
they are the outcome of a collaborative group of experts who, presumably, check the
validity of each others' claims as a matter of course. Collective action, I suggest,
provides the most seductive means by which doubt and mistmst are transformed into
belief, support and solidarity. In both the Baker and French cases, sttategic formation of
a novel research collective is fimdamental to how controversial ideas in science can be
repackaged as normal scientific practice. In this way I see the scientific boundary work
of French and Baker as bemg no different, m essence, to that deployed by their orthodox
denouncers. While orthodox denouncers rhetorically upgrade scientific consensus in
tiieir favour whilst camouflaging or deriding the work of dissidents, this can be seen as
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consonant witii dissident workers' objective to present tiieu work as tiie outcome of a
collective which shows the properties of consensus and sohdarity. The sunilarity m tiie
discursive tactics or boundary work of dissident and ortiiodox parties must not be
underestunated even while it is possible for such analyses to show tiie difference m
symbolic and material resources available to tiie two different types of boundary
workers. What I am trying to paint here is a sunilarity m tiiefr discursive tactics ratiier
than m their access to material and symbolic resources. There is another sense in which
ortiiodox and dissident workers appear divergent: in then visions of natural agents at the
heart of the controversies sampled, a topic I will address at tiie close of this chapter. I
want ffrstiy to consider how the French and Baker cases compare with other cases of
controversy featured m the STS literature.

4) Comparing Cases of Controversy in Science

It is useful to compare features of the French and Baker cases of conttoversy with other
instances of scientific debate in the science studies literature. The intent here is to
provide an illusttative, rather than exhaustive, account of the ways in which the two
examples of conttoversy analysed in this thesis compare or contrast with boundary work
in other settings of science. To this end I have selected a list of features visible m the
cases of Drs French and Baker and noted, m Table 1, whether these also occur m three
well-known cases of conttoversy from the STS literature. These are Bart Simon's
(2002) analysis of cold fiision and Collins' (1975, 1981b, 1999, 2000) longittidinal
study of high visibility gravity waves research undertaken by Joseph Weber.
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In his book Undead Science, Simon (2002) explores the aftermath of Pons and
Fleischmann's conttoversial claims to have produced fusion at room temperature.
Accepting that the majority of scientific community now see the issue of room
temperature fusion as interpretively "dead", Simon points to the paradox of an
intemational network of researchers who continue to work on cold fusion and for whom
the issue is very much alive. He describes the stmggles these workers face in terms of
securing research funds, accessing mainstteam publications and maintaining their
scientific status whilst explaining the strategies they deploy in order to continue
working in this area. Some of these mclude the organisation of intemational conferences
on the topic, the formation of altemative publications devoted to cold fusion and
carrying out inexpensive experiments in university laboratories during off-peak times.
Simon therefore describes cold fusion research as "undead", as interpretively dead for
the majority of the research community, whilst being "alive" as a legitimate research
area for those scientists still intent on explormg the issue further. Like ghosts, specttes
or vampfres, cold fusion is likened to a liminal creature which is neither dead, nor alive,
but caught betwixt and between worlds as "undead".

Collins' study of Joseph Weber's claims to have measured gravity waves in his
University of Maryland laboratory proves mstmctive for showing how the prestige of an
elite scientist may transform when they pursue topics which the rest of the scientific
community do not accept. Weber's critics discounted his claims because they argued he
was measuring a greater than theoretically predicted level of gravitational energy in his
detection bars. Additionally, Weber's results were not able to be replicated by the
majority (but, certainly, not all) of those who tried to repeat his experiments. While
Weber was able to source research fimds for his work long after it had come to be
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viewed as suspicious by his community, Collm's long-teim sttidy of tiiis case shows
how his publications were ignored or became "mvisible" once a perception of
"pathological" science surrounded his work. Acceptance of Weber's research papers m
prestigious joumals dried up and scathmg critiques of his research agenda were
published in the elite physics joumals which refused to print his work or his rebuttals.
Weber nevertheless continued to publish his theoretical and experimental work m less
prestigious physics joumals and formed alliances witii intemational workers, one of
whom had even been a previous critic of his results.

Common to all four cases is a tactic used by critics of conttoversial science whereby
proponents are cast in abject terms which undermine their scientific productions as
"pathological" and their moral character as questionable. Similarly all four cases show
dissident workers may face blockages to their career progress such as difficulty in
securing research fimds from, or getting their work published in, mainstteam peer
reviewed channels. A recurring feature of controversy m science seems to involve both
the destabilization of certauity or tmst in dissident research methods and data as well as
the "camouflaging" or invisibility of dissident work.

Proponents of conttoversy across the studies are seen to mobilise a range of retaliatory
tactics to renegotiate blemished status particularly via use of sttategic publication in
altemative or non-mainstteam publication settings and representations (often in the
media) of their scientific work as the effort of a tmstworthy and unified collective. The
development of a clear research programme, or standardized package of research, seems
an important means by which conttoversial renegotiate then status. The enrolment of
intemational and prestigious scientific allies in order to bolster the dissident position
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seems also to be a recurring feature of the cases sampled above. However, the seeking
of legal retribution for episodes of defamation seems to be a less favoured retaliatory
tactic deployed by dissidents with only two of the above cases of conttoversy (French,
cold fusion) showing this feature.

The comparison of characteristics of a range of science conttoversies, as found in Table
1, can help us to point to the recurring features and unique aspects of scientific
boundary work in different settings.

5) Divergence & Similarity in Visions of Agency & Opportunities for Future
Research

I would now like to provide some tentative pomters towards a general theoretical
understanding of how different visions natural agency serve as implicit demarcation
criteria in science. I have noted, perhaps more in passing than I would have liked, the
importance of conttadictory depictions of natural agency in the two case studies
presented m tiiis thesis. In the French case, the contours of electromagnetic (EM)
agency were depicted in ortiiodox discourses as thoroughly explored and in simplistic
terms which dichotomised EMR as clearly harmfiil or harmless (depending on whether
it was ionising or non-ionising radiation, respectively).
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Feature of
Controversy

Degradation acts by
critics e.g. accusations of pathological or pseudoscience, religious or
magical thinking,
fraud, insanity
"Camouflaging" or
invisibility
of
dissident research
Exaggeration
of
consensus by critics
Alignment
of
Critics w. "Neutral"
Agencies
Destabilising
certainty
in
dissident data
Destabilising
certainty
in
dissident research
methods
Denial
of
mainstream
research funding
Blockages
to
mainstream
publication
Dissidents
form
Standardized
Package
of
Research
Dissidents accuse
critics of pathological skepticism
in critique of
suppression
Use of media to
deflect attacks
Securing
of
alternative sources
of funding
Strategic
publication e.g nonmainstream settings
Dissident alliances
w.
elite
&/or
intemational
workers
Strategic
public
performances
of
dissident research
as collective action
Dissident use of
legal remediation
Dissidents
enroll
critics as allies

French
Case
(Mobile
Phone Bioeffects)

Baker Case
(Oscillating
Sea Levels in
the last 6,000
years)

Cold Fusion
(Simon 2002)

Gravity
Waves
(Collins 1975,
1981b, 1999,
2000)
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Table 1. Comparing cases of scientific controversy.
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Paradoxically an associated tactic saw tiie homogenisation of EMR effects whereby tiie
exposure to mobile phone radiation is tiivialised as insignificant compared with our
constant exposure to terresttial and cosmic sources of radiation, hi industty
representations, a sunilar description of electtomagnetic agency obtains whereby an
arbittary tiiermal/atiiermal distinction is deployed as a means to placate consumers
about the safety of wireless handsets. In addition, we also witness how orthodox
expectations of a linear, or what I would call "machinic", dose-response curve in
exposed biological agents (such as cells, tissues or experimental anunals) provide the
ontological ground from which dissident research like that done by French is
denounced.

By contrast French and otiier dissident workers in this field point out there is much that
is unknown about how microwave radiation (which passes directly mto the heads of
users) affects biological tissues. The discourse of dissidents suggests instead that there
is a dearth of research in this area and that simplistic models of heat diffusion cannot
account for the complexity of biological agency when exposed to so-called athermal
levels of microwave energy. French's case particularly revealed how complex visions of
biological agency in the form of cell chaperones or stress proteins provided an
explanatory device for potential health effects such as cancers in mobile phone users.
This connection, as will be recalled, was established because of recent research showing
the link between over-stimulation of heat shock proteins and negative cancer outcomes.
The complexity of biological agency in this sense emanates from the normally
beneficial role of sttess proteins in ensuring proper protein confirmation or in prompting
apoptosis of cells with irreparable proteins. French's research programme suggested
chronic over-stimulation of HSPs fi'om chronic exposure to cell phone radiation might
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lead to a catastrophic positive feedback loop tiiat could lead to ill-effects. Therefore a
picture of complex biological agency at tiie molecular and cellular scale m the French et
al research programme stands m conttast witii ortiiodox predilection for sunphstic
models of biological agency.

In the Baker case, this purported battle between complex and simpHstic visions of
natural agency seem even more explicit. Baker noted with some surprise that for at least
one kind of natural agency - oceanic systems - a simple linear model of sea level
decrease in the late Holocene seemed more acceptable than Fairbridge-type arguments
for oscillating sea levels. In this case study it was noted that certain natural agents
(namely, land masses and tectonic plates) were described m orthodox tteatments as
having complex properties while oceanic agency, by conttast, was constmcted in
predictable, linear and machinic terms.

Even though the present thesis sample is small, I would still like to provide a tentative
hypothesis regarding the centrality of complex visions of natural agency in attributions
of scientific deviance. Orthodox tteatments of natural agents m these two case studies
rely upon simplistic and linear visions of natural agents in a manner which, curiously
enough, mirrors the sunplistic tteatment of ideal scientific agency. By this I mean to say
that ideal scientific agency is often painted as the product of a simple algorithm of
neuttal, objective and seemmgly disembodied behaviour rhetorically cast as standuig
outside political, economic and culttiral interests. By conttast sociological tteatments of
science make clear the mherently complex, value-laden, situated and contextual nature
of human agency m science, a perspective which, as seen m the two case sttidies, may
also be deployed sttategically (but not symmetrically) by scientific boundary workers
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when denouncing tiieir opponents. While sociologists of science argue tiiat scientific
agency, qua human agency, must always be described and explored in ways which
make clear its heterogeneity and complexity, scientific boundary work only deploys
such a vision when suggesting tiie scientific process has gone wrong. In tiiis way both
dissident and ortiiodox boundary workers reproduce ttaditional essentialist notions of
scientific agency.

On the other hand, the two groups diverge with respect to their treatment of natural
agency. The dissident work sampled here suggests a complicated vision of natural
agents which cannot simply be reduced to its constituent parts. Orthodox
denouncements of such work, by contrast, rely upon simplistic and robotic visions of
nature. This is why I would like to suggest that future research in the area of scientific
boundary work can usefully focus on how contrasting visions of natural agents provide
demarcation criteria which implicitly, if not explicitly, organise the nature of scientific
controversies. I would speculate that underlying the case studies explored herein is a
contest between two sttikingly different visions of the non-human or natural world.
Whereas orthodox pronouncements about the natural agencies at stake reproduce
longstanding notions of a clockwork universe, with non-human agents cast as simple
automata, the work of Baker and French, at least, suggests a growing movement
towards extending complex, non-linear and self-organising qualities to non-human
agents (such as climate and ocean systems, electromagnetic radiation) and biological
agents (such as organisms, cells and proteins). Future research in STS could usefully
explore the connections of such visions with the relatively recent emergence of chaos
and complexity theory and the general study of self-organising systems (see for
instance, Covenay and Highfield 1995; Ford 1996; Nicohs 1996; Beckerman 1997, and
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for the application of complexity theory in the social sciences, see Albrecht et al 1998)
which, together, aim to provide an interdisciplmary synthesis of scientific knowledge
dealmg with agency at all scale-lengths of the universe. The kind of analysis I have hi
mind would rely upon anthropological analyses of cosmology where it is understood
that the world has already been symbolically "carved up" by our predecessors. Those
who challenge these reigning visions of the cosmos do not simply provide altemative
models of the natural world: they also lay bare the symbolic work that naturalises and
legitimates orthodox visions as etemally tme.
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Epilogue:
The Case of Dr Peter French «&The Problem of Closure

I visited the Centte for hnmunology well over a montii after tiie media launch of
French's experimental programme for the bio-effects of mobile telephone radiation. I
waited with French and his colleagues as they down-loaded and printed a spreadsheet of
resuhs from the first batch of gene array screens. After scanning several pages to see tiie
effect of microwave radiation exposure on known heat-shock protein genes, French
looked up and said, "My theory's wrong." He explained tiiat tiie results did not show tiie
expected up-regulation of heat-shock protein genes. If cellphone radiation really did
activate heat shock proteins in target cells, a significant increase in gene expression
should be detectable. Later, in both frusttation and seeming good humour French
protested, "Why is biology so f.....g hard!" While conceding it was early days yet in
terms of interpreting the data, French made clear to me that the initial results did not
bode well for his heat-shock protein hypothesis.

In June 2002 I was invited to attend a symposium held at the University of Sydney
which was organised by French and his team of researchers and which explored the
question of microwave radiation bio-effects. These workers heralded fi-om several
Austtalian universities and from a range of scientific disciplines such as molecular and
cellular biology, chemistry and physics. Along Avith tenured lecturers and professors,
the gathering included a number of post-graduate and post-doctoral researchers, an
indication this novel area of scientific research was well on its way to successfully
reproducing itself into a new generation of workers. The presentations at the symposium
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dealt with very specialised aspects of the microwave bio-effects problem which more
often than not I found absolutely incomprehensible. I speculated at the tune that the
increasing opaqueness of the language (from my point of view as a scientific outsider)
reflected a growing sophistication and sttengthening of this new area of research. I still
feh at this pouit tiiat French's tumaround in status, from an abject and liminal persona
to a clear scientific m-group member, was matched by his success in renegotiating a
stigmatised field of research as clearly legitimate. While his mitial gene array results
seemed to falsify French's theory regardmg the causal role of heat-shock proteins, the
results did indicate microwave radiation influenced genes in a similar way to UVradiation, which is a known carcinogen. At this stage it appeared as if the more general
hypothesis that mobile phone radiation might cause harm to biological systems was still
alive.

However, a year later, French would present his research group's findings to the world
via the media and any previous analysis regarding both the status of his research and his
persona seemed more like hubris. I had, by that time, already finished writing up the
French case-study for this thesis. The vexed question of closure would not allow me to
bring closure to this study in a clean or clear-cut way. Recent developments in the
French case make clear that the identification of closure would seem to be a fimction of
the tune frame (and, of course, the social worlds) sampled bytiiesociologist, rather than
a tiling or event in itself I offer, then, an epistemological close to the thesis which, I
hope, will highlight the inescapably historical nature of the sociology of science. And
that there is much work still to be done.
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Localisation of Theoretical Closure

At the time of tiie Centre for hnmunology (CFI) media launch of tiiefr gene array
research programme in January 2002, Sixty Minutes (Channel Nme Network, Austtalia)
had secured an exclusive deal with tiie CFI to reveal tiie results of tiiefr experiments m
the following year. In July, 2003, as arranged, French appeared on Sixty Minutes and
provided discourse that amounted to a stiikuig performance of Popperian refiitation.
The gene scans of cells exposed to microwave radiation showed no significant changes
in any of the known heat-shock proteui genes, nor m any other gene that might signal
serious health effects, such as UV-activated genes. The report juxtaposes ttansformation
of French's discourse from tiie experimental launch, to the first indication of UV-like
effects from microwave exposure, then, remarkably, to a null result.
Dr Peter French: Are mobile phones safe? Well, it's too early to say.
[11* January, 2002]
Liz Hayes (Reporter): We first met Austtalian unmunologist Dr Peter
French when we began this investigation early last year. He was
embarking on a world first test - testing mobile phone radiation on live
human cells.
PF: What we've done is we've designed a series of experiments which
are rigorously testing an exact simulation of a mobile phone signal on the
important target tissue which is relevant, which is the human brain cells.
We are looking at long-term chronic exposure. That's what makes us the
world leaders in this at the moment.
LH: It's as close as you can get to a human being holding a mobile phone
to the their head and you being able to test it?
PF: And then lookmg at the effects on those specific cells, yes. It's as
close as you can get.
LH: Early results seemed to indicate that Dr French was on to something.
PF: The mobile phone field itself appears to be acting like ultraviolet
radiation, in that tiie energy acts in a similar way to ultraviolet radiation.
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Ulttaviolet radiation can cause cancer. Therefore, this is clearly an
important discovery to follow up.
LH: But 18 months on, Dr French has not been able to repeat those
results and show how mobile phones could cause cancer.
PF: It certainly provides some comfort that the risk of adverse health
effects from mobile phone use is likely to be very low, if at all. That's
about as sttong a statement I can make based on this data at this stage
{Sixty Minutes, Channel Nine Network, 20* July, 2003).
In a subsequent interview with me (28* September, 2003), French reiterated that his
results had disconfirmed his own hypothesis.
Now of the 10,000 genes that were screened there was a handful that
were upregulated. And none of them fell into the heat-shock protein
character at all, which I think that was the day you came in and said,
"How's it gomg?" and I said, "It looks like my hypothesis is wrong, but
let's have a closer look at the data." I had a closer look at the data and it
seemed to me that there was a common pattem, that many of those genes
that were activated, where the biggest was a ten-fold increase, which in
terms of this sort of area is pretty low anyway. But many of those genes
that were activated greater than twofold were, it was also known from
the literature as I found out, that they were activated by UV-light. So an
interesting second hypothesis rose that low-level microwave radiation
was acting similar to UV-light which of course in some parts of the
spectrum are a known carcinogen. All wasn't lost in terms of finding an
athermal biological effect. However because biology is notoriously
difficult it's always important to repeat it.
So we did repeat it and the second screen threw up a different set of
genes none of which were common to the first screen and in this case
there were a couple of heat-shock protein genes but they were downregulated, which didn't make a lot of sense under any cfrcumstances. So
what wetiiendid was to, well Alan Blood [a PhD candidate supervised
by French] then exttacted some DNA and did PCR [polymerase chain
reaction experiment] for specific genes that we'd seen in the first screen
and also was dofrig heat shock protein Westem blotting to look at the
protein expression in the cell. He found no changes in heat shock protem
expression and nor did he find any repeatable changes again in any of
tiiose genes that we had looked at ui the first place. The conclusion really
was under those exposure conditions there was no apparent consistent
effect and consistence is very important because there is background
noise in the assay, biological variation.
ST: What do you mean by that, background noise in the assay?
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PF: If you compare two cultures of cells then you'll find differences
between the genes expressed even if you don't do anything to them ...
ST: So allele differences?
PF: No it's just by handling ... by handling or exttacting them and so
forth, you'll do things slightly differently and you'll activate different
genes and also it's the background sensitivity of the assay as well. So my
conclusion was at that power level and exposure in those cells there was
no effect at a very sensitive assay for gene expression. So if there had
been, if there was a repeatable, robust effect then we should have seen it.
In the absence of that then you'd have to conclude that if there is an
effect it's unlikely to be a very high level, it might be very subtle and
probably quite a low risk to health if there is an effect. But at this stage,
from those sets of experiments there appears to be no evidence that we
saw an effect (French, Interview #5, 28 September, 2003).
Using a range of explanatory devices to suspend the regress in knowledge and
experimental claims (such as interpretive charity towards cuttmg-edge experimental
technology e.g. cell exposure and screening systems, and the tmstworthiness of fellow
researchers), French casts his experiments as being a definitive test of this theory. In
this case, they are seen as a clear-cut falsification of it.

At the same time [one of my PhD students] Jocelyn also did a
comparison between heating up cells using conventional heating and
heating cells using microwave heating under the view that if there was a
difference in the way that energy was delivered in those two mechanisms
then you should pick it up at the cellular level or molecular level usmg
assays for heat shock proteins. And she found no difference at all
between the heat shock protein response in those two systems. So again
that provided evidence that in fact the most likely mechanism for an
adverse event is heating, is tissue heatmg and if the standards protect you
from tissue heatmg then you should be okay. You know we haven't got
the final answer but I have to say that my view was given that we used a
state of the art exposure system which mimicked the physiological
system closely, we used the state of tiie art gene array or gene screening
system, we repeated it three different ways, lookmg at protein and gene
expression and specific gene expression and found no repeatable effects,
then you'd have to conclude that under those experimental conditions
tiiere's no effect. (French, Interview #5, 28th September, 2003).
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Problems of Closure in Scientific Status

By the close of 2002, French had resigned from his position at the Centte for
Immunology in Media and moved into private industry as a scientific expert in
biotechnology. His involvement in mobile telephone research is now circumscribed to
completion of his supervisory responsibilities for several doctoral candidates. As a
scientist, he now finds himself as a self-avowed outsider in the world of business (even
while he possesses a Masters of Busuiess Adnunsttation). His more recent appointment
as CEO of a private biotechnology firm suggests a growing acceptability in private
industry, even while it proves an ambiguous career move for the would-be research
scientist (hiterview #5, 28* September, 2003).

However, highly negative, if not hostile, peer review reports received by French months
after the media launch of his research suggests his status, within the scientific
community at least, remains highly controversial, if not clearly deviant. French still
works hard to renegotiate the damage wielded by such discursive acts of degradation.
So I put it [the grant application] in and the assessors' reports came back.
Two of them were mediocre and third one to be understated was scathing
in the extteme. And so it prompted me to write a letter to Cancer Council
which says: "I'm writing to express my profound concem at the
comments made by Assessor 352/1 about my grant application. These
comments are damaging and in my view defamatory and I am seeking an
apology from the Cancer Council for allowing these comments to be sent
out under your auspices, and an apology and a retraction from the
assessor. In particular I most strongly object to the dfrect comment and
unplications that I am 'pre-committed' to findmg effects'. This unplies
that I am prepared to commit scientific fraud to obtain results to which I
am pre-committed. This allegation is repeated under the section headed
"Feasibility" where the assessor states that he or she is sceptical whether
any part of the work will be done critically. I find this allegation highly
offensive. Finally, as if this were not sufficient, the assessor seeks to
denigrate some of my publications in this area by claiming, on what basis
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I do not know, that tiiey are published m joumals that do not have high
standards of scientific review. I'm sure tiiat Elsevier would be
unimpressed with this view as bemg promulgated by tiie Cancer Council
peer review process. I take tiiese slurs on my scientific credibtiity,
professionalism and standards of etiiics very seriously and expect an
unmediate and complete rettaction by both parties mvolved (French,
hiterview #5, 28* September, 2003)
The letter above led not to a rettaction from the research grant body but suggestions
instead that the report was perhaps "overly harsh" but would still form part of tiie
review process for the consideration of his research grant application, h was suggested
to French that he could prevent the peer reviews beuig afred at the research body's
review committee by withdrawing his grant application, an option he did not pursue.
Months later he was advised that his project only scored with the bottom 50% of
applicants (French, Interview #5, 28* September, 2003). The much-touted invitations
for French to speak at a neighbouring medical research institution also failed to arrive
(Interview #5 28 September, 2003). Previous markers of status reuicorporation seemed
simply to vanish in this case study.

While the public falsification of his tiieory seems to undermuie derogatory accusations
of French being "uncritical" and "pre-committed" to finding effects, it is also ironic to
note that previous supporters of French's work now seemed hostile and in doubt of his
scientific tmstwortiiiness. French's honest reportmg of disconfirmatory fmdings did not
protect him from atttibutions of being bought out by uidustry or, less sttongly, of bemg
irresponsible in the face of equivocal scientific evidence. French explamed that he
encountered scepticism regarding his scientific objectivity at a community meeting
where Optus (a telecommunications network provider) had uivited him to speak as an
independent scientist.
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PF: One of the residents, the key activist there said, "One can only
wonder why Dr French would suddenly change his view? What would
motivate him to do that?" (French, Interview #5,28* September, 2003)
Similarly, previous supporters from the political worid and from community-run
organisations seemed now critical of his stance:
In fact one of my great former supporters ... she's been uivolved in tiie
community campaign about mobile phones, well she works in [a
Senator's] office, she said to me [in an email]: "I must say that I was
disappouited by your comments on the [Sixty Minutes] programme. The
issue is so much more complex than I thuik you gave it credit for. The
human bemg is more complex than a few cells m a petri dish. We really
need to discuss this at some pouit because I feel that people such as
yourself in positions of authority in the scientific community should
understand more fully the tme nature of the human being." She was
happy to have the evidence when I was talking about cells in a petti dish
when there were effects but not or less so when the evidence wouldn't
support her case (French Interview #5, 28* September, 2003).
Those of you in Austtalia who saw the July 20* Sixty Minutes segment
on mobile phones may be wondering why Dr Peter French was so
dismissive of the health effects from the mobile phones just because his
latest series of lab studies failed to confirm his earlier findings ... So
now Dr French finds no effect. Does that mean it doesn't exist? And
does this give Dr French justification to go on national media and state
he now feels that mobile phone use may not be as hazardous as he
previously thought? What a PR scoop for the industry! ... Dr French's
cavalier dismissal of concems is in stark contrast to the warnings of
Lennart Hardell and many other experts. ... One thing is for certam this
is an issue that won't be going away, despite Dr French's attitude of, "If
I can't find it, it doesn't exisf (Don Maisch, Editorial from the online
joumal EMFacts (Yahoo@emfacts.com, Message #544, 21 '^ July, 2003).

But at another level the very public falsification of his hypothesis seems to guarantee
his demarcation as a tme scientist, in the Popperian sense at least. However, French
notes that both the telecommunications industry and wider scientific community
presentiy remain mute regardmg the unplications of his data (Interview #5, 28*
September, 2003).
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The Problem of Theoretical Closure: Microwave Bio-effects Research as "Undead"
Science?

While French is willmg to accept the results of his experiments at face value - mobile
phone radiation does not pose a significant risk to human healtii - workers in otiier parts
of the scientific community contmue to undertake research on the healtii and biological
effects of cell phone radiation. Indeed the Sixty Minutes report, explored above, well
exposes the problem of scientific closure, particularly in experimental conttoversies.
The report counterposed French's results witii those of Swedish researcher Professor
Lennart Hardell, whose six-year epidemiological sttidy has found evidence of a
heightened cancer risk for mobile telephone users.
We found overall an increased risk of 30 percent for brain tumours,
increasing for those who had used the mobile phone for over 10 years to
80 percent increased risk. This is a significant findmg. This goes
basically for the analogue types of mobile phones, the older types {Sixty
Minutes, Channel Nine Network, 21'* July, 2003).
We can note in this media representation that differences between radiation delivered by
analogue and digital handsets (let alone the problems of induction and replication) are
left unexamined. The presentation also leaves unexamined the differences between
French's research (which addressed the biological effects of digital phone emissions on
brain cells) and Hardell's research (which relies on epidemiological evidence, including
subject reports of mobile phone usage pattems). Nevertheless, media coverage such as
this reinforces the point that scientific experts still disagree over the dangers of cell
phone radiation. While one research team (French's) finds no significant mdex of harm
from wireless handset radiation, another group of scientific workers - in a different part
of the world and using different scientific methods - seems to undermine this stance,
pointing to a significantly increased cancer risk from long-term mobile phone use. This
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scenario is reminiscent of the debates over cold fusion research. As Simon (2002) has
noted, the field of room temperature fusion can be usefully classed as "undead"
precisely because intemational researchers contmue to do work in this area long after
many scientists have abandoned the notion as a soundly refuted. In this case, as
observers of science and concemed consumers we watch in curiosity as experts, yet
agaui, disagree over tiie risks and uncertainties of using wireless telephones.

The conclusion to tiie Sixty Minutes report succinctly illustrates tius problem of closure
amongst scientists by focussing on dissentmg opinions and debates between different
scientific experts and other stakeholders in tiie mobile telephone conttoversy. By
juxtaposing the discourses of various scientific boundary workers - a head caQcer
sufferer, Dr Peter French, the Ausfralian Mobile Telecommunication Association and
the Worid Health Organisation - this media representation supports Sunon's (2002)
general point that closure m scientific conttoversies is a tricky business. Doubts over the
validity and tmstworthiness of scientific evidence and medical knowledge as well as
doubts over the accountability of corporations are interlaced in such discourses. These
juxtapositions colonise uncertainty in a fashion that undermines the presumed cognitive
authority and value-neuttality of science. Research into the biological and health effects
of cell phone radiation seems paradoxically "undead", caught between interpretive
"charity" and interpretive "death".
Liz Hayes (LH): Did any doctor say to you that there was a possible Imk
between the mobile phone you were using and your cancer?
Ron Reynolds (RR): No. They were all very, probably 'guarded' is the
best word. They said to me, 'It's a possibility.' But nobody had any way
of finding proof or anything else. They didn't wake up to lead poisoning.
They didn't wake up to asbestos, you know, all of these things, DDT.
Yet, they are saying now - when you talk about mobile phones and
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problems, you'll get the smokescreen that cigarette companies put up.
They try to cover thefr backs beautifully.
LH: You have no doubt in your noind?
RR: I have no doubt now.
LH: The tmth is, it has not been scientifically proven. So it is impossible
to say that mobile phones cause cancer, but you can't blame people for
being wary. Not when even the scientists seem to be hedging thefr bets.
Dr Peter French (PF): My concem about mobile phones now is much
less than it was in the past.
LH: Because you were quite rigorous in how you used a mobile before?
PF: Yes, that's so.
LH: Has that changed?
PF: I tend to find that I use the mobile phone to my head much more
often than I used to do.
LH: Is that because you feel it's safer?
PF: The data I have seen hasn't yet convinced me that there is a
significant biological effect.
LH: Would that be a yes?
PF: No.
LH: And we should add a postscript from the Austtalian Mobile
Telecommunication Association. They point to the World Health
Organisation which claims current scientific evidence mdicates that
exposure to radio frequency fields from mobile phones is unlikely to
induce or promote cancer {Sixty Minutes, Channel Nine Network, 21'*
July, 2003).

Research into the health effects of mobile phones can be seen as luninal science,
ttapped in a paradoxical and ambiguous world between mterpretive life and death. The
processes of closure in science could well be seen as mvolvfrig "fiizzy logic" (Kosko
1993). They reveal tiie conttadictions tiiat obtaui when buiary forms of tiimkuig collide
witii spectral or continuous forms of analysis.
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It seems fittmg, then, to close this discussion of closure (!) with an elder scientist's view
on the vagaries of his profession. At the Austtalian Senate Inquiry into Electtomagnetic
Radiation, Professor Litovitz, a Professor Emeritus of Physics at the Catholic University
of America, provided testimony that encapsulates the problems of closure, uncertainty
and complexity involved in the actual practice of science. Using the example of
thalidomide experiments on different genetic strains of rats, Litovitz commented on
why different researchers come up with different, often conttadictory, results regarding
the effects of cell phone radiation.
For almost every paper you see on biologic effect, you will see papers
that say, "I didn't see anything. I see a big effect, but I didn't see
anything" ...So I ask myselfi "Is tins field of biomagnetics a junk
science field? Are these scientists out there who see effects at low levels
all uicompetent, or worse?" The answer is that lack of replication - that
is to say, two scientists disagreeuig - is not limited to bioelectric
magnetics but rather it is a general problem in toxicity, it is a general
problem in biology. Let us take drag X, whose name is not important.
We ask this question: "Does this drag induce deformed limbs in Norway
rats? ... The difference between [two contradictory] experiments is that
they were both using Norway rats, but there are all kinds of Norway rats
- just like we are all people but we are genetically enormously different,
and we are genetically enormously different in our susceptibility to
various kinds of sttess. So even though you go out and buy these rats that
does not mean you have identical rats. The dmg tiiat was used in this
experiment was called thalidomide, which as you well know, was an
enormous disaster. It was a disaster because it was only studied in one
sttain and was not studied m tiie other. The difference in genetic
susceptibility of the test anunals was never taken into account, and this
experiment was only done after 10,000 children were bom without
limbs. This lack of replication does not mean that there is no scientific
validity. It means that science is complicated; it means that biology is
complicated, and that the human system is complicated - and even rats
are complicated {S,ECITARC 2001: 18-19, emphasis added).
This discussion beautifully capttires the point that both human actors and the nattu-al
objects they sttidy are often inscmtable, precisely because they are complex and
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unpredictable. The problem of closure in science and science studies is, quite simply
put, the problem of complexity and evolution in natural and human agents.
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF INTERVIEWS

Ada, Prof. Gordon, FAA, Immunologist, 4"* May, 1999.
Armstrong, Prof. Bruce, FAA, Epidemiologist, 21^ November, 2000.
Baker, Dr Robert, Geographer, 18* May, 2000,22°''November, 2001.
Birch, Emer. Prof. Charles, FAA, 19* October, 1998.
Blanden, Prof Robert, FAA, Immunologist, 5* May, 2000.
Cohnan, Prof Peter, FAA, Molecular Biologist, 19* May, 1999.
Cowling, Prof Michael, FAA, Mathematician, 26* April, 1999.
Dennis, Dr Elizabeth, FAA, Biologist, 10* May, 1999.
De Kretser, Prof David, FAA, 21'' May, 1999.
Dewar, Prof. Robert L., FAA, Physicist, 27* May, 1999.
Ekers, Prof Ron, Astronomer, FAA, 9* June, 1999.
Evans, Prof Dennis, FAA, Quantum Chemist, 28* May, 1999.
Farquhar, Prof Graham, Biologist, 11* May, 1999.
Fletcher, Prof Neville, FAA, Physicist, 1'' May, 2000.
Forsyth, Prof Michael (pseudonym), FAA, Molecular Biologist, 9* July, 1998, 11* May, 2000.
Freeman, Prof Hans, FAA, Chemist, 10* June, 1999.
Freeman, Prof Kenneth C, FAA, Astronomer, 6* May, 1999.
French, Dr Peter, Cellular Biologist, 10* May, 2000, 25* September, 2000, 27* March, 2001, 27* October,
2001, 30* January, 2002,
Gibbs, Prof Adrian, FAA, Microbiologist, 11* May, 1999.
Hanneman, Prof Dan, FAA, Physicist, 10* June, 1998.
Lyons, Emer. Prof Lawrence, FAA, 18* February, 2000.
Martin, Prof Thomas, Medical Scientist, 12* May, 1999.
Mehose, Prof Donald, FAA, Theoretical Physicist, 16* June, 1999.
McKenzie, Prof David, Physicist, 28* March, 2001.
Mitchell, Prof Graham, Biologist, 14* May, 1999.
Nossal, Sir Gustav, FAA, Immunologist, 18* May, 1999.
Opat, Prof Geoffrey, FAA, Physicist, 17* May, 1999.

Pegg, Prof David, Physicist, 5* November, 1999.
Philip, Prof John, Physicist, 12* May, 1999.
Rendel, Prof James, Biologist, 8* June, 1999.
Sprent, Prof John, FAA, Parasitologist, 29* October, 1999.
Stacey, Prof Frank, FAA, Earth Scientist, 1'' October, 1999.
Steele, Dr. Edward (Ted), Biologist/Immunologist, 8* May, 2000, 15* November, 2000,.
Szekeres, Prof George, 9* June 1998.
Taylor, Prof Ross, FAA, Geologist, 7* May, 1999.
Tyndale-Biscoe, Prof Hugh, FAA, Biologist, 2°'' June, 1999.
Underwood, Prof Antony, FAA, Ecologist, 17* June, 1999, 17* November, 2000.
Weigold, Prof Erich, Physicist, FAA, 5* May, 1999
White, Prof John, FAA,Chemist, 12* May, 1999
Williams, Robyn, FAA, Science Journalist, 4* August, 1998.
Wordsworth, Prof Gerard (pseudonym), FAA, Molecular Biologist, 28* July, 1998, 12* May, 2000.

CASE STUDY QUESTIONNAIRE GUIDE

1) Family & Schooling
Let us start with a bit of background about when and where you were bom and about your parents and
siblings?
What was primary school like? Did your interest in science start then?
What do you remember about science you were taught at this time?
What was high school like? When or how did your interest in science emerge?
What were you taught about the nature of the universe (e.g. matter, energy, atoms, living things,
evolution)?
How did you decide what you'd do after finishing high school? Why science?
2) University — Becoming a Scientist
Where did you go to University, what did you earn your degree in and how did you make those
decisions?
What do you recall about the dominant theories or scientific models you were taught during your
university years? What were the standard texts for your field at that tune?
What were the major lessons you learnt about science in your undergraduate degree?
What were your ambitions when you started uni?
Did they change through this time?
Who and what kind of work inspired you?
What did you do for your postgraduate degree? How did you come to choose this area of specialisation?
Who were your mentors?
3) Working as a Scientist

-

-

Within which scientific discipline or specialty do you work? What is the domain of analysis with which
this discipline deals (i.e. its theoretical and practical parameters? What are the basic premises of your
discipline?
What model or metaphor would you use to explain to high school students what it is you do? How would
you explain it to primary school students?
Tell me about the work you did after earning your postgraduate degree?
What is the importance of this science? For pure knowledge? For society?
Tell me about the kind of work you're doing at the moment. Prompts: Why has your work attracted
controversy?
What are the potential practical applications and theoretical impUcations of this research?
Who have been your critics and what have they said?
Tell me more about your research? Your experiments? Your publications? And specific reactions to your
work?
Probes: Why? When? Where? Whom? What?

4) Ethnographic Definitions

-

-

What makes for both good science and a good scientist?
By contrast, what qualities characterise a poor scientist and poor science?
What do you see as tiie cutting edge work in your field? Who are the cutting edge scientists?
What is pseudo-science?
Which scientists or what work is presently controversial m your field and why?
Who are tiie heretics m your field? Why are they heretical?
What about contemporary heretics in the wider scientific conomunity?
How do you feel about e.g. Sheldrake's "Morphic Resonance" theory, Lovelock's Gaia theory, Ted
Steele's neo-Lamarckian model of evolution with acquired immunity in vertebrates apparently passed on
to germ cells?
.
What do you tiiink of tiie terms "paradigm shift" or "revolution" to describe changes m science, such as
those seen in the twentieth century?
Istiierea single, coherent scientific cosmology? Is a Theory of Everytiiing possible?
What etiiical or political dimensions does your work specifically or field generally entail?

Do you see any potential conflicts of interest in science mobilised for varying purposes such as a)
industrial and profit-oriented enterprises e.g. pharmaceutical and medical industry, agriculture and animal
husbandry; b) government and geopolitical interests c) science mobilised by non-governmental
organisations such as environmental or animalrightsgroups, the peace movement, etc.?
What of the traditional split between pure and applied science? Is this still an apparent and/or useful
distinction?
4) What does theftiturehold for your research?

QUESTIONNAIRE: PILOT STUDY
FELLOWS OF THE AUSTRALIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCE (AAS)
1) Family & Schooling

-

Let us start with a bit of backgroimd about when and where you were bom and about your parents and
siblings?
What was primary school like? Did your interest in science start then?
What do you remember about science you were taught at this time?
What was high school like? When or how did your interest in science emerge?
What were you taught about the natiire of tiie universe (e.g. matter, energy, atoms, living tilings,
evolution)?
How did you decide what you'd do afterfinishinghigh school? Why science?

2) University - Becommg a Scientist
Where did you go to University, what did you eam your degree in and how did you make those
decisions?
What do you recall about the dominant theories or scientific models you were taught during your
university years? What were the standard texts for your field at that time?
What were the major lessons you leamt about science in your undergraduate degree?
What were your ambitions when you started uni?
Did they change through this time?
Who and what kind of work inspired you?
What did you do for your postgraduate degree? How did you come to choose this area of specialisation?
Who were your mentors?
3) Working as a Scientist
Within which scientific discipline or specialty do you work? What is the domain of analysis with which
this discipline deals (i.e. its theoretical and practical parameters? What are the basic premises of your
discipline?
What model or metaphor would you use to explain to high school students what it is you do? How would
you explain it to primary school students?
Tell me about the work you did after earning your postgraduate degree?
What is the importance of this science? For pure knowledge? For society?
Tell me about the kind of work you're doing at the moment.
What are the potential practical applications and theoretical unplications of this research?
4) Becoming a Fellow the Australian Academy of Science (FAA)
Tell me about how you came to be elected to the Academy of Science?
What was your reaction to the election and what did it mean to you both then and now?
Why were you elected to the Academy? What work were you elected for?
What qualities m your work were being acknowledge by your induction into the Academy's ranks?
How is a new member elected?
As a member of the Academy yourself you will now have the opportunity to nominate otiiere scientists
for potential membership. What kmds of science and scientists will you be nominating for membership?
What qualities will these scientists and their work need to possess for your vote?
Without naming names, are you considering anyone for nomination at the moment? And if so, what is it
about their work that has attracted your nomination?
5) Stmcture & Function of the AAS

-

What role does the AAS play both nationally and intemationally
Is this different to the role you thmk it should play?
What are the Stiengtiis/Weaknesses/Opportiinities/Threats of'to/for AAS?
What kmd of relationship does tiie Academy have with different sectors of society a) industiy b)
govermnent c) educational system d) non-governmental sector and wider community?

-

What should be tiie relationship of tiie Academy to tiiese various parties
In his book, The First Forty Years, Professor Fenner suggested tiiat assessment and election of candidates
is "still not completely satisfactory" and "probably never will be"; that there is debate about tiie
importance given to personal research over scientific leadership; and that there is a problem with getting
scientists from under-represented or unfashionable fields of science elected to tiie academy. Could you
comment on these issues?
Sir Mark OUphant's mission statement in proposingtiiean Academy of science for Australia wastiiat"if
science, as science, was to have coherence, then there must be some means whereby that coherence was
to be expressed" (Fenner 1995: 10). Could you comment ontiieseissues? DoestiieAcademy achieve this
coherence now? Has it in the past? Can it be hoped to do so in the fiiture?
Why do you think women, as only 4% of the membership, are underrepresented in the Academy?

6) Ethnographic Definitions
What makes for both good science and a good scientist?
By contrast, what qualities characterise a poor scientist and poor science?
What do you see as the cutting edge work in yourfield?Who are the cutting edge scientists?
What is pseudo-science?
Which scientists or what work is presently controversial in your field and why?
Who are the heretics in yourfield?Why are they heretical?
What about contemporary heretics in the wider scientific community?
How do you feel about e.g. Sheldrake's "Morphic Resonance" theory, Lovelock's Gala theory, Ted
Steele's neo-Lamarckian model of evolution with acquired immunity in vertebrates apparently passed on
to germ cells?
What do you think of the terms "paradigm shift" or "revolution" to describe changes in science, such as
those seen in the twentieth century?
Is there a single, coherent scientific cosmology? Is a Theory of Everything possible?
What ethical or political dimensions does your work specifically or field generally entail?
What threats/challenges/opportunities face yourfieldof work in the near fiature?
What impacts has globalisation had on work in your field?
Do you see any potential conflicts of interest in science mobilised for varying purposes such as a)
industrial and profit-oriented enterprises e.g. pharmaceutical and medical industry, agriculture and animal
husbandry; b) government and geopolitical interests c) science mobilised by non-governmental
organisations such as environmental or animalrightsgroups, the peace movement, etc.?
What of the traditional split between pure and applied science? Is this still an apparent and/or useful
distinction?
7) Wrapping Up
What have been the highlights in your career so far? The lower moments?
What does thefiitureentail for you work-wise?
And at this point what are your aspirations for the fiiture?
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background.
I have been studying the effects of radiofrequency exposures on cells (both human and animal) in
culture over the past five years. Along with my colleague Prof David McKenzie, Professor of
Material Physics, School of Physics, Sydney University, I have published three papers in
intemational peer reviewed scientific joumals demonstrating 'athermal' biological effects on cells
in culture, including effects on cell growth and gene expression (see attached). In addition, we have
two papers in the process of being published in peer reviewed scientific journals.
In considering the question of health effects arising from mobile phone use, there are four key
papers that I wish to highlight for their unique insights into the critical facets of the subject. Copies
''
of these papers are attached.
A. Theory of the mechanism of action.
The attached paper (which is in press in the Journal of Theoretical Biology) by Laurence et al
proposes a mechanism by which pulsed radiofrequency fields such as those used by mobile phones
could exert a biological effect. In brief, the paper postulates that the pulsed exposure can cause a
shape change in key regulatory protein molecules in ceUs which can lead to a change in funcrion of
the protein, and therefore an alteration'in key cellular processes, such as signal transduction, gene
expression and cell growTh. The exposure does this through the delivery of a pulse of energy which
is absorbed by the target tissue. This pulse of energy would therefore act as a 'stress' imposed on
the cell, in the same way as heat, some chemicals, cold shock and osmotic shock do. If this
mechanism is correct, several important implications result.
Firsdy, cells and tissues respond to such an imposed stress by making stress or 'heat shock' proteins
to protect the proteins from undergoing change of shape.
Secondly, the degree of protein shape change determines the threshold of heat shock response.
Therefore, if an imposed RF field was powerful enough to change the shape of a key protein in a
way which altered its function BUT did NOT change it sufficiently to invoke the heat shock protein
response, the biological effect would occur without defence. As the power is tumed up, the degree
of alteration of protein shape would become sufficient to both alter its function AND its shape
sufficientiy to activate the heat shock response, which would effectively negate or control the RF
shock. This can therefore explain the 'window' effect reported in many RF experiments (eg French
et al).
B. Biological Evidence for this theory.

U ij _ s

A recent publication by de Pomerai et al ('Non-thermal heat-shock response to microwaves'.
amre 405: 417-418, 2000) provides evidence to support the above hypothesis. They repon that
nematode worms subjected to continuous wave RF energy at 750MHz respond by mming on the
heat shock response Importantly, they report this effect occurring at an SAR (specific absoiption
rate) of 0.001 W/kg, which is 100 - 1000 fold LESS dian current digital phones emit. This paper
therefore pushes back the limits of exposure considerably. If biological effects occur at this level,
does this imply effects at the whole animal/person level? The answer is it does, and there is
evidence that it occurs.
C. Experiments in Animals
An^Australian study published in 1997 (Repacholi, M. et al., 1997. "Lymphomas in Eii-Piml
Transgenic Mice Exposed to Pulsed 900MHz Electromagnetic Fields." Radiation Research 147:
631-640) reported that the incidence of lymphoma was significantiy increased in transgenic mice
exposed to pulsed 900 MHz electromagnetic fields. The aim of this study was to determine whether
long term exposure to pulse-modulated RFfields(selected specificallv to correspond to those from
mobile phone handsets) would increase die incidence of lymphoma in transgenic mice. The E^Piml system was chosen because although the mice are moderately predisposed to develop
lymphoma spontaneously, for tiiem to acquire maUgnancy the ceUs must undergo funher mutagenic
events in existing genes. Piml mice "...would be expected to respond to carcinogenic agents with
an increase in lymphomas because (they) express an activated oncogene selectively in die lymphoid
cells." The advantage of this system is that it is highly sensitive to mutagenic or carcinogenic
influences.
The result of exposure of die mice under very carefully controlled and characterised conditions was
a 2.4 fold increase in the risk of developing lymphoma associated with the exposure. This was
highly statistically significant (the statistical probability that die result was due to chance was less
than 1%). Furthermore, the lymphomas developed much earlier in the exposed group than in the
unexposed (control) group.
The authors emphasise the contradictory results and uncertain conclusions which exist in the
scientific literature regarding the non-thermal effects of electromagnetic fields. The authors clearly
do not regard RF as being able to directiy induce mutations or activate genes, so they presumably
do not regard RF as a potential carcinogen, even though by their definition in this system it could be
regarded as such. Rather they hypothesise that the effect of the exposure is to induce a "transient
low level warming of exposed tissues" which leads to increased cell proUferation and therefore to a
greater probability of spontaneous lymphomas arising. Is this mechanism feasible? The authors
comment on the subject of heating as follows: "Under the conditions used...the thermal load
induced in an exposed mouse would have been small relative to the heat-generated by normal
metabolic activity". It therefore seems unlikely that such a small heat load could induce increased
cell proliferation. However, it is possible that the RF field may act to induce an increase in cell
"proliferation by some odier mechanism, as has been reported for RF frequencies in lymphocyte
cultures. It is also possible that RF exposure may induce the increased expression of an oncogene
such as c-fos or c-jun, as has been shown by other workers for extremely low frequency fields.
It is true that this study does not imply that "there is an increased risk to humans of
lymphoma induced by mobile phone exposure. It may indicate however that in individuals

genetically predisposed to certain forms of cancer, the long term intermittent exposure to RF such
as that used in mobile phone technology may be an important environmental stimulus in the
induction of malignancy, by an as yet unknown mechanism.
Whilst it is true that tiiere may be a difference between mice and humans in the way they
absorb the radiation, this study cannot be dismissed in terms of "it utilised mice therefore it is not
relevant to humans". In some cases it is true that mice represent an entirely different biological
system to humans, whereas in other cases they are an excellent surrogate for human experiments. In
support of the latter cases it should be noted that Australia's 1998 winner of tiie Nobel Prize in
Medicine, Prof. Peter Dohefty, was awarded the Nobel prize for his work in tiie immune system
using mice. His findings are directly appUcable to human biology.
r
D. Experiments in humans
A recent study in humans looked at pattems of brain waves of people using a mobile phone
operating at 902MHz whilst performing a memory task, and comparing die results to no mobile
phone use. They concluded tiiat "the exposure of EMF does not alter die resting EEG per .je but
modifies the brain responses significantiy during a memory task" (Krause CM et al, 2000.- 'Effects
of electromagnetic field emitted by cellular phones on the EEG during a memory task.' Cognitive
Neuroscience 11: 761-764). They concluded diat GSM phones have effects on brain electric
oscillations in the 4-12 Hz frequency band range particular during memory retrieval processing.
The authors propose that the mechanism my be via 'mild temperature changes' in the cortex, and
were unable to comment on long-term effects of mobile phone use on cogrution. This is not the
only study to have shown such effects, and as such it seems that there is a strong likelihood of an
effect on neurological processing. This has implications throughout the community, and in
panicular calls into question the use of mobile phones by children.
Conclusion
Each of these four papers provides an important insight into our thinking on this issue. We can
conclude:
1. That the mechanism of biological (and therefore physiological) effect can be explained in terms
of orthodox physical and biological data.
2. That the mechanism rules out a simple 'dose-response' curve as the appropriate measure to
validate research reports.
3. That the Australian and Intemational Standards do not cope with the reported effects at SARs of
0.001 W/kg, nor with the reported cognitive effects reported for mobile phone users.
4. That the data provides evidence of effects at die cellular, organism, animal and human level of
exposures conducted at mobile phone relevant frequency and power.
What is Needed
With one billion mobile phone users expected worldwide by 2005, the possibility that the
technology may cause adverse physiological effects cannot be taken lightiy, particularly in light of
the findings in the above research papers, and other references contained therein.
Clearly, these issues show die need to conduct further research to determine the threshold value for
biological effects of mobile phone emissions, and what those effects might meann for human
health.

The Australian Standards need to be re-defined, based on these and other research findings.
The manufacturers need to be pushed to publish the SAR's of dieir phones so diat market puU can
drive the production of mobile phone technology which minimises or preferably eUminates
electromametic radiation emission to the brain.
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